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BEVEZETÉS 

 

Az élővilág evolúciójának egyik legösszetettebb eredménye az emberi agykéreg. Az 

emberi agykéreg nemcsak egy nagymértékben felskálázott állati rendszer, hanem unikális, az 

állatvilágtól eltérő sejtmorfológiai és ideghálózati összeköttetésbeli tulajdonságok jellemzik 

(Elston, 2003; Elston et al., 2006; Herculano-Houzel et al., 2007). Ezek a különleges 

tulajdonságok tették lehetővé többek között az absztrakt emberi gondolkodás kifejlődését, 

valamint ebben az összetett rendszerben kialakuló hibák okozhatnak bizonyos emberre 

jellemző betegségeket, például az epilepsziát.  

Az állatvilágtól nagyban eltérő kognitív képességek a tagolt emberi nyelv 

kialakulásával teljesedtek ki, mely képességek hátterében a memória fontos szerepet kapott. 

Különösen a tényekre irányuló memória az, ami segítheti a hatékony emberi kommunikáció 

kialakítását. A tényekre irányuló memória megszilárdítása emberben az alvás lassú hullámú 

fázisában történik, így az alvás és a kognitív folyamatok szoros összefüggésben állnak 

egymással (Huber et al., 2004; Vyazovskiy et al., 2008). Hasonló összefüggéseket találhatunk 

az alvás és az epilepszia vonatkozásában. Az egyik orvosi szállóige szerint „Az alvás és az 

epilepszia hálótársak.”. Az epilepsziák egy része előszeretettel manifesztálódik az alvás-

ébrenléti ciklus határán, illetve a mély alvási fázisokban (Halasz, 2012; Steriade, 2003). Az 

állatvilágban a kutya kivételével az emberhez hasonló nem szimptómás epilepszia betegség 

természetesen csak igen ritkán fordul elő, ellentétben a számos mesterségesen előállított 

állatmodellel. 

Megítélésünk szerint mind az emberi kognitív képességek, mind az emberi alvás, 

mind az emberi epilepszia nagymértékben különbözik az állatvilágban megjelenő hasonló 

képességektől, illetve állapotoktól. Ezért a kognitív, alvási és epilepsziás állatmodellek 

vizsgálatának eredményei az emberre mechanisztikusan nem vonatkoztathatóak.  

A korrekt modellalkotás egyik kritériuma az, hogy egy bizonyos szinten ismerjük meg 

azt a rendszert, amiről modellt szeretnénk alkotni. Ha tehát összehasonlítható sejt illetve 

ideghálózati szintű modellt szeretnénk kidolgozni valamely fent említett funkció vizsgálatára 

állatban, akkor legalábbis megfigyelhetővé kellene tenni az adott funkcióban az emberi 

agykéreg sejt és hálózati szintű működését. A sejt és hálózati szintű működés megfigyelése 

olyan módszereket követel, amelyekkel megfelelő téri és időbeli felbontással rögzíthetjük az 

egyes elemi idegi folyamatokat: az akciós potenciálokat, a serkentő és gátló posztszinaptikus 

és egyéb transz-membrán áramokat. 
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Ezeknek az elemi idegi folyamatoknak a megismerésére használatos módszerek mind 

a mai napig invazív agyi behatolást igényelnek, tehát nem meglepő, hogy vizsgálatuk 

egészséges emberben nem megvalósíthatóak.  

A gyógyszer rezisztens epilepszia betegség sebészi kezelése során olyan ablakot 

nyitottunk az emberi agyra, melyben invazív beavatkozások segítségével az elemi idegi 

működések egy részét közvetlenül regisztrálni tudtuk (Ulbert et al., 2001a; Ulbert et al., 

2001b; Ulbert et al., 2004a; Ulbert et al., 2005). 

Az agykéregben lejátszódó elemi idegi folyamatok megfigyelésére sokcsatornás 

rétegelektród rendszert fejlesztettünk ki, melyhez hasonlót korábban állatkísérletekben 

használtunk (Mehta et al., 2000a; Mehta et al., 2000b). A rétegelvezetések jelentősége abban 

rejlik, hogy az agykérgi rétegek szintjén nagy tér és időbeli felbontásban tudunk 

elektrofiziológiai adatokat rögzíteni a vizsgált kérgi régió idegi aktivitásáról. A 

rétegelektródok segítségével lehetővé vált a szakirodalomban először a skalpon illetve az agy 

felszínén mért potenciálteret generáló áramforrások pontos agykérgen belüli, intrakortikális 

lokalizációja, valamint a kapcsolt sejtaktivitás pontos tér és időbeli dinamikájának leírása.  

Az intrakortikális áramforrások és a sejtaktivitás elemzése segítségével 

meghatározhatjuk, mely elemi idegi folyamatok vesznek részt a vizsgált agyi elektromos 

tevékenység kialakításában. Az anatómiai és elektrofiziológiai adatok összevetésekor pedig 

megállapíthatjuk az elemi idegi folyamatok kérgi rétegek szerinti eredetét. 
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CÉLKITŰZÉSEK 

 

Kutatásaink elsődleges célja az volt, hogy felderítsük, milyen nagy léptékű és helyi 

hálózati és sejtszintű idegi mechanizmusok felelősek az emberi agykérgi kiváltott válaszok, 

oszcillációs jelenségek, valamint patológiás események kialakulásáért. Három alapvető agyi 

működési módot vettünk részletes vizsgálat alá; a kognitív az alvási és az epilepsziás 

folyamatokat. Kutatásaink felfedező, leíró jellegűek, hiszen eddig még mások által feltáratlan 

területet céloztunk meg. A következőkben összefoglalt konkrét feladatokat tűztük ki magunk 

elé kutatásaink során: 

 

  Módszertani kutatások 

 

 Az intraoperatív rétegelvezetések technikai kidolgozása és hazai bevezetése. 

 A krónikus alvási rétegelvezetések technikai kidolgozása és hazai bevezetése. 

 A rétegelvezetések valamint a klasszikus ECoG módszerek együttes alkalmazásának 

kidolgozása és hazai bevezetése 

 Szimultán elektromos és hemodinamikai regisztráló rendszer kidolgozása. 

 Az elektrofiziológiai és az anatómiai adatok fúziójának kidolgozása. 

 

A kognitív funkciók rétegelemzéses vizsgálata 

 

 Az elülső cinguláris kéreg és az anteroventrális temporális lebeny kognitív feladatok 

alatti tevékenységének vizsgálata. 

 A kognitív feldolgozásban résztvevő idegsejt populációk aktivitásának és a 

szinaptikus/transz-membrán áramok dinamikájának leírása. 

 A kérgi mikro-régiók ingerfeldolgozási stratégiájának leírása. 

 

Az alvási oszcillációk rétegelemzéses vizsgálata 

 

 Az alvási oszcillációk (K-komplex, lassú oszcilláció) rétegelvezetéses 

elemzőmódszereinek kidolgozása. 
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 A K-komplexhez kötött elektromos tevékenység szinaptikus/transz-membrán 

forrásainak és az akciós potenciál aktivitás dinamikájának agykérgi rétegek szerinti 

karakterizálása. 

 A K-komplex nagyléptékű leírása ECoG elvezetések segítségével. 

 A lassú oszcillációhoz kötött elektromos tevékenység szinaptikus/transz-membrán 

forrásainak és az akciós potenciál aktivitás dinamikájának agykérgi rétegek szerinti 

karakterizálása. 

 A lassú oszcilláció terjedésének nagyléptékű leírása ECoG elvezetésekben, 

nemlineáris módszerek segítségével. 

 

Az epilepsziás tüskézés rétegelemzéses vizsgálata 

 

 A interiktális tüskékhez kapcsolódó szinaptikus/transz-membrán és akciós potenciál 

tevékenység kérgi rétegek szerinti vizsgálata. 

 A laterális temporális lebeny és a hippokampusz valamint a szubikulum aktivitásának 

elektrofiziológiai vizsgálata interiktális tüskézés alatt. 

 Az interiktális tüskézés epilepsziás hálózatban betöltött funkciójának elemzése. 

 Az interiktális tüskézéshez kapcsolódó akciós potenciál aktivitás leírása. 
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MÓDSZEREK 

 

A rétegelektródok  

 

Négy különböző típusú rétegelektródot fejlesztettünk ki, és használtunk 

tanulmányainkban. Az úgynevezett rajzszög elektródot a szubdurális klinikai rács vagy 

szalag elektrokortikográfiás (ECoG) elektródokkal együttes beültetésre terveztük, a mély 

elektródot a klinikai mély iEEG (intrakraniális elektroencefalogram: iEEG) elektródokkal 

való beültetésre szántuk, a hippokampális elektródot az intraoperatív megfigyelésekre 

dolgoztuk ki, míg az optód alapvetően egy rajszög elektród, melyet optikai feltéttel láttunk el, 

így az alkalmassá vált az elektrofiziológiai és az agyi véráramlási paraméterek egyszerre 

történő mérésére is.  

A rétegelektródok átmérője 0.45 mm, 24 elvezető kontaktust tartalmaztak, melyek 

egymástól mért távolsága 0.15 mm. A rajzszög és a mély elektród tűje polyimidből, míg a 

hippokampális elektród tűje rozsdamentes sebészeti acélból készült. Az elvezető kontaktusok 

átmérője 40 mikrométer, melyet a polyimiddel szigetelt platina/irídium szálak elcsiszolt végei 

alkottak két-komponensű műgyantába ágyazva. A rajzszög elektród fedő lapját sebészeti 

tisztaságú szilikon gumiból alakítottuk ki. 

A felhasznált anyagok mindegyike, amelyik a szövetekkel érintkezett, így a polyimid 

cső, a rozsdamentes sebészeti acél cső, a két-komponensű műgyanta, a szilikon gumi 

valamint a platina/irídium huzal az Egyesült Államok Gyógyszerészeti Intézete által 

elfogadott szervezetbe ültethető minősítéssel rendelkezett. Az elektródokat etilén-oxid 

gázban sterilizáltuk a klinikai protokolloknak megfelelően. 

 

Az előerősítő  

 

Az előerősítő feladata az, hogy illeszti a rétegelektród elvezetési kontaktusain 

detektálható feszültség jelet a külső erősítő bemenetére. Az előerősítőnek számos 

kritériumnak kell megfelelnie. Az egyik legfontosabb szempontunk a tervezésnél az eszköz 

mérete volt. Olyan megvalósítási módokat kerestünk, melyek lehetővé teszik az áramkörnek 

a páciens fejen található kötésben való elhelyezését. A kis alapterület elérése végett 

felületszerelt áramköri elemeket használtunk, valamint négy rétegben szereltük a nyomtatott 

áramköri lapokat. Így a könnyű, kötésbe helyezhető kisméretű eszköz viselése nem okozott 
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problémát a betegeknek. A pontos forrás lokalizációs mérések elvégzésére precíziós 

műszererősítő integrált áramköri elemeket használtunk az előerősítő megvalósításánál.  

Mivel az elvezetési kontaktusok impedanciája igen magas (300-500 kOhm), olyan 

műszererősítő implementációt kerestünk, amely segítségével igen kis veszteséggel lehet 

illeszteni a kontaktus magas impedanciáját a külvilághoz. A precíziós kívánalmaknak 

megfelelően azt a célt tűztük ki, hogy az előerősítő bemeneti impedanciája legalább három 

nagyságrenddel legyen magasabb, mint a kontaktus impedanciája. Ebben az esetben a jel 

leosztódása az előerősítő bemenetén kisebb, mint 1/1000 (0.1 %), ami elfogadható precíziós 

kritériumnak. 

Mivel az elvezetési kontaktusok igen kis területűek és így impedanciájuk igen magas, 

a megkívánt bemeneti impedancia csak junction field effect transistor (JFET) vagy 

complementer metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technológiájú eszközzel valósítható meg. 

A JFET alapú műszererősítők termikus zaja sokkal kedvezőbb a fiziológiában használt 

frekvencia tartományokban (0.1-20 kHz), különösen az alacsonyabb régióban (0.1-100 Hz), 

mint a CMOS alapú áramköröknek, így JFET alapú eszközt választottunk. 

Az elektromágneses zavarok kivédése szintén alapvető tervezési kritérium volt az 

előerősítő elkészítésénél. Mivel a humán rétegelektródok hossza meglehetősen nagy, az 

antenna hatás is igen nagymértékben jelentkezik. Így, az elektromos hálózati zaj (50 Hz és 

felharmonikusai) mellett az egyéb tranziens és kommunikációs zajforrások például kapcsoló 

üzemű tápegységek, mobil telefonok is zavarják az agykérgi idegi tevékenység 

regisztrációját. Mivel az elektródák addicionális elektromágneses árnyékolása esetünkben 

nem kivitelezhető, mert az árnyékolás aránytalanul megnövelné az agyba ültetett eszköz 

méretét és így nagymértékű szövetkárosodást okozna, máshogyan kellett a külső 

elektromágneses zavarokat minimalizálni. 

A szokásos mezőpotenciál elvezetéseknél legtöbbször egy külső referencia ponthoz 

viszonyítunk, mely a földelési ponttól különbözik. Ideális esetben a referencia ponton és az 

aktív elvezetési ponton a zavar jel megegyezik, és ezt a közös jelet az általánosan használt 

referenciális erősítők nagymértékben csillapítják. A csillapítás mértéke, vagyis a közös 

módusú zajelnyomás egy igen fontos paramétere az eszköznek. A modern erősítők közös 

módusú zajelnyomás paramétere elméletileg minimum 90 dB (törtben kifejezve: 1/31622, 

vagyis 1 V-os közös bemeneti zavar jel esetén a referenciális erősítő kimenetén 0.03162 mV-

os jelet mérhetünk). A fenti 90 dB-es paraméter abban az esetben helytálló, ha az erősítő 

aktív és referencia bemenetére nagyon pontosan ugyanakkora impedancia kapcsolódik és a 

zavar jel is pontosan ugyanakkora a két mérőponton. Sajnálatos módon ezek a kritériumok a 
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gyakorlatban soha nem teljesülhetnek, mivel az élő szövetek dinamikusan változtatják fizikai 

tulajdonságaikat. Így sem a referencia valamint az aktív pontok azonos impedanciája sem a 

referencia valamint aktív pontok azonos feszültsége nem lehet ugyanaz. Következésképp a 

közös módusú zajelnyomás degradálódik, és referenciális erősítőkön a zavar jel gyakorlati 

biológiai alkalmazásokban mindig nagyságrendekkel nagyobb, mint ahogy azt az elméleti 

paraméterek sugallnák. Ez a zavar jel sokszor telíti a következő erősítési fokozatot, ezért az 

eredeti biológiai jel sajnos mér elméletileg sem lesz rekonstruálható. 

 

A potenciál gradiens elvezetés tulajdonságai 

 

Első rétegelektródos elvezetéseinket a szokásos referenciális erősítőkkel végeztük. 

Kórházi műtői körülmények között a mezőpotenciál méréseink sok esetben 

kiértékelhetetlenül zajosak voltak. Megfigyeltük, hogy a referencia elektród elhelyezése 

alapvetően befolyásolta a mérési eredményeket. Bizonyos helyekre fektetve a referencia 

elektródot az elvezetések kevésbé zajosak voltak. Sajnos szisztematikus összefüggést nem 

találtunk a referencia elhelyezése és a regisztrátum minősége között, ezért figyelmünk a 

referencia független megoldások felé fordult. 

Mivel az általunk használt rétegelektródok elvezetési pontjai szabályszerűen 

helyezkednek el egy vonal mentén egymástól azonos távolságban, ezt a topológiai adottságot 

használtuk fel egy referencia független, nagy zajtoleranciájú rendszer megtervezésére. Egy 

adott külső referencia ponttól való függetlenséget úgy tudtuk elérni, hogy bipoláris 

elvezetéseket használtunk. Sorban a rétegelektród szomszédos elvezető kontaktusai közötti 

feszültség különbséget mértük a műszererősítővel tízszeres erősítésben. Az erősítés nagyságát 

precíziós ellenállással (0.05 %-os tolerancia) állítottuk be. Az eszköz tehát a mezőpotenciál 

első térbeli deriváltját szolgáltatja a kimeneten tízszeres erősítésben, a későbbiekben ezért a 

potenciál gradiens elvezetés elnevezést használjuk. 

A szomszédos kontaktusok a rétegelektród esetében igen közel helyezkednek el 

egymáshoz, tipikusan 0.15 mm-re, ellentétben a klasszikus referenciális elvezetéssel, amikor 

a referencia és aktív elektród közötti távolság sokkal nagyobb, tipikusan a cm-es tartományba 

esik. A referencia és aktív elektródok között mért távolsággal arányosan nő a köztük mérhető 

impedancia. A zajokat létrehozó, a szövetben folyó áramok függetlenek a mérőrendszer 

topológiájától, valamint az adott zajáram nagyobb impedanciákon nagyobb feszültség esést 

okoz, így távoli referencia esetében a zajfeszültség nagyobb lesz, mint közeli referencia 
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esetén. Különösen igaz a fenti megállapítás egy olyan zajos környezet esetén, mint a kórházi 

műtő, vagy az intenzív betegmegfigyelő szoba. 

Klasszikus referenciális elvezetések esetében az aktív és referencia elektródok 

általában nagyon eltérő impedanciájúak. Míg az aktív elektródok kicsi felületűek és nagy 

impedanciájúak, hogy a mezőpotenciálok mellett az akciós potenciálok is regisztrálhatóak 

legyenek, addig a referencia elektród nagy felületű így kicsi impedanciájú, hogy stabil 

referencia feszültséget biztosítson. Az impedancia egyenlőtlenség a referenciális esetben 

leronthatja közös módusú zajelnyomást, így a zajos lesz az elvezetés.  

A rétegelektródok esetében a szomszédos elvezetési pontok impedanciájának értéke 

sokkal közelebb van egymáshoz, mint a referenciális elvezetések esetében, így a közös 

módusú zajelnyomás kevésbé romlik, ennek következtében a kimeneti zaj is alacsonyabb 

lesz. Összegezve tehát a gradiens előerősítő, különösen zajos környezetben jobb elvezetési 

minőséget produkál, mint a klasszikus referenciális eszközök. 

 

Az adatregisztráló rendszer 

 

Az előerősítő differenciális jeleit a saját tervezésű főerősítőben (1000) található aktív 

szűrők osztották mezőpotenciál/EEG (0.1 Hz - 500 Hz) és akciós potenciál/soksejt aktivitás 

(100 Hz - 5 kHz) tartományra. Ezeket külön-külön két sávban digitalizáltuk, a 

mezőpotenciál/EEG tartományt nagy felbontású (16 bit) de lassabb (2 kHz/csatorna) analóg-

digitális átalakítóval, míg az akciós potenciál/soksejt aktivitás tartományt gyors (20 

kHz/csatorna) de kisebb felbontású (12 bit) analóg-digitális átalakítóval. A biztonsági 

követelmények betartása érdekében a főerősítő fokozat egy galvanikus izolátort is 

tartalmazott. Nagy kapacitású és gyors számítógépet és saját tervezésű regisztráló szoftvert 

használunk az adatgyűjtésre. Az adatokat merevlemezen tároltuk a további feldolgozásra. 

 

Adatanalízis 

Áramforrás sűrűség elemzés 

 

Az agykéregben detektálható mezőpotenciálok szummációs jellegű elektromos 

folyamatok eredményei. Kialakulásukért a megfigyelési helytől távoli idegsejt elemek 

éppúgy felelősek, mint a közeli generátorok. Minket az intrakortikális folyamatok lokális 

megjelenése érdekelt leginkább, ezért a távoli hatások eliminálására segítségül hívtuk az 

áramforrás sűrűség analízist (Mitzdorf, 1985; Nicholson and Freeman, 1975). Az áramforrás 
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sűrűség analízis megadja a potenciálteret generáló helyi áram források, illetve áram nyelők 

tér és időbeli mintázatát. Egy dimenziós, Hamming-ablakkal simított (Rappelsberger et al., 

1981) a széleken interpolált (Vaknin et al., 1988) öt pontos áramforrás sűrűség analízist 

használtunk, mely matematikailag megfelel a mezőpotenciál második téri deriváltjának, 

illetve esetükben a mezőpotenciál gradiens első téri deriváltjának  (Ulbert et al., 2001a). Az 

áram nyelő a lokális sejtpopulációnak a sejten kívüli térből a sejten belüli térbe irányuló 

összegzett membránáramát jelzi. A befelé folyó áram egyrészt a membránok szinaptikus 

depolarizációjából eredhet, mint aktív áramforrás sűrűség komponens, másrészt jelentheti az 

aktív áram nyelő által meghatározott áramkör passzív záródását. Az áram forrás kifelé 

irányuló összegzett membránáramot jelez. Fiziológiailag ez egyrészt passzív kiegyenlítődési 

áramként értelmezhető, másrészt aktív hiperpolarizációt is jelenthet. Utóbbi lehet 

szinaptikusan hajtott hiperpolarizáció vagy például nem szinaptikus eredetű 

utóhiperpolarizáció. 

Az áram források és áram nyelők egymáshoz viszonyított latenciájának, rétegek 

szerinti elhelyezkedésének, az észlelési hely szövettani környezetének és az akciós potenciál 

(egysejt), valamint a soksejt aktivitás tér és időbeli mintázatának ismerete a legtöbb esetben 

elegendő arra, hogy az észlelt elektromos jelekből az azokat létrehozó elemi idegi 

jelenségekre következtessünk.  

 

Egysejt és soksejt aktivitás elemzés 

 

A soksejt aktivitás folyamatos becslésére a felvett adatokat tovább szűrtük digitálisan 

(300-3000 Hz sáv áteresztő szűrő, 48 db/oktáv meredekség, nulla fázistolás), majd vettük a 

jel abszolút értékét és egy végső digitális simító szűrést alkalmaztunk (50 Hz alul áteresztő 

szűrő, 24 db/oktáv meredekség, nulla fázistolás). Ez az analízis hasonló eredményeket 

szolgáltatott, mint a hagyományos egysejt és soksejt feldolgozó módszerek (Ulbert et al., 

2001a).  

A áramforrás sűrűség és soksejt analízis módszerek térbeli felbontását is vizsgáltuk, 

hogy becsléseket tudjunk adni, mekkora nagyságú térrészből tudunk aktív generátorokat 

kimutatni. Az általunk elvégzett szimulációk eredménye szerint egy aktív generátor szélétől 

számítva az áramforrás sűrűség értékek körülbelül tized részükre csökkennek 300 

mikrométeren belül, míg a mezőpotenciálok ennél kisebb mértékben veszítenek 

amplitúdójukból a generátortól laterális irányban távolodva. A vertikális irányban még 

nagyobb a áramforrás sűrűség térbeli esése, így még a szürke állományon belül szinte nullára 
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csökkenhet az áram források és áram nyelők nagysága (Wang et al., 2005). Irodalmi adatok 

alapján a soksejt aktivitás térbeli esése az általunk kimutatott csökkenés nagyságrendjébe esik 

(Grover and Buchwald, 1970; Humphrey, 1968). Összegzésként tehát elmondhatjuk, hogy az 

általunk használt regisztrációs és analitikus módszerek térbeli érzékenysége a kérgi kolumnák 

nagyságrendjébe esik, így módszereink megfelelően nagy téri felbontásúak a kérgi mikro-

régiók aktivitásának kimutatására. 

 

Spektrális analízis 

 

Komplex Morlet-waveletre alapozott, az egyedi, átlagolatlan jelalakokat  figyelembe 

vevő idő-frekvencia analízist használtunk mind a rétegelektródos, mind a klinikai elvezetések 

spektrális elemzésére (Halgren et al., 2002; Kronland-Martinet et al., 1987). A frekvencia 

tartománybeli skálázást linearizáltuk, így aránylag egyöntetű idő-frekvencia tartománybeli 

leképezést tudtunk elérni, körülbelül 80 ms-os időbeli és 2 Hz-es frekvencia tartománybeli 

felbontással, 1 Hz-es minimális detektálható frekvenciával (Wang et al., 2005).  

Az egyes elektródok közötti fázis kapcsoltságot az irodalomban megtalálható 

módszerek szerint implementáltuk (Lachaux et al., 1999). Szimulációs eredményeink szerint 

a felhasznált módszer megfelelően detektálta az egyes elektródok fázis kapcsoltságot az 1 

Hz-es tartománytól felfele, és a kapcsoltság kimutatása nagymértékben független volt az 

egyes jelalakok amplitúdójának nagyságától (Wang et al., 2005).  

 

Műtéti eljárások 

 

A rétegelektródát a szem felügyelete alatt vezettük be a kéregbe, a hippokampuszba, 

illetve a szubikulumba, merőlegesen annak felszínére. Krónikus elvezetések esetén műtét 

után a beteget az intenzív megfigyelő szobában helyeztük el, ahol a szokásos videó-EEG 

epilepszia monitorozás mellett különböző kognitív feladatokhoz kapcsolódó elektromos 

tevékenységet és spontán aktivitást vezettünk el. Miután a páciens epilepsziás fókuszát 

meghatározták, egy második műtétre került sor, melyben a fókuszt eltávolította az 

idegsebész, a rétegelektród nyomot tartalmazó agyszövettel együtt. Az intraoperatív 

elvezetéseknél az előzőleg vizsgált szövetet a mérés után közvetlenül blokkban került 

eltávolításra. A kimetszett mintát szövettanilag feldolgoztuk, megállapítottuk az elektród 

szúrt csatornájának helyét, valamint a kérgi rétegek mélységét. Az elektród, valamint a szúrt 
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csatorna hosszából és a rétegek méreteiből kiszámítottuk az egyes elektród pontok helyzetét 

az agykéregben. 

 

Hisztológia 

 

A szövet 4-5 mm széles blokkokra vágtuk és immerziósan fixáltuk 4 % 

paraformaldehidet, 0.1 % glutáraldehidet és 0.2 % pikrinsavat tartalmazó 0.1 M foszfát puffer 

alapú oldatban. A blokkokból vibrotómmal 60 mikrométer vastag szeleteket vágtunk, és 

egymást követő foszfát pufferes mosások után a metszeteket immunfestettük, illetve 

párhuzamos metszeteken Nissl-festést végeztünk az elektródnyom rekonstrukciójához.  

Az immunfestés során a következő eljárást követtük: a nem kötött fixálót 6x20 perces 

0.1 M foszfát pufferrel kimostuk, majd tris pufferelt szalina oldatba helyeztük át a 

metszeteket. Minden szérumot tris pufferelt szalina oldatban hígítottunk, és az egyes 

inkubációs lépések között mostuk a metszeteket (3x20 perc). Blokkoló anyagot (5 %-os 

tejpor és 2 % bovin szérum albumin keveréke) is tettünk a metszetekre. Ezt követte a primer 

szérumokban történő inkubáció. Poliklonális nyúl-anti-parvalbumin, nyúl-anti-calbindin, 

nyúl-anti-calretinin primereket használtunk. Ezután biotinilált kecske-anti-nyúl szekunder 

szérumot tettünk a metszetekre. Ezt követte az avidin-biotin-tormaperoxidáz komplexszel 

történő inkubáció. A metszeteket kimostuk és 0.05 M koncentrációjú 3,3’-diaminobenzidin 

tetrahidrokloridban előinkubáltuk 20 percig, majd ehhez 0.01 %-os hidrogénperoxidot adva 

előhívtuk (Fabo et al., 2005; Ulbert et al., 2004b). 

 

A kísérleti személyek összeállítása 

 

A kutatásban résztvevő személyek gyógyszer rezisztens epilepsziában szenvedtek. A 

páciensek gyógyításuk érdekében kerültek műtétre, részvételük a kutatásban önkéntes volt. A 

betegek epilepsziás roham fókuszát a sebészi feltárást megelőző diagnosztikus eljárások nem 

tudták megfelelően megállapítani, ezért vált szükségessé az epilepsziás fókusz invazív, 

intrakraniális elektrofiziológiai eszközökkel történő vizsgálata. A kísérleti személyek 

kiválasztását és a tudományos kutatásról való részletes tájékoztatását az idegsebész és a 

vezető kutató végezte. A betegek informált beleegyezési nyilatkozatot tettek, széles körűen 

tájékoztattuk őket a beavatkozásokkal kapcsolatos veszélyekről és előnyökről. 

A klinikai vizsgálatok alapján az epilepszia sebészeti munkacsoport döntötte el, 

milyen sebészeti feltárás szükséges az egyes betegek operációjához, és hogy az alkalmazott 
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sebészeti technika lehetővé teszi-e az agykérgi rétegelvezetéseket. A sebészeti technikáról 

való döntés megelőzte a kísérletben való részvétel felmerülésének lehetőségét, attól 

függetlenül történt, mindenben a beteg gyógyulásának érdekeit tartva szem előtt.  

A felhasznált etikai engedélyeket az Egészségügyi Tudományos Tanács, Tudományos 

és Kutatásetikai Bizottsága jegyezi: „A mikro-mély-elektródák alkalmazása epilepsia sebészi 

kezelése során” (242/KO/2001. 6008/6/2001/ETT) és „A humán kortikális elektromos 

tevékenység komplex in vivo és in vitro vizsgálata agysebészeti műtétre kerülő 

páciensekben” (368/PI/2012. 20680-4/2012/EKU). 

  

A kutatáshoz kapcsolódó kockázatok 

 

 A kísérleteknek három kockázati tényezője van. Az intrakraniális vérzés, a gliózis és 

az esetleges fertőzés. Mivel az elektródok a műtét alatt, direkt szemkontaktussal kerültek 

beültetésre, az idegsebész rögtön megtehette a szükséges intézkedéseket. A gliózis 

keletkezésének lehetősége kizárható, mivel a beültetendő terület az eltávolítandó kéregrészre 

esett. 

 A rétegelektród sterilizálása minden tekintetben hasonlóként történt, mint a klinikai 

elektródák sterilizálása, ezért a fertőző ágensek műtét közbeni bevitelének kockázata 

minimális volt. Mivel a rétegelektród kivezetése és izolációja minden tekintetben hasonlóként 

történt, mint a klinikai elektródák kivezetése illetve izolációja, ezért a monitorozás alatti 

fertőzések kockázata szintén minimális volt.  

A rétegelektród beültetése során jelentkező kockázati tényezők tehát nagyban 

megegyeztek a konvencionális klinikai elektródák beültetése következtében jelentkező 

kockázati tényezőkkel. Ezen kockázatokról a műtét közbeni komplikációkról, azok hatásáról 

illetve megoldásáról a használt gyógyszerek mellékhatásairól a kezelő orvos és a műtétet 

vezető sebész a kötelező klinikai és kísérletes protokollon keresztül tájékoztatta a 

pácienseket. 

 

A kutatáshoz kapcsolódó előnyök 

 

 Tapasztalataink szerint az egyik fontos motiváló erő a kutatásban való részvételre a 

páciensek természetes önzetlensége, a másokon való segíteni akarás volt. Sok, a kutatásba 

bevont beteg örömként élte meg a lehetőséget, hogy segíthetett más betegeken a saját adatait 

adományozva, így morális előnyt, hasznot kovácsolt ebből a szituációból. A másik lelki 
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természetű előny tapasztalataink szerint a kognitív feladatok elvégzéséhez kapcsolódott. 

Ezekben a vizsgálatokban résztvevő betegek általában magas motivációval végezték a 

teszteket, sikerélményként élték meg a jól teljesített feladatokat. 

A kutatásban résztvevő betegek speciálisan kidolgozott mágneses rezonancia (MR) 

vizsgálatra kerültek, mely vizsgálatok sokkal részletesebb strukturális képet adtak a 

páciensek agyáról, mint a standard klinikai gyakorlatban alkalmazott eljárások. Nagy 

felbontású strukturális MR vizsgálatokkal kívántuk megjeleníteni az esetlegesen standard MR 

vizsgálatokkal nem észrevehető nagyon kicsi területre kiterjedő agyfejlődési 

rendellenességeket és egyéb térfoglaló folyamatokat.  

  

Kognitív feladatok 

 

A teljesség igénye nélkül az alábbi típusú kognitív feladatokat végezték a páciensek. 

Az egyszerű/választásos reakció idő feladatban a célinger ~60 ms-ig villant fel jobb 

vagy baloldalon, míg a kísérleti személynek a bal vagy a jobb kezével kellett nyomnia a 

válaszgombot. Az egyszerű feladatban vagy a jobb, vagy a bal gombot kellet megnyomni, 

attól függetlenül, melyik oldalon jelent meg a célinger. A választásos feladatban vagy az 

inger oldalával megegyező, vagy azzal ellentétes kézzel kellett nyomni a gombot. 

A késleltetett szómemória feladatban a kísérleti személynek 10 szót kellett 

memorizálni, ezek szolgáltak célingerként a próbák felében, mely szavakat a másik 50 %-ban 

meg nem ismételt szavak alkottak. Összesen 12-szer ismétlődött véletlenszerűen a feladatok 

során az előzőleg memorizált 10 szó, melyeket képernyőre vetítettük egyenként ~300 ms 

ideig, fekete háttér előtt fehér betűkkel. A kísérleti személynek a domináns kezével kellett 

nyomnia a válaszgombot. Az inger után különböző hang jelezte a jó illetve a rossz választ. 

A rímeléses feladatban a kísérleti személynek el kellett döntenie, hogy a bemutatott 

szó (angol) rímel-e az „AY”-ra. A bemutatott szavak egy része nem rímelt, a másik része 

szabályszerűen rímelt (pl. say) a harmadik rész pedig szintén rímelt, de írásmódja rendhagyó 

volt (pl. weigh).  

Az akusztikus kakukktojás feladatban a kísérleti személyek a sűrűn bemutatott 

hangok (79 %) mellett a ritkán bemutatott (10.5 %) célingerre kellett gombnyomással 

válaszolnia, míg a hasonló valószínűséggel (10.5 %) bemutatott nem célinger újdonság 

hangot figyelmen kívül kellet hagynia. Minden egyes újdonság hang magassága és spektrális 

tartalma unikális volt, kivéve a hang burkoló görbéjét, mely megegyezett a standard és 

célinger (egyébként tiszta, szinuszos) hangok burkolójával.  
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EREDMÉNYEK 

 

A hemodinamikai és idegi tevékenység kapcsolata (1) 

 

  Az agyi véráramlás dinamikájának és az agyi elektromos működésnek a kapcsolatát 

intenzíven kutatják napjainkban is. Funkcionális mágneses rezonancia (fMR) vizsgálatokkal 

kombinált elektrofiziológiai kísérletekben próbálják meghatározni az agyi véráramlás és az 

idegi tevékenység összefüggéseit (Logothetis et al., 2001; Logothetis, 2003). Az fMR 

vizsgálatok segítségével a vér oxigén telítettségétől függő jelet (blood oxygenation level 

dependent: BOLD) mérik, mely a különbözően oxigenált hemoglobinok koncentrációjától 

(deoxihemoglobin és oxihemoglobin) az oxigén helyi metabolikus rátájától, a helyi 

vérvolumentől és a helyi véráramlás nagyságától függ (Buxton et al., 1998). A BOLD választ 

meghatározó három legfontosabb mérőszám az oxi- és deoxihemoglobin koncentráció 

valamint az agyi véráramlási sebesség, melyek mérése optikai módszerekkel is lehetséges. 

Optikai módszereket alkalmazva állatkísérletes modellekben vizsgáltuk a BOLD válasz és az 

idegi tevékenység kapcsolatát (Devor et al., 2003; Devor et al., 2005; Devor et al., 2007; 

Devor et al., 2008).  

Célunk egy olyan epilepsziás páciensekbe ültethető optikai-elektrofiziológiai 

regisztráló eszköz (1/1. ábra) és feldolgozó rendszer kifejlesztése volt, mellyel pont 

spektroszkópiát (1/2. ábra) és lézer-doppler áramlás méréseket tudtunk végezni, egyidejűleg a 

rétegelvezetésekkel. A spektroszkópia segítségével meghatározhatjuk az oxi- és 

deoxihemoglobin koncentrációkat, a lézer-doppler mérések segítségével következtetni tudunk 

a helyi véráramlás sebességére, a rétegelvezetésekkel pedig regisztrálni tudjuk a helyi idegi 

tevékenységet (Keller et al., 2009). 

 

A hemodinamikai és rétegelvezetéses jelek egyidejű regisztrációja (1) 

 

 A kifejlesztett optóddal (1/4. ábra) készült lézer-doppler áramlás mérések jól mutatták 

a helyi véráramlási sebesség változását a szívciklus függvényében, hasonlóan az irodalmi 

adatokhoz (Basano et al., 2001; Montgomery et al., 1995).  

A hemoglobin koncentrációk változását lélegzet visszatartásos feladatban vizsgáltuk 

és azt találtuk, hogy a lélegzet visszatartása után a deoxihemoglobin koncentráció megnőtt és 

az oxihemoglobin koncentráció lecsökkent (1/5. ábra), ami szintén megfelel az irodalmi 

adatoknak (Thomason et al., 2005). 
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 Az elektrofiziológiai és hamodinamoikai tevékenység összehasonlításához a klinikai 

kérgi elektromos ingerlést vettük igénybe, mivel az ingerlés egyébként is az epilepszia 

kivizsgálási protokoll része, tehát plusz megterhelés nem érte a beteget (1/3. ábra). A 

beültetett rács elektródokon keresztül bipolárisan ingereltük a kérget rövid (500 ms) és 

hosszú (5 sec) áram sorozatokkal, 50 Hz-es sorozaton belüli frekvenciával, a sorozatokat 6 

sec illetve 8 sec-os időközökben ismételtük (1/6. ábra).  

Rövid időtartamú ingerlés után oxihemoglobin növekedést találtunk 2 sec-os csúcs 

latenciával, valamint együttes deoxihemoglobin csökkenést tapasztaltunk, melynek csúcs 

latenciája 3 sec volt. A megnövekedett oxigenizáció az ingerlés után 5-6 sec-al tért vissza az 

alapvonalra. Az áramforrás sűrűség analízis a rövid ingerlés időtartama alatt serkenési 

folyamatokat, áram nyelőt mutatott az a középső rétegekben, míg a felső rétegekben áram 

forrás volt látható. Az ingerlést követően, az offset válasz során áram forrásokat, tehát 

valószínűleg gátlási folyamatokat, kifelé irányuló membrán áramokat regisztráltunk a 

középső és mély rétegekből (1/6b. ábra).  

A hosszú ingerlés erőteljesen átrendezte a hemodinamikai válasz előzőekben 

tapasztalt szerkezetét. Egyrészt a hosszú ingerrel kiváltott hemoglobin koncentráció változás 

a rövid ingerhez képest annak tízszeresére nőtt, másrészt az oxi- és deoxihemoglobin 

koncentráció a válasz kezdeti fázisának kivételével ellenkezően változott. Az áramforrás 

sűrűség szerkezete kevésbé dinamikusan változott, leginkább az offset válasz amplitúdója 

nőtt meg a rövid ingerléssel összehasonlítva (1/6a. ábra).  

Megállapítható tehát, hogy az ingerlés tartama nem lineárisan változtatja meg a 

hemodinamikai választ, az elektrofiziológiai válasz viszont közel lineárisan változott ingerlés 

hosszúságának változásával. A hemodinamikai és idegi válaszok kapcsolatának általunk 

előzőekben állatkísérletekben kimutatott nem-linearitása tehát a fenti paradigmában emberen 

is kimutatható volt (Devor et al., 2003).  Eredményeink arra utalnak, hogy a kidolgozott 

optikai-elektrofiziológiai regisztráló módszer jól hasznosítható a humán idegi és 

hemodinamikai kölcsönhatások kutatásában (Keller et al., 2009). 
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Az elülső cinguláris kéreg kognitív funkciói (2) 

 

Az elülső cinguláris kéreg három nagy anatómiai-funkcionális kérgi hálózat a 

motoros, a limbikus és a prefrontális rendszer kereszteződésében áll (Vogt et al., 2004). A 

motoros rendszerben az elülső cinguláris kéreg - anatómiai összeköttetéseit figyelembe véve - 

rögtön a szupplementer motoros kéreg előtt helyezkedik el és vetít mind a motoros kéregbe, 

mind a gerincvelőbe (Dum and Strick, 1993). A limbikus rendszerben az elülső cinguláris 

kéreg közvetlen kapcsolatban áll a szubikuláris komplexszel, ezen keresztül a 

hippokampusszal, a hátsó orbitális kéreggel, az elülső thalamikus maggal és az autonóm 

funkciókkal rendelkező agytörzsi magokkal. Az elülső cinguláris kéreg továbbá erős 

kétirányú kapcsolatban áll a dorzolaterális prefrontális lebennyel valamint a 

halántéklebennyel (Barbas, 2000).  

A régió aktivitását sokféle kognitív feladathelyzetben kimutatták: olvasási feladatok 

(Fiez and Petersen, 1998), szógenerálás (Crosson et al., 1999), epizodikus memória előhívás 

(Nyberg, 1998), munkamemória feladatok (Bunge et al., 2001), érzelmekkel kapcsolatos 

(Phan et al., 2002) valamint figyelmi feladatok (Cabeza and Nyberg, 2003; Corbetta et al., 

1998; Mesulam, 1981). A régió funkcióit vizsgálva kimutatták továbbá, hogy az az adott 

feladatban adható lehetséges válaszok számához szorosan kötődik az aktivitása, felvetve a 

lehetőségét annak, hogy az elülső cinguláris kéregnek fontos szerepe lehet az adott feladatva 

való felelet, akció kiválasztásában (Frith et al., 1991; Posner et al., 1988). Ezek a lehetséges 

ECK funkciók egyrészt a mozgatás megtervezésével, irányítással lehetnek kapcsolatban 

(Kollias et al., 2001; Picard and Strick, 2001) másrészt olyan szituációk felismerésében és 

kezelésében vehetnek részt, melyben a lehetséges válaszok ellentmondóak és így hibákhoz 

vezethetnek (Carter et al., 2000; Kiehl et al., 2000). 

Kutatásainkban rétegelektródokkal vizsgáltuk az idegsejt populációk 

szinaptikus/transz-membrán áramainak valamint az idegsejt populációk akciós potenciál 

tevékenységének változásait az elülső cinguláris kérgi régiók (2/1. ábra) egyes rétegeiben 

különböző kognitív feladathelyzetben: egyszerű választás, késleltetett szó felismerés, rímelés, 

akusztikus össze nem illési feladat, betű felismerési feladatban (2/2. ábra). A kérgi 

generátorok tér és időbeli dinamikájának feltárása érdekében arra kerestünk választ, hogy a 

vizsgált kérgi mikro-régiók részt vesznek-e több kognitív feladat feldolgozásában, továbbá 

arra, hogy ez a részvétel milyen idegi mechanizmusokra épül, valamint hogy ezek a 

feldolgozási folyamatok mely kérgi rétegekhez kötöttek. 
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Az elülső cinguláris kéreg aktivitása különböző feladatokban (2) 

 

Minden feladat nagymértékű szinaptikus/transz-membrán és soksejt aktivitást váltott 

ki az elülső cinguláris kérgi területeken, de emellett a vizsgált kérgi mikro-régiók rétegek 

szerinti differenciált válaszait tártuk fel különös tekintettel a hiba felismerésre, az újdonságra, 

a feladat nehézségére és az orientációra (2/3. ábra).  

A legerősebb választ az inger időpillanata után 300-800 ms-al regisztráltuk, mely 

rendszerint együtt járt a kéreg felszíni rétegeire lokalizálódó áram forrással és csökkent 

akciós potenciál aktivitással (2/4a, b. ábra), mely arra utal, hogy a szupragranuláris 

rétegekben aktív gátlási folyamat indult be a viselkedéses válasz ideje alatt. Ezt a gátlást 

rendszerint egy áram nyelő követte szintén a szupragranuláris rétegekben az inger után 800-

1400 ms-os latenciával (2/4c. ábra), mely tevékenység a gátló válasz utáni visszacsapó 

serkentéssel magyarázható. A szupragranuláris rétegében észlelt aktív gátlás meglehetősen 

általános válasz volt több kognitív feladat esetén is, mely gátlást követő visszacsapó 

serkentés fontos integrációs ablakot nyithat a további ingerfeldolgozásra. 

Kimutattuk a szinaptikus/transz-membrán és soksejt mérések segítségével, hogy az 

egyes vizsgált mikro-régiók több különböző feladat és a feladaton belüli kontraszt hatására is 

hasonlóan aktiválódnak. Emellett a különböző feladatra adott lokális válaszok között 

világosan kimutatható különbségeket is tapasztaltunk, tehát nem egy sztereotip, hanem 

feladatonként árnyalt feldolgozást találtunk az elülső cinguláris mikro-régiókban (2/5. ábra). 

Kimutattuk továbbá, hogy az elülső cinguláris kéreg felső rétegeiben a különböző 

kognitív feladatok (szómemória, kakukktojás feladat) az inger után 500-700 ms-os 

latenciával modulálják a helyi théta aktivitás teljesítményét (2/6. ábra).  

A feladatokhoz kapcsolódó, régiók közötti théta-sávbeli fázis viszonyok kimutatására 

megvizsgáltuk az elülső cinguláris kéreg és számos iEEG módszerrel egyszerre regisztrált 

kérgi régió aktivitását. A legtöbb kognitív feladatban szignifikáns théta-sávbeli fázis 

szinkronizációt tapasztaltunk a 200-700 ms-os latenciákon az elülső cinguláris és temporális, 

frontális és hippokampális régiók között (2/7. ábra). A théta fázis szinkronizációs adataink 

arra utalnak, hogy a vizsgált kognitív feladatokban az egyes elülső cinguláris kérgi mikro-

régiók aktívan részt vesznek az elosztott, sok lebenyre lokalizálódó idegi hálózat 

működésében. 

Eredményeink azt mutatják, hogy a különböző feladatokra adott kérgi válasz rétegek 

szerinti eredete átfed egymással a vizsgált milliméter alatti felbontásban. Mivel mind az 

áramforrás sűrűséget, mind a soksejt aktivitást nagy részben a helyi egy, vagy néhány kérgi 
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kolumnán belüli idegi tevékenység határozza meg, ez a megfigyelés arra enged következtetni, 

hogy az egyes kognitív feladat típusok idegi feldolgozásában térben és időben azonos, vagy 

legalábbis nagyon közeli hálózatok vesznek részt az elülső cinguláris régióban.  

 

Az anteroventrális temporális lebeny kognitív funkciói (3) 

 

A humán anteroventrális temporális lebenyt az inferotemporális, perirhinális és 

entorhinális kérgek alkotják. Az anteroventrális temporális lebeny kölcsönös 

összeköttetésben áll a ventrális látórendszerrel, a nyelvi feldolgozási rendszerekkel valamint 

a hippokampális területekkel. Anatómiai (Felleman and VanEssen, 1991), fiziológiai (Naya 

et al., 2001)  és léziós (Murray and Bussey, 1999) tanulmányok bizonyítják az anteroventrális 

temporális lebeny fontos szerepét mind a memória, mind a legmagasabb szintű vizuális 

tárgyfelismerési folyamatokban. A nyelvi feladatokban is szerepe van, hiszen az 

anteroventrális temporális lebeny atrófiája jellemző például bizonyos típusú szemantikus 

demenciákra (Hodges et al., 1992), és megnövekedett hemodinamikai aktivitás jellemzi itt a 

szemantikai feladatokat (Devlin et al., 2002). A memória funkciókban játszott szerepét 

bizonyítják azok a vizsgálatok is, melyek ismétlési hatásokat mutattak ki a temporális 

lebenyben (Dale et al., 2000; Dhond et al., 2003; Marinkovic et al., 2003). Az anteroventrális 

temporális lebeny tehát mintegy integrálja a magas szintű nyelvi és vizuális feldolgozást a 

memória bevéséssel, és memória visszaidézéssel, így segítheti a hippokapmusz-kéreg 

dialógust és a memória függő absztrakciót (Buzsaki, 1996).  

Az eddigiekben leggyakrabban használt humán funkcionális vizsgálatok (fMR, EEG, 

iEEG, ECoG és MEG) sajnos nem rendelkeznek megfelelő tér és időbeli felbontással ahhoz, 

hogy a mikro-régiók milliméteres nagyságrendjébe eső kognitív feldolgozási lépéseket 

azonosítsuk, továbbá nem adnak információt a résztvevő elemi idegi mechanizmusok 

típusáról sem. Megállapíthatatlan például, hogy a makroszkóposan mért hemodinamikai 

válasz, a potenciál tér vagy mágneses tér változások (fMR, EEG, iEEG, ECoG és MEG) 

milyen szinaptikus/transz-membrán, folyamatokhoz kötöttek, illetve milyen ezek alatt az 

akciós potenciálok mintázata. Majomkísérletekben, egysejt vizsgálatokkal ezek a kérdések 

részben tisztázhatók, viszont a humán szenzoros és kognitív rendszerek a törzsfejlődés során 

átalakultak, leginkább a nyelv megjelenésének köszönhetően. A frontális kéreg növekedése 

mellett a temporális területek, különösen az anteroventrális rész expanziója figyelhető meg az 

emberi evolúció folyamán, így a majomkísérletekből közvetlen következtetéseket a humán 

szenzoros és kognitív funkciókkal kapcsolatban nem vonhatunk le.  
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Kutatásaink célja, a kognitív feladatok által kiváltott idegi aktivitás elemi 

folyamatainak lokalizálása, az akciós potenciálok és a szinaptikus/transz-membrán áramok 

szintjén az anteroventrális temporális kérgi mikro-régiókban és agykérgi rétegekben. A 

rétegelektródos mérésekkel a makroszkópos megfigyeléseknél pontosabb eredményeket 

kaphatunk az egyes agyi régión belüli, illetve az agyi régiók közötti hálózati kapcsolatok tér 

és időbeli dinamikájáról. A rétegelektródos mérések eredményeit összevetve a már jól ismert 

makroszkópos mérési eredményekkel jobban meghatározhatóvá válhatnak az egyes EEG, 

iEEG, ECoG és MEG mintázathoz tartozó elemi idegi mechanizmusok. 

 

Az ismétlés feldolgozása az anteroventrális temporális lebenyben (3) 

 

Az új és az ismételt, előzőleg már bemutatott szavak által kiváltott idegi aktivitást 

vizsgáltuk az inferotemporális kéregben (3/1. ábra). A szómemória tesztben a kísérleti 

személy elsődleges (explicit) feladata volt az ismételt szó felismerése és a rá adott motoros 

válasz, míg a hosszúság megállapítási és igeragozási tesztekben a szavak ismétlődése, új, 

vagy előzőleg már bemutatott mivolta rejtett (implicit) volt, nem az ismétlés feldolgozása 

volt ezekben az esetekben az elsődleges feladat.  

Rétegelvezetéses mérésekkel kimutattuk, hogy az inferotemporális és perirhinális 

területeken a korai válasz ~120ms-os latenciával kezdődött az inger bemutatása után mind az 

újdonság, mind az ismételt szavakra, melynek csúcsa ~170 ms-nál jelentkezett (3/2. ábra). 

Ezeken a korai latenciákon az áramforrás sűrűség mélységi eloszlása egy középső (III-IV) 

rétegbeli áram nyelőt mutatott, ami megfelel egy előre csatolt bemenetnek, mely a 

megnövekedett soksejt aktivitással együtt értelmezve serkentő típusú posztszinaptikus 

folyamatot jelent (3/3. ábra). A bemeneti serkentés forrása valószínűleg az alacsonyabb rendű 

vizuális régiók kimeneti rostjai lehettek, melyek a kéreg középső rétegeiben végződnek. A 

korai áram nyelőhöz hasonló latenciákon jelentkező akciós potenciál tevékenység növekedés 

is alátámasztja a megfigyelt áramforrás sűrűség mintázatot: aktív, előre csatolt serkentési 

folyamatok túlsúlya látható a bemeneti rétegekben a korai válasz esetén. A korai latencia 

tartományban (0-220 ms) sem az inferotemporális, sem a perirhinális régióban nem 

tapasztaltunk szignifikáns ismétlési hatást sem az áramforrás sűrűség, sem a soksejt 

mérésekben.  

Kimutattuk továbbá, hogy a legkorábbi ismétlési hatás mind az inferotemporális, 

mind a perirhinális régióban ~250 ms-latenciával jelentkezett. A legerősebb ismétlési hatás a 

soksejt aktivitás mély rétegbeli csökkenése volt az új szavak által kiváltott válaszhoz 
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viszonyítva mindkét régióban. A soksejt tevékenység ismétléshez kapcsolt csökkenésével 

együtt az ~500 ms-os latencia tartományban a középső rétegbeli kitartott nyelő csökkenése 

járt együtt (3/3. ábra), ami a helyi serkentési mechanizmusok fokozatos mérséklődésével 

magyarázható. 

Az entorhinális kéregben kimutattuk, hogy a kiváltott válasz ~200 ms-os latenciával 

jelentkezett, jóval később, mint az inferotemporális és perirhinális régióban. A korai kérgi 

tevékenység áramforrás profilja szintén jelentős eltérést mutatott. Az entorhinális kéreg 

esetében mind a felszíni, mind a mély rétegekben áram nyelőket találtunk, melyek különböző 

mértékben voltak áram forrásokkal körülvéve. A válasz korai szakaszában (0-300 ms) 

ismétlési hatást sem áramforrás sűrűség, sem soksejt aktivitás mérésekkel nem sikerült 

kimutatni (3/4. ábra).  

A legkorábbi ismétlési hatás az entorhinális kéregben ~300 ms-os latenciával 

jelentkezett. Kimutattuk, hogy ellentétben az inferotemporális és perirhinális hatásokkal, az 

entorhinális kéregben az ismételt szavak nagyobb szinaptikus/transz-membrán és soksejt 

aktivitást váltottak ki mind a felszíni, mind a mély rétegekben. A fokozott sejttüzelés a válasz 

300-600 ms-os latencia tartományában együtt járt a felszíni és mély áram nyelők 

növekedésével, tehát az ismétlésre adott válasz ebben a régióban serkentési folyamatokkal 

magyarázható (3/4. ábra). 

Eredményeink arra utalnak, hogy az anteroventrális temporális lebenyben az ismétlés 

és az újdonság feldolgozása alapvetően szekvenciális és térben elosztott folyamat, valamint a 

vizsgált mikro-régiók különféle feldolgozási stratégiát követnek. A korai idegi válaszban az 

egyes újdonságtartalmában különböző vizuális szavak feldolgozása nem tér el egymástól. A 

válasz későbbi szakaszában jelenik meg a helyi idegi folyamatokban az újdonság-ismétlés 

diszkrimináció, mely kérgi régiónként különböző idegi mechanizmusokkal jöhet létre. 
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Az alvási oszcillációk rétegelemzéses vizsgálata (4, 5, 6) 

 

A kérgi tevékenységet az agyi elektromos ritmusok szervezik (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 

2004), melyek oszcillációk formájában az EEG-ben jelennek meg, mint az agyi aktivitás 

egyik karakterisztikus vonása. Az epilepszia kezelése során a műtéti beavatkozások 

lehetőséget adnak az agykérgi hálózatok nagy tér és időbeli felbontású vizsgálatára 

emberben, így az agyi elektromos oszcillációk forrásainak kérgi rétegek, illetve egyes 

idegsejtek szintjén való meghatározására (Cash et al., 2009; Csercsa et al., 2010; Hangya et 

al., 2011; Keller et al., 2009; Keller et al., 2011; Steinvorth et al., 2009; Ulbert et al., 2005; 

Wittner et al., 2009). A téma érdekességét mutatja, hogy az elmúlt években 

kutatócsoportunkon kívül több független laboratórium is elkezdte vizsgálni epilepsziás 

betegeken intrakraniális (ECoG, iEEG) valamint mikroelektródos elvezetésekkel a lassú 

oszcilláció tulajdonságait (Andrillon et al., 2011; Botella-Soler et al., 2012; Le Van Quyen et 

al., 2010; Nir et al., 2011; Valderrama et al., 2012).  

Az agyi oszcillációkat frekvencia tartományokba szokás osztani, mely tartományok 

aránylag jól elválaszthatóak egymástól, más-más funkciót tükröznek a kognitív 

feldolgozásban, az alvás-ébrenléti állapotokban és az epilepsziában. Különösen a lassú (delta: 

0-3Hz) és a gyors (fast ripple: ~200-500Hz) ritmusok kötődnek a patológiás folyamatokhoz. 

A fast ripple oszcillációk például jól jelzik temporális lebeny epilepsziás betegeken a 

patológiás érintettség oldaliságát (Staba et al., 2002b). A delta tartományba eső 

oszcillációknak is fontos szerepe van az alvásban, illetve az alvás-ébrenlét határon előforduló 

rohamok kialakulásában például frontális lebeny epilepsziás betegekben (Scheffer et al., 

1995). A lassú oszcillációnak a patológiás eseteken kívül szerepe lehet még az éber és az 

alvás alatti információ feldolgozásban, a szenzoros és kognitív funkciókban (Cash et al., 

2009; Lakatos et al., 2008; Stefanics et al., 2010). 

Az alvás létfontosságú élettani folyamat, amit eddig leginkább különféle 

állatmodellekben vizsgálták (Steriade and Amzica, 1996; Steriade, 2006). A két legfontosabb 

idegi hálózat, melyben a lassú oszcilláció kifejeződik a kéreg és a thalamusz. Az, hogy 

milyen szerepet kapnak a thalamokortikális körön belül az egyes hálózati elemek, a különféle 

kérgi mezők és a thalamikus magvak még nem tisztázott (Crunelli and Hughes, 2010; 

Timofeev and Chauvette, 2011). A lassú hullámú alvás alatti kérgi tevékenység az egyik 

legjobban ismert és kutatott alvási EEG jelenség emberben. Ebben az alvási fázisban 

kialakuló nagy amplitúdójú lassú oszcilláció frekvenciája állatban és hasonlóan emberben 1 

Hz környékére tehető (Achermann and Borbely, 1997; Luczak et al., 2007). 
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Állatmodellekben különféle narkózisban vizsgálták a lassú hullámú kérgi tevékenységet az 

idegsejtek és az idegi mechanizmusok szintjén (Steriade et al., 1993b). Mind a mai napig 

ezekből az altatásos állatkísérletekből tudhatjuk meg a legtöbbet a lassú hullámú aktivitás 

bonyolult idegi mechanizmusairól. A természetes alvás és az egyes altatásos alvásmodellek 

bizonyos empirikus egyezést mutatnak, ezért a szakirodalomban elfogadott az a vélemény, 

hogy az alvás alapvető idegi mechanizmusai hasonlóak lehetnek a két esetben. Mivel a 

hasonlóságok mellett a narkózis indukálta és a természetes alvás között sok különbség is 

található, ezért napjainkban egyre inkább a természetes alvást magukban foglaló 

állatmodellek felé fordul a figyelem (Luczak et al., 2007). 

Állatkísérletekben, narkózis alatt, sejten belüli elvezetésekkel mérhető a kérgi 

idegsejtek membrán potenciálja a lassú oszcilláció alatt. Ezek a mérések rámutattak arra, 

hogy a lassú oszcillációt két állapot váltakozása jellemzi (Steriade and Timofeev, 2003). Az 

aktív fázisban a membránon nagyszámú serkentő és gátló posztszinaptikus potenciál 

fluktuációt mérhetünk, a membrán potenciál alapvetően depolarizált és a sejtek akciós 

potenciálokat generálnak. Mezőpotenciál mérésekben az agykérgi felszíni rétegek pozitív, a 

mély rétegek negatív amplitúdót mutatnak. A felszíni pozitív (mély negatív) feszültség 

görbén erőteljes magas frekvenciájú oszcillációkat láthatunk. Az inaktív fázisban sejten belüli 

mérésekkel erőteljes hiperpolarizációt látunk, valamint a serkentő és gátló posztszinaptikus 

potenciálok, és az akciós potenciálok teljes hiányát. Mezőpotenciál mérésekben a felszíni 

rétegek negatív, a mély rétegek pozitív amplitúdót mutatnak, a feszültség görbén magasabb 

frekvenciájú oszcillációt nem látunk az inaktív fázisban. 

Egészséges kísérleti személyeken természetes alvás alatt skalp EEG elvezetésekben 

vizsgálták a lassú oszcilláció fázis viszonyait, valamit tér és időbeli dinamikáját, melyekben 

az állatkísérletekhez hasonló aktív és inaktív fázisokat tudtak megkülönböztetni (Massimini 

et al., 2004; Molle et al., 2002). 

Az alvás és a lassú oszcilláció funkcióiról meglehetősen keveset tudunk, de az utóbbi 

időben három fontos kutatási területen születnek biztató eredmények.  

Köztudott, hogy az epilepszia és az alvás szoros kapcsolatban van egymással. 

Bizonyos típusú epilepsziák például alvásban aktiválódnak és az epilepsziás rohamok is 

sűrűbben fordulnak elő alvás megvonás után (Halasz, 2012; Steriade, 2003).  

A másik fontos funkciója a lassú oszcillációnak a tényekre irányuló emléknyomok 

megszilárdítása (memória konszolidáció) lassú hullámú alvásban, mely hatás egyes körülírt 

agyi régióban helyileg is jelentkezik (Huber et al., 2004; Vyazovskiy et al., 2008). A 

memória konszolidáció idegi mechanizmusa valószínűleg sokrétű. Az egyik idegi 
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mechanizmus az úgynevezett szinaptikus homeosztázis modell, ahol azok a szinaptikus 

kapcsolatok maradnak meg lassú hullámú alvásban, melyek egy bizonyos súlyt elértek, míg a 

kevés súllyal rendelkező szinapszisok eltűnnek. Az így konszolidálódott szinaptikus 

kapcsolatok erősebbek és stabilabbak lesznek (Vyazovskiy et al., 2008). Az idegsejtek közötti 

kapcsolatok megerősítésében másik fontos tényező lehet az éber állapotban kialakult 

emléknyomokhoz kapcsolható agykérgi sejt együttesek alvásban való újra aktiválódása. 

Állatkísérletekben az alvás alatti sejt együttesek reaktivációja erősíti az emléknyomok 

bevésődést (Euston et al., 2007), valamint a legújabb eredmények azt mutatják, hogy a lassú 

oszcilláció hosszú távú plaszticitást is kivált a thalamokortikális rendszerben (Chauvette et 

al., 2012). Végül a harmadik lehetséges útja a memória konszolidációnak az alvás alatti 

kéreg-hippokampusz együttműködés lehet, melyben kérgi orsó aktivitás alatt megnyíló 

hosszú távú plaszticitási ablakban erősödhetnek meg a hippokampuszban tárolt és alvás alatt 

a kéregbe visszajátszott információk (Molle et al., 2006). 

A harmadik lassú oszcilláció funkció a szenzoros és kognitív működések alvás alatti 

kontrollja, különös tekintettel a lassú oszcillációhoz közvetlenül kapcsolódó K-komplex 

alvásvédő, illetve ébresztő funkciójára (Colrain, 2005; Halasz, 2005). Az egyik legvitatottabb 

funkciójú alvási EEG mintázat a K-komplex. Mind a mai napig pro és kontra kísérleti 

eredmények sokaságát közlik a szakirodalomban a K-komplex alvásvédő valamint ébredési 

reakciót kiváltó funkciójáról (Amzica and Steriade, 2002; Cash et al., 2009; Dang-Vu et al., 

2011; Jahnke et al., 2012).  

Az alvás védelmében, illetve az egyed fizikai integritásának védelmében alvás alatt a 

külvilág ingereit megfelelően kell monitorozni. Ha például minden akusztikus inger ébredési 

reakciót váltana ki, akkor az egyed alvás megvonásban elpusztulna, míg az ébresztő reakció 

hiánya adott esetben az egyed életébe kerülhet például egy külső támadás, vagy egyéb, 

potenciálisan életveszélyes esemény miatt. Bár az ember a táplálkozási lánc csúcsán 

található, elképzelhető, hogy az evolúció alatt előzőekben kifejlődött ébresztő 

mechanizmusok még mindig működnek. A K-komplexnek tulajdonított alvásvédő vagy 

ébresztő szerep megítélésünk szerint kibékíthető egymással, különösen a legújabb kísérleti 

eredmények tükrében, ahol a ritmusos akusztikus ingerek egyrészt késleltették az elalvást 

(ébresztő szerep), de ha már a stabil mély alvás kialakult, akkor a ritmusos akusztikus ingerek 

a lassú oszcillációt erősítették (alvásvédő szerep) (Ngo et al., 2012). 

Az alvási oszcillációk vizsgálata emberben eddig nagyrészt skalp EEG és 

makroszkópos intrakraniális (ECoG, iEEG) elvezetésekre koncentrálódott, mely mérésekkel 

az elemi idegi folyamatokat nem lehet elkülöníteni. Az alvási oszcillációkhoz kapcsolódó 
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elemi idegi folyamatok eredetét eddig állatmodellekben, alacsonyabb rendű emlősökön 

vizsgálták. Kutatásaink célja a humán alvási oszcillációk kérgi rétegeloszlásának vizsgálata, 

az alvási lassú oszcilláció és a K-komplex elemi idegi mechanizmusainak leírása volt. 

 

A K-komplex kérgi forrásai (4) 

 

Epilepsziás betegeken a parietális és frontális területeken (4/1. ábra) vizsgáltuk az 

alvási oszcillációk kérgi rétegeloszlását elsőként a szakirodalomban (Cash et al., 2009; 

Csercsa et al., 2010). Részletesen kidolgoztuk a krónikus rétegelektród beültetés technikai 

feltételeit és a vizsgálatok forgatókönyvét. Létrehoztunk egy kombinált rétegelektródos és 

konvencionális klinikai rács, szalag elektródos elvezető rendszert, mely segítségével az 

operáció alatt, illetve krónikusan tudunk elvezetni intrakortikális, valamint szubdurális 

potenciálokat. 

Kimutattuk, hogy az emberi K-komplexek nagyméretű kérgi régiókra terjednek ki 

(4/1. ábra), és nagy amplitúdójú felszíni negatív komponense az idegsejtek csúcsi dendritikus 

nyúlványain keletkezik az agykéreg felső rétegeiben (4/2A. ábra). Kimutattuk továbbá, hogy 

a K-komplex prominens negatív komponense alatt az agyhullámok teljesítménye 

nagymértékben lecsökken (4/3A3. ábra) és ezzel szinkronban az egyes agysejtek aktivitása is 

a minimumra esik (4/3A2. ábra). Hipotézisünk szerint az emberi K-komplex meghatározó 

felszíni negatív komponense nem más, mint az úgynevezett inaktív állapot, ami a lassú 

oszcilláció egyik fázisa (4/2C. ábra). Az inaktív állapot alatt az agykéreg kiterjedt területei 

szinte kikapcsolt, inaktív állapotba kerülnek, az agysejtek tevékenysége drasztikusan 

lecsökken egy rövid időre.  

Mivel a K-komplex véletlenül előforduló hangingerek hatására is kiváltható emberben 

(4/2B. ábra), az így kialakult inaktivitásnak fontos szerepe lehet normális esetben az alvás 

védelmében, valamint a visszacsapó serkentés hatására az epilepsziás működésekben. 

Eredményeink egy könnyen megfigyelhető, nem kóros, univerzálisan előforduló emberi EEG 

jelenséget kötnek össze a sejtmembrán áramok és az idegsejt aktivitás megfigyelésén 

keresztül a már ismert állatkísérletes mechanizmusokkal. Eredményeinket felhasználva az 

alvási és epilepsziás EEG jelenségek, mechanisztikus idegrendszeri modellekben 

széleskörűen értelmezhetővé válhatnak. 
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A lassú oszcilláció kérgi forrásai (5) 

 

Rétegelektródás mérések segítségével leírtuk a nagyagykérgi neuronhálózatok 

működésének egyes jellemzőit a lassú alvási oszcilláció aktív és inaktív fázisaiban 

epilepsziás emberben (5/1. ábra), különös tekintettel a sejt tüzelésre, a lokálisan generált 

áramokra, és az oszcillációs teljesítményre (Csercsa et al., 2010).  

Kimutattuk, hogy az epilepsziás betegekben vizsgált lassú oszcilláció számos 

hasonlóságot mutat az állatkísérletekben és egészséges emberben észleltekkel 

összehasonlítva. Mind az oszcilláció frekvencia tartománya (5/3A, B. ábra), mind az aktív, 

illetve az inaktív fázisok időbeli és spektrális paraméterei nagy hasonlóságot mutattak (5/3C, 

D. ábra). Az alapvető hasonlóságokon kívül számos különbséget is találtunk. Kimutattuk, 

hogy az emberi lassú oszcilláció generálásában a felszínhez közelebb eső szupragranuláris 

réteg lényegesen nagyobb szerepet vállal, mint a mélyebben található infragranuláris réteg 

(5/6. ábra). Mind a mezőpotenciál, mind az áramsűrűség eloszlások a szupragranuláris 

rétegekben voltak maximálisak, ami ellentmond az eddigi állatkísérletes eredményeknek 

(Chauvette et al., 2010; Sakata and Harris, 2009). Az akciós potenciál tevékenység a 

harmadik illetve az ötödik rétegben volt a legnagyobb (5/6F. ábra), ami szintén új 

megfigyelés, hiszen állatban eddig az ötödik rétegben találtak maximális sejt tüzelési 

intenzitást (Sakata and Harris, 2009). Kimutattuk továbbá, hogy alvás alatt az ember 

nagyagykérgi neuronjai lényegesen kisebb frekvenciával tüzelnek (5/10. ábra), mint a 

rágcsálók és macskák kérgi idegsejtjei (Steriade et al., 1993a). Új eredménynek számít 

továbbá az a megfigyelésünk is, hogy emberben az aktív fázis kezdete az egyes kérgi rétegek 

között meglehetősen szinkronizáltan zajlik (5/9. ábra), ellentétben az állatkísérletes 

adatokkal, ahol az infragranuláris rétegeknek van időben vezető szerepe (Chauvette et al., 

2010; Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000). 

Kutatásaink egyik igen érdekes eredménye a szupragranuláris rétegek kiemelt 

szerepének feltárása az emberi alvási oszcillációkban (5/7. ábra). Eredményeink azt mutatják, 

hogy az alvási oszcillációkhoz kötődő ECoG és EEG jelek forrásai a kéreg felső harmadából 

származnak, míg a mélyebb rétegek elhanyagolható szerepet játszanak az agy felszínén és a 

skalpon megfigyelhető potenciál mintázatok kialakításában. Ez a megfigyelés valószínűleg 

több okra vezethető vissza.  

A főemlősök evolúciója során az asszociációs területek nagy fejlődésen mentek 

keresztül mind méretüket, mind kapcsolataik számát tekintve. Az egyik legfontosabb és 

egyben legnagyobb asszociációs terület a frontális lebenyhez köthető prefrontális mező, 
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(ahonnan az elvezetéseink egy része is származik) melynek felépítése főemlősben és 

emberben nagyfokú különbségeket mutat az alacsonyabb rendű emlősökkel összehasonlítva 

(Herculano-Houzel et al., 2007). Anatómiai módszerekkel kimutatható, hogy különösen a 

főemlősök prefrontális területén elhelyezkedő piramis sejtek morfológiája nagyban elüt 

például a vizuális területen található idegsejtekétől, leginkább a dendrit elágazódások és a 

dendrit tüskék száma nagyobb prefrontálisan (Elston et al., 2006). Az apikális dendritek 

sűrűsége sokkal nagyobb a szuprgranuláris rétegekben, tehát a dendriteken folyó áramok - 

melyek a felszínen detektálható potenciálok elsődleges generátorai – eloszlása nem 

egyenletes a kéregben, szupragranuláris túlsúllyal kell rendelkeznie. Mivel a dendritek végzik 

a kérgi integrációs funkciókat, nagyon valószínű, hogy a magasabb rendű intelligenciáért, az 

emberre jellemző kognitív képességekért ez az anatómiai mintázat lehet felelős (Elston, 

2003).  

A szupragranuláris rétegek kifejezettebb aktivitásával kapcsolatosan a másik érdekes 

megfigyelésünk a calretinin pozitív (CR+) gátlósejtek egyenlőtlen rétegeloszlása volt (5/2B. 

ábra). Különösen emberben találtak nagy CR+ sejt sűrűséget szupragranulárisan, patkánnyal 

összehasonlítva (Gabbott et al., 1997). A CR+ sejtek leginkább másik gátlósejten végződnek 

a szupragranuláris rétegekben, míg infragranulárisan inkább a piramis sejteket idegzik be 

(Meskenaite, 1997). A gátlósejt-gátlósejt kapcsolat pozitív visszacsatolásként fogható fel, 

mely a szupragranuláris oszcillációkat erősítheti, míg a gátlósejt-piramis sejt kapcsolat egy 

negatív visszacsatolásként fogható fel, mely a kialakuló oszcillációs folyamatokat gátolhatja 

infragranulárisan. 

 

A lassú oszcilláció térbeli terjedésének vizsgálata (6) 

 

A lassú oszcillációt indító régiók és az oszcillációs hullámok terjedésének 

tulajdonságait egészséges emberben nagy felbontású skalp EEG elvezetésekben vizsgálták. 

Ezzel a módszerrel azt találták, hogy a lassú oszcilláció utazó hullámként viselkedik 

(Massimini et al., 2004). Az epilepsziás páciensek esetében az ECoG elvezetések a skalp 

EEG vizsgálatoknál jóval nagyobb felbontású képét adják az agykérgi aktivitásnak (6/1. 

ábra). A lassú oszcilláció térbeli terjedésének jobb megértéséért csoportunk krónikusan 

beépített szubdurális rács elektródokkal vizsgálta a lassú oszcillációs hullámok terjedési 

mintázatait (6/2. ábra) nem lineáris módszerek felhasználásával (Hangya et al., 2011).  

Az előzőleg egészségesekben skalp EEG regisztrációval leírt haladó hullámú 

(Massimini et al., 2004) terjedéssel szemben kimutattuk, hogy a lassú oszcilláció terjedése 
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ebben az ECoG elvezetések mérettartományban (1-6cm) leginkább rövid távolságokra 

korlátozódik (6/3. ábra), sok esetben ugráló, tehát térben nem folyamatos terjedés mutatható 

ki. A terjedési mintázatok alapvetően helyi jellegűek, néhány centiméterre terjednek ki és 

igen sokfélék lehetnek, például rövid távú oda-vissza terjedést és cirkuláris terjedést (6/6. 

ábra) is gyakran megfigyeltünk (Hangya et al., 2011).  

Véleményünk szerint a megfigyelt lokális típusú, komplex ECoG aktivációs minta a 

helyi funkcionális területek kapcsolatára jellemző, míg az EEG a globális, tehát szinte az 

egész agyra kiterjedő funkcionális régiók kapcsolatát tükrözheti. Eredményeink egybevágnak 

azokkal a megfigyelésekkel, melyek szerint a lassú hullámú alvás nem csupán egy globális 

agyi állapot, hanem összetett térbeli finomszerkezettel rendelkezik (Huber et al., 2004; 

Vyazovskiy et al., 2011).  

 

Az epilepszia hatása az alvási oszcillációkra 

 

Adataink epilepsziás betegekből származnak, tehát kézenfekvő kérdés az, hogy 

eredményeink mennyire általánosíthatóak az egészséges populációra nézve. Kutatásaink 

során kiemelt figyelmet kapott az az erőfeszítés, hogy az esetleges patológiás eseményeket 

kizárjuk a lassú oszcillációhoz kapcsolódó adatfeldolgozásból (Cash et al., 2009; Csercsa et 

al., 2010). Kizártuk az analízisből azokat az időszakokat, melyek a rohamot követték, vagy 

megelőzték legalább egy órával, továbbá azokat az elvezetési helyeket, melyek intenzív 

interiktális (rohamok közötti) tüskézést, vagy rohamokat mutattak.  

Bár rétegelvezetéses mezőpotenciál és akciós potenciál adataink közvetlenül nem 

hasonlíthatók össze az egészségesben elvezetett skalp EEG-vel, de például a lassú 

oszcillációs fázisok matematikai leírása során felhasznált egyes paraméterek (előfordulási 

frekvencia, detekciós frekvencia hisztogram, interdetekciós-intervallum hisztogram, 

spektrális eloszlás) az egészséges és epilepsziás kísérleti személyek között nagy hasonlóságot 

mutattak (Achermann and Borbely, 1997; Csercsa et al., 2010; Massimini et al., 2004; Molle 

et al., 2002).  Továbbá, az idegsejtek tüzelési és börszt frekvenciája is a normális 

intervallumba esett minden kiválogatott sejt esetben (Staba et al., 2002a; Staba et al., 2002c). 

Egy páciensben találtunk vélhetően patológiás működést két kiválogatott sejtnél. Ezek a 

sejtek az inaktív állapotban nem szüneteltették a tüzelésüket. Bár ez a megfigyelés nem 

feltétlenül jelent klinikailag patológiás érintettséget, mégis arra enged következtetni, hogy 

epilepsziában egyes érintett sejtek nem respektálják a lassú oszcilláció inaktív fázisát. 

Hasonló megfigyeléssel eddig a szakirodalomban még nem találkoztunk.  
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A lassú oszcilláció feltételezetten fiziológiás forrásait összevetve a patológiás jelek 

forrásaival megállapítottuk, hogy az interiktális kisülések egy részében, a kisülés felszíni 

potenciál mintázatát meghatározó agykérgi áramforrások a mély rétegekben helyezkednek el, 

így a fiziológiás és patológiás funkciók térben is elkülönülhetnek az emberi agykéregben 

(Csercsa et al., 2010; Ulbert et al., 2004a). Kutatásaink segítségével tehát mód nyílhat a kóros 

és egészséges felszíni potenciál mintázatok elkülönítésére is a hullámalakok elemzése 

segítségével. 
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Az epilepsziás tevékenység rétegelemzéses vizsgálata (7, 8, 9, 10) 

 

Az epilepszia összetett, sokszor ismeretlen eredetű krónikus agyi működészavar, 

melyet visszatérő rohamok jellemeznek. Az eddigi elfogadott hipotézisek szerint az 

epilepszia hátterében az idegsejtek fokozott kisülési és szinkronizációs hajlandósága áll. Az 

epilepszia valamennyi megjelenési formájára jellemző, hogy az agy meghatározott területein, 

vagy az egész agyra kiterjedően, rendellenes EEG tevékenység észlelhető.  

A betegség széles körben kimutatható anatómiai elváltozásokat is mutat. Temporális 

lebeny eredetű epilepsziák esetén a hippokampális régió bizonyos sejtcsoportjai kiterjedten 

pusztulnak, más sejtcsoportokra az anatómiai kapcsolatok újra szerveződése, reorganizációja 

jellemző (Magloczky et al., 2000; Wittner et al., 2001; Wittner et al., 2002; Wittner et al., 

2005). A sejtpusztulás és reorganizáció kezelés hiányában egyre fokozódhat, a beteg mentális 

képességei hanyatlanak, majd ha a görcstevékenység életfontosságú területeket is érint, a 

betegek életüket veszthetik (Miller et al., 1994). A fokális epilepsziák nagy része temporális 

lebeny eredetű betegség (Margerison and Corsellis, 1966) és elsősorban a limbikus rendszer 

struktúráiban okoznak eltéréseket, ez megmagyarázza, hogy epilepsziás betegek tanulási és 

kognitív képességei miért szenvednek gyakran károsodást (Wieser, 1988). 

Az epilepsziás agy alapvető tulajdonsága a roham jelenség mellett az interiktális 

(rohamok közötti) tüskézés. Az emberi epilepsziában megfigyelt tüskézés (Pedley, 1984; 

Penfield and Jasper, 1954) sok azonos vonást mutat az állatkísérletes epilepszia modellekben 

észlelt paroxizmális depolarizációs eltolódással (Schwartzkroin and Wheal, 1984) melynek 

kiváltható okai igen sokfélék lehetnek (Connors and Telfeian, 2000; Connors et al., 2001; 

Swann and Hablitz, 2000). A paroxizmális depolarizációs eltolódás megjelenése 

állatmodellekben a jól karakterizálható úgynevezett tüske-hullám mintázatokhoz 

kapcsolódott, mely megjelenésében nagyon hasonló az emberi tüskézéshez (Goldensohn and 

Purpura, 1963; Steriade and Contreras, 1998). A kezdeti alapvetően serkentéses gyors tüske 

tranzienst lassú hullám követi, melynek okai állatkísérletekben a rekurrens gátlás, 

utóhiperpolarizáció, diszfacilitáció illetve egyéb K
+
 áramok lehetnek (McCormick and 

Contreras, 2001). A serkentő szinapszisok tüske alatti aktivitásának és a sejtek tüzelésnek a 

növekedése, valamint a lassú hullám alatti gátlás, mint egymáshoz szorosan kötődő 

folyamatok alkotják az epileptogenezis egyik fontos lokális, intrakortikális idegi 

mechanizmusát állatmodellekben (de Curtis and Avanzini, 2001). 
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Emberben a tüskézés idegi mechanizmusai még tisztázásra szorulnak. Sajnos egyetlen 

állatmodell sem írja le megfelelően, minden részében árnyaltan a különböző emberi 

epilepsziákban előforduló interiktális tüske aktivitást, így az állatmodellek eredményeinek 

általános használata emberi diagnosztikai és gyógyítási célokra meglehetősen kétséges. Az 

interiktális tüskézés emberben a rohamtevékenységtől független, de egyértelműen patológiás 

tevékenység (Clemens et al., 2005; Gotman, 1980). Bár a roham alatti és rohamok közötti 

elektromos tevékenység kapcsolata emberben még kevéssé tisztázott, a tüskézéssel 

kapcsolatos információkat intenzíven használják a klinikumban a roham fókuszának 

meghatározására (Avoli et al., 2012; Blume et al., 2001; de Curtis and Avanzini, 2001).  

Kutatásainkban az interiktális tüskézés eredetét vizsgáltuk különböző típusú 

epilepsziában szenvedő éber és altatott betegen, különböző kérgi lokalizációkban. A 

különféle tér és időbeli felbontású elektrofiziológiai és a szövettani technikák segítségével 

feltártuk azokat a kérgi hálózatokat és idegi mechanizmusokat, melyek az interiktális 

tüskézés kialakításáért felelősek emberben (Fabo et al., 2008; Keller et al., 2010; Ulbert et al., 

2004a; Ulbert et al., 2004b). 

 

Az interiktális tüskézés tulajdonságai a hippokampuszban (7) 

 

Altatásos műtét alatt, a hippokampusz eltávolítása előtt vizsgáltuk rétegelektródos 

elvezetésekben a gyrus dentatus és a cornu ammonis régiók (CA1) elektromos tevékenységet 

(7/1. ábra) temporális lebeny epilepsziás betegekben (Ulbert et al., 2004b).  

Az altatás ellenére kivétel nélkül minden betegben kimutatható volt tüskéző, vagy 

oszcillátoros aktivitás a CA1 (7/1B. ábra) és a gyrus dentatus (7/1C. ábra) régiókban. A gyrus 

dentatusból 25-45Hz-es aktivitást vezettünk el szinte minden esetben, szklerotikus 

páciensekben pedig különösen nagy amplitúdójú oszcillációkat találtunk .  A gyrus dentatus 

oszcillátoros aktivitására jellemző volt, hogy az áramforrás sűrűség és a soksejt aktivitás a 

granuláris rétegben gátlási hatásokat mutatott: áram forrás, mely együtt járt a soksejt aktivitás 

növekedésével, és kicsi széli áram nyelő, hasonlóan alacsony soksejt kisüléssel. Ezek a 

megfigyelések igazolni látszanak azokat a szövettani eredményeket, melyek szerint 

hippokampális szklerózisban a szemcsesejtek gátlása fokozódik (Wittner et al., 2001), és ez a 

változás magas frekvenciájú oszcillációk, és epilepsziás kisülések megjelenésének kedvez.  

A laterális temporális lebenyben és a CA1-ben hasonló mintázatú tüskézés volt 

megfigyelhető, aminek valószínűleg az entorhinális kéreg – hippokampusz – szubikulum – 

entorhinális kéreg pálya kapcsolat lehet az alapja (7/2. ábra). Az áramforrás sűrűség és 
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soksejt aktivitás analízis a CA1 régióban serkentési mintázatot mutatott, a serkentési fázisra 

szinkronizálódó magas frekvenciás akciós potenciál börsztöléssel (7/3. ábra). 

Megállapítható tehát, hogy altatás alatt a gyrus dentatus és CA1 régió és a laterális 

temporális kéreg igen aktív, így az intraoperatív elvezetések alkalmasak lehetnek a temporális 

epilepszia lokális és hálózati kapcsolatainak vizsgálatára. A gyrus dentatusnak szerepe lehet a 

kóros oszcillációk fenntartásában, hiszen a helyi reorganizáció (Magloczky et al., 2000; 

Wittner et al., 2001) megteremtheti ezek feltételeit, mely a gyrus dentatus széles kapcsolati 

rendszerén keresztül a hippokampális (Henze et al., 2002) és kérgi területekre is hatást 

gyakorolhat. A gyrus dentatus oszcillátoros aktivitása mintegy előfeszítve, de stabil 

állapotban tarthatja a kapcsolódó hippokampális struktúrákat, külső ingerek hatására az 

átmeneti stabilitás felborulhat, utat engedve az epilepsziás folyamatoknak. A perforáns 

pályán keresztül a gyrus dentatus kapcsolatban áll az agykéreggel is, így akár fiziológiás 

kérgi események is (pl. gamma oszcilláció, orsó) kiválthatják az epilepsziás folyamatokat. 

 

Az interiktális tüskézés tulajdonságai a szubikulumban (8) 

 

Szintén temporális lebeny epilepsziás betegeken vizsgáltuk altatás alatt a szubikuláris 

(8/1. ábra), valamint a laterális temporális kérgi interiktális tüske tevékenység tulajdonságait 

(Fabo et al., 2008). A hippokampusz bemeneti és kimeneti pályáinak egy jelentős része a 

szubikulumban kapcsolódik át, ezért nagy hangsúly kapott a szubikulum esetleges epilepsziát 

elősegítő szerepének kutatása (Cohen et al., 2002). Állatkísérletes modellekben, illetve in 

vitro humán elvezetésekben a szubikulum meglehetősen aktívnak mutatkozott, ritmikus 

interiktális tüskézést produkált, bár alacsonyabb frekvenciával, mint a humán gyrus dentatus 

(Cohen et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2006).  

Kimutattuk, hogy a szubikulum - hasonlóan a korábban in vitro vizsgált szelet-

preparátumokhoz - képes interiktális epilepsziás tüskék generálására in vivo körülmények 

között, altatás alatt is (8/2. ábra). Kimutattuk továbbá, hogy az emberi szubikulum altatásban 

is képes az interiktális tüskézéshez kapcsolódó, a már korábban leírt, magas frekvenciás, 

epilepsziára jellemző oszcillációk generálására (8/5. ábra) (Staba et al., 2004; Staba et al., 

2007). A szubikuláris tüskék megfigyelése tehát az általunk választott mérési technikával 

lehetséges, a szubikuláris elektromos aktivitás fuzionálható az anatómiai feldolgozás során 

megállapított sejtrétegekkel (8/3. ábra). Az általunk választott technikával tehát 

részletesebben, nagy tér és időbeli felbontásban leírhatók a tüskézés idegi mechanizmusai.  
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Kimutattuk továbbá, hogy a szubikulum egymástól 6-8mm távolságra elhelyezkedő 

területei szinkron módon aktiválódnak a tüskék alatt (8/3. ábra). A laterális temporális kérgi 

és a szubikuláris tüskék megjelenését vizsgálva megállapítottuk, hogy szoros időbeli 

kapcsolat létezik a két epilepsziás aktivitás között (8/6. ábra). A szubikuláris tüskék egyes 

esetekben megelőzték a kérgi tüskéket, ami felveti egy elsődleges szubikuláris tüske fókusz 

jelenlétét is (8/8. ábra).  

Az emberi szubikulumban a szakirodalomban először sikerült kimutatni legalább 

kettő különböző típusú interiktális tüskét (8/4. ábra). Ez a megfigyelés alátámasztani látszik 

azokat az eredményeinket, melyek éber, nem altatott páciensekben az interiktális tüskék 

változatos viselkedését írták le nem temporális lebeny epilepsziás betegeken (Keller et al., 

2010; Ulbert et al., 2004a). A gyakrabban (~73 %-ban) előforduló kisülést (I típus) a sejt test 

régióra koncentrált kezdeti serkentő áram nyelők jellemezték, melyek együtt jártak a soksejt 

aktivitás növekedésével, valamint a piramis sejt réteg megnövekedett széles spektrumú (50-

250 Hz) mezőpotenciál gradiens aktivitásával (8/4, 8/5. ábra). A csúcsi dendrit régióban áram 

forrásokat találtunk, ami valószínűleg passzív, kiegyenlítődési áramként fogható fel. Ez a 

rétegeloszlási mintázat arra enged következtetni, hogy a sejt test környékén aktív 

depolarizációs folyamatok zajlanak, melyet a csúcsi dendritek elektrotónusos 

hiperpolarizációja egyenlít ki. Hasonló mintázatot már korábban is megfigyeltek 

állatmodellben a szubikulumban, gyors glutamáterg rekurrens serkentés esetén  (Menendez 

de la Prida and Gal, 2004). A lassú hullám komponens alatt áram forrásokat találtunk a sejt 

test régióban, mely együtt járt a spektrális teljesítmény és a soksejt aktivitás csökkenésével. 

Véleményünk szerint, míg a korai hierpolarizáció valószínűleg aktív szinaptikus (GABAA) 

gátlási komponenst tartalmaz (Cohen et al., 2002), addig a késői hiperpolarizáció egyéb, nem 

GABAA áramokat foglal magában (Alger and Nicoll, 1980; Fernandez de Sevilla et al., 

2006). Hasonló aktivációs mintázatot figyeltek meg emberi szubikulumban in vitro 

körülmények között spontán módon (Cohen et al., 2002), illetve elektromos ingerlés hatására 

(Huberfeld et al., 2007), ami azt mutatja, hogy a szubikulum epilepsziás aktivitása a spontán 

belső generálás mellett külső ingerekkel is kiváltható. 

A ritkábban előforduló (~27 %) második típusú (II típus) tüske sokkal 

változékonyabb rétegelvezetéses profilt mutatott, mint az első típus, ami arra mutat, hogy 

ennek a kisülési mintázatnak a generátor mechanizmusai kevésbé stabilak, illetve 

összetettebbek voltak (8/4, 8/5. ábra). A tüske kisülés kezdeti fázisát egy gyors szomatikus 

áram forrás jellemezte, mely együtt járt a csúcsi dendritekben észlelt áram nyelővel.  Ez a 

mintázat konzisztens egy csúcsi dendritekre érkező serkentő bemenettel, mely ott kifelé folyó 
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membrán áramokat kelt, míg az aktív szinaptikus dendritikus serkentés a sejt test régióban 

passzív kiegyenlítődési áramokat indít el (Wu and Leung, 2003).  A lassú hullám komponens 

lefutása hasonló volt az I típusú eseményhez, itt is a korai aktív gátlás és a késői nem-

szinaptikus áramok szerepe valószínűsíthető. Hasonló mintázatot figyeltek meg a 

szubikulumban, in vitro állatmodellben a kérgi elektromos ingerlés hatását vizsgálva 

(Cappaert et al., 2007).  

Fontos megjegyezni, hogy az eltérő áramforrás sűrűség profil mellett a II típusú 

kisülés alacsonyabb soksejt aktivitással és magas frekvenciás oszcillációval is járt, mint az I 

típusú. A tüske kisülések előfordulásának és frekvencia összetételének vizsgálata fontos 

diagnosztikai eredményekre vezethet. Az elektromos ingerléssel való kiválthatóság és a 

magas frekvenciás komponensek eloszlása alapján bizonyos esetekben jól meghatározhatóvá 

vált az epilepsziás fókusz elhelyezkedése (Staba et al., 2004; Staba et al., 2007; Valentin et 

al., 2002).  

A többfajta tüskézés megfigyelése egy mikro-régión belül választ adhat arra a 

kérdésre, miért is annyira ellentmondásos a tüskézés megítélése klinikai körökben (Avoli et 

al., 2012; de Curtis and Avanzini, 2001). Kutatásaink a szakirodalomban először egyértelmű 

bizonyítékokat szolgáltattak arra a feltételezésre, hogy az interiktális tüskézés korántsem 

egységes jelenség. A különböző típusú tüskék között igen nagy mechanizmusbeli eltérések 

lehetnek, amik meghatározhatják ezen események pontos szerepét az epilepsziás 

folyamatokban. 

 

Az interiktális tüskézés tulajdonságai a kéregben (9) 

 

Kombinált rétegelvezetéses áramforrás sűrűség, soksejt aktivitás analízis és ECoG 

módszerekkel vizsgáltuk a kérgi konvexitás interiktális tüskézés mintázatát (9/1. ábra) éber, 

nem temporális lebeny epilepsziás betegeken. Felszíni ECoG elvezetésekben meghatároztuk 

az interiktális tüskézés nagy léptékű tér és időbeli eloszlását (9/2. ábra), míg a 

réteglevezetésekkel (9/3. ábra) regisztráltuk az egyes tüske típusokhoz tartozó mélységi 

elektromos tevékenységet (Ulbert et al., 2004a).  

A felszíni elvezetések tér és időbeli elemzése alapján megkülönböztettünk terjedő és 

helyben generált tüskéket egy adott rétegelektródos elvezetési helyen, mely egy adott rács 

elektród közvetlen környezetében helyezkedett el (9/2. ábra). A terjedő tüskézés esetében 

ECoG elvezetésekben kimutattuk, hogy a tüskék terjedési sebessége az 0.05-0.1 m/s-os 

sebességtartományba esik, mely egyezik bizonyos állatkísérletes adatokkal (Steriade and 
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Amzica, 1994). Kimutattuk, hogy a rétegelvezetéssel detektálható interiktális tüske-hullám 

kisülések egy korai tranzienst követő lassú hullámból állnak (9/3. ábra), mely megfigyelés 

szintén egyezik a szakirodalmi adatokkal (de Curtis and Avanzini, 2001).  

Kimutattuk továbbá, hogy a tüske korai tranziense alatt a kéreg meghatározott 

rétegeinek serkentési folyamata dominál. Egy adott rétegelvezetési helyen csak egy esetben 

találtunk mind terjedő mind helyben generált tüskét, legtöbbször csak egy fajta tüske volt 

megfigyelhető. A terjedő tüskék esetében kettő fajta, rétegeloszlásában jól elkülönülő 

áramforrás sűrűség profilt mutattunk ki. A gyakrabban előforduló granuláris mintázat (9/3. 

ábra) jellemzője a korai IV rétegi serkentő áramok és megnövekedett soksejt aktivitás volt, 

melyet később a III és V rétegek aktivitása követett. A ritkábban előforduló szupragranuláris 

mintázatra (9/4. ábra) az I-III rétegek kezdeti fokozott serkentési tevékenysége volt a 

jellemző, mely később beterjedt a mélyebb rétegekbe is (Ulbert et al., 2004a). A helyben 

generálódott tüskék rétegelemzése az V rétegben mutatott ki magas kezdeti serkentő 

aktivitást, mely később beterjedt a felső rétegekbe (9/5. ábra). Kimutattuk továbbá, hogy a 

kezdeti serkető típusú gyors aktivitás után kialakuló lassú hullám együtt jár a 

szupragranuláris rétegekben tapasztalható elhúzódó hiperpolarizációs jelenséggel, mely egyes 

esetekben a soksejt aktivitás csökkenésével is társul. 

Eredményeink alapján a következő hipotézist tudjuk felállítani. Az interiktális tüske 

indítása az V rétegi piramis sejtekhez kötődik, ahonnan a korai aktivitás előre csatoló 

kapcsolatokon terjed és a IV rétegben okoz helyi serkentést, mely serkentés tovább terjed a 

felszíni és mély rétegekbe. Az epilepsziás tüske terjedés széli zónájára a felszíni rétegek 

serkentési folyamatai a jellemzőek. A rétegelvezetések finomabb analízisével tehát 

elkülöníthetjük az epilepsziás hálózat egyes elemeit, a hálózatban betöltött szerepük szerint, 

összevetve az elektrofiziológiai adatokat a szövettani vizsgálatokkal, pontosan 

meghatározhatjuk a generátorok kérgen belüli elhelyezkedését. 

 

Az egysejt aktivitás és az interiktális tüskézés kapcsolata (10) 

 

Az előzőekben ismertetett, tüskézéshez kötődő áramforrás sűrűség és soksejt aktivitás 

vizsgálatával kimutattuk, hogy a kezdeti tranziens aktivitás összességében megnövekedett 

sejt tüzeléssel jár. Mivel a soksejt aktivitás elemzése nem diszkriminál az egyes sejtek között, 

tovább vizsgáltuk az egyes kiválogatott sejtek (10/1. ábra) és a tüske-hullám kapcsolatát 

(Keller et al., 2010).  
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Meglepő módon, a kiválogatott egyes sejteknek csak a fele (48 %) mutatott a 

tüskézéshez kapcsolódó tüzelési ráta változást, a kisülés 500 ms-os környezetében vizsgálva. 

A kisülés alatt modulációt mutató sejtek 27%-ánál a tüzelési ráta a korai tranziens tüske alatt 

(a csúcshoz viszonyítva 35 ms-on belül) növekedést mutatott az alapvonali aktivitáshoz 

képest (a tüske csúcsa előtti 1000 ms). A lassú hullám alatt a modulált sejtek 50 %-a a 

tüzelési rátáját lecsökkentette.  

A kisülés alatt az egyes modulált sejtek viselkedését időbeli mintázatok alapján (10/3. 

ábra) próbáltuk leírni és nem kevesebb, mint 15 időbeli mintázatot sikerült megkülönböztetni 

(10/2. táblázat, 10/6. ábra). A leggyakrabban előforduló modulált egysejt mintázat (36 %) a 

tüske alatt nem mutatott változást, a hullám alatt viszont csökkent a kisülési ráta. A második 

leggyakoribb mintázat (15 %) viszont a tüske alatt volt a legaktívabb. Az öt leggyakrabban 

előforduló mintázat alkotta a modulált tüskék 75 %-át. Több mintázatban megfigyeltük a 

tüske előtti időpontokban az akciós potenciál aktivitás frekvenciájának szignifikáns 

változásait, valamint a mezőpotenciálok szinkronizációját, delta sávba eső ritmusosságát is 

(10/4, 10/5. ábra). 

Megállapítható tehát, hogy a tüskézés alatt a sejtek igen heterogén módon viselkedtek, 

ami ellentmond azoknak a korábbi hipotéziseknek, melyek szerint az interiktális epilepsziás 

működésre a nagymértékben megnövekedett serkentési folyamatok és a hiperszinkronitás 

jellemző (Goldensohn and Purpura, 1963; Steriade et al., 1998). Az akciós potenciálok, 

valamint a mezőpotenciál ritmusos modulációja arra enged következtetni, hogy a tüskézés 

hátterében a delta sávba eső oszcillációs folyamatok állhatnak. Következtetéseink szerint az 

interiktális tüskézés mind térben, mind időben igen összetett finomszerkezettel rendelkezik, 

mely tükrözi a különböző funkciójú és összeköttetésű idegsejt populációk fiziológiásan is 

meglévő tér és időbeli kapcsolatait. 
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ÖSSZEFOGLALÁS 

 

Kutatásaink során kidolgoztuk a humán intrakortikális rétegelvezetések különféle 

módozatait, melyekkel megbízhatóan tudtuk regisztrálni a kérgi elektromos tevékenységet 

kognitív feladathelyzetben, lassú hullámú alvásban, illetve epilepsziás események alatt. 

Kidolgoztuk a hemodinamikai és elektrofiziológiai adatok együttes regisztrálásán alapuló 

optód technikát, mellyel a vaszkuláris-elektromos csatolás tulajdonságait vizsgáltuk. 

Kidolgoztuk továbbá az elektrofiziológiai és anatómiai adatok fúziójára alkalmas 

módszereket, mellyel az idegi aktivitás kérgi rétegek szerinti elhelyezkedését határoztuk meg.  

 Kognitív feladatokban kimutattuk, hogy a kérgi ingerfeldolgozás többféle stratégiát 

követhet a vizsgált kérgi területeken. Amíg az elülső cinguláris kéreg esetében kérgi mikro-

régiók számos különböző feladat feldolgozásában nagyon hasonló módon kapnak szerepet, 

addig az anteroventrális temporális lebeny esetében az egyes mikro-régiók ellentétes 

ingerfeldolgozási stratégiával valósíthatják meg a kognitív célt. Az anteroventrális temporális 

lebenyben elektrofiziológiai mérésekkel kimutattuk, hogy az ismétlés feldolgozásában mind a 

gátlási, mind a serkentési folyamatok részt vesznek, térben szeparálva. 

Az alvási oszcillációkat elemezve kimutattuk, hogy a K-komplex prominens negatív 

komponense nem más, mint a lassú alvási oszcilláció inaktív állapota, mely az agyfelszínhez 

közeli kérgi rétegekben a piramis sejtek csúcsi dendritjein keletkezik. A lassú alvási 

oszcillációt vizsgálva kimutattuk, hogy megjelenése sok tekintetben hasonló az 

állatmodellekben regisztrált lassú hullámú aktivitáshoz, bár lényeges eltérések is találhatók. 

Az emberi lassú oszcillációban, ellentétben az állatmodellekkel, leginkább a szupragranuláris 

kérgi rétegek vesznek részt, az aktív állapotok szinkronizáltan keletkeznek az egyes kérgi 

rétegekben és az akciós potenciál aktivitás frekvenciája jóval kisebb, mint állatban. A lassú 

oszcilláció terjedését vizsgálva ECoG mérésekkel kimutattuk, hogy a skalp EEG mérésekben 

tapasztalt haladó hullámú terjedéssel ellentétben, számos különféle helyi komplex terjedési 

mintázat figyelhető meg. 

Az epilepsziás tüskézést különböző agyterületeken vizsgáltuk. Kimutattuk, hogy 

ellentétben az eddigi feltételezésekkel, a tüskézés kevéssé homogén, egy régió akár többféle 

interiktális kisülést is produkálhat, illetve az egyes sejtek heterogén tüzelési mintázatot 

mutatnak a kisülések alatt. A rétegelvezetések segítségével elkülöníttettük az epilepsziás 

hálózat egyes elemeit a hálózatban betöltött szerepük szerint. Az interiktális tüskézés tehát 

igen összetett finomszerkezettel rendelkezik, mely tükrözi a különböző funkciójú és 

összeköttetésű idegsejt populációk fiziológiásan is meglévő kapcsolatait. 
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a b s t r a c t

Measurement of the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) response with fMRI has revolutionized cog-

nitive neuroscience and is increasingly important in clinical care. The BOLD response reflects changes in

deoxy-hemoglobin concentration, blood volume, and blood flow. These hemodynamic changes ultimately

result from neuronal firing and synaptic activity, but the linkage between these domains is complex, poorly

understood, and may differ across species, cortical areas, diseases, and cognitive states. We describe

here a technique that can measure neural and hemodynamic changes simultaneously from cortical

microdomains in waking humans. We utilize a “laminar optode,” a linear array of microelectrodes for

electrophysiological measures paired with a micro-optical device for hemodynamic measurements. Opti-

cal measurements include laser Doppler to estimate cerebral blood flow as well as point spectroscopy to

estimate oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations. The microelectrode array records local field poten-

tial gradients (PG) and multi-unit activity (MUA) at 24 locations spanning the cortical depth, permitting

estimation of population trans-membrane current flows (Current Source Density, CSD) and population

cell firing in each cortical lamina. Comparison of the laminar CSD/MUA profile with the origins and ter-

minations of cortical circuits allows activity in specific neuronal circuits to be inferred and then directly

compared to hemodynamics. Access is obtained in epileptic patients during diagnostic evaluation for

surgical therapy. Validation tests with relatively well-understood manipulations (EKG, breath-holding,

cortical electrical stimulation) demonstrate the expected responses. This device can provide a new and

robust means for obtaining detailed, quantitative data for defining neurovascular coupling in awake

humans.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, studying brain activation with non-invasive

functional MRI (fMRI) has become an essential tool in the field of

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Neurology, Massachusetts General

Hospital, Boston, MA, USA. Tel.: +1 802 578 6292.
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neuroscience. However, the utility of fMRI is limited because it mea-

sures hemodynamic responses that have an unknown relationship

to the electrophysiological activity that is used for neural infor-

mation processing. We describe here a method for simultaneous

quantitative measurement of both domains at the level of the cor-

tical column in awake humans. These measurements may be used

to calculate the transfer function between vascular and electro-

physiological changes, and thus allow more precise interpretation

of non-invasive hemodynamic results.

fMRI measures the blood-oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD)

response. The neural basis of the BOLD signal is the focus of

very active studies and has been reviewed previously (Logothesis

and Wandell, 2004; Nair, 2005; Logothesis, 2007). The iron in

hemoglobin (Hb) strongly affects the spin of nearby protons, but

0165-0270/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

doi:10.1016/j.jneumeth.2009.01.036
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not if it is shielded by oxygen, i.e., in oxy-hemoglobin (Hbo). Thus,

the BOLD signal ultimately reflects changes in concentration of

paramagnetic deoxy-hemoglobin (Hbr) (Ogawa et al., 1990). The

concentration of Hbr, Hbo, and total Hb (Hbt) depends on the local

cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen (LCMRO2), cerebral blood vol-

ume (CBV), and the rate of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). Thus,

the BOLD signal can be precisely modeled from these measures

(Buxton et al., 1998). Since changes in rCBF and CBV are thought to

be coupled (Grubb et al., 1974), and LCMRO2’s effects are reflected

in blood oxygenation (Hoge et al., 1999; Mandeville et al., 1999;

Waldvogel et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2001), the critical hemodynamic

measures are rCBF, Hbr, and Hbo.

It is known that neural activity triggers an increase in LCMRO2.

Shortly thereafter, an increase in rCBF is observed that overcom-

pensates for the increased LCMRO2 and as a result Hbr eventually

decreases. Although the exact aspect of neural activity that trig-

gers and controls these hemodynamic changes has been extensively

studied, the underlying mechanisms involved are still under debate

(Hewson-Stoate et al., 2004; Dunn et al., 2005; Logothesis, 2003;

Buzsaki et al., 2007). Some studies describe a linear neurovascular

coupling (Martindale et al., 2003; Sheth et al., 2003), while others

report a non-linear relationship when stimulation parameters are

varied over a wider range (Devor et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2004). It

has also been reported that the BOLD signal correlates with spiking

activity (Rees et al., 2000; Heeger et al., 2000), although the prepon-

derance of evidence supports a correlation with synaptic activity

(Logothesis et al., 2001; Galuske et al., 2005; Mukamel et al., 2005).

Equally controversial, groups have found that a stimulus-evoked

negative BOLD response is a result of neuronal inhibition (Schmuel

et al., 2006; Devor et al., 2007), while others support a vascular steal

interpretation (Harel et al., 2002). Additionally, the “initial dip” con-

tinues to be highly controversial, primarily because this decrease in

Hbo and increase in Hbr prior to any change in CBF has been repro-

ducible in several studies (Vanzetta and Grinvald, 1999; Mayhew et

al., 2000; Jones et al., 2001) while others have found no evidence of

its presence (Lindauer et al., 2001). In order to further understand

the “initial dip” which will strengthen fMRI studies on human brain

function, the basic physiology of neurovascular coupling must be

addressed (Buxton, 2001).

Based on the complexity of these relationships, with critical

parameters that may vary between species and components of

cognitive activation that differ in anatomical location, latency, and

behavioral correlates, it is essential that the inter-relations of neu-

ronal activity and hemodynamics be measured directly in humans

during cognition.

Hemodynamic responses to neuronal activation appear to be

controlled at the level of a vascular unit, where rCBF is regu-

lated by changing the contraction of smooth muscles in arteriole

walls. Anatomically, a vascular unit supplies one or a few corti-

cal columns. While individual measurement of all ∼105 neurons

and ∼109 synapses within this volume is clearly beyond current

technology, effective population measures based on microelectrode

arrays have been developed. The different populations of cortical

neurons, as well as their inputs from different areas, tend to be seg-

regated into layers (Felleman and VanEssen, 1991). Firing by these

different populations can be estimated with microelectrode arrays

sampling multi-unit activity (MUA) in different cortical layers, and

trans-membrane neuronal current flows associated with activation

of these different synaptic inputs can be estimated from the second

spatial derivative of the field potentials recorded by the same con-

tacts (Current Source Density, CSD, Nicholson and Freeman, 1975;

Ulbert et al., 2001a,b; Einevoll et al., 2007). Quantification of trans-

membrane current is of particular interest since restoring ionic

balance is the largest single process consuming energy in the brain

(Attwell and Iadecola, 2002). In addition, MUA measurement allows

interpretation of CSD currents as excitatory or inhibitory.

Cortical point spectroscopy allows recording of local

hemoglobin concentration changes by utilizing absorption

and scattering properties of Hbo and Hbr in tissues (Dunn et al.,

2005). While hemodynamic concentration changes are a critical

component of the BOLD response, blood flow is also involved

and is not monitored by spectroscopy. Therefore, simultaneous

blood flow measurements will be acquired using the laser Doppler

flowmetry (LDF) technique, which permits regional cerebral

blood flow measurements from changes in the flux of red blood

cells in microvasculature (Bonner and Nossal, 1981). Measuring

simultaneous local blood flow and oxygenation will provide

a further understanding of the complex relationship between

hemodynamics, metabolic activity, and the BOLD response.

It is with this motivation that we present a novel device that

allows for robust semi-chronic intracranial recordings of the human

neocortex that incorporates simultaneous neuronal and optical

measurements at the level of the cortical microcolumn. A multicon-

tact microelectrode array inserted perpendicularly to the neocortex

records PG and MUA while an optical emitter/detector pair senses

blood flow and oxygenation. Design of this device is described and

preliminary results are presented from in vivo responses of EKG,

breath-holding, and cortical stimulation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Microelectrode design

Construction and use of the laminar microelectrode have been

described previously (Ulbert et al., 2001a,b). Briefly, 24 platinum

iridium (90/10%) contacts 40 �m in diameter are equally spaced at

150 �m centers to span the 3.6 mm width of the gyral grey matter

(Fig. 1a, b). The microelectrode array is embedded in a polyimide-

epoxy substrate with total outer diameter of 350 �m. A thin square

made of silicone with surface area of ∼1 cm2 is attached at the

top of the microelectrode, and surface tension between the surface

square and the cortical surface assists in securing the microprobe

in position. Output leads are embedded in silicone and attached

to a 26-pole ribbon cable connector. Intercontact impedance is

1 M� ± 10% at 100 Hz and thermal noise is 7.5 �V in EEG range and

20 �V in MUA range.

2.2. Optical microprobe design

The optical component of the device consists of an emitter and

detector fiber optic unit embedded in the silicone sheet and is able

to probe activity in the microcolumns surrounding the microelec-

trode. Both fiber bundles (F2 core/8250 cladding, 50 �m diameter,

300 fibers, 1 mm total diameter, Fiberoptix Technology, Pomfret, CT)

run parallel to the cortical surface. Fiber bundle diameter was cho-

sen to be 1 mm, small enough to not hinder clinical recordings when

placed directly below the subdural electrode grid but able to carry

significant light power. In order to re-direct light so the emitter

and detector are parallel to the cortical surface, dichroic prisms (PN

#716603, Westchester Technologies, Peekskill, NY) were assembled

at the termination of the fibers. The prisms are cut at a 45◦ angle

and silvered in order to direct the light downward from the emit-

ter or upward to the detector (Fig. 1a,b). Dichroic prisms lay above

the cortex while the microelectrode array penetrates the pia and is

oriented normal to the cortical surface. In order to develop a probe

with the safety and resolution necessary to meet the above require-

ments, each component of the microprobe including wavelength

range, optical fiber size, and emitter-detector separation distance

was considered.

When spectroscopy is used for Hbr and Hbt measurements from

the scalp, the main design limitation is photon penetration, and

thus infrared wavelengths from 650 to 900 nm are used. However,
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the laminar optode and experimental apparatus. (a, b) Side and top-down views of device. The laminar optode consists of a 3.6 mm long 24-contact shaft

that spans the cortical grey matter at the gyral crown. In addition, an emitter-detector pair probes the tissue surrounding the shaft. The path of light can be modeled by a

banana-shaped curve. (c) Schematic of experimental apparatus. Grey lines indicate fiber bundles. Light for Doppler and spectroscopy measurements mix and are transmitted

to the cortex. Scattered light for both modalities as well as amplified and filtered electrophysiological measurements are simultaneously transmitted to the acquisition

computer.

Fig. 2. Calculation of absorption spectra, photon propagation, and the differential path length factor. These model calculations were used to guide the choices of wavelength

range, sensor separations, and spectroscopic calculations. (a) Absorption coefficients for oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin for the visible light range offers higher absorption and

greater variability to calculate hemodynamic concentrations compared to the near-infrared region above 700 nm. Vertical lines denote bandpass filters used for spectroscopy

calculations. (b) Simulated normalized fluence patterns for 1, 2, 4 and 8 mm separations. At a separation distance of 4 mm, measurement of light absorption is sufficient to

sample the entire depth of the cortex without undue lateral spread. (c) The differential path length factor for wavelengths in the visible light range accounts for absorption

and scattering changes due to wavelength property differences.
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optical probes directly implanted in the target organ are not lim-

ited by the distance of wavelength penetration (Obrig et al., 2003).

Wavelengths in the visible light range, specifically 560 to 610 nm,

offer an increased sensitivity to hemodynamic changes compared

to the near-infrared range due to high absorption coefficients in this

region (Fig. 2a). In addition, less than 10% of scattering is due to chro-

mophores other than hemoglobin and water. This spectral range

also has the advantage of including wavelengths highly selective for

Hbt and Hbr. Specifically, within this range, isobestic points (525,

545, 570, and 583 nm) are sensitive to Hbt changes while 610 nm is

sensitive to Hbr changes (Haglund and Hochman, 2004).

In order to determine the emitter-detector separation distance

that will sample the six layers of the neocortex without undue lat-

eral spread, the algorithm established by Kohl et al. (2000) was

applied to conduct Monte Carlo simulations and determine the

fluence patterns in this spectral range. Monte Carlo simulations cal-

culate the direction and path length of each photon reaching the

detector within its acceptance angle and the fluence through each

voxel in the semi-infinite geometry used. For the simulation, a sin-

gle emitter was placed on the pial surface with four detectors in a

linear array 1, 2, 4, and 8 mm from the emitter. The cortex was mod-

eled as a semi-infinite homogeneous tissue with uniform scattering

coefficient �s = 10 mm−1, absorption coefficient �a = 0.1 mm−1, and

an anisotropic factor of g = 0.9. Twenty-five million photons were

used for this simulation. The fluence of the detected photons was

calculated as

�(t) =
1

Nphotons(t)

Nphotons(t)
∑

i=1

Nregions
∏

j=1

e(−�a,iLi,j) (1)

where Ф(t) is the measured photon fluence at detector j, Nphotons

is the number of photons injected into the medium, e(−�a,iLi,j) cor-

rects for the effects of absorption in each region where Li,j is the

path length of photon i through region j, and Nregions is the num-

ber of regions through which the photons migrate (Boas et al., 2002;

Custo et al., 2006). The depth profile of sampling, as indicated by the

normalized fluence patterns (Fig. 2b), increases from one to two to

four mm separation before deteriorating somewhat at 8 mm. These

Monte Carlo simulations revealed that the measurements of light

absorption sufficient to sample the entire depth of the cortex with-

out undue lateral spread and relatively uniform layer sampling are

possible with an emitter-detector separation of 4 mm.

The mean penetration depth 〈z〉 of photons can also be calculated

for various emitter-detector separations and is defined as

〈z〉 =

√

d/�eff

2
where �eff =

√

3�a�′
s and �′

s = �s(1 − g) (2)

where d is the emitter-detector separation, �eff is the effective

attenuation coefficient, �′
s is the reduced scattering coefficient cal-

culated to be 1 mm−1, and g is the anisotropy factor (Patterson et

al., 1995). The mean penetration depth for 1, 2, 4, and 8 mm emitter-

detector separations were calculated to be 1.2 1.7, 2.4, and 3.4 mm,

respectively. At a mean penetration depth of 2.4 mm with a 4 mm

emitter-detector separation, the majority of photons will transverse

layer IV–V where pyramidal cell bodies reside. In addition, cortical

layers above and below are also sufficiently sampled. Therefore,

based on the fluence patterns and mean penetration depth calcu-

lations, a 4 mm separation distance was chosen for this device.

2.3. Data acquisition system and analysis

An overview of the recording apparatus and analysis approach

will be described here, followed by specific details in later sections

concerned with different measurement modalities and validation

tests. The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in

Fig. 1c. Briefly, two light sources used for blood flow and hemody-

namic measurements are mixed and sent into the cortex. Reflected

light is analyzed with a photomultiplier for hemodynamic changes

and a perfusion monitor for blood flow recordings. Simultaneous

electrophysiological information is transmitted from the micro-

electrode into the amplifier where it is isolated and filtered into low

(PG, 0.5–500 Hz) and high (MUA, 500 Hz–20 kHz) frequency signals.

All information is transmitted to the data acquisition computer

using a custom-written Labview program (National Instruments,

Inc.). Additionally, isolation boxes allow safe synchronization of the

microprobe measurements with clinical recordings.

Data management and a stepwise approach are necessary when

recording simultaneously with multiple modalities. The dynam-

ics of population neuronal input and output in different cortical

layers are first estimated from current source density and multi-

unit activity, respectively. Simultaneous hemodynamic parameters

including rCBF, Hbo, Hbr, and Hbt in the same tissue are then cal-

culated from the optical measures. Finally, electrophysiological and

hemodynamic parameters are related.

2.4. Estimation of population trans-membrane current flows in

different cortical layers

Population synaptic activity as well as slow voltage-gated

active channels directly produce trans-membrane current flows

(Murakami et al., 2002) which were estimated using current source

density (CSD) analysis (Freeman and Nicholson, 1975). Assuming

that the currents are radially symmetric around the laminar elec-

trode trajectory, CSD is calculated as the second spatial derivative

of field potentials (0.5–30 Hz) after applying a 5-point Hamming

filter (Ulbert et al., 2001a,b). CSD analysis assumes that conductiv-

ity is uniform and isotropic in the tissue immediately surrounding

the probe (Mitzdorf, 1985). This assumption has been tested in the

hippocampus where deviations from the homogeneous approxima-

tion were found to be too small to influence the spatial distribution

of sources and sinks (Holsheimer, 1987). Variable electrode spac-

ing or potential amplification could produce spurious CSD signals

but these effects were evaluated experimentally in our system and

found to be less than 5% (Ulbert et al., 2001a,b). CSD analysis will

miss trans-membrane currents if they do result in a net radial extra-

cellular current, as might happen if they are produced by synapses

on a spherically symmetrical dendritic domain. CSD will also fail

to detect currents that flow over distances that are small relative to

the spatial sampling density. Modeling and experimental measures

indicate that the center-to-center contact spacing of 150 �m used

in the current study is adequate to sample laminar CSD in macaque

primary visual cortex (Schroeder et al., 1998; Tenke et al., 2003).

The limiting factor was the dendritic domains of stellate cells in

thalamorecipient layer IVc. Cortex is thicker in humans, and the

sampled areas are not known to have a thin but important sublayer

comparable to IVc. Nonetheless, it is likely that the CSD analysis

reported here is relatively insensitive to synaptic activity on layer

IV stellate cells. Explicit models accounting for the effects of the dif-

ferences in conductivity above and below the cortical grey matter,

as well as the limited radial extent of the sink, have been described

(Peterson et al., 2006; Einevoll et al., 2007). Finally, current sources

or sinks can be missed if the laminar probe does not sample the

entire cortical depth.

2.5. Laser Doppler flowmetry

LDF was carried out using the MoorLab Server (MoorLAB Server,

Devon, UK). LDF has excellent temporal resolution and allows con-

tinuous recording of red blood cell changes in microvasculature. It

is based on the principle that low power coherent light (780 nm) is

scattered by moving red blood cells and the backscattered light is

frequency broadened (Bonner and Nossal, 1981). This light coupled
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with scattered light from tissue is high pass filtered (700 nm cutoff)

and subsequently collected by a photodetector at 40 Hz, digitized,

and processed to produce a measure of the flux of red blood cells,

correlated with rCBF.

2.6. Cortical point spectroscopy

Light from a halogen light source (HL-2000, Tungsten Halogen

Light Source, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) is sent into the cortex and

reflected light is gathered and sent to a photomultiplier (S2000,

Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida) where it is split into 360 frequency

bands 0.5 nm wide. Counts are integrated at adjustable frame rates

from 10 to 20 Hz. The recording frequency was set based on the

signal-to-noise ratio of the recording and was determined to be

acceptable at 1000 counts. At this frequency range the cardiac pulse

and low frequency hemodyamic responses can be monitored, and

the onset of response to stimulation can be sufficiently measured.

The Modified Beer Lambert Law relates the changes in reflection

spectra of the tissue with concentration changes in the chro-

mophores in the tissue:

�A(�) = log10

(

R0

R

)

=

∑

i

(εi(�) �ci)DPF(�) (3)

where �A(�) is the attenuation at a given wavelength, εi is extinc-

tion coefficient of the ith chromophore, �ci is the change in

concentration of the ith chromophore, DPF is the differential path-

length factor, and R0 and R are the initial reflectance and reflectance

at time t, respectively, for a given wavelength �. Extinction coeffi-

cients used for Hbr and Hbo were previously established (Wray et

al., 1988).

A Monte Carlo simulation was conducted to determine the

DPF (Sassaroli et al., 2006), necessary to accurately calculate chro-

mophore concentration changes in (3). The DPF accounts for the

different optical path lengths through the tissue due to the differ-

ent absorption and scattering at varying wavelengths. MIE theory

calculates the angular probability distribution (phase function) of

the single scattering event due to a spherical particle suspended

in a homogeneous medium. Baseline scattering properties were

�s = 10 mm−1 and g = 0.9, and the emitter-detector separation of

4 mm determined from the fluence maps (Fig. 2b) were used. The

Monte Carlo simulation output of the DPF as a function of wave-

length can be found in Fig. 2c.

Estimation of hemodynamic variables from spectroscopic mea-

surements using wavelengths in the range of 500–650 nm is not as

established as when using the near-infrared range where 690 and

830 nm are frequently chosen. Reasons for recording in the visible

spectra are described earlier. In order to minimize possible errors in

our hemodynamic calculations, a least squares approach was imple-

mented as described previously (Dunn et al., 2005). Six wavelengths

with 10 nm separations from 560 to 610 nm were used for this lin-

ear regression (Fig. 2a). By measuring the reflectance spectra (R0/R)

from these wavelengths, we can identify the change in Hbr and Hbo

over time. This can be written in a matrix format as

y(�, t) =









�A(�1)

�A(�2)

·

·









=









ε�1
Hb

ε�2
Hb
·

·

ε�1
HbO

ε�2
HbO
·

·









[

�ct1
Hb

�ct1
HbO

�ct2
Hb

�ct2
HbO

· · ·

· · ·

]

= F(�)x(t) (4)

The Hbr and Hbo time course can be computed from the equa-

tion as a minimum norm solution given by

[

�ct1
Hb

�ct1
HbO

�ct2
Hb

�ct2
HbO

· · ·

· · ·

]

= x(t) = (F tF)
−1

FT y(�, t) (5)

This algorithm permits accurate hemodynamic estimates to be

calculated from measurements in less commonly utilized spectral

ranges.

2.7. Breath-hold experimental paradigm

Prior to the breath-hold challenge, patients were informed of the

details of the experiment and asked to avoid head movement during

the task. At the beginning of each of three 150 s cycles patients were

asked to breathe normally until visual and auditory cues prompted

a 30 s breath-hold. Each cycle was separated by 120 s of normal

breathing to allow physiological parameters to return to baseline.

Hemodynamic measurements were acquired via the data acquisi-

tion system. End-tidal CO2 (PETCO2
) was sampled from a leak-free

mask and analyzed (CardioPulmonary Technologies, Sussex, WI) to

validate the breath-hold.

2.8. Electrical stimulation

The subdural grid electrodes are commonly stimulated with low

level electrical currents as part of the clinical protocol in order to

reproduce elements of the clinical manifestations of the seizure, or

to map regions of eloquent cortex (Ojemann, 1991). Individual clin-

ical grid contacts (4 mm diameter disk, Adtech Medical Inc.) were

stimulated with varying duration and amplitude well below the

safety threshold: stimuli were isolated, charge balanced, bipha-

sic, and constant current, with a charge density per phase below

50 �C/cm2 (Lesser et al., 1987). Simultaneous electrical activity,

blood flow, and oxygenation were measured with the microprobe

during stimulation.

2.9. Surgical procedure

Patients with intractable epilepsy returning after a Phase 1 scalp

EEG monitoring session undergo a craniotomy under general anes-

thesia followed by subdural grid electrode placement. The cortical

area to be sampled was based on prior scalp EEG initial moni-

toring, ictal behavior, and other non-invasive tests (MRI, SPECT,

PET). The laminar optode is first cleaned by dipping into EtOH

for 30 s followed by 0.9% NaCl for 60 s and activated by apply-

ing +6 V against an Ag/AgCl electrode for 30 s in saline, thereby

removing debris from electrode sites. It is then is cleaned in saline

for 10 min to achieve stabilization of the double layer after which

it is sterilized prior to implantation in a high temperature gas

chamber (minimum 5 h, 130–180 ◦F) with a post sterilization set-

tling time of 6 h (Ulbert et al., 2001a,b). During implantation, it is

inserted normal to the cortical surface directly beneath the sub-

dural grid, allowing surface tension to secure the microprobe in

place. The location of the insertion is determined by the clinical

team without regard for the research agenda and is targeted to

a section of cortex which is expected to be resected at the time

the patient returns to the OR for removal of epileptogenic cortex.

The two optical fiber bundles and the output lead of the micro-

electrode are secured by stitching the leads to the edge of the

bone. Although the fibers used were reasonably robust and able

to handle the rigors of the clinical environment, great care is taken

to minimize attenuation by not bending the fibers when securing

in place. Post-operatively, glass fibers at the extracranial termina-

tion of fiber bundles are exposed, two component medical grade

epoxy is applied (Epotek, Billerica, MA), and custom connectors
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Fig. 3. (a) Intraoperative photograph of clinical grid electrodes and laminar optode. Subdural electrode arrays were placed to confirm the hypothesized seizure focus and

locate epileptogenic tissue in relation to essential cortex, thus directing surgical treatment. The laminar optode device consists of a multicontact microelectrode coupled

with emitter and detector fiber optic bundles that terminate at dichroic prisms. The microelectrode is inserted perpendicularly to the cortical surface to span the cortical

grey matter layers. The dichroic mirrors at the termination of the fiber optic bundles lay beneath the grid electrodes on top of the pia. This microprobe was inserted into

the left superior temporal gyrus in a patient with frontotemporal epilepsy. (b) From top-left clockwise: Photomicrograph of device, subdural grid electrodes and microprobe

placement on standard brain, location on coronal view of MRI, location on 3D rendering of MRI.

attach the microprobe to the light guide assay. Semi-chronic spon-

taneous recordings span the duration of hospital admittance which

ranges from 5 to 10 days. At the time of resection, cortical tis-

sue surrounding the electrode can be removed en bloc and sent to

pathology for staining with luxol fast blue, Bielschowsky, and hema-

toxilin and eosin in order to identify cortical laminae using standard

criteria.

2.10. Patients and potential risks

Four patients (two females, ages 24–36) with long-standing

pharmaco-resistant complex partial seizures participated after

fully informed consent according to NIH guidelines as moni-

tored by the local Institutional Review Board. Simultaneous scalp,

macroelectrode, and microelectrode cortical recordings were made

over the course of clinical monitoring for spontaneous seizures.

Patients were all right handed with intelligence and personal-

ity in the normal range. The decision to implant, the electrode

targets, and the duration of implantation were made entirely

on clinical grounds without reference to this experiment. The

patients were informed that participation in the experiment would

not alter their clinical treatment in any way, and that they

may withdraw at any time without jeopardizing their clinical

care.

Minor risks associated with the microprobe implantation

include intracranial hemorrhaging of a blood vessel and gliosis.

Neurosurgeons trained in microelectrode placement techniques

avoid placement in close proximity to blood vessels. In addi-

tion, strict adherence to sterilization protocol minimizes risk of

infection. In any case, the microarray is placed in tissue that the

patient’s epileptologist anticipates will be removed in the definitive

surgery.

Measures were taken to ensure that human tissue exposure to

light is well within safety standards to avoid tissue damage. The flu-

ence due to all wavelengths in the spectral range 500–650 nm was

calculated to be 0.058 W/cm2. Coupled with the peak power density

due to laser Doppler measurements, 0.002 W/cm2, the total optical

fluence at the cortex is 0.060 W/cm2, well below the maximum per-

missible exposure of 0.2 W/cm2 for each wavelength in this range

from a continuous wave laser for times larger than 10 s (see ANSI

Standard Z136.1-1993).

3. Results

To date, this device has been successfully implanted in four

patients with intractable epilepsy who are undergoing placement

of subdural grid electrodes for clinical purposes. When implanted,

the microprobe is positioned directly beneath the subdural grid and

surface tension secures the optical fiber bundles and microprobe

in place (Fig. 3a). EEG recordings from clinical contacts surround-

ing the microprobe were not compromised by the introduction of

the device. The hemodynamic responses synchronized with both

the electrocardiogram and a breath-holding task will be described

as means to validate the technique. In addition, neural activity and

hemodynamic changes recorded during cortical stimulation will be

discussed.

3.1. Electrocardiogram and cerebral blood flow

The pulsatile cerebrovascular response, synchronized to the

EKG, is a strong and reliable signal that has been used to validate

various novel non-invasive and invasive hemodynamic measure-

ment techniques (Montgomery et al., 1995; Basano et al., 2001;

Zhang and Levine, 2006; Kucewicz et al., 2007). In each of these

studies, an increase in rCBF was observed after each cardiac pulse,

with a latency of 100–200 ms measured from the R-peak of the QRS

wave to the initial increase in rCBF. Across these studies, the per-

cent change in blood flow is often not consistent and in some cases

not reported.

In order to determine the validity of the LDF measurements in

vivo, simultaneous EKG and rCBF were monitored. Representative

data from a continuous recording with the laminar optode can be

found in Fig. 4a. An increase in rCBF ranging from 8 to 20% can be

observed after each ventricular depolarization. An average (Fig. 4b)

of 500 EKG pulses elucidates a 12% peak increase in blood flow, as

well as a latency of 150 ms between the R-peak and rCBF increase,
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Fig. 4. (a) Representative data of continuous recording of electrocardiogram (EKG) and regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) using laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) with the

laminar optode. Percent signal change of rCBF is on the left axis and EKG amplitude on the right. An 8–20% increase in rCBF is evident following ventricular depolarization.

(b) EKG with percent change of rCBF averaged over 500 cardiac pulses demonstrates a 12% increase in rCBF peaking 150 ms after the R-peak in the QRS wave.

consistent with previous studies (Montgomery et al., 1995; Basano

et al., 2001).

3.2. Breath-holding

Breath-holding is a simple cerebrovascular challenge commonly

employed to validate fMRI and spectroscopy studies (Kastrup et al.,

1999). Breath-holding induces a hypercapnic state, i.e., an elevated

partial pressure of arterial carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide acts as

a vasodilator, producing a global increase in cerebral blood flow

(Xie et al., 2005). During a breath-hold task, increases are com-

monly observed in the BOLD signal (Wise et al., 2007; Thomason

et al., 2005), the FAIR signal (Flow-sensitive Alternating Inversion

Recovery) relating rCBF values (Kastrup et al., 1999; MacIntosh et

al., 2003), and Hbr and Hbt with near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS,

Safonova et al., 2003; MacIntosh et al., 2003).

One patient performed a breath-holding task consisting of three

cycles of alternating normocapnic and hypercapnic events. Hemo-

dynamic concentrations from the microprobe were recorded during

the breath-hold challenge with simultaneous end-tidal CO2 mea-

surements (PETCO2
) to corroborate results. Each cycle consisted

of a 30 s breath-hold followed by 120 s of normal breathing, pro-

viding sufficient time for physiological components to return to

baseline. Average hemodynamic concentration changes and PETCO2

changes are shown in Fig. 5. Transparent colored curves indicate

one standard deviation above and below average values. Dotted

lines represent the start and end of the breath-hold while the grey

area after the dotted lines indicates the latency before physiolog-

ical change. As expected, increases in Hbr and Hbt and a decrease

in Hbo were observed beginning approximately 5 s after breath-

hold onset. These changes progressively increased until peaking 5 s

after breath-hold termination and eventually settling back to nor-

mal physiological baseline values after a slight hyperoxygenation

period. PETCO2
values remained at 0% for the duration of the breath-

hold and increased following the event, confirming that it was

sufficient to elevate vascular CO2 levels. The direction, timing, size,

and coupling of these measures are consistent with the well-known

neurovascular changes during hypercapnia and are discussed later.

3.3. Cortical electrical stimulation

Direct cortical electrical stimulation is commonly employed in

patients with intractable epilepsy undergoing surgery in order to

localize functional brain areas (Ojemann, 1991). If cortical stim-

ulation results in a behavioral deficit then the stimulated cortex

is inferred to contribute to the tested behavior (Halgren et al.,

1985). Cortical stimulation may also produce sensory or motor

activity by stimulation of sensory or motor cortices, or complex

mental phenomena by stimulation of limbic cortex (Halgren et al.,

1978a,b). The clinician will vary stimulation amplitude, duration,

and inter-stimulus interval in order to probe the functional contri-

bution of the stimulated cortex. Although this technique assumes

that cortical stimulation operates by disrupting cortical function,

its underlying mechanism is largely unknown. Hypotheses include

electrophysiological mechanisms (disruption of synaptic activity,

Nathan et al., 1993), neurochemical mechanisms (neurotransmit-

ter depletion, Haycock et al., 1987), and neurovascular mechanisms

(transient focal ischemia with a prolonged increase of Hbr, Suh et

al., 2005).

Stimulation was performed for purely clinical purposes without

any reference to possible scientific interpretation. Consequently,

there was no systematic control for the possible confounding effects

of site and stimulation parameters. Shown here are representative

effects of stimulation between a cortical site adjacent to the lami-

nar optodes, one proximal to the laminar optode recording with a

longer stimulation period and one distal with a shorter stimulation

period, to demonstrate the potential of this technique to measure

changes in cortical processing and hemodynamics during different

stimulation patterns.

The effects of short (500 ms) and long (5000 ms) duration stim-

ulation trains on neural activity and hemodynamics are shown

in Fig. 6. Single trial hemodynamics and CSD from both types of

Fig. 5. Cerebral hemodynamics and PETCO2
measured during a breath-hold chal-

lenge in one patient. Each of three cycles consisted of 30 s of breath-holding followed

by 120 s of normal breathing. The plot shows the average hemodynamics and PETCO2

values 30 s prior to until 80 s after stimulus onset. Hemodynamic parameters are

measured in �M and PETCO2
in mmHg. The colored transparent areas indicate one

standard deviation above and below the averaged colored plot. Dotted lines repre-

sent the onset and termination of the breath-hold and the grey area after the dotted

lines show the time latency before physiological change. Hbr and Hbt increased 5 s

following onset of event, peaked 5 s after event, and gradually returned to base-

line values. PETCO2
values remained at 0 mmHg for the breath-hold duration and

increased following breath-hold, confirming that the event was sufficiently long to

elevate vascular CO2 levels.
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Fig. 6. Neural activity and hemodynamic changes recorded during cortical stimulation for functional mapping, in response to short (500 ms) and long (5000 ms) 50 Hz pulse

trains. Pulses were symmetric and biphasic with 0.3 ms per phase. Pulses were applied between the contact immediately anterior to the laminar optode, and another grid

location either ∼4 cm or ∼2 cm posterior for the short and long stimulation trains, respectively. Current source density (CSD) measures the trans-membrane current and

identifies current sources (blue) and sinks (red) in cortical layers (scale is in z-score). Black dotted lines and bars represent the stimulus duration. (a) Single trial hemodynamics

and CSD. Template brain maps indicate reference and stimulated intracranial grid electrodes and optical microprobe locations. Single trial hemodynamic changes demonstrate

that while a short stimulus induces the expected increased oxygenation (presumably secondary to increased blood flow as suggested by increased total hemoglobin), longer

stimulation causes increased deoxy-hemoglobin, with each stimulation accentuating the response. Single trial CSD plots show clear onset and offset response for short and

long stimulus, while the long stimulus train is not as stereotyped. (b) Averaged reflectance spectra, hemodynamics, and CSD plots with the overlaid filtered local field potential

of the superficial-most electrode. Following stimulation, reflectance increases at 610 nm and decreases at 570 nm, corresponding to an increase in Hbo and Hbt and a decrease

in Hbr. Averaged CSD shows mirrored onset and offset source/sink pairs with a superficial positivity during the onset and negativity during the offset response. Multi-unit

activity was recorded in this patient; however, due to the artifact during the stimulation phase, interpretation both during and directly following the stimulation was difficult

and is not reported. A low-pass 30 Hz temporal filter minimized stimulus artifact in the CSD plots, and dotted black lines and black bars both denote the stimulation duration.

Color CSD plots are observed in z-scores and error bars denote one standard deviation above and below the average. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

stimulation (Fig. 6a) as well as averaged reflectance spectra, hemo-

dynamics, and CSD plots with overlaid local field potentials from

the most superficial microelectrode contact from short stimula-

tions (Fig. 6b) are shown. Multi-unit activity was recorded in this

patient; however, due to the artifact during the stimulation phase,

interpretation both during and directly following the stimulation

was difficult and is not reported.

For the short stimulation, single trial hemodynamics show a

local hyperoxidation peaking 3–4 s following stimulation with Hbo

increasing ∼0.4 �M, Hbr decreasing ∼0.2 �M, and Hbt increasing

∼0.2 �M (Fig. 6a). The corresponding CSD plot shows a stereo-

typed activity to the short stimulation with current sink/source

pairs (sources in layers I–II, VI; sinks in III–V) during the stim-

ulation (Fig. 6a). Averaged reflectance spectra, hemodynamics,

and CSD plots for short stimulations are shown in Fig. 6b. The

reflectance spectra used to calculate the associated hemodynam-

ics show an increase in reflectance at 610 nm (sensitive to Hbr)

and a decrease at 570 nm (sensitive to Hbt) following stimulation.

Averaged hemodynamics demonstrate this local hyperoxidation

following stimulation. Averaged CSD plots show a superficial pos-

itivity with current sink/source pairs (sources in I–II, VI; sinks in

III–V) during the stimulation onset response and mirrored surface

negativity with sink/source pairs (sources in III–V; sinks in I–II, VI)

during the offset response (Fig. 6b).

Single trial hemodynamics to long stimulation trains shows

strong contrasts to those of the short stimulation (Fig. 6a). Although,

as would be expected, the initial hemodynamic responses to short

or long trains are similar when they are preceded by a rest period, as

the stimulation continues the initially decreased Hbr returns to zero

and increases above baseline, indicating that the increased Hbt is no

longer able to decrease Hbr concentration, and indeed is unable to

keep pace with metabolic demand by this criterion. When a second

long train follows shortly after the first, Hbr increases more, and an

even larger increase is present to a third train in short succession.

Hbt increases progressively, so Hbo never falls below baseline. The

long stimulation condition causes hemodynamic changes that are

10 fold higher in amplitude than short stimulus pulses. These results

further corroborate the hypothesis set forth by Suh et al. (2005)

where increased stimulation amplitude results in increased Hbr.

However, this response is not likely to be accompanied by ischemia

as the concentration of oxygenated hemoglobin remains high.

The corresponding CSD plot shows similar sink/source pairs as in

the shorter stimulation (sources in I–II, VI; sinks in III–V). However,

following the initial onset response, the surface source deepens,

the middle layered sink decreases in amplitude, and a new smaller

amplitude current sink/source pair appears (source in IV–V, sink

in VI) and continues for the duration of each stimulation. The off-

set response to the first stimulation in the train shows current

sink/source pairs (sources in III, V; sinks in I–II, IV) which con-

trast the short stimulation offset response (Fig. 6b). Hemodynamic

responses to long stimulations could not be averaged across stim-

ulation trains, because they may take 40 s to return to baseline (see

above), and clinical considerations dictated shorter delays between

stimulus trains.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Summary

Electrophysiological activities and cerebrovascular control pro-

cesses are both extremely complicated. Despite the extensive use

in clinical and research arenas, fMRI is not completely understood.

fMRI is used mainly to study high level cognition in unanes-

thetized humans, while animals are preferred when studying low

level sensory processes or anesthetized brains because electro-

physiology may be measured directly. Thus, although the basic

mechanisms of neurovascular coupling will need to be worked out

in animal studies, studies in unanesthetized humans performing

cognitive tasks will be important to validate these mechanisms

and quantify their parameters in order to strongly interpret most

fMRI experiments. The technique described here provides a means

to measure the critical electrophysiological and hemodynamic

variables simultaneously from the same small cortical volume,

semi-chronically, with high spatial and temporal resolution in

unanesthetized humans performing cognitive tasks.

The electrophysiological methodology (Ulbert et al., 2001a,b)

has been validated in previously published experiments in humans

during cognitive tasks (Ulbert et al., 2001a,b; Knake et al., 2007;

Wang et al., 2005) and epilepsy (Ulbert et al., 2004). The validation

efforts presented here thus concentrate on the spectroscopic and

Doppler measures using evoking circumstances whose effects on

hemodynamics are relatively well understood.

4.1.1. Electrocardiogram and cerebral blood flow

We have validated our laser Doppler flowmetry technique by

observing its relationship to the heartbeat as measured by the

simultaneously recorded EKG. As predicted, the heartbeat strongly

modulated the rCBF inferred from laser Doppler, with the main rCBF

peak occurring 150 ms following the R-peak in the QRS wave of the

EKG, consistent with prior estimates of the vascular delay from the

heart to the brain (Montgomery et al., 1995; Basano et al., 2001;

Kucewicz et al., 2007). While latency time periods have been rela-

tively consistent across studies, the direction and absolute size of

the peak change from baseline is highly variable due to a number of

reasons including measurement modality and location. Our device

is placed in cortical grey matter relatively distant from arteries and

veins, so measurements reported are most likely rCBF changes in

capillaries, venules, and arterioles coursing nearby. As a result, it is

unlikely that local recording of rCBF changes in microvasculature

in humans have been reported and the 12% observed increase may

in fact be a new finding.

4.1.2. Breath-holding

Breath-holding increases arterial CO2, which in turn is known

to produce vasodilation. The increased Hbt shown using point

spectroscopy with the current technique is consistent with this

vasodilation. In addition, the current data shows that this vasodila-

tion is not sufficient to prevent a decrease in Hbo. The magnitude

and direction of change during the breath-hold is relatively con-

sistent with previous studies where an increase in both Hbr and

Hbt on the order of a few �M has been observed (MacIntosh et al.,

2003; Safonova et al., 2003). Although the direction of the hemo-

dynamic change is consistent, the latency between event onset

and the physiological change is less so. Wise et al. (2007) report

a 5 s delay while MacIntosh et al. (2003) report a 20 s delay before

hemodynamic changes. Kastrup et al. (1999) demonstrated that this

discrepancy in latency can be explained by whether breath-holding

is preceded by inspiration versus expiration. The dynamic changes

reported here have an initial latency (∼5 s) between both the onset

and termination of breath-holding to physiological changes, consis-

tent with previous studies in humans (Safonova et al., 2003; Wise

et al., 2007). Because we did not explicitly tell patients to inspire or

expire directly before the hypercapnic event, this could account for

the large variation between trials in this time period.

4.1.3. Cortical electrical stimulation

We recorded from the laminar optode during clinical cortical

mapping using electrical stimulation of subdural electrodes. To our

knowledge, these are the first measurements of neural process-

ing and hemodynamics at the level of the cortical microcolumn

during functional mapping at the patient’s bedside. Preliminary

results show differing neural and hemodynamic responses to

short and longer stimulation. Both stimuli exhibit large initial

current sink/source pairs, and the short stimuli exhibit an off-

set response that mirrors the stimulation onset. Unfortunately,

multi-unit recordings were not available to inform interpretation

of these current source/sink patterns as excitatory or inhibitory.

However, comparison with unpublished laminar MUA and CSD

recordings collected during controlled single-pulse electrical stim-

ulation indicates that this layer III source in the offset response of

the averaged short stimuli corresponds to neuronal inhibition con-

sisting of outward (hyperpolarizing) current, decreased neuronal

firing, and decreased high gamma power (Entz et al., 2007). Based

on this preliminary data, the superficial positivity and presumably

active current sink in middle cortical layers during the stimula-

tion phase may describe cortical excitation and contribute to the

increase in hyperoxygenation observed. In addition, the superficial

negativity and passive current source observed during the offset

response may describe cortical inhibition and have an inhibitory

effect on the hemodynamic response.

An increase in Hbo and decrease in Hbr was observed peaking

3–4 s following the short stimulation train, while an increase in Hbr

was observed following the long stimulation train. Although these

stimulations also differed in the separation of the active stimulation

electrode contacts, we hypothesize the differences between short

and long stimulation trains result from the increased metabolic

demand induced by the sustained stimulation. The hemodynamic

changes could underlie some of the apparent cortical deficits

induced by intense clinical stimulation (cf. Suh et al., 2005). How-

ever, due to the clinical nature of the functional mapping, the

stimulation amplitude, duration, SOA, and contact spacing were

confounded, and so these conclusions remain to be verified in a

more controlled setting.

4.2. Potential applications

Semi-chronically implanting this device into the human neo-

cortex for up to ten days has both basic science and clinical

implications. Unlike intraoperative recordings of intrinsic signals

or non-invasive imaging such as PET/fMRI, data can be collected in

a relatively natural setting by the bedside of the patient. A variety of

cortical states can be monitored including spontaneous recordings

to study cortical oscillations, sleep studies, epileptiform discharges,

functional motor and language mapping, as well as a variety of

visual, auditory, and somatosensory tasks. Analyzing the neurovas-

cular response from each of these recordings will enable us to obtain

quantitative results of coupling in each of these cortical areas and

disease states, essential as this relationship is not necessarily con-

stant across modalities. Once this model is established, identical

cognitive tasks and spontaneous recordings will be performed with

fMRI and MEG, and a transfer function between this relationship at

the local level recorded with the laminar optode and the global

level can be determined. This model will allow non-invasive imag-

ing conclusions to be made about cortical processing at the level of

the microcolumn and not inferred as it is currently. In addition,

we hope to shed light on the controversial topics of BOLD cor-

relation to synaptic or spiking activity, stimulus-evoked negative
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BOLD response, and the elusive “initial dip.” We believe that this

device can answer many of these fundamental questions that will

strengthen fMRI interpretations.

The clinical significance and utility of this type of device is also

substantial. Besides creating a model for interpreting non-invasive

results such as pre-operative fMRI motor and language mapping,

MEG source localization, and PET/SPECT used to localize regions

indicative of epileptic cortex, we can develop a better understand-

ing of functional mapping. Cortical stimulation involves many of the

contacts on a subdural electrode grid, and by detecting the elec-

trophysiological and neurovascular changes with the microprobe

we can record measurements from different locations in the cor-

tex. Therefore, when the patient undergoes motor and language

mapping, we can develop a spatiotemporal model of electrophysio-

logical, hemodynamic, and behavioral responses in order to further

explore the mechanisms involved in the response to cortical stim-

ulation.

In addition, this device may provide an essential insight into the

controversy surrounding the onset and termination of seizures. It

is generally accepted that epileptic seizures are associated with an

increase in cerebral blood flow due to the abnormal firing rate of

neurons (Penfield and Jasper, 1954). Studies have shown that gener-

alized tonic-clonic seizures are associated with an approximate 20%

increase in rCBF following seizure onset and a return to baseline lev-

els after the seizure is resolved (Blumenfeld et al., 2003; Nersesyan

et al., 2004). Nersesyan et al. (2004) further reports that spike-wave

discharges in rats elicit an increase in focal neuronal activity and

blood flow, while generalized tonic-clonic seizures are associated

with more widespread blood flow increases. Recently, Zhao et al.

(2007) were able to capture spontaneous electrographic seizures

intraoperatively in the human motor cortex. They report an increase

in Hbr and rCBF nearly 20 s preceding seizure onset. In addition,

they found that blood flow was not sufficient to meet metabolic

demand during the seizure. This device has recorded hemodynam-

ics and electrophysiological signals during several ictal events to

gain insight into the mechanisms involved in the onset, evolution,

and termination of seizures.

4.3. Limitations

Although this device allows semi-chronic recording of intracor-

tical electrophysiology and hemodynamics in a relatively natural

setting with high spatial and temporal resolution, there are also

several limitations of these recordings. First, the sampling area

is limited to cortical columns proximal to the device. This prob-

lem could be partially resolved by placing multiple (up to four)

devices into the cortex in order to sample from multiple corti-

cal areas simultaneously. Second, accurate labeling of the cortical

layers as well as evaluation of cortical pathology requires histol-

ogy from the resected tissue. However, histology requires not only

en bloc resection of the tissue surrounding the laminar optode,

but also cooperation from medical staff which may not always be

available. Lacking histology, the cortical layers can only be approx-

imated and CSD interpretation is difficult. While histology was not

performed in these patients, in other patients in which a similar

device was implanted, histological examination showed relatively

well-preserved tissue suggesting that the electrode pushes aside

a column of tissue equal to its cross-section, thus minimizing the

damage it imposes (Ulbert et al., 2001a,b). The total fluence of the

optical components is well within safety standards for humans, and

thus they are not likely to cause any additional damage (see Sec-

tion 2.5). Finally, the microprobe is only placed in locations that are

likely to be removed in the definitive surgery, and this would not

include locations where removal would produce blindness, plegia,

or aphasia. Consequently, it is unlikely that measurements with this

device will be obtained in primary motor, sensory, or language cor-

tices. However, the device can probe neurovascular coupling during

important cognitive functions performed by association cortices

lying outside of these highly eloquent areas.

5. Conclusions

We have developed a device that records detailed electrophys-

iological parameters in each cortical layer as well as blood flow

and oxygenation of cortical microdomains in the unanaesthetized

human cortex. EKG with simultaneous blood flow measurements

and a breath-holding challenge confirm the validity of the recording

techniques. In addition, preliminary results from electrophysiology

and hemodynamic responses from cortical stimulation suggest dif-

fering responses from short and long stimulation. This device can

provide insight into neurovascular coupling during cognitive tasks

as well as clinical events such as functional mapping, sleep disor-

ders, and seizures. In the near future we will be able to develop a

quantitative model to interpret non-invasive results and apply this

model to clinical events to gain a better understanding and lead to

more effective treatments and therapies.
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Human anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) activity modulation has been observed in numerous tasks, consistent with a wide variety of

functions. However, previous recordings have not had sufficient spatial resolution to determine whether microdomains (approximately

one to two columns) are involved in multiple tasks, how activity is distributed across cortical layers, or indeed whether modulation

reflected neuronal excitation, inhibition, or both. In this study, linear arrays of 24 microelectrodes were used to estimate population

synaptic currents and neuronal firing in different layers of ACC during simple/choice reaction time, delayed word recognition, rhyming,

auditory oddball, and cued conditional letter-discrimination tasks. Responses to all tasks, with differential responses to errors, familiar-

ity, difficulty, and orienting, were recorded in single microdomains. The strongest responses occurred �300 – 800 ms after stimulus

onset and were usually a current source with inhibited firing, strongly suggesting active inhibition in superficial layers during the

behavioral response period. This was usually followed by a sink from �800 to 1400 ms, consistent with postresponse rebound activation.

Transient phase locking of task-related theta activity in superficial cingulate layers suggested extended interactions with medial and

lateral frontal and temporal sites. These data suggest that each anterior cingulate microdomain participates in a multilobar cortical

network after behavioral responses in a variety of tasks.

Key words: intracranial EEG; current source density; unit firing; attention; memory, theta

Introduction
The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) lies at the crossroads of three
vast anatomo-functional systems: motor, limbic, and prefrontal
(Vogt et al., 2004). In the motor system, the ACC lies immediately
inferior to the supplementary motor cortex and projects to motor
cortex as well as the spinal cord (Dum and Strick, 1993). In the
limbic system, the ACC is directly related to the subicular com-
plex (and thus hippocampus), posterior orbital cortex (area 32),
and the anterior thalamic nucleus, as well as brainstem nuclei
concerned with autonomic control. Finally, the ACC has strong
bidirectional connections with the dorsolateral prefrontal and
temporal cortices (Barbas, 2000; Vogt et al., 2004).

Consistent with these connections, functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET)
have found ACC hemodynamic activation in a wide variety of
tasks involving reading (Fiez and Petersen, 1998), word generation

(Crosson et al., 1999), episodic recall (Nyberg, 1998; Cabeza et al.,
2003), working memory (Bunge et al., 2001), emotion (Phan et al.,
2002), and attention (Mesulam, 1981; Corbetta et al., 1998; Cabeza
et al., 2003). ACC activation is related to the number of possible
responses in a task, suggesting that it may contribute to response
choice or “selection-for-action” (Posner et al., 1988; Petersen et al.,
1989; Frith et al., 1991). This may reflect a basic contribution to
motor control (Kollias et al., 2001; Picard and Strick, 2001) or a role
in detecting situations that requires strategic intervention because of
conflicting potential responses that may lead to errors (Carter et al.,
2000; Kiehl et al., 2000).

Some authors emphasize the juxtaposition of different func-
tions, especially emotional and cognitive as the key to ACC func-
tion (Duncan and Owen, 2000; Allman et al., 2001; Paus, 2001),
whereas others emphasize the anatomical segregation of different
functions (Peterson et al., 1999). For example, cognitive activa-
tion in ACC has been located anterior to the anterior commissure
line of Talairach and posterior to the anterior limit of the corpus
callosum, with emotional activation in more anteroinferior ACC
(Bush et al., 2000). Motor areas may be above and behind the
cognitive division (Dum and Strick, 2002), visuospatial areas in
posterior cingulate, and memory-related areas inferior to poste-
rior cingulate in retrosplenial cortex (Vogt et al., 2004).

As an alternative to anatomical segregation, some functions
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may reflect different levels of neuronal processing related to the
same integrative function. For example, the ACC may contribute
to both orienting–monitoring and response– choice but at differ-
ent phases of the response or trial. This would imply that there is
also a temporal segregation of ACC function.

It is difficult to distinguish between these hypotheses using
noninvasive imaging methods because of their limited spatial
resolution (Dale and Halgren, 2001). Furthermore, noninvasive
methods lack the physiological resolution to distinguish excita-
tion from inhibition (EEG and magnetoencephalography) or are
hemodynamic, which has an unknown relationship to neuronal
activity. Intracranial measures have greater spatial accuracy but
typically record from all cortical layers in a region that contains
many cortical columns. The current study used simultaneous
recordings from an array of microelectrodes to characterize syn-
aptic activity and neuronal firing in relatively small populations
of ACC neurons. These data demonstrate that multiple responses
related to novelty, memory, set, errors, and the difficulty of stim-
ulus–response mapping are colocalized at a submillimeter level.
Surprisingly, inhibition in superficial cortical layers appeared to
be a common response by the ACC to cognitive stimuli. Relative
excitation after the inhibition may provide a window when the
ACC contributes to wider cortical processing.

Materials and Methods
Patients and electrodes. Patients with complex partial seizures resistant to
all appropriate medications were considered for surgical removal of their
epileptogenic focus. When extensive noninvasive diagnostic tests were
unable to unambiguously locate the focus, intracranial recordings from
potential seizure onset sites were recommended. Patient 1 (Pt1) was a
35-year-old right-handed male; patient 2 (Pt2) was a 55-year-old right-
handed female. Their intelligence and personality were in the normal
range. Both gave fully informed consent according to National Institutes
of Health guidelines to add a linear array of microcontacts to the tips of
their clinical macroelectrodes. Each laminar probe was �3.5 mm long
with a row of 24 40-�m-diameter contacts separated by 110 �m (Ulbert
et al., 2001a). The choice of patients and sites to implant, as well as the
duration of implantation, were made on completely clinical grounds.
Successful recordings were obtained bilaterally from area 24! of the ACC
in both patients (Fig. 1). Electrode positions were slightly more posterior
in patient 1, rendering it possible that one or both could lie in the anterior

cingulate motor area. However, there were no systematic response dif-

ferences noted between patients. Seizure origin in Pt1 was multifocal in

the right hemisphere including the hippocampus and oribitofrontal cor-

tex and in Pt2 was in the left temporal lobe remote from the ACC; the

ACC recordings reported here did not display interictal spikes during

waking and were made at least 24 h after the most recent seizure.

Recordings. Differential recordings were made from 23 pairs of succes-

sive contacts. After wideband (DC, 10,000 Hz) preamplification (gain,

10"; common mode rejection ratio, 90 db; input impedance, 10 12
�),

the signal was split into field potentials (filtered at 0.2–500 Hz; gain,

1000"; digitized at 2000 Hz; 16 bit) and action potentials (filtered at

200 –5000 Hz; gain, 1000"; digitized at 20,000 Hz; 12 bit) and stored

continuously with stimulus markers. Population transmembrane cur-

rent flows were estimated using linear current source density (CSD)

analysis (Nicholson and Freeman, 1975; Ulbert et al., 2001b), calculated

using the second spatial derivative of local field potentials (LFP). Popu-

lation action potentials [multiunit activity (MUA)] were estimated by

rectifying the bandpass filtered data [zero phase shift, 300 –3000 Hz; 48

db/octave (oct)] and then low-pass filtering the result (zero phase shift,

30 Hz; 12 db/oct).

Spatial resolution. A simulation was performed to evaluate how steeply

LFP and CSD decline with distance from the neural generator (see sup-

plemental material I, available at www.jneurosci.org). CSD amplitude in

this simulation declines 10-fold at �300 �m from the cortical column,

whereas potential decreases at a slower slope. This falloff is in the direc-

tion parallel to the cortical surface; the falloff is more rapid in the orthog-

onal direction, actually reaching zero while still within the cortex. Theo-

retical and empirical studies in animals indicate that MUA should decline

with distance at least as rapidly as a result of the short duration, asyn-
chrony, and spatial distribution of action potential fields (Humphrey,
1968; Grover and Buchwald, 1970). In summary, CSD and MUA esti-
mate the activity of neurons in a volume approximately corresponding to
that of a cortical column.

Spectral analysis. For time-frequency spectral measures, the single trial
signal for each channel was convolved with complex Morlet’s wavelets
(Kronland-Martinet et al., 1987; Halgren et al., 2002). Relatively constant
temporal and frequency resolution across target frequencies was ob-
tained by adjusting the wavelet widths according to the target frequency.
The wavelet widths increase linearly from 1 to 6.5 as frequency increases
from 1 to 13 Hz, resulting in a constant temporal resolution of 80 ms and
frequency resolution of 2 Hz. Tests with simulated data confirmed that
the methods used here accurately measure spectral power patterns, even
at frequencies as low as 1 Hz (see supplemental material II, available at
www.jneurosci.org).

In addition to the microarray recordings in ACC, recordings from clinical
macrocontacts were available in multiple temporal and frontal sites in Pt2.
The macrocontacts consisted of 1.3-mm-diameter cylinders, each 1.5 mm
long and separated from the next contact by 3.5 mm. Our initial results
showed that event-related spectral activity is mainly in the theta range and is
generated in the superficial ACC layers. Thus, we focused our calculations on
the theta and adjacent bands and calculated the phase locking between the
superficial ACC contacts and simultaneous macrorecordings. This measure
is sensitive to the similarity of the timing of activity in a particular frequency
range between two structures, regardless of their amplitudes (Lachaux et al.,
1999). Our simulation confirmed that the method accurately detects the
phase-locking period, even at frequencies as low as 1 Hz (see supplemental
material II, available at www.jneurosci.org). Potential gradients from both
microrecordings and macrorecordings were used for these calculations. Sta-
tistical significance of the difference between conditions for a particular re-
cording channel, latency, and measure (CSD, MUA, or spectral power) was
assessed using a t test of values from individual trials. Significant deviations of
responses from baseline were assessed using one-sample t tests of values from
each trial. Threshold was set at p � 0.01 (two-tailed). Time-frequency maps
of spectral power or phase-locking factor are displayed as z-scores relative to
the mean and variance of the same measure in the prestimulus period. Base-
line measures were calculated separately for each frequency and channel.

Cognitive tasks. To probe ACC activity during different functions, we
used the following five tasks (Fig. 2): (1) simple/choice reaction time

Figure 1. Locations of laminar probes in MRIs taken with the electrodes in situ. Laminar

probes are indicated by dark MRI artifacts (arrowheads; artifacts are larger than the actual

electrodes). All contacts appear to lie in Brodmann’s area 24! (Vogt et al., 2004). Note the

dilation of the third ventricle in Pt1 attributable to compensated aqueductal stenosis.
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(simple/choice RT): targets flashed for 60 ms in the left or right visual
field, and subjects responded with the left or right hand under two simple
instructions (press always left or always right, regardless of stimulus lat-
erality) and two choice instructions (press always ipsilateral or always
contralateral to the stimulus). There were 196 trials for each of these four
instructions. Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was randomized from
1550 to 1950 ms. (2) Delayed word recognition (word memory): the
subject memorizes 10 words that subsequently served as recognition
targets on one-half of the trials randomized with unrepeated words.
Words were visually presented for 300 ms in white font on a black back-
ground. There were 240 items in the test section; one-half of them were
unrepeated, and one-half were 10 target words repeated 12 times ran-
domly. Subjects were required to press a key with their dominant hand
within 1200 ms after presentation of a repeating word. At 1550 ms post-
stimulus, a 55 ms sawtooth feedback tone was presented indicating
whether the response (or lack thereof) had been correct (1000 Hz) or
wrong (200 Hz) (Halgren et al., 1994). (3) Rhyme judgment (rhyme): the
subject was requested to press a key to each word rhyming “AY” in a set
of 240 words. Words differed in whether they rhymed with the target and
whether they had regular orthography (e.g., “say”) or irregular (e.g.,
“weigh”). Words were presented for 240 ms, and SOA was 2000 ms. (4)

Auditory oddball: subjects pressed a key to rarely occurring target tones

(76; 10.5%) embedded in a series of frequently occurring standard tones

(571; 79%) and nontarget novel tones (76; 10.5%) requiring no response.

All stimuli were 70 ms in duration, presented every 1.8 s. Each nontarget

novel sound was a unique sound differing in pitch and harmonics but

with the same amplitude envelope as the pure tones serving as frequents

and targets (Marinkovic et al., 2001). (5) Color-cued conditional letter

discrimination (cued conditional RT): subjects were presented with a

color cue for 210 ms (“red” or “green”). After a delay of 750 ms, two

letters (HH, SS, SH, or HS) in two colors were presented for 1700 ms. If

the letter in the cued color was an H, then the subject made a left-handed

keypress; if the letter in the cued color was an S, then the subject made a

right-handed keypress (Gehring and Knight, 2000). The 16 permitted

combinations of cues and imperative stimuli with the correct responses

are shown in Figure 3, bottom panel. There were a total of 533 trials. Total

SOA was 3500 ms. Only Pt2 was tested on task 5.

Adequate performance was found in most tasks for both subjects (Ta-

ble 1). When available, error rates were lower than 7% except for Pt1 on

the rhyme judgment task (37.5% errors). Mean reaction times ranged

from 449 to 912 ms.

Figure 2. Five cognitive tasks and conditions compared in the present study. Time lines show the sequence of events in typical trials. KP, Key press. Please see Materials and Methods for additional

explanation.
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Results
Extensive task-related activity was found in all sites and tasks.
Activity was measured as CSD, which is the transmembrane cur-
rent density. EPSCs produce current sinks at the active synapses,
with passive sources as current returns (Nicholson and Freeman,
1975). At the membrane potentials typical of waking neocortex
(Destexhe et al., 2003), IPSCs should produce current sources at
the active synapses, with passive sinks as current returns. If simul-
taneous MUA increases during a current sink, then it probably
represents an EPSC. Conversely, if MUA decreases during a cur-
rent source, then it probably represents active inhibition, an
IPSC.

In all four recording sites, the strongest CSD responses oc-
curred from �300 to 800 ms after stimulus onset and were lo-
cated in superficial layers. In Pt1 left ACC and Pt2 both left and
right ACC, this response was a current source, followed from
�800 to 1400 ms by a current sink. In both locations with MUA
recordings, superficial cell firing decreased during the local
source, suggesting active inhibition. Pt1 right ACC and Pt2 left
ACC also generated task-related theta activity in superficial lay-
ers. Theta in Pt2 showed a task-related transient increase in phase
locking to distant cortical sites.

CSD recordings from two patients during multiple tasks are
shown in Figure 3. Recordings in Figure 3a show a large source
(upward deflection) that is evoked from �300 to 800 ms after
stimulus onset by visual targets (in a simple/choice reaction time
task), words (in declarative memory and rhyming tasks), and
brief sounds (in an auditory oddball task). The currents are sig-
nificantly larger to stimuli that provoked wrong responses in the
simple/choice RT task, as well as to feedback tones indicating a
wrong response in the word memory task. The currents are larger
to rare stimuli in the auditory oddball task and to old (i.e., re-
peated) words in the word memory task. The currents are larger
when the response requires a choice in the simple/choice RT task,
or the word orthography is irregular in the rhyming task. All
responses exhibit similar morphologies and time courses and
were recorded at the same microcontact. They show that the same
ACC microdomain can respond in very similar ways to quite
different tasks and stimuli, with differential responses to errors
(either indicated by feedback or not), to rare events (presumably
evoking orienting responses), to repeated words, and to difficulty
(in stimulus–response mapping or orthographic–phonological
decoding).

Biophysically, the source in the top panel could be attributable
to active inhibitory synapses or could represent a passive current
return to excitatory synapses located elsewhere. In Figure 3b,
simultaneous MUA and CSD recordings from patient 2 allows
the net local level of excitation to be estimated. A source is again
observed across multiple tasks. The technical quality of the re-
cordings is not as good, and relatively little task related modula-

tion occurs between conditions. However, MUA significantly de-
creases during the CSD source in the auditory oddball, word
memory, and rhyming tasks, suggesting that the source may rep-
resent active inhibition.

In Figure 3a, the cortical layer in which the source is located is
hard to determine, because the laminar probe was in the sulcus
(i.e., was not perpendicular to cortical surface). In Figure 3b, the
source was recorded in the most medial contacts of the laminar
probe, suggesting upper layers, but the technical quality of the
recording was not adequate to confirm this suggestion.

Both the superficial location of the source and the association
of the source with decreased MUA are confirmed in recordings
from the left ACC of Pt2, as shown in Figure 4. The MRI indicated
that the probe penetrated the crown of the gyrus perpendicular to
its surface. At the top, CSD sources (blue) and sinks (red) over the
cortical depth are plotted as contours versus time. At the bottom
are plotted CSD and local MUA waveforms from a medial lami-
nar contact near the cortical surface. A repeated observation
across most tasks and conditions is a superficial sink from �200
to 800 ms poststimulus, displayed as a blue area in the contour
plots and an upward deflection in the CSD waveforms. The
source is accompanied by a sink in deeper layers (red area in
contour plots) with approximately the same time course. Simul-
taneous MUA is inhibited in all tasks and conditions, again with
a similar time course. In most cases, the superficial source inverts
to a strong sink after �800 ms. Note that the sources in both Pt1
left ACC (Fig. 3a) and Pt2 right ACC (Fig. 3b) also invert to sinks
after �800 ms. These recordings also confirm the responsiveness
of ACC microdomains to multiple tasks and the modulation of
this response by different condition contrasts, including diffi-
culty in stimulus–response mapping, word repetition, and cue
consistency. Thus, across these three ACC microdomains, and
across multiple tasks and conditions, a superficial CSD source
with decreased MUA indicate active inhibitory postsynaptic
currents.

The fourth recording location (Pt1 right ACC) (Fig. 5) also
shows a strong CSD response across multiple tasks with large
differentiations across task conditions. Again, the response is
larger to choice than simple RT, to wrong than correct trials in
that task, to repeated than nonrepeated words, and to rare audi-
tory stimuli. The CSD contour has a different pattern than that
seen in the other sites described above: rather than a source in the
superficial layers, there is a sink. This sink is also different in
beginning �100 –200 ms later than the source seen in the other
three sites. In most cases, the initial activity was a smaller sink in
middle layers, beginning shortly after 100 ms. This pattern and
timing is more typical of what has been observed in laminar
recordings from temporal and prefrontal neocortical sites (E.
Halgren, C. Wang, I. Ulbert, S. Knake, K. Marinkovic, J. Wu, J.
Madsen, and D. Schomer, unpublished observations). This ob-
servation may indicate that only some ACC microdomains show
the superficial inhibitory pattern that appears to characterize the
recordings described above. Alternatively, this microcontact ar-
ray may not have penetrated to the cortical surface. In that case, a
slightly deeper penetration may have recorded a superficial
source indicating inhibition as in the other sites.

The CSD responses described above were based on averaging
the CSD with respect to stimulus onset. This method eliminates
activity that is not phase locked to stimulus onset. Because the
ACC generates theta activity in animals, and it has been proposed
that the ERN is actually averaged theta activity in humans (Luu et al.,
2003), we examined the ongoing CSD and noted strong oscillations
in the theta range in Pt1 right ACC and Pt2 left ACC (Fig. 6). Aver-

Table 1. Behavioral results

Simple/choice
RT

Word
memory

Auditory
oddball Rhyme

Cued
conditional RT

Pt1

RT N/A N/A 659 (151) 912 (288) N/G

ER N/A 3.75% 6.58% 37.50% N/G

Pt2

RT 449 (76) 784 (96) N/A 819 (129) N/A

ER 1.65% 4.17% N/A 0.42% N/A

For RT, SDs are in parentheses. ER, Error rate; N/A, not available as a result of technical problems; N/G, task not given
to that patient.
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aging the CSD on the peaks of these oscilla-
tions revealed an average frequency of �4–5
Hz (Fig. 6a1,b1). In both cases, theta was
generated mainly in superficial layers (Fig.
6a2,b2). Theta power was related to the stim-
ulus, increasing after the stimulus and show-
ing significantly different responses to old
versus new words and to rare versus frequent
auditory stimuli (Fig. 6a3). Theta did not
have any strong or obvious effect on the
MUA in the period between tasks (Fig. 6b3).
When averaged during the peri-stimulus ep-
och, theta was associated with MUA de-
crease (Fig. 6b3) but without a theta-range
periodicity, suggesting that this decrease was
unrelated to the theta but rather was attrib-
utable to other aspects of the response (com-
pare Fig. 4).

The consistency of the phase of theta
band activity was estimated between the
ACC and a sample of temporal and frontal
lobe sites using potential gradient measure-
ments (Fig. 7). Phase locking significantly in-
creased in a task-related manner, including a
consistent increase from �200 to 700 ms af-
ter the stimulus. Additional peaks between
�500 and �1000 ms were also observed.
These transient increases in the similarity of
the local field potential were found between
both right and left ACC and sites in temporal
neocortex (near the superior temporal sul-
cus), the frontal neocortex (including infe-
rior, middle, and superior frontal gyri and
the orbital gyrus), as well as mesial temporal
hippocampal and parahippocampal leads.
The increases were apparent both when
comparing ACC to ipsilateral cortical as well
as contralateral cortical sites. No consistent
increases in ACC spectral power or ACC-
neocortical phase locking were observed
outside of the theta band.

In summary, the most common response
was a current source and MUA decrease in
ACC superficial layers from �300 to 800 ms
after onset, followed by a current sink. Theta
rhythm was also found in superficial layers.
These responses were observed across a vari-
ety of tasks, occurred during different phases
of tasks, such as cue, stimulus, and feedback,
and modulated across multiple task condi-
tions. These responses were recorded in very
small regions, corresponding to parts of one
or two cortical columns.

Discussion
Multiple cognitive correlates in single
ACC microdomains
A clear finding of this study was that syn-

aptic currents and neuronal firing re-

corded at individual ACC locations responded to multiple tasks

and contrasts within tasks. These responses reflected activity

within �300 �m from the recording site, as a result of the small

size and close spacing of the recording contacts and the CSD/

MUA analytic methods used. Comparably high spatial resolution

has also been reported for ultrahigh field (7 T) fMRI in animals

(Yang et al., 1998). However, in the usual hemodynamic studies,

Figure 3. Possible IPSC indicated by a large CSD source with decreased MUA across multiple tasks. a, CSD waveforms recorded

from the left ACC of Pt1. A large current source (*) was evoked from�300 to 800 ms in simple/choice RT (a1, a5), word recognition

memory (a2, a4 ), auditory oddball (a3), and rhyming (a6 ). Source currents were larger after wrong (compared with correct)

responses (a1) and after a feedback tone indicating wrong responses (a2), suggesting modulation by errors; to rare than frequent

tones (a3) and to old rather than new words (a4 ), suggesting modulation by novelty–familiarity; to stimuli that required a

differential choice response [compared with a constant simple response (a5)]; or an evaluation of irregular orthography [as

opposed to regular orthography (a6 )], suggesting a relationship to difficulty, perhaps in stimulus–response mapping. b, CSD (left)

and simultaneous MUA (right) waveforms recorded from the right ACC of Pt2. Again, a current source (E) was evoked from �300

to 700 ms in a variety of tasks involving auditory discrimination (b1), word recognition memory (b3), or rhyming (b5), although

differentiation between task conditions is not as clear. Simultaneous MUA recordings show a decrease during these tasks (!)

from �200 to 500 ms (b2, b4, b6 ). Task names are underlined; condition names are in italics. Dark gray bars below x-axes indicate

stimulus presentation periods. The x-axis is thickened when the two conditions are significantly different from each other; CSD and

MUA waveforms are thickened when significantly different from zero (two-tailed p � 0.01).
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spatial resolution is limited by voxel size and spatial smoothing to

a volume �1000" larger than that of CSD/MUA. Spatial resolu-

tion of hemodynamic measures is also limited by diffusion, vas-

cular control unit size, and downstream vascular effects. Nonin-

vasive electromagnetic measures have worse spatial resolution,

especially for extended sources, caused by uncertainties inherent

in source estimation (Dale and Halgren, 2001). Depth EEG mea-

surements have less uncertainty but are still limited by the large

contact size (�1 mm 2), intercontact distance (�3–5 mm), and

use of LFP, which, unlike CSD, can volume conduct for centime-

ters (Goff et al., 1978).

The current results thus establish that within the very small

sampling volumes of CSD/MUA, ACC synaptic and neuronal

activity can show multiple cognitive correlates. Conversely, it is

still likely that there is relative specialization of different ACC

areas for different functions; other ACC microdomains would

presumably also respond to multiple tasks but may have a distinct

profile. Indeed, although the sites had similar responses in that

they all responded to multiple tasks and differentially to multiple

condition contrasts, with sustained synaptic activity in superficial

cortical layers, they also had clear differences in their degrees and

distribution of task modulation. More studies are needed to de-

termine the topography and individuality of these responses.

In any case, these findings clearly support the exploration of

functional models in which the ACC calculates its contribution to

behavior by integrating multiple types and domains of information

within individual cortical columns and/or between nearby columns.

That is, within the range of tasks sampled, these data favor solutions

to the multiplicity of ACC activation that
posit broad participation through a global
function rather than multiple more re-
stricted contributions that are topographi-
cally segregated.

The actual tasks and situations evoking
ACC responses and differential responses
would be consistent with a variety of dif-
ferent formulations for ACC function.
Perhaps most consistent with the largest
number of observations would be the de-
tection of situations in which there is a
larger possibility of error (“conflict moni-
toring”), which might be expected also to
evoke an orienting response (Table 2).
However, the activation of a structure in a
particular task does not imply that it is es-
sential for performance of that task, nor
even that it makes a significant contribu-
tion to the task. Given the involvement of
the ACC in multiple anatomical systems, it
is also possible that some activation re-
flects a collateral involvement that is only
tangentially related to the intended behav-
ioral manipulation. Furthermore, the cur-
rent study had no effective probe of ACC
neuronal output, because most ACC effer-
ents arise from deep layers where we did
not record MUA (Barbas, 2000).

ACC generation of error-related

brain potentials

A negative scalp potential termed “N2” oc-

curs just before the response in conflict sit-

uations, and an “error-related negativity” (ERN) peaks �120 ms

after initiation of an incorrect response during speeded tasks (Ge-

hring et al., 1993; Dehaene et al., 1994). The association of similar

situations with ACC hemodynamic activation, as well as their

general scalp topography (Holroyd et al., 1998; Scheffers and

Coles, 2000), have led some to suggest that N2 and ERN are

generated in ACC (Falkenstein et al., 2000; van Veen and Carter,

2002). Less ambiguous localization has been obtained from direct

intracranial ACC recordings showing LFP during incorrect re-

sponses (Halgren et al., 2002). The current study provides addi-

tional confirmation that ACC generates ERPs during the same

period as the N2 and ERN, with similar task correlates. However,

more study is needed, including simultaneous scalp and laminar

recordings during key tasks and detailed biophysical modeling to

conclude that the scalp-recorded N2 and ERN are generated, in

whole or in part, in ACC.

In other studies, ACC has been identified as one of the prin-

cipal cortical structures generating potentials correlated with the

orienting response (Baudena et al., 1995). The P3a, elicited by

novel stimuli, evokes an involuntary reorientation of attention as

well as a constellation of autonomic features including a promi-

nent electrodermal response (Marinkovic et al., 2001). Such fea-

tures may be mediated by ACC projections directly to brainstem

autonomic efferent structures, and ACC stimulation can provoke

autonomic and general changes in cortical tonus (Devinsky et al.,

1995). Neuroimaging studies also found ACC activation in ori-

entation or autonomic control, in particular to rare stimuli in

Figure 4. Possible IPSCs in superficial cortical layers across multiple cognitive tasks; Pt2 left ACC. a, CSD and MUA during simple

and choice responses to lateralized visual stimuli. a1, Contour plots of CSD over time and cortical depth show sustained superficial

sources (blue region with ●, where positive current leaves the cell) with deeper sinks (red region with Š, where positive current

enters the cell). a2, The same data are plotted as a waveform from a superficial contact, showing a larger source (E) to choice than

simple RT. a3, MUA decreases (*) during the sources shown in a1 and a2, indicating that they are likely IPSCs. b, A cued conditional

letter discrimination task evokes again a strong superficial source (�) that is slightly larger when the cue is different from the

preceding trial (�). The source evoked by the imperative stimulus (!) is accompanied by decreased MUA (f) and is followed by

a superficial sink (‚). C, A similar pattern of superficial source (�) followed by a sink (‹) and MUA inhibition (Œ) is evoked by

words in a memory task, with a larger source to the repeated (old) words. Note that to visualize all of the responses, the vertical

scale in the left column has been compressed twofold. Thickening of the CSD and MUA waveforms indicates that they are

significantly different from zero; thickening of the x-axis indicates that the two conditions are significantly different from each

other (two-tailed p � 0.01).
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oddball tasks (Braver et al., 2001; Downar
et al., 2001; Kiehl et al., 2001). The current
study provides additional evidence for a
role of the ACC in integrating cortical with
autonomic aspects of phasic arousal to
cognitive stimuli.

ACC generation of theta
Task-related theta activity was visible in
the spontaneous CSD in the ACC of both
patients. The theta rhythm is a dominant
EEG feature of limbic structures including
the hippocampal formation and cingulate
gyrus (Leung and Borst, 1987) in most
mammals, where it occurs during nonauto-
matic movements (Vanderwolf, 1969) and
orienting (Grastyan et al., 1966). It also en-
trains location-specific unit activity in rats
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978), a property that
has been hypothesized to aid in memory re-
trieval (McNaughton, 1998). The task corre-
lates of the mammalian theta thus resemble
in several respects those associated with ACC
hemodynamic activation (reviewed above)
as well as those found in the current study to
differentially evoke human ACC synaptic
and unit activity.

Theta in the human scalp EEG has also
been related to memory processes (Bas-
tiaansen and Hagoort, 2003). The scalp to-
pography of a prominent “frontal midline
theta” during working memory tasks is
consistent with generation in ACC
(Gevins et al., 1997; Ishii et al., 1999), and
scalp theta power is correlated across sub-
jects with ACC glucose metabolic rate
(measured with PET) (Pizzagalli et al.,
2003). Subdural grid recordings have
found task-related theta in numerous lo-
cations over the cortical convexity (Ragha-
vachari et al., 2001). A single case report
recorded spontaneous theta activity in the
vicinity of ACC (Uchida et al., 2003). The
current findings provide more direct and
unambiguous support for task-related
theta generation in the human ACC. Fur-
thermore, the task-related increase in
phase locking observed here indicates that
the ACC theta forms part of a larger net-
work involving widespread cortical loca-
tions in the temporal, frontal, and possibly
other areas, consistent with the wide-
spread coactivation of ACC with other ar-
eas observed with fMRI (Kiehl et al., 2000,
2001).

It is interesting to contrast the current
results with depth recordings from the
fusiform gyrus during the same word
memory task as used in the current study
and a similar task using faces. As in the current study, stimuli
evoked an event-related increase in spectral power (Klopp et al.,
1999). However, unlike the current study, the increase was wide-
band (from 5 to 45 Hz) rather than restricted to the theta range,

was specific for faces rather than occurring to a variety of stimuli,

was early and brief (150 –210 ms) rather than later and extended

(�200 –1000 ms), and was followed by a profound decrease in

spectral power rather than being a monophasic increase. In con-

Figure 5. CSD sinks in cognitive tasks. CSD contours (above) and waveforms (below) in the right ACC of Pt1, where, unlike other

sites, the CSD was dominated by sinks rather than sources. a1, CSD contours recorded as the subject makes simple and choice

responses to lateralized visual stimuli. The earliest response seen in this site is a small sink in middle layers between 100 and 200

ms (‹), followed by a larger sink in superficial layers from �350 to 800 ms (Š). The response to choice responses is larger than

to simple responses. A larger difference is seen when the trials with incorrect responses are segregated from those with correct

responses (!). The deep source (*) may be a passive return current. a2, CSD waveforms from selected channels in the different

conditions show the larger sinks to choice (�) and wrong (f) trials. b1, A superficial sink (●) is also evoked by words in a

declarative memory task from �350 to1000 ms, with a larger response to repeated words. b2, Traces from selected channels

again show that differential responses (E) are present in multiple layers of ACC. c1, c2, Current sinks initially in middle layers (Œ)

then more superficially (�) from �300 to 1000 ms are again prominently evoked, in this case by rare tones. Note that to visualize

all of the responses, the vertical scale in the left column has been compressed two times in the second and third columns and four

times in the right column. CSD waveforms are thickened when significantly different from zero; the x-axis is thickened when the

two conditions are significantly different from each other (two-tailed p � 0.01).

Figure 6. Task-related theta rhythm generated in superficial cortical layers of ACC of two patients. a1, b1, When averaged on

the peak of the single sweep LFP, the CSD theta showed a period of �200 ms in both patients. a2, b2, Theta power (4 –7 Hz) was

calculated on single-sweep CSD from �512 ms before to 1536 ms after stimulus onset in simple/choice RT. In both patients, theta

power was concentrated in superficial cortical layers (�). a3, Event-related theta power was calculated from individual trial CSD

recorded in the superficial layers of the right ACC in Pt1 and then averaged. It showed a strong task-related increase peaking at

�700 ms after words (E), especially when repeated words, and after tones (!), especially when infrequent. The x-axis is

thickened when the two conditions are significantly different from each other; the waveforms are thickened when significantly

different from zero (two-tailed p � 0.01). b3, MUA recorded in the superficial layers of Pt2 left ACC was averaged with respect to

peaks of the local theta rhythm. No relationship is apparent during the period between tasks, but a decreased firing is apparent

with respect to theta occurring immediately after the stimulus (*).
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trast to the fusiform gyrus but similar to the current results, pre-
frontal sites showed only a late low-frequency (5–12 Hz) spectral
power increase to both faces and words. Again, similar to the
current study, faces evoked a phasic increase in coherence be-
tween the fusiform gyrus and multiple neocortical sites in the
temporal, parietal, and frontal lobes (Klopp et al., 2000). How-
ever, unlike the current study, the coherence increase was brief
and confined to the higher-frequency bands. Based on this lim-
ited sample, one may speculate that the increased gamma-

frequency power and coherence that has been hypothesized to
promote binding of sensory elements into a percept is character-
istic of sensory cortices, whereas high-level association may syn-
chronize through theta range activity (von Stein and Sarnthein,
2000).

Inhibition in superficial layers
The most consistent task-related neuronal response observed
here is a current source with unit firing decrease indicating IPSCs

Figure 7. Single trial spectral analysis of ACC interaction with other cortical sites. a, The locations of micro laminar contacts in ACC (labeled in red) and macro contacts in the frontal and temporal

lobes (labeled in yellow) seen in MRI obtained with the probes in place. The defect over the left frontal area is an artifact caused by an external connector. IFG, Inferior frontal gyrus; MFG, middle

frontal gyrus; SFS, superior frontal sulcus; OrbG, orbital gyrus; Hipp, hippocampus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; paraHG, parahippocampal gyrus. b, Interactions were calculated between micro and

macro contacts. Each colored box plots z-scores comparing spectral measures for each frequency (from 1 to 13 Hz; y-axis) and each latency (�500 –1500 ms; x-axis) for every trial to those calculated

in the baseline period. Spectral power during the rhyme task is plotted in the boxes on the top row and left column; phase locking is plotted in the boxes at bottom right (other tasks gave similar

results). Across sites, the most consistent event-related spectral changes were in the theta and gamma bands. Task-related increases in phase locking in these bands between both ACC and multiple

frontotemporal sites occurred most reliably between 200 and 700 ms after stimulus onset (indicated by Œ). A second, less consistent burst of phase locking occurred at �1000 ms (indicated by F).

The correspondence of the z-scores to probabilities in the normal distribution are shown on the scale.
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in superficial ACC layers. One possible source for this inhibition
could be local GABAergic interneurons, whose neuropil (as indi-
cated by parvalbumin and calbindin labeling) is most dense in
layer III of ACC (Nimchinsky et al., 1997). A second possible
source is cholinergic fibers from the Ch4 cell group in the nucleus
basalis of Meynert that project mainly to superficial ACC in pri-
mates and humans (Geula and Mesulam, 1989; Lewis, 1991; Sel-
den et al., 1998). This is the same system as the medial septum/
diagonal band of Broca, whose cholinergic and GABAergic
projections to multiple limbic and neocortical sites produce the
theta rhythm (Bland and Oddie, 1998). The proximal cause of the
hippocampal theta in rats appears to be Cl�-mediated IPSCs
(Leung, 1998). Although the local neuronal mechanisms of the
ACC theta are less clear, AMPA infusion into the nucleus basalis
results in decreased cingulate glucose metabolism, suggesting
that these basal forebrain influences may be mainly inhibitory
(Browne et al., 1998). Consistent with this interpretation, in the
current recordings, the theta rhythm originated mostly from
ACC superficial layers, and during task performance appeared to
be associated with decreased firing. However, the overall effect of
cholinergic or theta modulation is a change in the mode of infor-
mation processing, which extends beyond simple inhibition.

It is unlikely that ACC inhibition is attributable directly to
input from dorsolateral prefrontal or other isocortex, which
project to the deep layers of ACC (Barbas, 2000). However, such
input could occur indirectly via projections to ACC interneurons
and/or to basal forebrain modulatory structures. One would pre-
dict such projections, because ACC superficial inhibition distin-
guishes between error and correct trials, and the ERN does not
make such distinctions in patients with prefrontal lesions (Ge-
hring and Knight, 2000).

In conclusion, the current results are most consistent with
modulation of superficial ACC layers across a wide variety of
tasks and situations. This modulation may arise in the basal fore-
brain, under the control of prefrontal and other areas, and be
mediated by local interneurons. It starts well before the behav-
ioral response and continues for several hundred milliseconds. It
is larger when the task is difficult or an error has been made. We
hypothesize that this modulatory influence gates ACC output
during behavior. Although firing from the ACC output layers was
not recorded, evidence for ACC-neocortical interaction during
this period was found in a transient increase in the phase locking
of their synaptic activity in the theta range. Inhibition in cortical
pyramidal cells is commonly followed by activation of a nonspe-
cific cation channel that is suppressed by normal waking levels of
depolarization (Destexhe et al., 2003). In the present recordings,
the superficial source is followed by a superficial sink, suggesting
that rebound from superficial inhibition could prime the ACC to
deal with the consequences of action in the postresponse period.
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The anteroventral temporal lobe integrates visual, lexical, semantic and

mnestic aspects of word processing, through its reciprocal connections

with the ventral visual stream, language areas, and the hippocampal

formation. We used linear microelectrode arrays to probe population

synaptic currents and neuronal firing in different cortical layers of the

anteroventral temporal lobe, during semantic judgments with implicit

priming and overt word recognition. Since different extrinsic and

associative inputs preferentially target different cortical layers, this

method can help reveal the sequence and nature of local processing

stages at a higher resolution than was previously possible.

The initial response in inferotemporal and perirhinal cortices is a

brief current sink beginning at ¨120 ms and peaking at ¨170 ms.

Localization of this initial sink to middle layers suggests that it

represents feedforward input from lower visual areas, and simulta-

neously increased firing implies that it represents excitatory synaptic

currents. Until ¨800 ms, the main focus of transmembrane current

sinks alternates between middle and superficial layers, with the

superficial focus becoming increasingly dominant after ¨550 ms. Since

superficial layers are the target of local and feedback associative

inputs, this suggests an alternation in predominant synaptic input

between feedforward and feedback modes. Word repetition does not

affect the initial perirhinal and inferotemporal middle layer sink but

does decrease later activity. Entorhinal activity begins later (¨200 ms),

with greater apparent excitatory post-synaptic currents and multiunit

activity in neocortically projecting than hippocampal-projecting layers.

In contrast to perirhinal and entorhinal responses, entorhinal

responses are larger to repeated words during memory retrieval.

These results identify a sequence of physiological activation,

beginning with a sharp activation from lower level visual areas

carrying specific information to middle layers. This is followed by

feedback and associative interactions involving upper cortical layers,

which are abbreviated to repeated words. Following bottom–up and

associative stages, top–down recollective processes may be driven by

entorhinal cortex. Word processing involves a systematic sequence of

fast feedforward information transfer from visual areas to anteroven-

tral temporal cortex followed by prolonged interactions of this

feedforward information with local associations and feedback mnestic

information from the medial temporal lobe.

D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Entorhinal; Humans; Inferotemporal; Memory; Perirhinal

Introduction

The human anteroventral temporal lobe (avTL), comprised of

inferotemporal (IT), perirhinal (PR), and entorhinal (ER) cortices,

works with the hippocampal formation (HC) to perform an

essential role in declarative memory (Squire et al., 2004). These

structures are interconnected: the superficial layers of ER are the

main source of afferents to HC (via the perforant path), and the

deep layers of ER are the main recipient of HC output (via the tri-

synaptic pathway and subicular complex) (Insausti and Amaral,

2004). Superficial ER receives input from, and deep ER projects to,

widespread association cortex (AC). These projections include

both direct connections, as well as relays via PR and IT. Basic

1053-8119/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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physiological studies in rodents find that each step in this long

multistage feedback loop between AC and HC, via IT, PR, and ER,

is excitatory (Biella et al., 2002a).

In addition to its crucial role in memory, anatomical (Felleman

and VanEssen, 1991), physiological (Naya et al., 2001), and lesion

(Murray and Bussey, 1999) evidence in primates strongly indicates

that the avTL can also be viewed as the highest level of the ventral

visual object processing stream. A role in language processing is

implied by the avTL atrophy that characterizes semantic dementia

(Hodges et al., 1992) and the avTL hemodynamic activation evoked

by semantic processing (Devlin et al., 2002). In primates, the avTL is

reciprocally connected with cortical areas that may be homologous

to Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas (Insausti and Amaral, 2004).

As the ventral object processing stream proceeds in the anterior

and medial directions, stimulus characteristics evoking cellular

responses in macaques become more complex and abstract and

ultimately appear to be associative. This increasing complexity lies

on an unbroken continuum of visual processing with the more

posterior visual areas. In contrast, the vivid memories evoked by

avTL hyperactivation (Halgren et al., 1978b), as well as its crucial

anatomical position relaying hippocampal formation output to

association cortex, suggest a countercurrent return of information

during memory retrieval from more medial structures (Buzsaki,

1996; Halgren, 1984; Merker, 2004; Qin et al., 1997).

These characteristics suggest a sequential evolution of neural

information flow in the feedforward and then feedback directions.

An overview of the spatiotemporal processing pattern that these

pathways engage during verbal tasks can be found in the event-

related potentials (ERPs) recorded locally by electrodes implanted

for clinical purposes in epileptics. These studies typically find a

more posterior peak at ¨200 ms possibly associated with word-

form processing and a later more anterior peak at ¨400 ms that is

related to semantic manipulations, termed the N400 (Halgren et al.,

1994; McCarthy et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1986). Event-related

magnetoencephalographic (MEG) responses in normal subjects,

with similar latency and repetition effects, appear to arise in the

same location (Dale et al., 2000; Dhond et al., 2003; Marinkovic et

al., 2003), and the cognitive correlates of the N400 have been

confirmed and extended in normal subjects using scalp-recorded

ERPs (Kutas and Federmeier, 2000).

One interpretation of these studies is that an initial wave of

activity passes quickly through the avTL and then is followed by

sustained activity in all areas, continuing until well past the

behavioral response (Dale et al., 2000; Halgren et al., 1994).

However, the spatial resolution of ERP/MEG or even intracranial

macroelectrode recordings is insufficient to determine if wide-

spread extended areas are truly active during this entire period or if

different areas are active at different latencies, but they are too

close to be resolved. Similarly, these techniques lack the

physiological resolution to distinguish synaptic inhibition from

excitation, so simultaneous activity could actually represent

inhibition in some areas and excitation in others. Finally, although

ERPs and MEG are the direct instantaneous result of transmem-

brane currents caused directly or indirectly by synaptic activity, the

presynaptic cell at the origin of that synaptic activity is difficult to

infer, although this is crucial for functional interpretation.

These issues have been partially addressed in macaques, where

the latencies and durations of unit responses in ventral visual

stream areas imply their sequential then simultaneous activation,

and the delayed onset of distinctive unit responses to certain visual

stimulus distinctions suggests that some processing may require

feedback interactions (Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000). However,

others argue that macaque data support extraction of high-level

information already in the first pass (VanRullen and Thorpe, 2002).

In any case, the relation of unit responses in macaques to field

potentials in humans is unknown, due not only to differences in the

physiological measures, but also to the lack of language in

macaques and to the substantial expansion of avTL areas in

evolution.

The current study used a novel technique in humans that is

capable of localizing transmembrane currents and multiunit activity

not only to particular cortical areas, but also to different layers in

those areas. Since feedforward and feedback information flow

tends to involve different cortical layers (Barbas and Rempel-

Clower, 1997; Felleman and VanEssen, 1991), these data lead to

hypotheses regarding the sequence of network interactions between

and within these areas and their relationship to more macroscopic

measures. Recordings were made during overt word recognition as

well as during implicit repetition during semantic tasks. The initial

wave of activity through IT and PR appeared to reflect feedforward

EPSCs in middle cortical layers and was followed by apparent

EPSCs that may represent feedback and/or associative processes.

Consistent with non-invasive recordings, only the later stages in IT

and PR showed repetition suppression. In contrast, ER showed

repetition enhancement. These results suggest a spatiotemporal

sequence of information processing supporting word processing,

with repetition inducing facilitated processing in lateral structures

and explicit recollection in medial.

Materials and methods

Subjects and probes

Three patients with long-standing pharmaco-resistant complex

partial seizures participated after fully informed consent according

to NIH guidelines as monitored by the local Institutional Review

Board. Participants were implanted with depth electrodes (Fig. 1) in

order to localize their seizure focus and thus direct surgical treatment

(patient 1: male, 30 years old; pt. 2 female, 35 years old; pt. 3 male,

35 years old; all right-handed, with normal intelligence and

personality). Clinical electrodes were modified to be smaller

diameter (350 Am) in a 5 mm segment at their tips, containing 24

90%Pt–10%Ir contacts, each 40 A in diameter and separated by 110

Am (Ulbert et al., 2001a). Simultaneous recordings from macro-

contacts on the clinical electrodes were obtained in Pt3. The

macrocontacts consisted of 1.3 mm diameter cylinders, each 1.5 mm

long and separated from the next contact by 3.5 mm. MRIs taken

with the probes in place (Fig. 1) show the tip to lie: in patient 1 in

anteroventral IT; in patient 2 in PR; and in patient 3 in ER (Insausti

and Amaral, 2004). Laminar contacts in gray matter, white matter,

and CSF have characteristic activity patterns, permitting resolution

of their entry and exit points. The recorded macrocontacts in patient

3 were located in the crown of the inferior temporal gyrus (probable

IT) on the left and fundus of the collateral sulcus (in or near PR) on

the right. Structural MRI and/or histological examination of the

surgical specimen were normal except for right hippocampal

sclerosis in pt. 3. Seizure onset was found to lie outside of the

locations reported here: right frontal in patients 1 and 2; right

amygdala in patient 3. The decision to implant the electrode targets

and the duration of implantation were made entirely on clinical

grounds without reference to this experiment.
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Recordings and analysis

Differential recordings were made from 23 pairs of successive

contacts, at 2 kHz (16 bit) sampling rate for CSD and 20 kHz (12 bit)

for MUA, and stored continuously with stimulus markers. Popula-

tion transmembrane current flows were estimated using CSD

analysis (Nicholson and Freeman, 1975), calculated as the second

spatial derivative of field potentials (0.5–30 Hz) after applying a 5-

point Hamming filter (Ulbert et al., 2001a). Although the

transmembrane currents localized with CSD are generally inter-

preted as due to transynaptic currents (Mitzdorf, 1985), voltage-

gated currents may also contribute (Murakami et al., 2002). One-

dimensional CSD analysis assumes that the cortical transmembrane

currents are radially symmetrical around the electrode track. While

cortical currents are thought to be primarily perpendicular to the

local surface (Mitzdorf, 1985), neurons in layer II of ER are arranged

in islands, ¨200 AM in diameter, separated by cell-free zones

(Insausti and Amaral, 2004). These islands could result in the

unpaired sources and sinks seen in CSD from superficial ER (see

Fig. 4). CSD analysis also assumes that conductivity is uniform and

isotropic in the tissue immediately surrounding the probe. This

assumption has been tested in the HC where deviations from the

homogeneous approximation were found to be too small to influence

the spatial distribution of sources and sinks (Holsheimer, 1987).

Variable electrode spacing or potential amplification could produce

spurious CSD signals, but these effects were evaluated experimen-

tally in our system and found to be less than 5% (Ulbert et al.,

2001a). CSD analysis will miss transmembrane currents if they do

result in a net radial extracellular current, as might happen if they are

produced by synapses on spherically symmetrical dendritic

domains. CSD will also fail to detect currents that flow over

distances that are small relative to the spatial sampling density.

Modeling and experimental measures indicate that the center-to-

center contact spacing of 150 AM used in the current study is

adequate to sample laminar CSD in macaque primary visual cortex

(Schroeder et al., 1998; Tenke et al., 1993). The limiting factor was

the dendritic domains of stellate cells in thalamorecipient layer IVc.

Cortex is thicker in humans, and the sampled areas are not known to

have a thin but important sublayer comparable to IVc. Nonetheless,

it is likely that the CSD analysis reported here is relatively

insensitive to synaptic activity on layer IV stellate cells. Finally,

current sources or sinks can be missed if the laminar probe does not

sample the entire cortical depth. This provides another possible

explanation for the unpaired sinks and sources noted in ER.

Population neuronal firing (MUA) was estimated by rectifying

high frequency activity (300–3000 Hz) and smoothing with a 50

Hz low pass filter (Ulbert et al., 2001a). MUAwas not recorded in

pt. 1 due to interference from the clinical telemetry system.

Statistical significance of the difference between conditions for a

particular recording channel, latency, and measure (CSD, MUA, or

Fig. 1. Locations of recording sites in MRIs taken with the electrodes in situ. Laminar probes are indicated by oblique arrows and macroelectrode contacts by

vertical arrows. The white MRI artifacts lateral to the probes are due to the clinical contacts (larger than the actual electrodes). Patient 1, inferotemporal cortex

(IT): laminar tip in the lateral aspect of the right fusiform g., medial bank of lateral occipito-temporal s. (coordinates 38 lateral, 22 posterior, 11 down)

(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Patient 2, perirhinal cortex (PR): laminar tip in the lateral aspect of the right parahippocampal g., medial bank of collateral s.

(coordinates 31,�22,�16). Patient 3, entorhinal cortex (ER): laminar tip in the medial aspect of the left parahippocampal g. (coordinates�23,�17,�25). The

left macroelectrode (,) is in the crown of the inferior temporal gyrus (probable IT) and the right macrorecording (j) is in the fundus of the collateral sulcus, in

or near PR. Some MRIs are displayed with inverted contrast to maximize electrode visibility.
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spectral power), was assessed using a t test of values from

individual trials. Significant deviations of responses from baseline

were assessed using 1-sample t tests of values from each trial.

Threshold was set at P < 0.01 (2-tailed).

Tasks

Subjects viewed single words presented on a computer monitor

in Geneva font as white letters on a black background in the central

¨5% of visual angle. Stimulus exposure was 240 ms, and stimulus

onset asynchrony was 2400 ms unless otherwise noted. The

monitor was controlled, and keyboard response accuracy and

latency were monitored, by MacProbe software (Hunt, 1994).

Subjects remained in their hospital room under videotelemetry

during the recordings.

All subjects performed the Word Recognition task to probe

explicit recognition and the Size Judgment task to probe implicit

word priming:

Word recognition (all patients)

Initially, the subjects were instructed to memorize 10 words,

each presented 3 times. These words were then presented 12 times

each, randomly intermixed with 120 novel words. Any given word

repeated after an average delay of ¨50 s and ¨20 intervening

stimuli. Subjects were instructed to press a key with their dominant

hand within 1200 ms after presentation of a repeating word. At

1360 ms post-stimulus, a 55 ms feedback tone indicated whether

the response (or lack thereof) had been correct (1000 Hz) or wrong

(200 Hz). In an identical task, large potentials were recorded in the

ventral temporal lobe using depth electrodes in epileptic patients

(Halgren et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1986).

Size judgment (all patients)

Subjects pressed a key if the object or animal that the word

represents is usuallymore than one foot in its longest dimension. The

160 words that were presented only once (Fnew_) were randomly

intermixed with 10 Fold_ words that each repeated 16 times. Prior to

the beginning of the recordings, these ten words were each presented

6 times for familiarization with the task. MEG and fMRI show avTL

activation and strong repetition effects in the identical task (Dale et

al., 2000; Marinkovic et al., 2003).

Supplemental tasks

Individual patients also performed other supplemental tasks,

and these results are shown when they help explicate the responses

to the Word Recognition and/or Size Judgment tasks.

Abstractness Judgment/Delayed Retrieval (patient 2) tests

explicit retrieval, like Word Recognition, but with a longer delay

and less repetition. The subject initially made Abstractness

Judgments on 480 visually presented words, without being aware

that she would later be tested for recognition. Word presentation

was 700 ms. Following a 20–30 min break, the subject underwent

a Delayed Retrieval test phase, where she was shown 960 words,

including the 480 previously shown (‘‘Old’’). She responded with

her left hand, first to indicate whether the presented word was

‘‘New’’ or ‘‘Old’’ and then to rate her confidence in her response as

‘‘High’’ or ‘‘Low’’. An unpublished MEG study by Dhond et al.

inferred strong avTL activation in this task.

During the Learning phase of the Learn/Retrieve task (patient 3),

80 words were presented for study, for 300 ms each, at 2000 SOA.

During Retrieval, the initial 80 words were presented again,

randomly intermixed with 80 novel words, and the subject

responded to each indicating if it was novel or repeated. This task

is modeled after one that has been reported to elicit medial temporal

activation with fMRI (Weiss et al., 2004).

Verb Conjugation (patient 1) tests incidental word repetition, as

does Size Judgment. The subject was shown 80 new (presented

only once) regular verbs, 80 new irregular verbs, 5 old regular

verbs (repeated 16 times each), and 5 old irregular verbs, for a total

of 320 trials. Regular/irregular and new/old trials were fully

crossed and randomly intermixed. Verbs were presented in the

infinitive form; the subject silently generated the past tense form

and lifted his left index finger if it ended in ‘‘-ED’’. MEG sources

were inferred in the avTL in a study using the same task in normal

subjects (Dhond et al., 2003).

Visuomotor (patient 3) probed simple sensorimotor processes.

Targets were flashed for 60 ms in the left or right visual field in

random order at ¨8- of visual angle eccentricity, and the subject

responded with the left or right hand under two FSimple_

instructions (press always left or right regardless of stimulus

laterality) and two FChoice_ instructions (press contralateral or

ipsilateral to the stimulus). Stimulus and response lateralities were

thus balanced between Simple Reactions and Choice Reactions.

There were 197 trials for each of these four sections. Time out for

producing a key press was 1230 ms. Stimulus onset asynchrony

was randomized from 1550 to 1950 ms.

Behavioral performance

The purpose of the behavioral tasks in the current study was not

to probe the limits of behavioral performance but to elicit

synchronized neuronal responses that contribute to the semantic

processing or recognition of words and to observe how those

responses are modulated when the word is repeated. For these

reasons, each Fold_ word in the main behavioral tasks was repeated

12 or 16 times during the recordings, and each had been repeated 3

or 6 times prior to the recordings. This degree of repetition assures

excellent performance in all subjects with at least average

intelligence and memory, as was the case for those participating

in this study. Specifically, during Word Recognition, pt. 2 pressed

correctly to 111 of 120 repeating words with a reaction time of

762 T 204 ms (mean T SD) and correctly withheld pressing to all

120 new words; pt. 3 pressed correctly to 117 of 120 repeating

words with a reaction time of 850 T 121 ms and correctly withheld

pressing to 119 of 120 new words. Behavioral results from pt. 1

were not available. Similar results were obtained in larger groups

of epileptic patients drawn from the same population, as well as a

demographically similar control group (Smith et al., 1986). Due to

technical problems, behavioral results are not available for the Size

Judgment task. However, in the identical task, a group of young

normal subjects responded correctly to 92% of the trials at a

latency of 960 T 123 ms to new words and 760 T 81 ms to old

words (dV = 2.64 and 3.96 for new and old words, respectively),

demonstrating strong behavioral priming (Marinkovic et al., 2003).

As noted above, supplemental tasks were also administered to

individual patients (clinical exigencies prevented recording during

these tasks in all subjects). During Abstractness Judgment/Delayed

Retrieval, patient 2 responded to 82% of the input trials correctly at a

latency of 1131 T 329 ms and to 65% of the recognition trials

correctly at a latency of 2669 T 1611 ms to hits and 1993 T 1800 ms

to correct rejects. This is similar in accuracy but slower than a group

of normal subjects who on the same task responded correctly to 86%
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of the input trials at a latency of 1104 T 128 ms and correctly to

65% of the recognition trials at a latency of 1104 T 104 ms to hits

and 1274 T 117 ms to correct rejects (Dhond et al., unpublished).

Behavioral results are not available for the single subjects who

performed Learn/Retrieve and Verb Conjugation. However, in the

identical Verb Conjugation task, a group of young normal subjects

responded correctly to 96% of the trials at a latency of 954 T 114

ms to new words and 841 T 112 ms to old words, demonstrating

strong behavioral priming (Dhond et al., 2003). In the Visuomotor

task, patient 3 responded to 97% of the Simple trials correctly at a

latency of 325 T 15 ms and to 98% of the Choice trials correctly at

a latency of 739 T 98 ms. In summary, the patients performed in the

normal range consistent with their cognitive status. The main tasks,

Word Recognition and Size Judgment, utilize multiple repetitions

of a group of 10 old words to strongly distinguish their behavioral

and neural responses from those evoked by randomly intermingled

new words that are each presented only once.

Results

Inferotemporal cortex (IT)

Current source density (CSD) recordings of synaptic responses to

words

CSD was calculated from the linear array of closely spaced

microelectrode contacts in order to estimate the time course of

synaptic activity in different cortical layers. In Fig. 2, upper panel,

the CSD recorded in three tasks is shown in color maps of cortical

depth versus time after stimulus onset. Red indicates current sinks,

locations where the local transmembrane current flows into the

cells, as happens at excitatory synapses. Blue indicates current

sources, where the current flows out of the cell. In the lower panel

of Fig. 2, waveforms from the middle and superficial cortical layers

are shown.

The columns of Fig. 2 show the responses during three tasks. In

all tasks, subjects viewed words and made a key-press to the target

category, which occurred on 50% of the trials. In all tasks, half of

the words were new, occurring only once in the task and the other

half were old from a small set of repeating words. Responses are

compared between an overt Word Recognition task and Size

Judgment or Verb Conjugation tasks where repetition is incidental.

Separate color maps and waveforms are shown for new and old

stimuli, for each of the three tasks.

Initial middle layer sink

In all tasks and to new and old words, activation begins with a

sharp sink in putative layer IV, arising abruptly from the baseline

(marked with a in the contour plot and waveforms in Fig. 2). This

sink peaks at ¨180 ms and is accompanied by a source in layer II/

III (aV, Fig. 2). A t test found that the responses significantly (P <

0.01) deviated from baseline by ¨120 ms after stimulus onset. In

upper layer IV, to old words, this sink inverts in ¨100 ms to a

source. However, to new words, the sink is prolonged (b, Fig. 2),

but it continues to be associated with a source in layers II/III (bV,

Fig. 2). The prolonged sink in layer IV to new words results in a

Fig. 2. Inferotemporal population synaptic activity evoked by words in memory tasks. Responses to Word Recognition, Size Judgment, and Verb Conjugation

are arranged in columns. Averaged CSD color maps (upper two rows) show an initial transmembrane current sink in putative layer IV (red area, a), with a return

source in more superficial layers (blue area, aV). These sinks and sources are longer duration to new words (b, bV). The sink may invert to a source, and vice

versa, several times from ¨300 to 800 ms (c, cV), culminating in a sustained superficial sink (d) and middle layer source (dV). The same phenomena can be seen

in the averaged CSD waveforms from selected superficial and middle layers in the lower 3 rows. Purple bars below x axes indicate word presentation periods.

The x axis is thickened when new and old words evoke significantly different activity; CSD waveforms are thickened when significantly different from zero (2-

tailed P < 0.01). The synaptic response begins at ¨120 ms (,), but differential activity to word repetition does not begin until ¨220 ms after stimulus onset (j).
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divergence in the response to new versus old words at ¨220 ms

after stimulus onset (P < 0.01). Thus, evoked activity was identical

to new and old words for the initial ¨100 ms.

Later responses

In putative layer IV, the initial sink is followed by alternating

sources and sinks until¨800 ms (e.g., c, Fig. 2). These middle layer

sources and sinks are matched by upper layer sinks and sources (e.g.,

cV, Fig. 2). Examination of the waveforms and color maps to old

words reveals three peaks in the putative layer IV current sink, at

¨200, 400, and 600 ms, with variable merging of these peaks into a

single sustained sink to new words. These variable alternating

sources and sinks culminate in a prominent sustained sink in

superficial cortical layers in all tasks to new and old words, generally

from ¨700 to 1200 ms after stimulus onset (d, Fig. 2). It is

accompanied by a source in middle cortical layers (dV, Fig. 2).

Perirhinal cortex (PR)

Simultaneous synaptic (CSD) and cellular (MUA, multiunit

activity) responses to words

CSD and MUA responses in PR during the overt recognition

and incidental repetition tasks are illustrated in Fig. 3. Similar

patterns are evoked by all tasks. As in IT, synaptic activity in PR

begins with a sink in putative layer IV at ¨120 ms. The initial

sharp component of this sink peaks at ¨150 ms, lasts ¨100 ms,

and is accompanied by a sharp source in more superficial layers.

This initial sharp sink is usually continued with a smaller sustained

sink in putative layer IV until ¨500–700 ms. Sinks are also

present in superficial layers at longer latencies. This is especially

clear during Size Judgment, where the superficial sink peaks at

¨600 ms.

MUA, recorded simultaneously with CSD in PR, was most

prominent in deeper layers, where it showed a monotonic

increase from ¨130 ms to ¨700–1200 ms. MUA in putative

layer IV showed a sharp increase simultaneous with the local

initial sink then a smaller prolonged response peaking at

¨400 ms.

When CSD current sinks are generated by excitatory post-

synaptic currents (EPSCs), they generally are accompanied by

passive return current sources (Nicholson and Freeman, 1975).

Conversely, at the normal depolarized state of cortical neurons

(Destexhe et al., 2003), inhibitory post-synaptic currents (IPSCs)

could produce active current sources, and they would be

accompanied by a passive current sink. Thus, the initial pattern

of sources and sinks shown in Fig. 2 could represent either an

Fig. 3. Perirhinal activity during memory tasks. Words evoke an initial sharp middle layer transmembrane current sink (a) and superficial source (aV), seen in the

CSD color maps (upper two rows) and waveforms (middle two rows). The sink likely represents a population EPSC since it is associated with increased

population firing (lower two rows), especially in the middle layer (aVV). This is followed by a sink in superficial layers (b) and then a variable activity including a

very late superficial sink during Size Judgments (c). Population firing and synaptic activity begins at ¨120 ms (,), but differential activity to word repetition

does not begin until ¨220 ms after stimulus onset (j) when new words evoke stronger sustained firing in deep layers until 800–1100 ms (d). Similar patterns

are observed regardless of whether word repetition is explicit (Word Recognition, first column) or implicit (Size Judgment, second column). The third column

also shows an explicit word recognition task, but with a single word presentation during Abstractness Judgments and an ¨1 h delay before Delayed Retrieval.

In Word Recognition and Size Judgment, old words are seen several times with delays of ¨1 min. Although the repetition effect is smaller and later in Delayed

Retrieval, it is still present (e). Note that, compared to new words during the output period, new words during the input task evoke a larger middle layer sink (f)

and more population firing (f V). The x axis is thickened when responses to new and old words are significantly different from each other; CSD and MUA

waveforms are thickened when they are significantly different from zero (2-tailed P < 0.01). The thick orange baseline indicates significant differences between

responses evoked by new words at input versus retrieval.
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EPSC in putative layer IVor an IPSC in putative layers II/III. This

ambiguity is not present in the recordings shown in Fig. 3, where

the simultaneous MUA strongly increases from baseline, implying

that the current sinks represent EPSCs rather than passive current

returns.

Decreased responses to repeated words, across different delays,

number of repetitions, and task instructions

PR was also similar to IT in demonstrating decreased activity

to repeated words (Fig. 3). These effects were not apparent in the

traces and did not become significant until ¨220 ms, i.e., ¨100

ms after response onset. In PR, the most striking effect of

repetition was a decrease in MUA in deep layers. This effect, as

well as a decrease in putative layer IV synaptic currents, was

significant even after a single repetition of a word, ¨1 h after the

initial presentation (DR, Fig. 3). No differences between

subsequently remembered versus not remembered words were

found.

Again, as for IT, the effects of repetition in PR were similar

regardless of whether they were targets in a recognition task or

repetition was incidental in a size judgment task (Fig. 3). In both

MUA and CSD measures, the effects of repetition in the

incidental memory condition were larger and more sustained

than in the explicit recognition task, even though they used

similar stimuli (words), exposures, delays, and repetitions and

were performed on the same day. It is possible that this

observation is due to greater depth of processing during the

semantic task. In any case, this effect shows that an overt

memory task is not necessary in order for repetition suppression

to be observed in PR.

Furthermore, the task of explicit retrieval does not specifically

drive PR activity, as shown by a comparison of responses during

Abstractness Judgment, to those during Delayed Recognition of

the same words an hour later (Fig. 3). Larger synaptic and unit

responses are observed during the input semantic task, as compared

to explicit retrieval, when comparing only novel words in both

conditions.

Origin of the long latency repetition effect

The clearest repetition effects were noted during Size

Judgment, which thus offers the clearest opportunity for exam-

ining the relationship of synaptic and neuronal activities in

producing repetition effects. The sustained long duration MUA

increase to new words in deep layers is associated with a

simultaneous sink in middle and deep layers (Fig. 3). This sink

greatly decreases (and may even invert to a source) for old words

at ¨500 ms, at the same time that the MUA also becomes

markedly smaller to old words, suggesting that the later part of

the repetition effect is associated with a decreased excitatory drive

to the lower cortical layers.

To summarize, the response in PR appears to have three

phases: (1) an initial biphasic response from ¨120 to 220 ms that

is not modulated by repetition, consisting of a layer IV sink–

source (mirrored by superficial and deep source–sink sequences),

and associated with a brief layer IV MUA increase; (2) a

sustained layer IV sink from ¨250 to 500 ms accompanied by a

sustained plateau of deep layer MUA, both of which are

moderately changed by repetition; and (3) a deep sink and

MUA to new words from ¨500 to 1100 ms, and relatively little or

even opposite activity to old words (the last phase is most clear

during Size Judgment).

Entorhinal cortex (ER)

Overall pattern of synaptic and unit responses in deep and

superficial layers

In all tasks, the initial synaptic activities in ER are CSD sinks in

superficial (II/III) as well as deep (V/VI) layers (Fig. 4). Both sinks

usually start before 200 ms, and the deeper sink is typically smaller

and slightly earlier. Both sinks are sustained until ¨500 ms (range

¨400–800). The deep sink is surrounded by weaker sources,

whereas the return source for the superficial sink is presumably in

more superficial layers that were not sampled in these recordings.

Both deep and superficial sinks are followed by sources in the

same layers, beginning at 400–800 ms after the stimulus

(depending upon the task and condition) and continuing in the

overt word recognition tasks until more than 1500 ms after

stimulus onset. The deep source was in all cases surrounded by

sinks; the sink corresponding to the superficial source again

appeared to be absent due to inadequate sampling.

Distinct patterns of MUA activity were noted in deep versus

superficial layers, most clearly during Word Recognition. In

putative layers II/III, the time-course (peak, duration and shape)

of the MUA closely resembles that of the local current sink,

implying that it represents a population of EPSC. However, in

putative layers V/VI, while the initial peaks of the MUA and the

local sink correspond, overall, the MUA response is much more

prolonged (>1500 ms) than the local sink (¨700 ms). The deep

MUA may be related to the prolonged sink in intermediate depths

that occurs in most tasks. This intermediate level sink begins at

¨400–800 ms and continues for ¨500–1000 ms, depending on

the task and condition.

Increased synaptic and unit responses to repeated words

As in IT and PR, CSD and MUA in ER are indistinguishable

between new and old words for the initial ¨100 ms of the

response. However, unlike the pattern described above in IT and

PR, in ER, old words consistently evoked more synaptic and unit

activity than did new words following this initial period. The

increased activity in Word Recognition consisted of a later and

larger peak of neuronal firing in both superficial layers (peak at

¨300 ms to new and at ¨350 ms to old words) and in deep layers

(peak ¨300 ms to new, ¨700 ms to old words). The MUA

response duration was also longer to old as compared to new

words, ending¨100 ms later in superficial layers (at¨700 ms) and

>1000 ms later in deep layers (after 1600 ms). The sinks in both

superficial and deep layers were also larger, peaked later, and

lasted longer to old compared to new words, as did the subsequent

sources in both layers. These differences appeared to be true in all

three tasks examining word repetition effects (with the caveat that

good MUA recordings were only obtained in the Word Recogni-

tion task). The fact that there is a larger response to the old words

both in the Word Recognition task (where the old stimuli are

targets) and in Learn/Retrieve (where both new and old stimuli are

targets) means that targetness is not the critical factor in evoking

the greater response to olds. The response during Size Judgment to

implicit repetition was markedly less than that to explicit repetition,

unlike what has been described above for the same comparison in

IT and PR.

Larger responses during retrieval than during learning

In addition to the larger response to old stimuli, activity in ER

was distinguished by the larger response overall in tasks that
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required the overt retrieval of recently stored representations. This

is illustrated in the Learn/Retrieve task, where the current sink

evoked during learning is much smaller than that evoked during

retrieval. This smaller response remains after controlling for

repetition, i.e., when comparing new words during learning with

new words presented during recognition testing (Fig. 4).

Weak but differential responses during choice reactions

The memory tests given in the current study all presented words

visually and required a key press response. The possible effects of

these stimulus–response aspects of the testing situation on ER

activity were probed with a test that lacked words or word

repetition but possessed the other formal properties of the memory

Fig. 4. Entorhinal population synaptic activity and neuronal firing. CSD color maps (upper rows) show the spatiotemporal patterns of population synaptic

activity across four tasks (arrayed in columns). Waveforms below CSD maps show simultaneous MUA, CSD, and macroelectrode recordings (third through

fifth rows). The most prominent early activity during explicit Word Recognition is a superficial sink starting at ¨200 ms (,) and peaking at ¨370 ms (a) with

strongly increased firing in superficial and deep layers (aV). Sinks in deeper layers (b) with accompanying MUA (bV) also occur during this time. Both deep and

superficial sinks are followed by sources in the same layers (c), beginning at ¨700 ms after the stimulus and continuing for ¨900 ms. The deep source is

surrounded by sinks (e.g., d). Population firing in deep layers continues at a high level during this period (cV), whereas that in superficial layers returns to

baseline. All components of the response are larger to old as compared to new words, with the CSD and MUA responses diverging in superficial layers at

¨300–400 ms (j) and in deep layers at ¨500–600 ms (ˆ). A broadly similar but substantially weaker spatiotemporal pattern is seen to implicit word

repetition during Size Judgments (second column). In Learn/Retrieve (third column), subjects were explicitly asked to memorize the words during Learn and

then were presented with forced-choice explicit recognition. In addition to showing a larger synaptic response to old (e) as compared to new (eV) words during

Retrieval, the response is larger to new words during Retrieval (eV) as opposed to new words during Learn (eVV). In the fourth column, choice VisuoMotor

reactions evoke a similar superficial sink (f) as in Word Recognition, but with less than half the amplitude or duration (a). The difference in neuronal firing is

more striking, with VisuoMotor reactions evoking a decrease in firing (f V), whereas Word Recognition evokes a sustained increase (aV, bV, cV). Bipolar potential

recordings from macroelectrodes in left IT and right PR show distinct spatiotemporal patterns that resemble the IT and PR laminar recordings, beginning with a

sharp initial peak before 200 ms (g) followed by two components from ¨240 to 620 ms (h, k) that distinguish new and old words. In contrast to the ER laminar

recordings, IT and PR potential gradients are largest during Learning (p). The x axis is thickened when two conditions evoke significantly different activity

(black lines for new versus old words, or choice versus simple reactions; orange lines for new-learn vs. new-retrieve in Learn/Retrieve); CSD and MUA

waveforms are thickened when each is significantly different from zero (2-tailed P < 0.01). MUA responses are only shown for Word Recognition and

VisuoMotor tasks because they were given on the first day of testing when the MUA recordings were higher quality. Macroelectrode recordings were not

obtained for the VisuoMotor task.
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tasks. In VisuoMotor, the subject makes a key press response

depending on the properties of a simple visual stimulus. In some

blocks, the responses are always the same (Simple) and in others

the laterality of the response depends on the laterality of the

stimulus (Choice). Choice-related unit responses were previously

noted in this region in humans (Halgren, 1991; Halgren et al.,

1978a; Heit et al., 1990), and animal studies suggest that the HC

may be crucial for rapidly learning arbitrary sensorimotor map-

pings (Dypvik and Bland, 2004; Wise and Murray, 1999).

The overall pattern of synaptic activity evoked by VisuoMo-

tor was similar to that evoked by the memory tasks (Fig. 4,

compare CSD contour maps in the first and fourth columns), and

the synaptic response in superficial layers was about twice as

large when a choice reaction was being made, as opposed to a

simple reaction. However, the CSD response was about three-

fold smaller during visuomotor Choice reactions, and the

duration of the response was shorter than during recognition

judgments. Furthermore, the MUA response to VisuoMotor was

a brief decrease relative to baseline, whereas the MUA response

during Word Recognition was a prolonged increase. These data

suggest that some aspects of making a choice may weakly

engage ER.

IT and PR recordings show repetition suppression simultaneous

with ER repetition enhancement

The laminar responses recorded in IT and PR were consistent

with recordings from intracranial macroelectrodes in similar

locations during the same tasks, both in the timing of the different

field potential components and in the suppression of the major

component peaking at ¨400 ms by word repetition (Halgren et al.,

1994; Smith et al., 1986). Generators with similar latencies,

locations, and repetition correlates have also been inferred from

MEG in the same tasks (Dale et al., 2000; Marinkovic et al., 2003).

Repetition suppression is also commonly found in macaque unit

recordings from IT and PR (Miller and Desimone, 1994; Xiang and

Brown, 1998). In contrast to the repetition suppression of IT and

PR CSD/MUA, the repetition enhancement of ER CSD/MUA was

not expected from previous recordings. Since only a single ventral

temporal area was recorded with laminar probes in each subject,

this raises the possibility that ER repetition enhancement could

reflect an idiosyncratic response of the subject rather than a

characteristic property of ER.

In order to evaluate this possibility, bipolar macroelectrode

recordings were obtained in or near left IT and right PR

simultaneously with laminar recordings from ER in patient 3

(electrode sites shown in Fig. 1, recordings in Fig. 4). The potential

gradients inverted both medially and laterally at the adjacent

contact pairs, strongly implying local generation. These areas

showed typical ventral temporal IT or PR responses, with an initial

sharp component peaking prior to 200 ms that is identical to new

and old words. This is followed by a large peak that resolves more

quickly to old words, with the new/old difference visible as an

inflection beginning at ¨240 ms. Furthermore, a larger macro-IT

and PR response is seen during Learn than Retrieve segments of a

memory task. Thus, in their latency, repetition suppression, and

response during Learning, the IT and PR macrorecordings in pt. 3

resemble previously reported IT macrorecordings in large numbers

of subjects, as well as the IT and PR laminar recordings in pts. 1

and 2, but they contrast with the simultaneous ER laminar

recordings in pt. 3. Thus, the repetition enhancements and long

latencies seen in the laminar ER recordings do not appear to be due

to a patient-specific abnormal response. Nonetheless, further

replication of this finding is needed.

Discussion

The current study provides a high resolution window into the

functional activity in avTL during memory and related tasks.

Multiple stages of cortical response were present in all three

structures examined, the inferotemporal (IT) and perirhinal (PR)

cortices laterally and the entorhinal (ER) cortex medially. These

stages followed the pathways of inter-areal and intracolumnar

cortico-cortical projections previously established in animal

studies. Repetition suppression in IT and PR, with repetition

enhancement in ER, suggests that the former may be more

involved in incidental priming embedded in semantic processing,

whereas the later is more involved in active retrieval.

Intracolumnar and intercolumnar circuitry of word processing

Synaptic activity in IT and PR begins at ¨120 ms with a

sink in putative layer IV, lasting ¨100 ms and accompanied by

a sharp source in more superficial layers. This initial sink,

peaking before 200 ms, is usually followed by a sustained sink

in putative layer IV until ¨500 ms or more and then by a sink

in more superficial layers peaking at ¨600–900 ms. In PR, the

sinks are associated with an initial increase in neuronal firing in

layer IV and a sustained increase in neuronal firing in layer V.

This spatiotemporal pattern of current sinks and increased firing

is consistent with an initial phasic layer IV EPSC followed by

long-lasting EPSCs first predominantly in layer IV and then

layers II/III. The initial phasic EPSCs may be mainly in the

dendrites of layer IV granule cells, with later sustained EPSCs

involving the superficial dendritic domains of layer V/VI

pyramidal cells.

This basic pattern of an initial layer IV sink followed by a sink

in more superficial cortical layers has been repeatedly observed in

response to visual, somatosensory, and auditory input in animals

(Barth and Di, 1990; Schroeder et al., 1998), suggesting engage-

ment of a canonical cortical circuit. Anatomically, layer IV receives

input from thalamic relay nuclei or (Flower_) areas closer to primary

cortex (Barbas and Rempel-Clower, 1997; Felleman and VanEssen,

1991). Layer IV cells project locally to other layer IV cells as well

as to layer II/III cells, which in turn project to layer V/VI. The layer

II/III pyramids project onward to higher cortical areas, and layer V/

VI pyramids project back to the superficial layers of lower cortical

areas. Superficial layers also receive local recurrent collaterals.

Intracellular (Shao and Burkhalter, 1999; Thomson and Bannister,

2003) and voltage-sensitive dye (Petersen and Sakmann, 2001)

recordings in cortical slices confirm that these intra- and inter-

columnar projections are excitatory and effective, as do limited

recordings in vivo (Mignard and Malpeli, 1991). In vitro studies of

the rat visual cortex show that feedforward projections are

characterized by sharp excitation followed by immediate inhibitory

feedback, whereas feedback is characterized by polysynaptic

weaker but more sustained excitation that may be capable of

overcoming simultaneous sustained inhibition, especially when

feedforward and feedback paths are simultaneously active (Shao

and Burkhalter, 1999). This Fcountercurrent_ pattern of convergent

feedforward excitation carrying stimulus-specific information, and

feedback excitation carrying contextual information, has been
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proposed as a general organizing principle of cortical function

(Merker, 2004).

Specific studies of the avTL in animals tend to confirm the

general plan of cortical connectivity noted above (Lavenex et al.,

2004). Laminar recordings in PR (BA36) to neocortical stimulation

in the isolated guinea pig brain show an initial middle layer current

sink followed by a superficial layer sink (together with middle

layer source). Intracellular recordings show that the initial sink is

due to monosynaptic EPSPs, and the later is due to polysynaptic

EPSPs (Biella et al., 2001). Conversely, PR (BA36) projects

widely to layer I in IT (Lavenex et al., 2002) and also within itself

(Suzuki and Amaral, 1994). These studies suggest that the initial

middle layer sink noted in the current study represents excitatory

input from lower cortical areas; the following middle layer sink

represents a period when the predominant excitatory input is

feedforward, and the final superficial layer sink a period when

top–down and local association afferents predominate.

The delay for the sink to rise from middle to upper cortical

layers was as long as ¨500 ms in the current study, whereas, in

human interictal spikes, it is ¨20 ms (Ulbert et al., 2004).

Comparable delays have been found in animal sensory areas (Barth

and Di, 1990; Schroeder et al., 1998) and human V2 (personal

observation). Closer examination of the period between the initial

layer IV sink and late layer II/III sink reveals that, although a

sustained layer IV sink may predominate (especially to new words

that need to be processed deeply), in other circumstances, an

alternating series of sinks in middle and superficial layers may be

revealed. Thus, the dominance of feedforward, feedback, and

associative interactions may alternate in a manner that is sensitive

to the contextual familiarity of the stimulus.

Compared to IT and PR, where a single sink appeared to

dominate cortical activity at any given post-stimulus time, two or

even three sinks were often simultaneously present in ER. This

may reflect the fact that the superficial and deep layers of ER have

quite distinct anatomical connectivity, are separated by a cell-free

Flamina dissecans,_ and may be somewhat isolated physiologically

from each other. The superficial ER layers receive input from PR

and IT, and the duration of activity in superficial ER observed here

is similar to that noted in these lateral areas. Furthermore, animal

studies suggest that convergent and/or sustained activation may be

necessary to evoke ER activity from PR and IT (Biella et al.,

2002a) and that the presence of activity in deep layers of PR

indicates that it has become sufficiently active to evoke an ER

response (Kajiwara et al., 2003). In the current study, activity was

simultaneously present in PR and IT, and the deep layers of PR

showed strong sustained MUA, both suggesting that the lateral

activation was sufficient to activate ER. Superficial ER also

receives extensive projections from other parts of ER in rodents

(Biella et al., 2002b). Activity in superficial ER is projected to the

hippocampal formation and, after relaying through ¨2–5 sub-

structures, returns to deep ER. The much prolonged unit responses

in deep ER may reflect the complexity, variety, and synaptic depth

of this long positive feedback route.

Long neocortical–hippocampal feedback loops are crucial to

memory models that posit formation of specific connections in the

hippocampal formation associating the novel constellation of

elements in an episodic event, with these connections helping to

guide the retrieval of that constellation at a later time (Buzsaki,

1996; Halgren, 1984; Qin et al., 1997). The high-fidelity

correspondence of the connections to the event and their ability

to accurately guide event retrieval are critically dependent on the

passage of information between association cortices and HC,

which must occur primarily through EC, PR, and IT. The current

results show that the successive links in this multistage system are

co-activated despite the difficulties found in model systems to

produce such co-activation alluded to above. A comparison of the

known laminar termination of connections between these areas

with the laminar dynamics of apparent EPSPs suggests that these

areas are participating in alternating feedforward/feedback inter-

actions during encoding/retrieval, with the initial feedforward

projection gradually evolving to a dominance of feedback

projections. Memory effects only occurred during this interactive

period. It is possible that the human in vivo ventral temporal lobe

physiological interactions are highly selective and information-

specific in a manner that cannot be replicated with electrical

stimulation in anesthetized animals or in vitro.

Linking synaptic processing at the quasi-columnar level to

macroscopic activity measures

The local and distant ERPs and MEG produced by a cortical

column can be directly estimated from its laminar CSD pattern.

Specifically, in IT and PR, the initial sharp sink in layer IV

combined with a source in layers II/III would be expected to

produce a surface positive local field potential peaking shortly

before 200 ms, whereas the late source in layer IV combined with a

sink in layers II/III would be expected to produce a surface

negative potential peaking at ¨600 ms. The intermediate period,

dominated by a middle layer sink but with superimposed

alternating sink/source patterns in middle/superficial layers, would

be expected to produce a predominantly positive surface potential

but with multiple peaks, including one at ¨400 ms. Thus, the

typical CSD pattern observed in IT and PR would be expected to

produce an initial surface-positive peak at ¨200 ms, a more

variable positive peak at ¨400 ms, and a negative peak at ¨600

ms.

Consistent with the CSD pattern described above, intracranial

depth electrode macrorecordings from the human avTL during the

Word Recognition task typically record potentials peaking at

¨200, ¨400, and ¨600 ms (Halgren et al., 1994; Smith et al.,

1986). The peak at ¨400 ms has similar task correlates and latency

to the scalp-recorded N400, associated with cognitive contextual

integration of words and similar stimuli. While the avTL-N400

occasionally polarity inverts across the collateral sulcus, it is

largest, most reliable, and invariably negative in anterior locations

immediately above the ventral surface of the anterior temporal lobe

(Halgren et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1986). In contrast, when

recorded in a similar task by intracranial subdural strips immedi-

ately below this surface, the corresponding potential is positive

(McCarthy et al., 1995). This gross surface-positive/depth-negative

field distribution inferred from intracranial recordings is consistent

with the layer IV sink and layer II/III source in the ventral surface

of the temporal lobe.

Major sources of the magnetic counterpart of the N400

(FN400m_) have been inferred to lie in the avTL from non-invasive

magnetic recordings in response to words in the same tasks as were

used in the current study (Dale et al., 2000; Dhond et al., 2003;

Marinkovic et al., 2003). The orientation of the inferred N400m

generator is consistent with an equivalent current dipole in the

temporal lobe with intracellular positive current flowing toward the

neck. This would result from a layer IV sink and layer II/III source

in the ventral surface of the temporal lobe, as recorded here with
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CSD. Thus, recordings during the same task using non-invasive

MEG, intracranial macroelectrodes, and laminar microelectrode

arrays provide a consistent multi-resolution view of the N400

during semantic processing.

Intracranial as well as non-invasive recordings have also

identified activity in the avTL at ¨200 ms. In some limited

locations, this may be specific for words or other visual categories,

and the polarity of the activity is less regular (Allison et al., 1999;

Halgren et al., 1994). Intracranial recordings also identify a peak

following the avTL-N400, peaking at ¨600 ms, that has been

associated with the scalp late positive component or P3b (Halgren

et al., 1994; McCarthy et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1986). The avTL-

200 tends to be located more posteriorly in the ventral temporal

lobe and the avTL-600 more anteriorly; however, activity over this

entire range can be recorded over the entire extent of the ventral

temporal lobe (Halgren et al., 1994). Similarly, peaks at ¨200 and

400 ms followed by a peak of opposite polarity at ¨600 ms have

been inferred over the entire avTL using fMRI-biased MEG

recordings during Size Judgment (see Fig. 8 of Dale et al., 2000).

However, since cortical electromagnetic fields from different

sources can superimpose in MEG and intracranial macro-EEG

recordings, these previous results are consistent with the different

temporal components of the cortical response to words being

located in different cortical regions.

Both CSD and MUA decline steeply with distance. Our

simulations indicate that CSD amplitude declines ten-fold in

¨250 Am (Wang et al., 2005). Theoretical and empirical studies

in animals indicate that MUA should decline with distance at least

as rapidly (Grover and Buchwald, 1970). Thus, the current study

demonstrates for the first time that multiple processing stages over

hundreds of milliseconds are generated within the same IT, PR, and

EC cortical microdomains roughly corresponding to that of a

cortical column.

Both anatomically constrained MEG and intracranial EEG

recordings find that other structures, especially the ventrolateral

prefrontal cortex, are also active during this entire time period.

Taken together with the global view provided by non-invasive

studies, these results suggest that words are processed through

repeated activation cycles in an extended neural network that

involves each of many cortical columns over sustained and

cognitively varied processing stages.

Repetition and retrieval effects

Word repetition decreased the size and duration of the layer IV

sink in IT and of the layer V multiunit activity in PR. Repetition

suppression of the layer IV sink is consistent with it corresponding

to the N400 which shows strong repetition suppression as recorded

with MEG (Dale et al., 2000; Marinkovic et al., 2003) or

intracranial EEG (Halgren et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1986).

Decreased firing confirms similar results in macaques (Miller

and Desimone, 1994; Xiang and Brown, 1998) and is consistent

with the decreased hemodynamic activity evoked by repeated

words in this area in humans (Buckner et al., 2000). The repetition

effect was present regardless of whether repetition was task-

relevant and, in fact, was largest when repetition was implicit,

presumably because in such tasks encoding was relatively deep.

Overall, the synaptic and cellular responses in these lateral avTL

areas were largest to new words when they were deeply processed.

The repetition-induced decrease in IT and PR reported here was

not present in the initial ¨100 ms of the response. This is similar to

the findings of MEG in the same tasks where activity spreads to

widespread frontal, temporal, and parietal areas before the

repetition effects begin, more or less simultaneously, across the

entire network (Dale et al., 2000; Marinkovic et al., 2003). The

repetition effect seems to arise out of a sustained polysynaptic

interaction of an extended trans-cortical network rather than focal

plasticity in a small specific antecedent cell group. In this study, the

sustained but not the phasic CSD/MUA responses to words show

the repetition and semantic effects that have been seen with fMRI

in the same area. In contrast, it is the phasic rather than the

sustained MUA/CSD response that correlates best with the fMRI

response in the human visual motion area MT+ (Ulbert et al.,

2001b). These data would suggest that the relationship between

synaptic currents, action potentials, and hemodynamics may vary

between tasks and location.

The initial layer IV sink is ¨50–100 ms in duration before it is

cut off with an apparent IPSC. This initial sink probably mainly

reflects glutaminergic activation of kainate receptors; the sink is

too brief to dislodge the Mg++ ions blocking N-methyl-d-aspartate

receptors. Thus, the initial rapid feedforward projection of activity

through the visual and semantic systems may be excluded from

plasticity. As a consequence, this first pass activity may not change

with repetition, unlike the later components reflecting neural

networks involved in sustained activity.

In striking contrast to IT and PR, putative EPSCs and neuronal

firing in both superficial and deep layers of ER strongly increased

to repeated stimuli. While this increase was present in tasks

utilizing both implicit and explicit repetition, it was strongest in

overt recognition memory tasks. Although this observation was

only made in one subject and so needs further replication, within

that subject, simultaneously recorded IT and PR macroelectrodes

showed typical repetition suppression. When tested within a given

task and after controlling for repetition, the ER synaptic and

cellular response was larger during the retrieval phase, suggesting a

role for ER in intentional retrieval. Increased ER firing to repeats

has been observed in monkeys when the repeated stimuli are also

the behavioral targets (Suzuki et al., 1997). Some hemodynamic

studies have found specific medial temporal activation during

intentional recall and experiential recognition over implicit

repetition, and lesion studies have found a specific deficit after

medial temporal lesions in the same circumstances (Yonelinas et

al., 2001, 2002), but both findings are inconsistent (Squire et al.,

2004). A variety of evidences in animals have led to the suggestion

that familiarity/recognition depends on the repetition-induced

decreases in cell firing in more lateral neocortical segments of

the ventral temporal lobe, whereas conscious retrieval and

recollection depend on medial structures and especially the HC

(Brown and Aggleton, 2001).

The finding of selective ER activation during intentional

retrieval is consistent with the observation that powerful feelings

of familiarity (déjà vu) as well as intense reminiscences of previous

events can be evoked by electrical stimulation of the human avTL

(Bancaud et al., 1994; Halgren et al., 1978b) and perhaps

especially ER (Bartolomei et al., 2004). These phenomena imply

an active role of ER in shifting the mode of cerebral processing

from one of identifying external stimuli to one of retrieving internal

representations. In organizational analyses of the cerebral cortex,

the hippocampal formation and ER stand at the top of a hierarchy

extending down into all modalities (Felleman and VanEssen,

1991). Organization of the retrieval effort may include suppression

of external input and attention to imagination (Lepage et al., 2000).
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Conceivably, this shift in the leading source of information for

defining mental contents would be implemented neurally as a shift

in the relative excitation of medial as opposed to lateral avTL,

between memory input and output, as was observed here.

Neocortical–hippocampal interaction during retrieval through the

ventral temporal lobe

Anatomically and physiologically, IT is the most anterior part of

visual association cortex. PR has many characteristics of IT and

also more strongly interacts with medial limbic cortex, suggesting

that it contributes to both visual associations and recognition

memory. Repetition probes both aspects of this transition/intersec-

tion between visual association of the object stream and memory

cortex; the facilitated processing of repeated stimuli provides an

implicit marker allowing recognition of familiarity. As visual

processing involves increasingly complex and novel constellations

of items, processing plasticity blends into associative memory, first

as association of visual objects and eventually as supramodal

arbitrary associations. In contrast to this continuum on a stimulus

level from priming to association, there is a discontinuity on a

process level from facilitated processing to active retrieval.

Recognition involves a variety of processes, ranging from

implicit (more rapid processing due to previous access of the same

neural representation) to explicit (re-instatement of an entire

experience within the context of the previous stream of conscious-

ness). The current study demonstrates that all three structures are

active and interactive during both input and output from memory

and in both semantic and mnestic tasks. Although all areas are

highly differentiated, they are also highly integrated in a series of

chained interlocking feedforward/feedback loops. There appears to

be a division of labor across time, with activity at different

latencies being associated with different aspects of memory. While

all components are present in all structures, they are differentially

distributed, suggesting that the same network is used across the

memory situation, with different organizations emerging to support

different aspects.

The first of these spatiotemporal multi-structure components is

associated with the scalp-recorded N200. This stage rapidly

forwards information through the cortical hierarchy, into layer

IV, up to supragranular pyramids and on to the next stage,

encoding the stimulus but not evaluating it. The following N400

through the neocortex may support priming. Intentional retrieval

requires specialized late top–down physiological processes orig-

inating in the medial temporal lobe.
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ficed to establish place preference in the ab-

sence of other reward. These results establish a

causal role in behavioral conditioning for de-

fined spiking modes in a specific cell type; of

course, even a single cell type can release mul-

tiple neurotransmitters and neuromodulators (for

example, VTA DA neurons primarily release

DA but can also release other neurotransmitters

such as glutamate) and will exert effects through

multiple distinct downstream cell types. Indeed,

the optogenetic approach, integrated with electro-

physiological, behavioral, and electrochemical

readout methods, opens the door to exploring

the causal, temporally precise, and behaviorally

relevant interactions of DA neurons with other

neuromodulatory circuits (22–25), including

monoaminergic and opioid circuits important

in neuropsychiatric illnesses (26–28). In the pro-

cess of identifying candidate interacting neuro-

transmitter systems, downstream neural circuit

effectors (29), and subcellular biochemical

mechanisms on time scales appropriate to be-

havior and relevant circuit dynamics, it will be

important to continue to leverage the specific-

ity and temporal precision of optogenetic con-

trol (30).
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The Human K-Complex Represents
an Isolated Cortical Down-State
Sydney S. Cash,1*† Eric Halgren,2* Nima Dehghani,2 Andrea O. Rossetti,5 Thomas Thesen,3

ChunMao Wang,3 Orrin Devinsky,3 Ruben Kuzniecky,3 Werner Doyle,3 Joseph R. Madsen,4

Edward Bromfield,5 Loránd Erőss,6 Péter Halász,7,9 George Karmos,8,9 Richárd Csercsa,8

Lucia Wittner,6,8 István Ulbert6,8,9*

The electroencephalogram (EEG) is a mainstay of clinical neurology and is tightly correlated
with brain function, but the specific currents generating human EEG elements remain poorly
specified because of a lack of microphysiological recordings. The largest event in healthy
human EEGs is the K-complex (KC), which occurs in slow-wave sleep. Here, we show that KCs are
generated in widespread cortical areas by outward dendritic currents in the middle and upper
cortical layers, accompanied by decreased broadband EEG power and decreased neuronal firing,
which demonstrate a steep decline in network activity. Thus, KCs are isolated “down-states,”
a fundamental cortico-thalamic processing mode already characterized in animals. This
correspondence is compatible with proposed contributions of the KC to sleep preservation and
memory consolidation.

A
lthough the electroencephalogram (EEG)

is known to directly and instantaneously

reflect synaptic and active transmembrane

neuronal currents, the specific channels, synapses,

and circuits that generate particular EEG elements

in humans remain poorly specified. Much of the

EEG is composed of repeated wave forms with

characteristic morphologies, durations, amplitudes,

frequency content, evoking events, and back-

ground states (1). The largest of these EEG

“graphoelements” is the KC, characterized by a

short surface-positive transient followed by a

slower, larger surface-negative complex with

peaks at 350 and 550 ms, and then a final pos-

itivity peaking near 900 ms, followed sometimes

by 10- to 14-Hz “spindles” (2–4). KCs occur in

non–rapid-eye-movement (non-REM) sleep, es-

pecially stage 2. Deeper sleep (stages 3 to 4) is

characterized by slow waves, demonstrated in

extensive animal studies to consist of a “slow

oscillation” between periods of intense firing by

both excitatory and inhibitory cortical neurons

(termed “up-states”) and periods of neuronal

silence (“down-states”) (5–9). Using micro- and

macro-electrode arrays placed in patients under-

going evaluation for epilepsy (10), we demonstrate

that the microphysiological characteristics of hu-

man KCs appear identical to those of down-states

recorded in the same patients.

Typical KCs were recorded in eight patients

(11). KCs were either spontaneous or evoked

by a weak auditory stimulus. Within a given pa-

tient, the basic KC wave forms were similar

regardless of whether they were recorded at the

scalp or intracranially (Fig. 1A). In all cases, the

wave form was dominated by a large deflection

occurring ~500 to 600 ms after the onset of a

stimulus, or after the onset of the initial deflection

for spontaneous KCs. Characteristic KC wave

forms were recorded by subdural electrodes placed

on all cortical lobes, demonstrating widespread
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generation (Fig. 1B). In all scalp and most intra-

cranial sites, this deflection was surface-negative.

Different KCs recorded in the same patient varied

in their relative size and timing across cortical

locations (Fig. 1C). That is, KCs were not com-

pletely synchronous across the cortical surface,

nor were the direction or duration of the transcor-

tical delays constant across different KCs.

Potential gradients across cortical layers dur-

ing KCs were recorded during these same

events by using linear arrays of microelectrodes

in temporal, frontal, and parietal sites (Fig. 1A).

In all cases, KCs seen on the scalp electrodes

were also observed on microelectrodes of the

array and vice versa. Spontaneous and evoked

KCs were recorded in four patients. They

showed similar wave-form characteristics and

distribution (Figs. 1D and 2), with the maximal

negative response present on the same record-

ing channel. No significant differences were

found in the peak amplitude or area under the

curve during this peak between spontaneous and

evoked KCs (t test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test; powered ≥0.80 to detect a 20% difference

at P < 0.05).

Current source density calculated from these

data showed a consistent pattern for both spon-

taneously occurring and triggered KCs. During

the surface-negative slow deflection, there was

a current sink in the channels closest to the

cortical surface, whereas a substantial source

was present in middle channels ~450 to 600 mm

below the sink. This pattern, observed in all

subjects, likely corresponds to a passive sink

centered in layer I and an active source centered

in layer III (Figs. 2, A and B, and 3A1). Suc-

cessful recordings of multiunit neuronal firing

were obtained in four subjects, all of whom

showed decreased firing during the surface-

negative slow deflection of either spontaneous

or evoked KCs (Figs. 2, A and B, and 3A2).

The pattern of sinks and sources and the de-

creased neuronal firing changes described here

indicate hyperpolarizing current flow in layer III

during the large surface-negative deflection.

Analysis of the spectral content of both spon-

taneous and evoked events consistently dem-

onstrated a broadband decrease in the activity

during the surface-negative event in multiple

cortical layers when we used microelectrodes

and in multiple locations with subdural macro-

electrodes (Fig. 3). This was particularly pro-

nounced for higher-frequency (gamma) activity

from 20 to 100 Hz; low-frequency components—

representing the wave form itself—were often

maintained. High frequencies could remain de-

pressed past resolution of the negative deflec-

tion. In six subjects, higher-frequency power

briefly increased at KC onset. However, in no

case was the surface-negative slow event pre-

ceded by rhythmic modulations of current or

gamma power.

This study provides strong evidence that

KCs are induced cortical down-states. First, our

recordings demonstrate that KCs are generated

in widespread cortical locations. Previous extra-

cranial EEG (12), magnetoencephalogram (MEG)

(13), and intracranial EEG recordings (14, 15)

have not provided unambiguous localization of

KC generators because of difficulties in localiz-

ing widely distributed sources. Local KC gener-

ation near the electrode contact is highly likely

in our recordings from the cortical surface and

is certain when steep gradients are recorded

at 150-mm intervals with microelectrode arrays.

Widespread intracortical generation of KCs is

consistent with the generation of down-states in

lower mammals, which arise in distributed cortico-

cortical networks (16).

The current study also demonstrates that KCs

in humans are associated with strong and con-

sistent decreases in gamma and multiunit activ-

ity, similar to those observed in animals during

the down-state and indicating widespread de-

creases in cortical activity (5, 6, 8, 9, 17). Direct

confirmation of identical microphysiology was

obtained in our subjects by comparing KC and

slow-oscillation down-states recorded within

the same sleep session and by the same micro-

electrode arrays (Fig. 2). Even at the 150-mm

resolution of these recordings, the two condi-

tions evoke identical laminar distributions of

transmembrane currents (correlation coefficient

at the peak of the deflection was 0.95 between

spontaneous KC and slow waves and 0.96 be-

tween evoked KC and slow waves, with P <

10–12 for both). The indices of network synaptic

activity (gamma power) and of population fir-

ing (multiunit activity) were both decreased

during the KC in all cortical layers, but especially

in the supragranular layers, as is characteristic of

the slow-oscillation down-state (Fig. 3). Finally,

although various inhibitory processes in the cor-

tex have a wide range of durations, from less than

20 ms to several seconds, the KC and slow-

oscillation down-states both last ~400 ms.

Although the data thus strongly support the

proposal of Amzica and Steriade (7) that the

KC reflects a cortical down-state, it does not

support their corollary proposal that the KC is

always part of an underlying oscillation (18).

Rather, our evidence indicates that, at both the

intracortical and epicortical levels, isolated KCs

are the rule rather than the exception during

stage 2 sleep. This is consistent with numer-

ous observations over the past 70 years (2–4).

Also consistent with these previous studies, but

in contrast with Amzica and Steriade (7), we

found the major component of KCs to be

surface-negative.

The down-state is characterized by hyper-

polarizing potassium currents, as well as low

synaptic activity (6). The lack of a local up-state

preceding the KC may pose difficulties for the

proposal that an activity-dependent accumula-

tion of calcium or adenosine diphosphate (ADP)

triggers a potassium current and, thus, the down-

state (19–21). Our findings, as well as recent evi-

dence that the onset of the down-state is more

synchronous than that of the up-state (16), suggest

the need for additional synchronizing mecha-

Fig. 1. Spontaneous and evoked KCs recorded simultaneously from the surface of all cortical lobes. (A)
Approximate locations of microelectrode arrays in the eight patients (Pt.) studied. (B) Averaged
spontaneous KCs recorded with grid electrodes in multiple cortical locations and from the scalp (subject
E). Unaveraged spontaneous (C and D) and evoked (D) KCs from the same electrodes. Red asterisks
show earliest deflection during the KCs and demonstrate the variability in onset and spread. Sleep
stages and KCs were identified during natural sleep with standard criteria (27). KCs were evoked with
occasional tones. Subdural electrode arrays were placed to confirm the hypothesized seizure focus and
to locate epileptogenic tissue in relation to essential cortex, so as to direct surgical treatment.
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nisms, for instance, cortico-thalamo-cortical inter-

actions, as have been shown for the sleep spindle

(22). For example, in the tone-evoked KC, ini-

tial medial geniculate and auditory cortex activa-

tion could trigger a local down-state that spreads

via thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical connec-

tions. KCs would then occur spontaneously be-

cause of a similar mechanism, only with the

sensory stimulus occult to the investigator (e.g.,

gastric), or because of a spontaneous burst of

cortical activity. Thus, the KC down-state may

follow an up-state, but only in the initiating zone.

Our finding that successive KCs arise in varia-

ble cortical locations (Fig. 1D), which confirmed

scalp recordings (12) and computational models

(19), is consistent with this interpretation.

Sleep is thought to perform essential restor-

ative and mnestic functions (23). Maintaining

sleep is therefore crucial, but so is awakening in

the face of danger. Our finding that the KC rep-

resents an isolated down-state supports the the-

ory that it suppresses cortical activity and, thus,

arousal in response to stimuli that are judged by

the sleeping brain not to be dangerous (3, 4).

Increasing evidence supports a strong contribu-

tion to memory consolidation of stage 2 sleep,

characterized by KC and spindles (24). The cor-

tical down-state may provide a period when the

near absence of neural activity induces a blanket

suppression of synaptic strengths, balancing the

synaptic enhancement occurring during waking

and up-states and thus preserving the signal-to-

noise ratio in network representations (25). In ad-

dition, during the recovery from the down-state,

cortical firing “reboots” in a systematic order,

which allows the potential for engrams encoded

in dynamic assemblies of neuronal firing to be

repeatedly practiced and thus consolidated (26).

The current study ties a universal, normal, prom-

inent, easily-observed EEG phenomenon to its

underlying substrate of membrane currents and

neuronal circuits through direct observation and

homology with animal studies. This allows pre-

vious observations relating human sleep EEG

to memory and sensory arousal to be interpreted

within mechanistic neural models.
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Crystal Structure of the Nuclear Export
Receptor CRM1 in Complex with
Snurportin1 and RanGTP
Thomas Monecke,1* Thomas Güttler,2* Piotr Neumann,1 Achim Dickmanns,1

Dirk Görlich,2† Ralf Ficner1

CRM1 mediates nuclear export of numerous unrelated cargoes, which may carry a short
leucine-rich nuclear export signal or export signatures that include folded domains. How CRM1
recognizes such a variety of cargoes has been unknown up to this point. Here we present the crystal
structure of the SPN1⋅CRM1⋅RanGTP export complex at 2.5 angstrom resolution (where SPN1 is
snurportin1 and RanGTP is guanosine 5′ triphosphate–bound Ran). SPN1 is a nuclear import
adapter for cytoplasmically assembled, m3G-capped spliceosomal U snRNPs (small nuclear
ribonucleoproteins). The structure shows how CRM1 can specifically return the cargo-free form of
SPN1 to the cytoplasm. The extensive contact area includes five hydrophobic residues at the SPN1
amino terminus that dock into a hydrophobic cleft of CRM1, as well as numerous hydrophilic
contacts of CRM1 to m3G cap-binding domain and carboxyl-terminal residues of SPN1. The
structure suggests that RanGTP promotes cargo-binding to CRM1 solely through long-range
conformational changes in the exportin.

N
uclear transport proceeds through nucle-

ar pore complexes (NPCs) and supplies

cell nuclei with proteins and the cyto-

plasm with nuclear products such as ribosomes

and tRNAs. Most nuclear transport pathways are

mediated by importin b–type nuclear transport

receptors, which include nuclear export receptors

(exportins), as well as importins (1, 2). These

receptors bind cargoes directly or through adapter

molecules, shuttle constantly between the nucle-

us and cytoplasm, and use the chemical potential

of the nucleocytoplasmic RanGTP-gradient to

act as unidirectional cargo pumps (where GTP is

guanosine 5′ triphosphate and RanGTP is GTP-

bound Ran) (3).

Exportins recruit cargo at high RanGTP

levels in the nucleus, traverse NPCs as ternary

cargo⋅exportin⋅RanGTP complexes, and release

their cargo upon GTP hydrolysis into the cyto-

plasm. CRM1 (exportin1/Xpo1p) (4, 5) and CAS

(Cse1p/exportin2) (6) are the prototypical exportins.

Whereas CAS is specialized to retrieve the nu-

clear import adapter importin a back to the cy-

toplasm (6), CRM1 exports a very broad range of

substrates from nuclei (4, 5, 7–11), including

ribosomes and many regulatory proteins. It also

depletes translation factors from nuclei and is

essential for the replication of viruses such as

HIV.

CRM1 has a dual function during biogenesis

of spliceosomal U small nuclear ribonucleopro-

teins (snRNPs). It exports m7G-capped U small

nuclear RNAs to the cytoplasm (4, 12), where

they recruit Sm-core proteins and receive a 2,2,7-

trimethyl (m3G) cap structure. The import adapter

snurportin 1 (SPN1) and importin b then transport

the mature m3G-capped U snRNPs into nuclei

(13). To mediate another import cycle, SPN1 is

returned to the cytoplasm by CRM1 (14).

Many CRM1 cargoes harbor a leucine-rich nu-

clear export signal (NES) that typically includes

four characteristically spaced hydrophobic resi-

dues (7). Examples are the HIV-Rev protein (15)

or the protein kinase A inhibitor (PKI) (16). In

other cases, however, CRM1 recognizes not just

a short peptide, but instead a large portion of the

export cargo; here, SPN1 is the prototypical

example (14). CRM1 binds SPN1 tighter than

other export substrates, apparently because CRM1

must displace the imported U snRNP from SPN1

before export may occur.

The cytoplasmic dissociation of CRM1 from

SPN1 is essential for multi-round import of U

snRNPs. Hydrolysis of the Ran-bound GTP alone

is insufficient to fully disrupt the interaction (Fig. 1,

A to C) (14), but importin b can displace CRM1

from SPN1 (Fig. 1A). Thus, either the binding sites

of SPN1 for CRM1 and importin b overlap, or

importin b forces SPN1 into a conformation that

is incompatible with CRM1 binding.

Two functional domains in SPN1 have been

described: (i) the m3G cap-binding domain

(SPN97–300) (17) and (ii) the N-terminal importin

b–binding (IBB) domain (SPN140–65) (14, 18, 19),

which confers binding to and import by importin

b (20). A multiple alignment of SPN1 from var-

ious species revealed another conserved region

that precedes the IBB domain and includes the

hydrophobic residues Leu4, Leu8, Phe12, and

Val14. Mutating any of those residues to serine or

deleting Met1 strongly impaired the interaction

with CRM1, in particular at higher salt concen-

trations (Fig. 1B and fig. S1). Even though the

SPN1 N terminus (with its conserved hydropho-

bic residues) resembles a classical NES, there are

clear differences: foremost that CRM1 binds the

isolated SPN1 N terminus (SPN11–21) consider-

ably weaker than, for instance, the PKI-NES

(Fig. 1C). In the context of full-length SPN1,

however, this difference ismore than compensated

by the contribution of the m3G cap-binding

domain to the CRM1 interaction.

We then assembled, purified, and crystallized

an export complex containing full-length human

SPN11–360, full-length mouse CRM11–1071, and

GTP-RanQ69L1–180, a C-terminally truncated

and GTPase-deficient form of human Ran (21).
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Brain electrical activity is largely composed of oscillations at characteristic frequencies. These rhythms are hierarchically orga-

nized and are thought to perform important pathological and physiological functions. The slow wave is a fundamental cortical

rhythm that emerges in deep non-rapid eye movement sleep. In animals, the slow wave modulates delta, theta, spindle, alpha,

beta, gamma and ripple oscillations, thus orchestrating brain electrical rhythms in sleep. While slow wave activity can enhance

epileptic manifestations, it is also thought to underlie essential restorative processes and facilitate the consolidation of declara-

tive memories. Animal studies show that slow wave activity is composed of rhythmically recurring phases of widespread,

increased cortical cellular and synaptic activity, referred to as active- or up-state, followed by cellular and synaptic inactivation,

referred to as silent- or down-state. However, its neural mechanisms in humans are poorly understood, since the traditional

intracellular techniques used in animals are inappropriate for investigating the cellular and synaptic/transmembrane events in

humans. To elucidate the intracortical neuronal mechanisms of slow wave activity in humans, novel, laminar multichannel

microelectrodes were chronically implanted into the cortex of patients with drug-resistant focal epilepsy undergoing cortical

mapping for seizure focus localization. Intracortical laminar local field potential gradient, multiple-unit and single-unit activities

were recorded during slow wave sleep, related to simultaneous electrocorticography, and analysed with current source density

and spectral methods. We found that slow wave activity in humans reflects a rhythmic oscillation between widespread cortical

activation and silence. Cortical activation was demonstrated as increased wideband (0.3–200Hz) spectral power including

virtually all bands of cortical oscillations, increased multiple- and single-unit activity and powerful inward transmembrane

currents, mainly localized to the supragranular layers. Neuronal firing in the up-state was sparse and the average discharge

rate of single cells was less than expected from animal studies. Action potentials at up-state onset were synchronized with-

in�10ms across all cortical layers, suggesting that any layer could initiate firing at up-state onset. These findings provide

strong direct experimental evidence that slow wave activity in humans is characterized by hyperpolarizing currents associated

doi:10.1093/brain/awq169 Brain 2010: 133; 2814–2829 | 2814
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with suppressed cell firing, alternating with high levels of oscillatory synaptic/transmembrane activity associated with increased

cell firing. Our results emphasize the major involvement of supragranular layers in the genesis of slow wave activity.

Keywords: current source density; unit activity; laminar recording; slow wave activity; sleep

Abbreviations: CSD = current source density; ECoG = electrocorticogram; LFP = local field potential; REM = rapid eye movement

Introduction
Brain rhythms, a prominent characteristic of EEG discovered in its

initial recordings by Berger (1929), are thought to organize cortical

activity (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004). Especially prominent in sleep

(Loomis et al., 1937), microphysiological studies of their neural

basis have until now relied on animal models (Steriade, 2006).

Presurgical diagnostic procedures in epilepsy may allow the experi-

menter to open an invasive window on the brain and record local

field and action potentials in order to investigate the fine scale

generators of electrical brain oscillations (Worrell et al., 2004,

2008; Jirsch et al., 2006; Clemens et al., 2007; Urrestarazu

et al., 2007; Axmacher et al., 2008; Fabo et al., 2008; Cash

et al., 2009; Jacobs et al., 2009; Schevon et al., 2009; Crepon

et al., 2010). Traditionally, cortical oscillations have been divided

into distinct bands, with more or less distinct roles in, for example,

vigilance states, various cognitive functions and pathology. Most

importantly, the slow (delta) and especially the very fast rhythms

(ripple and fast ripple) have been found with fine scale intracranial

observations to influence pathological excitability effectively, and

may serve as a basic substrate underlying paroxysmal activity

(Bragin et al., 2002; Worrell et al., 2004, 2008; Jirsch et al.,

2006; Urrestarazu et al., 2007; Fabo et al., 2008; Jacobs et al.,

2009; Schevon et al., 2009; Crepon et al., 2010). More generally,

during normal cortical function, oscillations are hierarchically orga-

nized and this oscillatory hierarchy can effectively control neuronal

excitability and stimulus processing (Lakatos et al., 2005; Steriade,

2006). Low-frequency oscillations seem to play an important role

in cognitive functions even in the awake state (Lakatos et al.,

2008; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009), despite the fact that under

other circumstances, slow rhythms are usually good signatures of

compromised cerebral functions (Ebersole and Pedley, 2003) and

sleep (Achermann and Borbely, 1997). In this work, we attempt

to link the slow- and higher-frequency cortical oscillations to gain

a better insight into the intricate mechanisms of human cortical

electrical activity, and show the organizing principles that may

govern the structure of human cortical electrical rhythms in sleep.

A fundamental mode of cortical activity in mammals is the pre-

dominance of slow (51Hz) oscillations during the deepest stage of

non-rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (Achermann and Borbely,

1997; Steriade et al., 2001; Timofeev et al., 2001; Luczak et al.,

2007). In humans, this stage (the third and deepest stage of

non-REM sleep; N3, also called slow wave sleep) is reached

when 20% or more of an epoch consists of slow wave activity

(0.5–2Hz) in the frontal EEG, having peak-to-peak amplitudes

larger than 75 mV, and accompanied by the behavioural signs of

sleep (Iber et al., 2007). Intracellular recordings in cats during

natural slow wave sleep have revealed that slow oscillations are

composed of rhythmically recurring phases of increased cellular

and synaptic activity (up-states) followed by hyperpolarization

and cellular silence (down-states) (Steriade and Timofeev, 2003).

In human slow wave sleep, the surface positive slow wave activity

half-wave (up-state) contains increased alpha and beta power

compared with the surface negative slow wave activity half-wave

(down-state), suggesting that their basic neurophysiology may be

similar to animal findings (Molle et al., 2002; Massimini et al.,

2004). While the slow oscillation in animals is limited to below

1Hz (Steriade et al., 1993b), the recent American Academy of

Sleep Medicine guidelines suggest the 0.5–2Hz range for slow

wave activity in humans (Iber et al., 2007).

Studies into the neural mechanisms of slow waves have been

motivated by reports that they underlie restorative sleep functions

and serve memory consolidation (Huber et al., 2004; Marshall

et al., 2006; Vyazovskiy et al., 2008) via ensemble reactivation

(Born et al., 2006; Euston et al., 2007) and synaptic strength

normalization (Vyazovskiy et al., 2008). Slow oscillation can be

induced artificially by various anaesthetics in vivo (Steriade

et al., 1993b; Volgushev et al., 2006; Luczak et al., 2007) and

ionic environments in vitro (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000;

Shu et al., 2003; Haider et al., 2006). Slow oscillations are

generated in cortico-cortical networks, since they survive thala-

mectomy (Steriade et al., 1993a), but not the disruption of

cortio-cortical connections (Amzica and Steriade, 1995).

However, recent data suggest a complex thalamocortical interplay

in slow oscillation generation (Crunelli and Hughes, 2010). Fine

scale laminar analysis of neuronal firing activity revealed that arti-

ficial slow oscillations in slice preparations are the earliest and most

prominent in the infragranular layers, where they are initiated, and

spread toward the superficial layers with a long �100ms

inter-laminar delay (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000).

Subthreshold membrane potential fluctuations giving rise to local

field potentials (LFPs) clearly precede neuronal firing at up-state

onset; thus, firing may be the consequence rather than the cause

of up-state initiation (Chauvette et al., 2010). Current source

density (CSD) analysis of the low-frequency (51Hz) components

of the artificial, anaesthesia-induced slow oscillations (Steriade and

Amzica, 1996) localized the most prominent up-state-related sinks

to the middle and deepest cortical layers (most probably layers III

and VI). In contrast, the fast (30–40Hz) components were more

distributed, composed of ‘alternating microsinks and microsources’

along the whole cortical depth (Steriade and Amzica, 1996).

In another publication the same authors reported a massive

up-state-related sink in layers II–III, besides weaker ones in the

deeper layers during spontaneous and evoked K-complexes

(Amzica and Steriade, 1998). In still another cat study, the max-

imal up-state-related sink in natural sleep was located in the

Neural basis of slow waves in humans Brain 2010: 133; 2814–2829 | 2815
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middle and deep layers (Chauvette et al., 2010). The laminar dis-

tribution of the major up-state-related sink in the rat primary audi-

tory cortex was variable (Sakata and Harris, 2009). On average

across animals, the maximal up-state-related sink was located in

middle and deep layers (most probably layers III–V) in natural

sleep, whereas it was located in superficial layers (most probably

layers II and III) under urethane anaesthesia (Sakata and Harris,

2009). In intact animals the up-state onset-related initial firing,

intracellular membrane potential and LFP changes could be

detected in any layer in a probabilistic manner, with a short

inter-laminar delay (�10ms); however, on average, the earliest

activity was found in the infragranular layers (Sakata and Harris,

2009; Chauvette et al., 2010). Although the cellular and synaptic/

transmembrane mechanisms of slow waves during natural sleep

are thus under intense investigation in animals, these mechanisms

have not previously been studied in humans.

Here we show the basic correspondence between the surface

positive phase of the slow wave in humans and the up-state

described in animals. Besides spindle and beta band oscillations

(Molle et al., 2002), we found that the up-state in humans strong-

ly groups action potentials, alpha, gamma (30–150Hz) and ripple

oscillations (100–200Hz), which have been implicated in attention,

memory and epilepsy (Grenier et al., 2003; Molle et al., 2004;

Jensen et al., 2007). Despite these basic similarities, we found that

the neural mechanisms of natural slow wave activity in humans

show several differences compared with previous studies in ani-

mals. Specifically, the cortical synaptic/transmembrane generators

of the slow wave activity slow (52Hz) components, as well as the

associated high-frequency (10–200Hz) oscillations, were all

strongly and consistently localized in the supragranular layers, in

partial contrast to previous proposals based on studies in animals

(Steriade and Amzica, 1996; Sakata and Harris, 2009; Chauvette

et al., 2010). In addition, we found that, as measured by cellular

discharges, the onset of the up-state was rather synchronous

across cortical layers, as in intact animals (Sakata and Harris,

2009; Chauvette et al., 2010) but unlike in slices from ferrets,

where long inter-laminar firing delays at up-state onset were

found (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000). Furthermore, the

average firing rate of human cortical neurons in the up-state

was a fraction of what has generally been observed in animal

studies (Steriade et al., 2001; Isomura et al., 2006; Luczak

et al., 2007). We consider the experimental, cytoarchitectonic,

pathological and phylogenetic aspects that may have contributed

to these important differences between the slow waves in humans

versus lower mammals.

Materials and methods

Patients and electrodes
Five patients with intractable epilepsy underwent chronic clinical sub-

dural grid and strip electrode implantation (Fig. 1) as a standard pro-

cedure for localization of the seizure focus and eloquent areas. Fully

informed consent was obtained from each subject under the auspices

of the Hungarian Medical Scientific Council and local ethical commit-

tee, National Institute of Neuroscience, Budapest, Hungary according

to the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. Conventional

clinical subdural electrocorticography (ECoG) electrode strips and grids

were implanted to cover the frontal, temporal and parietal gyri. In

addition to the surface electrodes, a 350 mm diameter, 24-contact ex-

perimental laminar multichannel microelectrode array was implanted

perpendicular to the cortical surface, underneath the clinical grids

(Ulbert et al., 2001a, b, 2004a; Cash et al., 2009; Keller et al.,

2009). The 40 mm diameter Platinum/Iridium contacts were spaced

evenly at 150 mm providing LFP recordings from a vertical, 3.5mm

long cortical track, spanning from layer I to layer VI. A silicone sheet

attached to the top of the microelectrode array shank prevented the

first contact from sliding more than 100 mm below the pial surface

(Ulbert et al., 2001a). In each case, the explanted microelectrode

array was visually inspected under a microscope for structural

damage, and we did not find any alteration, indicating intact structure

throughout the recordings. The location and duration of the clinical

electrode implantation were determined entirely by clinical consider-

ations, and the microelectrode array was placed in cortex that was

likely to be removed at the definitive surgery.

Histology
The positions of the electrodes were confirmed by intraoperative navi-

gation, co-localization of intraoperative photographs, pre- and post-

operative magnetic resonance scans and 3D magnetic resonance

reconstructions (Fig. 1). Photographs were also taken during the

Figure 1 Grid, strip and multichannel microelectrode array (ME)

locations in all patients. Locations are superimposed on 3D

reconstructions of MRIs taken with the electrodes in place, aided

by intraoperative navigation and photographs. Grid and strip

electrode contacts are depicted in red and blue colours; the first

grid contact is marked with G1. Microelectrode array locations

of Patient (Pt) 1 (blue), left Brodmann area (BA) 9; Patient 2

(red), right BA 2; Patient 3 (green), left BA 46; Patient 4 (black),

right BA 9; Patient 5 (orange), right BA 8 are marked with circles.
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resective surgery to confirm that the surface electrodes did not shift

during monitoring. The brain tissue containing the electrode track in

Patients 4 and 5 was removed en bloc for further anatomical analysis

(Ulbert et al., 2004b; Fabo et al., 2008). It was cut into 2–5mm blocks

and immersed into a fixative containing 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.1%

glutaraldehyde and 0.2% picric acid in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH

7.4). The fixative was changed every hour to a fresh solution during

constant agitation for 6 h, and then the blocks were post-fixed in the

same fixative overnight. Vibratome sections (60mm thick) were cut

from the blocks and photographs were taken from the electrode

tracks. Following washing in phosphate buffer, sections were

immersed in 30% sucrose for 1–2 days and then frozen three times

over liquid nitrogen. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked by 1% H2O2

in phosphate buffer for 10min. Sections containing the electrode track

were processed for immunostaining against the neuron marker NeuN

(Fig. 2A), calretinin (Fig. 2B, reconstructed from camera lucida),

SMI-32 (Fig. 2C) and glial fibrillar acidic protein (Fig. 2D) to stain

every neuron, a subset of interneurons, pyramidal cells and glia, re-

spectively. Phosphate buffer was used for all the washes (3�3–10min

between each step) and dilution of the antisera. Non-specific

immunostaining was blocked by 5% milk powder and 2% bovine

serum albumin. Monoclonal mouse antibodies against NeuN (1:3000,

Chemicon, Temecula, CA, USA), SMI-32 (1:3000, Covance, Princeton,

NJ, USA), glial fibrillar acidic protein (1:2000, Novocastra, Newcastle,

upon Tyne, UK) and calretinin (1:5000, SWANT, Bellinzona,

Switzerland) were used for 2 days at 4!C. Specificity of the antibodies

has been thoroughly tested by the manufacturers. For visualization

of immunopositive elements, biotinylated anti-mouse immunoglobulin

G (1:300, Vector) was applied as secondary antiserum followed

by avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex (ABC; 1:300,

Vector). The immunoperoxidase reaction was developed by

3,30-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB; Sigma), as a chromo-

gen. Sections were then osmicated (0.25% OsO4 in phosphate buffer,

30min) and dehydrated in ethanol (1% uranyl acetate was added at

the 70% ethanol stage for 30min) and mounted in Durcupan (ACM,

Fluka). Layers of the neocortex were outlined using all of the above

stains and a shrinkage correction factor published earlier (Turner et al.,

1995; Wittner et al., 2006).

Cell counting was performed in Patients 4 and 5 using camera lucida

drawing (Fig. 2B) of calretinin immunopositive cells (two sections per

patient). The normalized (between 0 and 1) calretinin immunopositive

cell density laminar depth profile (number of cells over unit area of

cortex) was calculated in each consecutive 150 mm wide and variable

length (1–3mm) horizontal cortical stripes to match the depth struc-

ture of the electrophysiology measurements.

Recordings
After electrode placement, the patients were transferred to the inten-

sive monitoring unit for 5–7 days, where continuous 24 h video-EEG

observation took place in order to localize the seizure focus. ECoG

from clinical strip and grid electrodes (32–92 channels, mastoid

reference) was recorded concurrently with patient video using the

standard hospital system (band-pass: 0.1–200Hz, acquisition rate:

400–5000Hz/16 bit). Video-EEG data for the duration of monitoring

were stored on hard disks for later analysis. The spatial LFP gradient,

the voltage difference between consecutive laminar electrode contacts,

was provided by a special preamplifier placed inside the head bandage

of the patient (Ulbert et al., 2001a). For simplicity, throughout the text

the spatial potential gradient is expressed in microvolts rather than the

formally correct microvolt per inter-contact distance (150 mm). This

reference-independent measurement method was proven to be effect-

ive in minimizing the motion-related and electro-magnetic artefacts

(Ulbert et al., 2001a). The LFP gradient was split into the EEG range

(0.1–300Hz) and single- and multiple-unit activity frequency range

(300–5000Hz) by analogue band-pass filtering at the level of a

Figure 2 Electrode track histology, representative examples from Patient 4. (A) The microelectrode array electrode track (black contour

line) and inferred contact locations (black dots) are shown relative to cortical layers (Roman numbers) revealed by the NeuN stain.

Laminarization appears to be intact. (B) Camera lucida reconstruction of calretinin immunopositive (CR+) cell bodies and processes

next to the electrode track. (C) Well preserved pyramidal (SMI-32 stain) and (D) glial cells, stained with glial fibrillar acidic protein (GFAP)

next to the electrode track.
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custom-made main amplifier (Ulbert et al., 2001a). An EEG range

signal was sampled at 2 kHz/16 bit; the multiple-unit activity range

was sampled at 20 kHz/12 bit and stored on a hard drive.

Slow wave activity detection
We have analysed the LFP gradient, multiple-unit activity, single-unit

activity and ECoG data acquired from each patient during one to three

nocturnal recording sessions. Since the sleep of the patients was frag-

mented due to medical care and distress from the hospitalization and

head wound, we cannot provide standard hypnograms that are usually

obtained from healthy subjects without a recent craniotomy.

Craniotomies may also distort the scalp distribution of the EEG due

to the lack of bone and excessive fluid accumulation below the scalp;

furthermore, if scalp electrodes are placed close to the frontal crani-

otomy wounds, they may induce infection, and therefore we avoided

placing more than two frontal scalp EEG electrodes. Partial sleep sta-

ging was performed based on readings of the available scalp EEG

and ECoG electrodes by expert neurologists. In this study, we have

analysed electrophysiological data obtained only from the deepest

stage of non-REM sleep (N3, or slow wave sleep) (Iber et al.,

2007). Behavioural sleep was confirmed by the video recording,

while slow wave sleep was electrographically identified in accordance

with the recent American Academy of Sleep Medicine guidelines

(Iber et al., 2007). Slow wave sleep periods were identified when

20% or more of an epoch consisted of slow wave activity (waves

in the 0.5–2Hz frequency range with peak-to-peak amplitude larger

than 75mV, measured over the frontal regions) (Iber et al., 2007).

Data containing interictal spikes (within 1min) and seizures (within

60min) were excluded from the study to avoid epileptic

contamination.

In addition to spectral (Fig. 3A) and autocorrelation analyses

(Fig. 3B), slow wave activity cycle detection was based on phase

and amplitude information, extracted from the narrow-band filtered

(0.3–3Hz, 24 dB/octave, zero phase shift) layer II LFP gradient

(Fig. 4A) and ECoG (Fig. 4B) data. Instantaneous phase of the filtered

signal was calculated by the Hilbert transformation. In our implemen-

tation, a single slow wave activity cycle was defined between –180!

and +180! phase. The –180! phase value corresponded to the trough

of the negative half-wave (down-state) preceding the 0! phase, which

corresponded to the peak of the positive half-wave (up-state) and

finally the +180! phase corresponded to the following negative

half-wave trough (down-state). At each +180! crossing, the phase

was wrapped –360! for better visualization. To avoid the detection

of higher-frequency (e.g. theta) oscillations, waves with shorter than

500ms cycle lengths (corresponding to higher than 2Hz frequency)

were excluded from the analysis. Waves with non-monotonic phase

runs were also excluded, since phase inversions may indicate higher

frequency contamination. In addition to phase constraints, valid slow

wave activity cycles had to fulfil the following amplitude criteria: the

up-state peak amplitude had to be more positive than +50 mV, and the

preceding or following down-state trough amplitude had to be more

negative than –50 mV. The slow wave activity detection algorithm par-

ameters were tuned and carefully validated by expert electroencepha-

lographers. Similar algorithmic parameters were used for all of the

patients. To facilitate comparison of our results with previous animal

studies, the threshold level was set to +50 mV on the filtered (0.3–3Hz,

24 dB/octave, zero phase shift) upper layer III LFP gradient, and

the wave triggered (up-state locked) averages were calculated on

the unfiltered LFP gradient and multiple-unit activity (Supplementary

Fig. 10).

To quantify and compare slow wave activity parameters with other

studies, the frequency of slow wave activity occurrence (detected valid

cycles per minute), the interdetection interval histogram (Fig. 3C) and

the cycle length histogram (Fig. 3D) were calculated (Massimini et al.,

2004). The single sweep (Fig. 4C and D) and averaged (Fig. 5A)

time-frequency content of the slow wave activity signal was also com-

puted using wavelet transforms (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). In add-

ition, we attempted to describe the laminar distribution of the slow

wave activity in more detail using the LFP gradient fast Fourier trans-

formation power spectrum depth profile (Fig. 5B), the pairwise linear

coherence between each LFP gradient trace in the slow wave activity

(0.3–3Hz) frequency range (Fig. 5C) and the depth profile of the LFP

gradient autocorrelation (Fig. 5D).

Current source density analysis
CSD analysis identifies synaptic/transmembrane generators of LFP in

laminated neural structures (Freeman and Nicholson, 1975; Nicholson

and Freeman, 1975). The negative of the second spatial derivative of

the LFP closely approximates the macroscopic current density over a

unity cell membrane area. Since the LFP gradient (Fig. 6A) is the first

spatial derivative of LFP, one additional spatial derivation yielded the

CSD (Fig. 6C) for the EEG range (0.1–300Hz) data. Inhomogeneous

conductivity and electrode spacing were not taken into account

Figure 3 Spectral and temporal properties of slow wave activity

cycles. (A) Representative examples of the fast Fourier trans-

formation power spectrum and (B) autocorrelation of supra-

granular LFP gradient in Patients 3 and 5. For additional fast

Fourier transformation and autocorrelations see Supplementary

Fig. 5G and H. (C) Representative examples of interdetection

interval histograms (y-axis: counts, x-axis: time between

up-state detections, 166ms bin) and (D) cycle length histogram

(y-axis: counts, x-axis: valid cycle lengths, 33ms bin) in Patient

4. For additional data see Supplementary Figs 3 and 4.
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(both were substituted by the dimensionless number 1 in the calcula-

tions); high spatial frequency noise and boundary effects were reduced

by Hamming-window smoothing and interpolation (Ulbert et al.,

2001a), and thus CSD was expressed in microvolts. It was shown

previously (Ulbert et al., 2001a, b, 2004a, b; Wang et al., 2005;

Halgren et al., 2006; Knake et al., 2007; Fabo et al., 2008; Cash

et al., 2009; Steinvorth et al., 2009; Wittner et al., 2009) that our

recording and analysis techniques can reliably detect CSD activity in

each layer of the human cortex and hippocampus.

Statistical analysis of electrophysiology
and histology
ANOVA with Tukey’s honestly significant difference test were applied

to the normalized values (LFP gradient and CSD: between –1 and +1;

multiple-unit activity, gamma band LFP gradient and CSD: between

0 and 1). Normalized values were grouped by layers (I–VI), and the

grand average (across all patients) of LFP gradient, multiple-unit ac-

tivity, CSD, gamma band (30–150Hz) LFP gradient and gamma band

CSD power depth profile at the up-state peak were tested to deter-

mine statistically significant differences (P50.01) between electro-

physiological activations in different layers of the cortex (Fig. 6E–H).

Results are depicted on box-whisker plots [small box =mean; big

box= standard error (SE); whisker = standard deviation (SD)]. For de-

tailed statistical data, see Supplementary Fig. 9.

In Patients 4 and 5 (with available histology), the averaged, normal-

ized calretinin immunopositive cell density (Fig. 8A) and averaged,

normalized electrophysiology depth profiles (consecutive values at

each cortical depth) were constructed. Average depth profiles of the

LFP gradient (Fig. 8B) and CSD (Fig. 8C) at the peak of the up-state

were normalized between –1 and +1, while average depth profiles of

multiple-unit activity (Fig. 8D) and spectral measures (Fig. 8E and F)

(gamma band LFP gradient and CSD) at the peak of the up-state were

normalized between 0 and 1. The calretinin immunopositive cell dens-

ity depth profile was normalized between 0 and 1. SE is marked by

whisker in this case. The normalized cell density and electrophysiology

measures were compared using the Pearson r correlation method with

P50.01 significance level criterion.

Single- and multiple-unit activity
analysis
A continuous estimate of population neuronal firing rate was

calculated from the multiple-unit activity range (300–5000Hz) data.

The signal was further filtered (500–5000Hz, zero phase shift, 48 dB/

octave), rectified and decimated at 2 kHz, applying a 0.5ms sliding

average rectangular window, followed by a final, smoothing low-pass

filter (20Hz, 12 dB/octave) (Fig. 6B). Putative single units (Fig. 10B,

Supplementary Fig. 7) were analysed by conventional threshold detec-

tion and clustering methods using Dataview and Klustawin (Heitler,

2006) and custom-made MATLAB software. Putative single units

from Patients 1, 4 and 5 were included in the analyses, which were re-

corded stably for at least 600–1000 s in slow wave sleep. In Patient 2,

multiple-unit activity was not recorded for technical reasons, while

Patient 3 showed no discriminable single units. After threshold recog-

nition (mean� 3–5 SD) (Csicsvari et al., 1998) at a given channel,

Figure 4 Similarity between LFP gradient recorded with a microelectrode array within the cortex and ECoG recorded from macrocontacts

subdurally. (A) Upper: ‘raw’ traces of single sweeps containing slow wave activity; broadband (0.1–300Hz) LFP gradient from layer II.

Middle: ‘filtered’ traces after band-pass (0.3–3Hz) filtering. Lower: ‘phase’ traces showing the instantaneous phase of the ‘filtered’ trace

above derived by the Hilbert transform. Grey rectangles indicate automatically detected up-states (surface positive half-waves). Patient 4.

(B) Same as (A), but recorded from neighbouring ECoG contacts. (C) Colour map of LFP gradient and (D) ECoG spectral power during the

slow wave activity shown in (A) and (B). x-axis: time, y-axis: frequency, z-axis: colour coded relative spectral power in dB, compared with

the mean of the entire interval in each frequency band (relative spectrogram). For more examples of single sweep traces, see

Supplementary Figs 1 and 2.
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three representative amplitude values were assigned to each unclus-

tered spike waveform. These triplets were projected into 3D space and

a competitive expectation-maximization based algorithm (Harris et al.,

2000) was used for cluster cutting (Heitler, 2006). If the autocorrelo-

gram of the resulting clusters contained spikes within the 2ms refrac-

tory interval, it was reclustered. If reclustering did not yield a clean

refractory period, the cell was regarded as multiple units and omitted

from the single cell analysis. Given the gradient recording, spikes at

neighbouring traces appeared as mirror images, thus from adjacent

channels (150 mm apart) only one channel (the one that yielded the

better signal to noise ratio) was included in the analysis. To reveal

double detection, the cross-correlogram was constructed (Staba

et al., 2002b) for next to adjacent (300 mm apart) pairs of putative

single cells. No coincident interactions [99% confidence limit at 0ms

(Staba et al., 2002b)] were found. A spike train was determined as a

burst, if at least three consecutive spikes occurred within a maximum

20ms long interval, which was preceded and followed by at least

20ms long intervals with neuronal silence (Staba et al., 2002a).

Phase dependence of single cell firing rate (Fig. 10C) was computed

for 30! phase bins; the total number of firing in a given bin was

divided by the total time that the cortex spent in that phase bin

(thus producing a phase histogram). The Rayleigh test (P50.01) was

used to judge if the resulting circular distribution was significantly dif-

ferent from the uniform distribution.

We have shown previously (Ulbert et al., 2001a, b, 2004a, b;

Wang et al., 2005; Halgren et al., 2006; Fabo et al., 2008; Cash

et al., 2009; Wittner et al., 2009) that our single-unit activity,

multiple-unit activity recording and analysis techniques can reliably

detect task or epilepsy-related modulation of neuronal firing from

each layer of the human cortex and hippocampus.

Results
Previous studies of slow wave activity in humans (Achermann and

Borbely, 1997; Massimini et al., 2004, 2005, 2007; Molle et al.,

2004; Marshall et al., 2006) have been limited to macroelectrode

recordings that superimpose activity from several squared centi-

metres of cortex. These recordings are ambiguous as to the circuits

involved, are not sensitive to neuronal firing and do not distinguish

between excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms. We used laminar

multichannel microelectrode array recordings (Ulbert et al., 2001a,

b, 2004a, b; Wang et al., 2005; Halgren et al., 2006; Knake et al.,

2007; Fabo et al., 2008; Cash et al., 2009; Steinvorth et al., 2009;

Wittner et al., 2009) to estimate neuronal firing and synaptic/

transmembrane currents in different cortical layers. Since cortical

neuronal populations and synaptic inputs are organized into dis-

tinct layers, these recordings allowed us to resolve the cortical

generators underlying slow wave activity in humans.

General features of human slow
wave activity

Clinical subdural strip and grid electrodes and multichannel micro-

electrode arrays were implanted into the frontal and parietal cor-

tices of patients (n=5) with intractable epilepsy (Fig. 1) in order to

identify the seizure focus and eloquent cortex prior to surgical

therapy. The focus was eventually localized to the frontal lobe

in four patients and to the temporal lobe in one. Histology

of the microelectrode array penetration track was recovered in

two patients; it showed intact laminarization (Fig. 2A) and

well-preserved interneurons, pyramidal cells and glia (Fig. 2B–D),

indicating no discernable epilepsy or implantation-related damage

of the examined cortex. None of the patients had pre-operative

pathological MRI findings in the 1–2 cm vicinity of the microelec-

trode array implantation site.

Figure 5 Spectro-temporal and spatial properties of slow wave

activity, representative data from Patient 3. (A) Increased

broadband spectral activity during up-states: up-state locked,

averaged, relative spectrogram of layer II LFP gradient (x-axis:

time, y-axis: frequency, z-axis: colour-coded averaged relative

spectral power in dB). For the neighbouring ECoG, the averaged

relative spectrogram is depicted in Supplementary Fig. 5A. Red

(LFP gradient) and green (ECoG) traces show the average

potentials. (B) Depth distribution profile of the LFP gradient fast

Fourier transformation power spectrum (EEG range: 0.1–300Hz

data, no additional digital filtering was used, x-axis: frequency,

y-axis: cortical depth, with corresponding layers, z-axis:

colour-coded fast Fourier transformation power). For more

power spectrum examples, see Supplementary Fig. 5B. (C)

Depth distribution profile of pairwise coherence of LFP gradient

channels in different cortical layers. x-axis: cortical depth, with

corresponding layers, y-axis: cortical depth, with corresponding

layers, z-axis: colour-coded pairwise coherence of the band-pass

(0.3–3Hz) LFP gradient. For more pairwise coherence examples,

see Supplementary Fig. 5C. (D) Depth distribution profile of LFP

gradient autocorrelation. x-axis: time, y-axis: cortical depth, with

corresponding layers, z-axis: colour-coded autocorrelation of the

LFP gradient. For more laminar autocorrelation examples,

see Supplementary Fig. 5D.
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Automatic slow wave activity cycle detection was based on

amplitude and phase information using an LFP gradient (Fig. 4A)

and ECoG (Fig. 4B) recorded during slow wave sleep (also see

Supplementary Figs 1 and 2). On average, 20 slow wave activity

cycles (mean=20 1/min, range=12–26 1/min, SD=7 1/min)

were detected per minute (Supplementary Figs 3 and 4).

Cycle length peaked on average at 0.8 s (mean=0.8 s,

range=0.6–1.4 s, SD=0.3 s) (Fig. 3D). Interdetection interval

(Fig. 3B) peaked on average at 1.1 s (mean=1.1 s, range=

0.8–1.2 s, SD=0.4 s), all comparable to healthy subjects

(Massimini et al., 2004). LFP gradient (Fig. 3A and C) and

ECoG (not shown) fast Fourier transformation power spectrum

and autocorrelation (Fig. 3A and B, Supplementary Fig. 5G and

H) also corresponded well to previous human (Achermann and

Borbely, 1997) and animal (Isomura et al., 2006) findings, indicat-

ing correct slow wave activity cycle identification and relatively

normal slow wave activity production.

The LFP gradient recorded in layer II (Fig. 4A) closely resembled

the locally recorded ECoG (Fig. 4B), with Pearson r40.9 (P50.01)

in all patients (Supplementary Fig. 1). Time-locked averages to the

peak of the surface positive half-wave (up-state) showed similar

LFP gradient and ECoG waveforms regardless if time locking was

based on the LFP gradient or ECoG (Fig. 5A, red and green

traces). Both LFP gradient and ECoG (Figs 4C and D and 5A,

Supplementary Fig. 5A) showed broadband (10–200Hz) spectral

increases during up-states and decreases during down-states.

Laminar distribution of slow wave
activity

To estimate the laminar contribution of various activities, micro-

electrode array channels were assigned into six putative layers

(I–VI) based on the histological findings (Fig. 2A) when available

and cortical depth when not. This analysis revealed a substantial

concentration of the 0.3–3Hz band LFP gradient fast Fourier

transformation power within layers I–III (Fig. 5B, Supplementary

Fig. 5B) in each patient, indicating strong supragranular synaptic/

transmembrane activity. The slow wave activity shape similarities

between electrode contacts were significantly greater in supra-

granular versus infragranular layers in each patient (0.634 versus

0.423, grand average pairwise coherence, Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA,

P50.01) (Fig. 5C, Supplementary Fig. 5C), while autocorrelation

profiles revealed a more precisely paced rhythm supragranularly

(Fig. 5D, Supplementary Fig. 5D) in each patient.

Several measurements, both in individual patients (Fig. 6A–D)

and in grand averages (Fig. 6E–H), reflecting different aspects of

Figure 6 Role of supragranular layers in slow wave activity generation. Representative depth profile map examples from Patient 4 (A–D)

and grand averages of all patients (E–H). (A) LFP gradient (LFPg), (B) multiple-unit activity and (C) CSD depth profile maps. x-axis: time,

y-axis: cortical depth, with corresponding laminarization, z-axis: colour-coded amplitude of LFP gradient, multiple-unit activity and CSD

units. Positive values are red, negative are blue, except for CSD, where sink is depicted in red and source in blue. (D) LFP gradient

spectrograms (SPC) from nine representative channels in layers I–VI. Axes are similar to Fig. 5A. Box-whisker plots of (E) LFP gradient,

(F) multiple-unit activity, (G) CSD, (H) LFP gradient (red) and CSD (blue) gamma power (30–150Hz); normalized grand average of all

patients at the peak of the up-state in each layer. Mean: small box, standard error (SE): large box, standard deviation (SD): whisker.

For detailed statistical analysis see Supplementary Fig. 9.
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population synaptic/transmembrane and firing activity, were max-

imal in supragranular layers (for detailed statistical analysis, see

Supplementary Fig. 9) at the up-state peak. Normalized, grand

average depth profiles of LFP gradient (Figs 6E and 8B) were

marked by maximally positive deflections in layers I–III, inverting

in layers V and VI into a small negativity. Multiple-unit activity

was also maximal in layer III (Figs 6F and 8D). The CSD depth

profile at the peak of the slow wave activity up-state showed a

maximal source (outward current) in layer I and maximal sink

(inward current) in layers II and III, and only very small CSD de-

flections were observed infragranularly (Figs 6G and 8C). In con-

trast, the CSD depth profile of a population of interictal spikes

detected manually and locked to the surface positive LFP gradient

(similarly as in the case of the up-state) were markedly different,

exhibiting a large sink–source pair in the infragranular layers

(Supplementary Fig. 11). Significant increases [bootstrap analysis

(Delorme and Makeig, 2004), P50.01] in LFP gradient spectral

power were detected in all layers at 10–100Hz frequencies during

up-states (Fig. 6D). Gamma power of LFP gradient and CSD was

maximal in layer III (Figs 6H, 8E and F). Separate averages of

different slow wave activity cycle lengths corresponding to appro-

priate (0.6–0.8Hz, 0.8–1Hz, 1–1.3Hz and 1.3–2Hz) oscillation

frequencies also yielded qualitatively similar LFP gradient, spectral

LFP gradient, multiple-unit activity and CSD distribution (Fig. 7,

Supplementary Fig. 6). We have found no statistically significant

differences in any layers (ANOVA, Tukey’s honestly significant

difference post hoc test, P40.3) in the CSD or multiple-unit ac-

tivity at the peak of the up-state between any of the four fre-

quency bands indicating similar cortical generator mechanisms

above (up to 2Hz) and below 1Hz (down to 0.6Hz).

Calretinin immunopositive cell density depth profiles (Fig. 8A)

were calculated in two patients and correlated with the depth

profile at the up-state peak of the LFP gradient, CSD, multiple-unit

activity, LFP gradient and CSD gamma power (Fig. 8B–F).

Figure 7 Depth profiles at different slow wave activity frequencies. Up-state-locked averages of LFP gradient (LFPg), LFP gradient

spectrogram (SPC), multiple-unit activity and CSD in Patient 3 at four different slow wave activity frequencies. Frequencies 1.3–2Hz,

correspond to a cycle length of: 500–750ms; 1–1.3Hz to 750–1000ms; 0.8–1Hz to 1000–1250ms and 0.6–0.8Hz to 1250–1500ms.

Roman numerals mark putative cortical layers. Colour calibrations are on the bottom. CSD sink is depicted in red, source in blue. Each

spectrogram window shows the spectral content (z-axis, colour coded) versus time (x-axis) of a representative LFP gradient channel from a

given layer from 1 to 100Hz (y-axis), measures are expressed in dB relative to a distant baseline (–2500 to –1500ms).
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Calretinin immunopositive cell density between Patient 4 and 5

showed high similarity (r=0.95, P50.01). The highest positive

correlation was found between calretinin immunopositive cell

density and CSD gamma power (r=0.85, P50.01).

Multiple-unit activity timing at
up-state onset

The time courses of multiple-unit activity were examined to de-

termine if one layer may lead others. It was shown in ferret slices

(Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000) that layer V’s multiple-unit

activity consistently led layers II and III by an average of over

100ms. In our study, the up-state-associated multiple-unit activity

peak-locked averages indicated no evident timing difference in

any of the patients, between layers III and V, regardless of

whether peak alignment was based on layer III or layer V activity

(Fig. 9A and B, Supplementary Fig. 5E and F).

To characterize the multiple-unit activity timing between differ-

ent layers further, it was cross-correlated (3 SD threshold, 10ms

bin size) between each pair of channels, within 200ms of every

up-state onset. In agreement with animal studies (Sakata and

Harris, 2009; Chauvette et al., 2010), delay maps and histograms

(Fig. 9C and D) indicated a short inter-laminar multiple-unit activ-

ity timing difference at up-state onset; most of the delays were

within the� 10ms bin. We also calculated how often (in percent-

age of all sweeps) any given multiple-unit activity channel shows

the earliest firing at up-state onset. In all patients (where

multiple-unit activity was available), the initial firing was quite

uniformly distributed across cortical depths. Unlike in a ferret

in vitro study (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000), we found

no evidence for long (�100ms) lead or lag times between differ-

ent layers (Fig. 9E and F).

Figure 9 Timing of up-state-related multiple-unit activity in

different layers. (A and B) Simultaneity of multiple-unit activity

response in supra- and infragranular layers of Patient 4.

Multiple-unit activity from layers III (red trace) and V (blue) are

shown when aligned and averaged on the up-state-associated

multiple-unit activity peak detected in (A) layer III and (B) in

layer V. There is no visible multiple-unit activity delay between

layers III and V regardless of which layer is used for time locking.

(C) Multiple-unit activity cross-correlation peak latencies (x-axis

versus y-axis) between each pair of channels in Patient 1.

Positive latencies (red) indicate that x channel leads over

y channel, while negative latencies (blue) represent lagging.

(D) Histogram of leading and lagging values from (C). (E and F)

Percentage of a given multiple-unit activity channel showing

the earliest firing at up-state onset, representative data from

Patients 1 and 3.

Figure 8 Depth profiles of calretinin immunopositive (CR+) cell

density and slow wave activity. (A) Averaged normalized

calretinin immunopositive cell density profile of Patients 4 and 5,

whiskers represent standard errors. The number in the upper

right corner indicates the Pearson r correlation between the two

patients. (B) LFP gradient (LFPg), (C) CSD, (D) multiple-unit

activity, (E) LFP gradient gamma power and (F) CSD gamma

power of the averaged normalized depth profile of up-state in

Patients 4 and 5 with standard error (whisker). Number in the

upper right corner indicates the Pearson r correlation between

calretinin immunopositive density and (B–F).
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Single-unit correlates of slow oscillation

Recordings from three patients yielded good quality (Supplemen-

tary Fig. 7) single-unit activity (Fig. 10). Epochs (�1000 s) showing

the largest slow wave activity detection frequencies were selected

for analysis from the first sleep cycle. Overall 33 single units were

clustered (9, 12 and 12 from Patients 1, 4 and 5) with mean firing

rate of 0.66Hz (range =0.12–2.0Hz, SD=0.48) and mean burst

frequency of 3.1 1/min (range=0–14 1/min, SD=3.6). Both the

average firing rate and the spontaneous burst rate were well

below the reported epileptic threshold found in cortical and hip-

pocampal structures (Staba et al., 2002a).

Nearly all cells (31 of 33) showed significantly non-uniform

spiking (Fig. 10A and C, Supplementary Fig. 7D and E) over

the slow wave activity cycle (Rayleigh test, P50.01), with a

peak up-state firing rate mean of 1.63Hz (range =0.45–4.6Hz,

SD=0.96). We found no significant differences between patients

in mean firing rates (Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA, P40.2), indicating

homogeneous distribution. Although mean firing rates grouped by

supra- versus infragranular layers showed no significant differences

(P40.1), supragranular peak up-state firing rates were significant-

ly higher (2.2Hz versus 1.2Hz, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, P50.01)

than the same measure for infragranular layers. We found the

proportion of firing cells and the rate at which they fire in any

given up-state (Fig. 10D–F, Supplementary Fig. 8) remarkably low.

On average, only 27% of the clustered cells were active (firing at

least one spike) during any given up-state (20%, 25% and 36%

in each patient). Thus, an average neuron fired in every third to

fifth up-state. Moreover, on average, each neuron fired only 0.32

spikes per up-state (0.44, 0.2 and 0.32 in each patient). As an

example, out of the 12 clustered neurons in Patient 4, the

most probable number of active cells in a given up-state was 2

(Fig. 10F, see also Supplementary Fig. 8C and F), and the most

probable number of overall spikes the 12 cells fired within a

given up-state was also 2 (Fig. 10E, see also Supplementary

Fig. 8B and E).

Figure 10 Single-unit firing in slow wave activity. (A) Superimposed (40 consecutive sweeps) and (B) individual single sweeps of the

simultaneously recorded supragranular LFP gradient (LFPg) and multiple-unit activity/single-unit activity (SUA) (Patient 5). Solid and

dashed red lines represent LFP gradient mean and standard deviation. (C) Representative normalized (from 0 to 1) firing rate versus phase

histograms (from –180! to +180!, in 30! bins) of clustered cells from different layers and patients. Red line: positive half-wave (up-state),

green line: negative half-wave (down-state). (D) Columns represent individual slow wave activity cycles (1–252), rows represent clustered

neurons (cell 1–12 of Patient 4) and colour represents the firing of a given cell. Blue: no firing in the given up-state for the given cell, green:

one, yellow: two, red: three or more action potentials. (E) Histogram of the overall number of spikes for all the 12 clustered cells during

up-states. (F) Histogram of the number of active cells, firing at least one action potential during up-states. These data illustrate sparse firing

in up-states, only a small fraction of the clustered cells fire and these cells together generate only a few action potentials. For additional

data, see Supplementary Figs 7 and 8.
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Discussion
Our results establish a close similarity between human slow wave

activity and the animal slow oscillation at the level of field poten-

tial, cellular firing activity and spectral measurements (Steriade,

2006), but they also reveal a number of novel, unexpected find-

ings. Consistent with prior studies in animals, we have shown in

humans that the up-state was associated with increased firing and

elevated spindle, alpha, beta, gamma and ripple power during the

surface-positive LFP half-wave, while the down-state was charac-

terized by the widespread surface negative LFP half-wave with

decreased firing and oscillatory activity (Cash et al., 2009).

Differences from prior studies were found in the laminar distribu-

tion of the up-state, average firing rates during the up-state and

the consistency of generators for oscillations above versus below

1Hz. These contrasts could reflect cortical cytoarchitectonic differ-

ences or they could be due to the circumstances of the recordings,

including natural sleep versus different types of anaesthesia, or

in vivo versus in vitro preparations. They could also be due to

epileptic pathology or to phylogenetic differences.

Epilepsy and slow wave activity

Epilepsy is a multi-causal disease with diverse aetiology. Focal

epilepsies have circumscribed seizure initiating regions without

severe pathological alterations in other areas. Surgical candidates

are selected exclusively from this patient group during the careful

pre-operative evaluation, based on several diagnostic findings

(CT, MRI, functional MRI, PET, single-photon emission computed

tomography, video-EEG, magnetoencephalography, functional

neurophysiological tests, Wada-test and seizure semiology). In

the present study we included only patients with evidence for

focal disease.

The laminar LFP gradient, CSD, multiple-unit activity and spec-

tral profile of interictal activity in vivo and in vitro have already

been established by our group (Ulbert et al., 2004a, b; Fabo et al.,

2008; Wittner et al., 2009). We have shown that the initial phase

of the interictal discharges are large amplitude brief events char-

acterized by substantial action potential, LFP gradient, CSD,

multiple-unit activity and spectral surges, often emerging from

the granular and infragranular (Supplementary Fig. 11) layers of

the cortex (Ulbert et al., 2004a). These events are clearly distinct

from the background activity and exquisitely visible in single

sweeps. Based on our prior knowledge, we carefully excluded

any suspicious pathological events from the analysis presented in

this article, and we also carefully avoided analysing data derived

from electrodes in the proximity of the seizure focus.

Several other considerations suggest that the current findings on

the neuronal mechanisms underlying slow wave activity, although

recorded in epileptic patients, might also apply to healthy subjects.

Our slow wave activity morphology corresponded well to those

oscillations collected from standard scalp sleep EEG recordings

from healthy subjects. Similarities included not only the slow

wave activity frequency and rhythmicity (Achermann and

Borbely, 1997), but the asymmetric shape, the briefer and sharper

deflection in the down-state (Massimini et al., 2004) and higher

beta power content in the up-state (Molle et al., 2002). Our

results of detection frequency, cycle length and interdetection

interval histograms are all comparable to previous findings from

healthy subjects (Massimini et al., 2004), despite both the record-

ing and analysis methodologies being different. Minor deviations

in the exact numbers are therefore natural and may reflect meth-

odological differences rather than disease-related alterations. In

addition, neither the firing rate nor the burst rate exceeded the

pathological criteria found for single neurons in slow wave sleep

(Staba et al., 2002a, b). Finally, the lack of any MRI abnormalities

and intact laminarization of the excised tissue strongly suggests

that we recorded from structurally intact regions, free of gross

functional alterations.

Nevertheless, there are some observations in our study that may

be related to the patients’ pathology. Out of the 33 clustered units

in three patients, two single cells in one patient (Patient 1) showed

uniform firing during the slow wave activity cycle (layer III unit #3,

average firing rate = 1.17Hz, layer V unit #6, average firing

rate = 0.54Hz). While some firing during the down-states could

be expected due to biological variability of the slow wave activity

or due to inaccuracy of the state detection algorithm, a lack of

significant modulation by slow wave activity in these cells may

reflect a pathological resistance by a small subgroup of cortical

neurons to the network-wide deactivation occurring in the

down-state.

Localization of cortical oscillations in
slow wave activity

A consistent CSD pattern of our study was the prominent sink–

source pair in the supragranular layers compared with the weak

infragranular activation. This localization was true for both the

low- (0.5–2Hz) and the high-frequency (10–200Hz) oscillations

in all patients, in frontal and parietal areas.

In our interpretation, the prominent layer II and III sink during

the up-state reflects the large active inward currents flowing

across the distal dendritic membrane compartments of layers V

and VI pyramidal cells and distal, proximal and basal dendritic

membrane compartments and perhaps on the somatic membrane

of layers II and III pyramidal cells. The corresponding passive,

return, source currents are flowing in layer I, across the most

superficial apical dendritic membrane compartments of the pyram-

idal cells. The spatial CSD pattern in the down-state is inverted,

exhibiting a large active current source in layers II and III due to

hyperpolarizing currents (likely outward potassium flows from the

pyramidal cells) and a passive return sink in layer I (Cash et al.,

2009).

Our CSD findings from the frontal and parietal areas in natural

sleep are in contrast with a study in the cat suprasylvian area,

albeit under ketamine/xylazine anaesthesia (Steriade and Amzica,

1996). At low frequencies (�1Hz), the maximal up-state-related

sink in the cat was located in the middle rather than in the super-

ficial layers, surrounded by not only a superficial but also a large

deep source. In addition, a substantial up-state-related sink in the

deepest layer was present in the cat, which was practically invisible

in our human recordings. The same authors also showed a massive

supragranular (layers II and III) up-state-related sink besides one or
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two deeper and weaker sinks, during the spontaneous and evoked

K-complex (Amzica and Steriade, 1998). Moreover, at higher fre-

quencies (�35Hz) and during the K-complex, a series of ‘alter-

nating microsinks and microsources’ was found throughout the

depth of the cat suprasylvian area (Steriade and Amzica, 1996;

Amzica and Steriade, 1998). Such alternating patterns are best

explained by insufficient spatial resolution in the LFP sampling

(8 contact, 250mm spacing electrode array) and corresponding

spatial aliasing error, and not by neuronal sources (Tenke et al.,

1993).

A recent study in the cat suprasylvian area in natural sleep with

adequate spatial sampling (100 mm) revealed alternation free

middle and deep layer sinks and a superficial source during the

up-state (Chauvette et al., 2010). Thus, besides cytoarchitectonic

differences between different types of cortices (e.g. frontal and

parietal areas in humans versus suprasylvian area in the cat),

and methodological errors, it is also plausible to assume that neur-

onal mechanisms of natural sleep and ketamine/xylazine anaes-

thesia may be different, further accounting for the divergent

findings. Another recent study, on the rat primary auditory

cortex using high spatial resolution (50mm) CSD mapping,

showed the maximal up-state-related sink to be in the presumed

supragranular layers under urethane anaesthesia, while in natural

sleep it is rather the presumed granular and probably infragranular

layers that exhibited the largest up-state-related sink (see average

data, Supplementary Figs 10 and 16 in Sakata and Harris, 2009).

Our CSD results in natural sleep are quite close to the results of

Sakata and Harris (2009) obtained under urethane anaesthesia,

except for the large source deep in the infragranular layers.

Discrepancies between cat, rat and human data thus most

probably stem from multiple sources, including but not limited

to the recording methodology (spatial density of sampling, elec-

trode types implanted), use of anaesthetics (ketamine/xylazine

versus urethane versus natural sleep), cytoarchitectonics of the

cortex (suprasylvian cortex in cat versus auditory cortex in rat

versus frontal and parietal areas in humans), as well as species

differences.

According to our observations, the slow wave activity depth

profile, represented by the up-state peaks, was similar between

the four investigated frequency ranges including the slow (51Hz)

and delta band (up to 2Hz). In our opinion, these frequency

bands are thus substantially overlapping, hence a less strict distinc-

tion should be applied between activities above versus below 1Hz.

We agree that the slow activity and thalamic delta have obviously

different neuronal mechanisms, but it seems that these waves

cannot be distinguished using exclusively a frequency band

criterion.

We have found similar signs of elementary hierarchical organ-

ization of low- and high-frequency oscillations in humans as it was

shown in animal models (Lakatos et al., 2005; Steriade, 2006).

The organizing substrate was the up-state of the slow wave

activity, which gave rise to a wide variety of higher-frequency

activity including spindle, alpha, beta, gamma and ripple oscilla-

tions. Each of these high-frequency oscillatory bursts was quite

different from sweep to sweep, showing for example occasional

spindle sequences or marked gamma or ripple band enhancements

at various peak frequencies. These observations suggest that each

slow wave activity cycle with unique oscillatory signature reflects

individual information content coded differently in the oscillatory

process. Given the variability of the high-frequency oscillatory ac-

tivity during up-states, it is plausible to assume that different

underlying neuronal populations might be responsible for the gen-

eration of each specific oscillatory pattern. This strategy might be

beneficial in the configuration of functional connectivity between

neurons to form stable ensembles that may promote the consoli-

dation of memory in sleep.

Paroxysmal activity is known to emerge more often from

non-REM sleep compared with REM (Steriade, 2003). Animal stu-

dies revealed that cortical hyperexcitability associated with ripple

oscillations often results in pathological synchronization leading to

epileptic seizures (Grenier et al., 2003). We have shown that

up-states are characterized by a large increase in cortical excitabil-

ity reflected in the increased power of gamma and ripple oscilla-

tions. Thus, we hypothesize that the active state of the slow

oscillation may play an important role in the generation of seizures

and other paroxysmal signs in the cortical epileptic network.

Laminar calretinin immunopositive
interneuron density and slow
wave activity

The relatively high correlation in laminar location between LFP

gradient, CSD, multiple-unit activity and gamma power during

up-states and calretinin immunopositive cell density may provide

additional insights into the mechanism for the predominance of

oscillatory activity in supragranular layers. Calretinin immunoposi-

tive cells are relatively numerous for inhibitory cells, comprising

�8% of the total number of prefrontal neurons and �14.2–

17.6% of layer II and III neurons, in human prefrontal cortex

(Gabbott et al., 1997). Calretinin immunopositive cell density in

the human, monkey, cat and rat cortex is highest in the supra-

granular layers (Fonseca and Soriano, 1995; Gabbott et al., 1997;

Schwark and Li, 2000). The layer II and III population of calretinin

immunopositive cells (78% of all calretinin immunopositive cells) is

significantly more numerous (+31%) in humans than in the rat

(Gabbott et al., 1997), and the supragranular calretinin immuno-

positive predominance in humans is not affected by epilepsy

(Barinka et al., 2010). The relatively high density and remarkable

vertically oriented dendritic alignment (Gabbott et al., 1997) of

layers II and III calretinin immunopositive cells (Fig. 2B) suggest

that this population on its own may contribute significantly to the

CSD. Unlike basket cells that target principal cells (Somogyi et al.,

1983) establishing local negative-feedback circuits, layers II and III

calretinin immunopositive interneurons preferentially target other

inhibitory cells locally in layers II and III and target pyramidal cells

in layer V (Meskenaite, 1997), forming local positive-feedback

circuits (Dantzker and Callaway, 2000) in the supragranular

layers and negative-feedback circuits between supra- and infra-

granular layers. The negative feedback imposed by the population

of calretinin immunopositive cells may relatively attenuate

the infragranular activation, while the positive-feedback

disinhibition (Tamas et al., 1998) may amplify the supragranular
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synaptic/transmembrane oscillations in the gamma band and cel-

lular activity (Whittington et al., 1995).

In addition, GABAB receptors are more concentrated in the

upper layers of the cortex, at least in rodents (Lopez-Bendito

et al., 2002; Tamas et al., 2003), which might also contribute to

the potassium current that may play an important role in the

down-state generation (Timofeev et al., 2001).

Action potential activity in slow
wave activity

In vitro slice studies in animals found that firing in infragranular

layers consistently lead supragranular layers by over 100ms at the

onset of the up-state (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000). In

contrast, we found that the onset of activity during up-states dif-

fers less than �10ms between layers. Although the slice prepar-

ation is a powerful tool, it severs connections that are present in

the intact animal, removing background synaptic input and placing

the cell in an artificial medium.

In healthy humans, it is believed that each individual slow wave

cycle has a distinct origin and propagates uniquely across a number

of brain areas (Murphy et al., 2009). Similar patterns were also found

in animal models (Ferezou et al., 2007; Mohajerani et al., 2010).

Thus, variable projections may be involved in its propagation, termi-

nating in variable cortical layers making the laminar distribution of

the initial unit firing also variable, as it was shown in our study.

The low average firing rate (0.6Hz) found in here is consistent

with a previous human report (Ravagnati et al., 1979). Animal

studies using extracellular silicon probes and intracellular sharp

electrodes report average firing rates in the 2–20Hz range from

the entire depth of the cortex (Steriade et al., 2001; Isomura

et al., 2006; Luczak et al., 2007), and cell-attached and whole-cell

patch-clamp studies from layers II and III neurons report average

firing rates in the 0.01–0.3Hz range (Margrie et al., 2002; Waters

and Helmchen, 2006; Hromadka et al., 2008). Some of these

differences may be related to the laminar location of the neurons

and to ‘collateral damage’ inherent to the different techniques.

Extracellular recordings might be biased toward higher average

firing rates, because of the use of a minimum spontaneous firing

rate (1–2Hz) constraint (Luczak et al., 2007). We did not use such

correction in our unit analysis, thus slower firing cells were also

included. Sharp electrode intracellular recordings (Steriade et al.,

2001; Isomura et al., 2006) disrupt the cell membrane and intro-

duce leakage current, which may also alter the firing rate. In

cell-attached recordings (Margrie et al., 2002; Hromadka et al.,

2008), the membrane is partially covered by the recording pipette

causing substantial mechanical stress, receptor, ion channel mask-

ing and membrane capacitance changes, while the whole-cell con-

figuration (Waters and Helmchen, 2006) disrupts the membrane

and causes cell dialysis. Indeed, when establishing the whole-cell

configuration, the spontaneous firing rate may double compared

with the cell-attached state (Margrie et al., 2002). Given these

apparently strong effects of recording methodology on cell

firing, it is hard to definitively relate the present findings to

animal experiments. However, it seems reasonable to expect

that any technique which physically contacts the cell would alter

the firing rate to a greater extent than techniques which do not.

To elucidate these differences further, unbiased extracellular action

potential techniques need to be implemented in different animal

models.

Concluding remarks

In summary, the differences between our recordings of slow wave

activity and those previously described may be due to the

observed cortical areas, the experimental preparation, the type

of sleep induction and the neurological condition. We suggest

that the strong supragranular activity may characterize slow

wave activity, in contrast with certain types of epileptic discharges

and some specific components of sensory and cognitive-evoked

responses, which are mostly localized to the granular and infra-

granular layers (Ulbert et al., 2001b, 2004a; Wang et al., 2005;

Halgren et al., 2006). The strong supragranular oscillatory activity

in sleep may be beneficial for the local, higher-order processing of

sensory experience and perhaps memory consolidation, since these

layers are interconnected by dense cortico-cortical projections

forming fine-scale functional networks to perform integrative

functions (Yoshimura et al., 2005). The weaker infragranular ac-

tivity may reflect the relatively suppressed cortical executive,

output functions, which may prevent effective connectivity be-

tween distant cortical areas from developing in slow wave sleep

(Massimini et al., 2005).

Some differences between humans and cats or rats might also

be expected given that our last common ancestor was about 75

million years ago, and our prefrontal cortex is more than a hun-

dred times larger, with a striking increase in pyramidal cell den-

dritic complexity (Elston, 2003; Elston et al., 2006). Our finding

that the slow wave activity and corresponding high-frequency

rhythms including spindle, alpha, beta, gamma and ripple oscilla-

tions may involve supragranular layers is consistent with this mas-

sive cortical expansion of neuronal number (Herculano-Houzel

et al., 2007), inasmuch as increased dendritic complexity and

cortico-cortical association fibres predominantly target these

layers (Gonzalez-Burgos et al., 2000).
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Cortical electrical activity during nonrapid eye movement (non-REM) sleep is dominated by slow-wave activity (SWA). At larger spatial

scales (�2–30 cm), investigated by scalp EEG recordings, SWA has been shown to propagate globally over wide cortical regions as

traveling waves, which has been proposed to serve as a temporal framework for neural plasticity. However, whether SWA dynamics at

finer spatial scales also reflects the orderly propagation has not previously been investigated in humans. To reveal the local, finer spatial

scale (�1– 6 cm) patterns of SWA propagation during non-REM sleep, electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings were conducted from

subdurally implanted electrode grids and a nonlinear correlation technique [mutual information (MI)] was implemented. MI analysis

revealed spatial maps of correlations between cortical areas demonstrating SWA propagation directions, speed, and association strength.

Highest correlations, indicating significant coupling, were detected during the initial positive-going deflection of slow waves. SWA

propagated predominantly between adjacent cortical areas, albeit spatial noncontinuities were also frequently observed. MI analysis

further uncovered significant convergence and divergence patterns. Areas receiving the most convergent activity were similar to those

with high divergence rate, while reciprocal and circular propagation of SWA was also frequent. We hypothesize that SWA is characterized

by distinct attributes depending on the spatial scale observed. At larger spatial scales, the orderly SWA propagation dominates; at the

finer scale of the ECoG recordings, non-REM sleep is characterized by complex SWA propagation patterns.

Introduction
Cortical slow-wave activity (SWA; in the �0.5–2 Hz frequency
range) is the EEG correlate of synchronized active (up) and silent
(down) states of large populations of neocortical neurons during
deep nonrapid eye movement (non-REM) sleep or slow-wave
sleep (SWS) (Steriade et al., 1993; Cash et al., 2009; Csercsa et al.,
2010, Le Van Quyen et al., 2010). Although synchronous up and
down states were observed in isolated neocortex in vitro (Cossart
et al., 2003), several studies showed that the thalamus might also
play an active role in shaping cortical SWA (Sirota and Buzsáki,
2005; Crunelli and Hughes, 2010; Magnin et al., 2010). Large-
scale thalamocortical networks were shown to engage in synchro-
nous low-frequency oscillations (Sirota and Buzsáki, 2005;
Volgushev et al., 2006). Furthermore, the hippocampus as well as
subcortical centers could also participate in this process (Isomura
et al., 2006; Wolansky et al., 2006; Mena-Segovia et al., 2008),

indicating that slow oscillations could provide a general clock-
work for a large variety of neural operations (Sirota and Buzsáki,
2005; Buzsaki, 2006). This view is further strengthened by a series
of observations indicating that SWA is indispensable for precisely
coordinating hippocampal and thalamocortical oscillations.
Population activity patterns like hippocampal ripples and syn-
chronously appearing cortical spindles are orchestrated by the
cortical SWA, being entrained to the first half of the surface pos-
itive, active phase or up state of slow-wave cycles (Siapas and
Wilson, 1998; Mölle et al., 2006; Clemens et al., 2007, Csercsa et
al., 2010). Also, cortical SWA was shown to propagate over large
distances as traveling waves (Massimini et al., 2004; Murphy et
al., 2009). From another point of view, memory consolidation
processes are often reflected in local changes of cortical SWA
(Huber et al., 2004; Massimini et al., 2009) and asynchronies in
thalamocortical slow rhythms at different recording sites were
reported in some studies (Sirota and Buzsáki, 2005, their Fig. 2).
Recent reports of regional and temporal heterogeneity of cortical
slow waves (Mohajerani et al., 2010), as well as alternative prop-
agation patterns such as spiral waves (Huang et al., 2010), raise
the possibility that, in addition to the large-scale orderly traveling
of slow waves, complex propagation patterns emerge in a tempo-
rally parallel manner at a finer spatial scale.

Signals from subdural electrodes provide substantially better
spatial localization compared with scalp recordings as a result of
the absence of distorting, integrating, and attenuating effects of
interleaved tissues (Buzsaki, 2006; Bangera et al., 2010). These
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advantages allowed us to investigate the fine-scale (�1 cm) prop-
agation patterns of sleep slow waves such as convergence, diver-
gence, reciprocal, and circular propagation. We analyzed
subdural electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings by extending
classical linear correlation with information theory-based mea-
sures characterized by higher sensitivity in detecting nonlinear
interactions commonly observed in neural systems (Freiwald et
al., 1999). In contrast to the orderly SWA propagation patterns
observed in scalp EEG recordings, we found a high prevalence of
complex SWA patterns at the finer spatial scale provided by the
ECoG traces. This spatial scale-dependent distinction in electrical
activity patterns may reflect the different processing strategies at
the local and global cortical levels during SWS.

Materials and Methods
Patient selection
Patients (Pts.) participating in this study [n � 6, five men and one
woman (Pt. 3)] had medically intractable complex partial seizures and
were referred to our epilepsy surgical center for presurgical evaluation
(Table 1). All patients underwent intracranial electrode implantation as
required for localization of epileptogenic tissue before therapeutic resec-
tion. Patients or their legal guardians signed the informed consent form
before surgery after detailed explanation of the risks. The consent forms
were approved by the local ethical committee of the National Institute of
Neuroscience according to the World Medical Association Declaration
of Helsinki.

Electrode implantation and intracranial recording protocols
Since the noninvasive evaluation was inconclusive, all of the patients
underwent subdural strip and grid electrode implantation (various sub-
dural electrodes; distance between adjacent electrodes, 10 mm; Ad-Tech
Medical Instrument). Implantation site selection was based on results of
previous noninvasive clinical studies for seizure focus localization. We
used standard craniotomies to insert the electrodes into the subdural
space under general anesthesia. The electrode cables were tunneled under
the skin to avoid infection and the bone flap was cryopreserved for de-
layed reimplantation to avoid any complication from significant brain
swelling. A postimplantation MRI (3D sequence, 1 mm slice thickness)
was routinely performed to visualize the final position of the electrodes.
After 3-dimensional reconstruction and skull stripping of the images
(Brain Extraction Tool), electrode contacts were individually localized
with the aid of intraoperative photographs.

After recovery from surgery, the patients were admitted to the epilepsy
monitoring unit and were continuously monitored for seizures. Video-
EEG monitoring was performed using a 128 channel Brain Quick System
98 (Micromed). All signals were recorded to a mastoid reference (acqui-
sition rate: 1024 or 512 Hz, filtered between 0.1 and 250 Hz).

Slow-wave sleep detection
Since the sleep of the patients was fragmented due to medical care and
distress from the hospitalization and head wound, we cannot provide the
standard hypnograms that are usually obtained from subjects undergo-
ing standard polysomnography studies without recent craniotomy.
Craniotomies may also distort the scalp distribution of the EEG due to
lack of bone and excessive fluid accumulation below the scalp. Further-
more, scalp electrodes placed close to frontal craniotomy wounds may
induce infection; therefore, we avoided placing more than two frontal
scalp EEG electrodes. In fact, we attempted to use these scalp EEG elec-

trodes whenever possible to aid our partial sleep staging method, but
most of the time their signal was not adequate for this purpose because of
the desiccation of the EEG electrode gel and other reasons causing large
and variable electrode impedances, electromagnetic interference, and
mechanical artifacts. To overcome these hardships, our partial sleep stag-
ing method in the clinical environment was based on the recordings from
frontal ECoG channels and long-term video, without measures like
EMG, EOG, ECG, and respiration monitoring that are usually recorded
with EEG in a standard polysomnography environment. Behavioral sleep
was confirmed by the all night, long-term video recording, while deep
non-REM sleep periods were electrographically identified using frontal
ECoG traces by expert neurologists. In particular, deep non-REM sleep
periods (or SWS) were identified when a 30-s-long sleep epoch con-
tained �20% of slow waves with �75 �V peak-to-peak amplitude
falling in the 0.5–2 Hz frequency range. The above criteria are consis-
tent with the staging criteria of N3 or SWS, according to the recent
American Academy of Sleep Medicine guidelines (Iber et al., 2007). In
our previous work, using similar partial staging techniques based on
ECoG traces and video records, we were able to clearly distinguish
between light and deep non-REM sleep (Cash et al., 2009, their Fig.
2 B, C). In another study using similar staging methods, we were also
able to clearly detect the typical SWA pattern in SWS demonstrated in
previous animal and human studies (Csercsa et al., 2010, their Fig. 4 B,
supplemental Fig. 1). Data containing interictal spikes (within 1 min)
and seizures (within overall 60 min; 40 min in Pt. 4) were excluded
from the study to avoid epileptic contamination.

Data analysis
Data preprocessing. Subgrids of 4 ! 4 (Pts. 1, 3, and 5) or 4 ! 5 (Pts. 2, 4,
and 6) electrodes were selected for analysis (Fig. 1 A). The reduction of
the number of grid electrodes was necessary to analyze similar number of
channels for comparability reasons and to reduce computational time.
Selection of subgrids was based on grid location [an attempt was made to
include frontal electrodes where SWA is typically more pronounced
(Kurth et al., 2010)] and recording quality (channels not functioning
were excluded). For each patient, three to five 1-min-long segments (26
segments in total) of normal SWS were selected. Principles of segment
selection were to avoid epileptic contamination (see below) and to in-
clude deep-sleep epochs with prominent SWA. In Pt. 6, all segments were
recorded in a single night, whereas in the other patients, segments from
different nights were also included. Selected segments were preceded and
followed by 30 min of seizure-free activity (except Pt. 4, where it was
preceded by 30 min and followed by 10 min) and were free from interictal
spikes. ECoG traces were resampled at 1000 Hz and bandpass filtered
(0.1– 40 Hz) with a finite impulse response filter using zero phase shift
filtering (fir1.m and filtfilt.m built-in Matlab functions) to remove high-
frequency ECoG components and electrical noise.

Calculation of propagation maps. We assessed associations between
ECoG traces from different channels using mutual information (MI). MI
provides the amount of information shared by two variables and is con-
sidered a nonlinear measure of covariation (Na et al., 2002; Kajikawa and
Hackett, 2005; Hangya et al., 2009). The choice of MI instead of linear
correlations was motivated by its ability to detect any kind of dependency
without assumptions about the structure of correlations or the underly-
ing distributions (Na et al., 2002; Kajikawa and Hackett, 2005; Paz et al.,
2010), which is important because nonlinear correlations are generally
common among neural signals (Freiwald et al., 1999; Hangya et al.,
2009). We further justified this choice by comparing MI with linear
cross-correlation analysis (see Results, below) (Fig. 2).

Table 1. Patient characteristics

Patient ID Age at onset (years) Age at surgery (years) Epileptic focus (seizure onset zone) MRI abnormality

Pt. 1 4 26 Left frontobasal–temporopolar Left temporopolar microgyria

Pt. 2 5 16 Right superior frontal gyrus Right superior frontal gyrus flair abnormality

Pt. 3 11 34 Right supplementary motor area and cuneus Negative

Pt. 4 30 42 Left parietal tuber Left temporoparietal multiplex tubers (sclerosis tuberosa)

Pt. 5 1 40 Left parietal operculum and posterior part of insula Negative

Pt. 6 1.5 29 Left parietal operculum and posterior part of insula Left parietal and insular flair abnormality
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For each 1000 ms segment, ECoG values
were binned into fixed bins between the overall
minimal and maximal value. MI was calculated
between different ECoG channels using the
classic formulation in combination with Pan-
zeri–Treves bias correction (Shannon, 1948;
Panzeri et al., 2007), as described previously
(Hangya et al., 2009). The basic idea of time-
shifted correlations or cross-correlations was
applied (Ostojic et al., 2009), using MI instead
of linear correlation, as follows. On each chan-
nel, 1-s-long ECoG segments (Xt to Xt"1000)
were correlated to later segments from all other
electrodes separately (Yt"�

to Yt"�"1000, 0 �

� � 1000 ms) by calculating MI (temporal res-
olution, 1 ms) (Fig. 1 B). Maximal MI in the
function of the time lags (�) was calculated for
all time points (t) and channel pairs. The
choice of 1-s-long time windows was moti-
vated by the observation that SWA frequency is
around or below 1 Hz (Crunelli and Hughes,
2010; Csercsa et al., 2010; Diekelmann and
Born, 2010), thus these time windows were
able to approximately include a slow-wave cy-
cle. However, it has been shown that MI calcu-
lations are robust in the selection of the time
windows (Paz et al., 2010). The above calcula-
tions were repeated for overlapping 1-s-long
ECoG segments (900 ms overlap). Next, corre-
lations were destructed by cutting the ECoG
data to 1–1.2-s-long segments, which were
then shuffled using the randperm.m built-in
Matlab function, which randomly permutes
integers based on a uniform distribution. Per-
mutation was repeated if a data segment re-
mained in its original position. Significance of
maximal MI was tested by comparing it to a
distribution of MI values calculated from such
shuffled versions of the original data (number
of shuffles ranged from 151,296 to 236,400). A
significance level of p � 0.0001 was used to
reduce the number of false-positive detections
according to high numbers of statistical tests
(this choice corresponds to approximately one
false detection in 2.5 s). In case a significant
maximal MI was found, waveform correlation
was established between the two channels at
time point t. It should be noted that according
to the binning between the minimal and max-
imal data values, MI reflected predictability be-
tween slow-wave cycles rather than higher
frequency (lower amplitude) oscillations such
as spindles (see Results, below). Thus, signifi-
cant maximal MI showed the propagation of
SWA between two cortical areas, the temporal
maximum location provided propagation
time, and the maximal MI value indicated cor-
relation strength. Propagation speed was cal-
culated by dividing electrode distances by
propagation time values. Time-resolved prop-
agation maps were created using the above pa-
rameters, visualized as movies and further
analyzed (see below). Unitary propagation
events (Fig. 1C, bottom left, arrows) were as-
sessed by significant propagation between two
ECoG channels. Start and end points of such
events were defined by the zero (t) and maxi-
mal location (t " �) points in the time lag–MI
plot (Fig. 1 B, right). According to the overlap-

Figure 1. Recording and analysis of SWA propagation. A, Estimations of the positions of recording sites on standard human

brain images based on intraoperative photographs and postoperative structural MR images (A1–A6 correspond to Pts. 1– 6,

respectively). A2�, Photograph taken during the operation. Marked points and electrodes are also exhibited in the corresponding

reconstruction image (A2). Recording sites visible in A2� are displayed in orange in A2. Channel 18 in Pt. 2 as well as channels 5, 17,

and 18 in Pt. 6 were dysfunctional (i.e., either no data were recorded by the electrode, or a disproportionate amount of nonbio-

logical noise showed the malfunction of the contact site) and thus left out from the analysis. B, Filtered (0.1– 40 Hz) ECoG data were

subjected to MI analysis for all pairs of recording channels (see Materials and Methods). One-second-long data segments were

compared with time-lagged data from the other channel and the extent of nonlinear correlation (predictability) was measured by

MI. Left, Short data segments from two ECoG channels (Ch). Gray shading designates examples of 1-s-long temporal windows for

MI calculations. Right, MI was displayed as the function of time lags (1 ms resolution). A significant maximal MI (in this case, 2.61

bits at 153 ms temporal delay) was considered to be a sign of significant correlation between the two channels, which corre-

sponded to propagating sleep slow waves (see Materials and Methods and Results). Left, Time lag between the data windows

(gray) was set to the optimal delay (153 ms) at the given time point. Note the similarity of slow-wave cycles (orange) in the

windows. This analysis was repeated for all fixed time instances and for all pairs of recording channels. C, Based on the MI analysis,

SWA propagation time, distance, and association strength could be assessed for all significant unitary propagation events, from

which a time-resolved propagation map was drawn and visualized in a custom-built graphical user interface. A screenshot from

this interface is shown with all ECoG channels (top right), amplitude map [bottom right; coldest/warmest color correspond to

smallest/largest ECoG amplitude (color bar); 5 ! 4 squares correspond to the 5 ! 4 grid electrodes; amplitude was calculated as

the difference of maximal and minimal ECoG value in the data window], propagation map displayed in a schematic form (bottom

left) and also projected to the brain surface (top left). For every time point, arrows on the propagation map designate unitary

propagation events between two recording sites (marked by numbers on the schematic view). The color of each arrow shows

association strength (warmer colors are stronger) and the width corresponds to propagation time (thicker lines show shorter time).
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ping windows (see above), the time resolution of propagation map
frames was 100 ms, whereas the temporal resolution of time delays was 1
ms (see above). Consistency of time delays for direct and indirect asso-
ciations was checked to test the robustness of the method.

Correlation triggered average. To visualize ECoG patterns giving rise to
significant correlations, we calculated ECoG averages triggered by signif-
icant MI values (Fig. 3A). That is, if a significant MI was detected at a
certain time, a 1-s-long ECoG segment centered to that time point was
stored. At the end, these segments were averaged for each recording
channel. The average signal reflected typical ECoG patterns underlying
significant correlations.

Analysis of propagation patterns. Convergence/divergence of SWA was
defined as unitary propagation events ending/starting at the same re-
cording site within a 100 ms time window. Divergence maps were
smoothed over two consecutive frames because of the discrete nature of
the starting points of unitary propagation events. Two-dimensional dis-
tributions showing relative contribution to the convergence/divergence at a
single location were termed “contribution maps.” Cortical centers with high
convergence/divergence rate did not show correlation with epileptic foci.
Reciprocal connections were defined as reciprocal propagation between two
sites within 100 ms. Three-point circles (i.e., directed three-point trajectories
of which the end points are the same as the starting points) were defined in an

analogous way. Controls for the above measures
were generated by within-frame random shuf-
fling (uniform distribution using randperm.m
built-in Matlab function) of unitary propagation
events among the electrode pairs. Control distri-
butions for reciprocal connections and three-
point circles were generated by 250 or 1000
shuffles. If the value derived from the real data
was out of the entire range of control distribu-
tions, we used the p � 0 notation, which can be
translated to at least p � 0.004. Normalization
with individual control distributions (Figs. 4, 5)
was performed by subtracting the mean and di-
viding by the SD of the corresponding control
distribution. The application of this procedure
results in standardized control distributions and
allows the comparison across subjects. Signifi-
cance of correlations among slow-wave propaga-
tion characteristics, convergence, divergence,
and contribution maps was assessed using F test.
Statistical tests were judged at a significance level
of p � 0.05 unless stated otherwise. We per-
formed a signal-to-noise ratio analysis that con-
firmed that potential differences in recording
quality did not have a significant effect on the
propagation map evaluation (data not shown).

Linear cross-correlations. Linear cross-
correlation analysis was conducted by replac-
ing time-shifted mutual information values
with linear cross-correlations. To facilitate the
comparison of the results of linear and nonlin-
ear analyses, all other parameters of the calcu-
lations were left unchanged (including
significance testing using shuffled data; see
above). Thus, a directional correlation was es-
tablished when a significant cross-correlation
with a positive time lag was observed (positive
and negative correlation were not differenti-
ated to allow the comparison with the MI mea-
sure). We also calculated the input– output
functions related to significant linear (cross-
correlation) and nonlinear (MI) correlations.
For each pair of recording channels, we col-
lected pairs of ECoG segments where a signifi-
cant association was found, and plotted
average ECoG amplitude values of a recording
channel as a function of binned ECoG values of
the other channel.

All data analysis procedures were implemented in Matlab develop-
ment environment (MathWorks) using custom-built and built-in
functions.

Results
Nonlinear associations during human SWS
The nonlinear nature of neural communication was shown in
several systems (Freiwald et al., 1999; Darvas et al., 2009; Chen et
al., 2010); however, it is unclear whether such nonlinearities also
appear in the course of slow oscillation propagation. We investi-
gated 1-min-long segments of SWS in six epileptic patients.
ECoGs from 16 –20 subdural recording sites were analyzed in
each patient. We first searched for associations between ECoG
waveforms recorded from different brain areas and compared the
results of a linear (cross-correlation) and a nonlinear (MI) cor-
relation analysis (see Materials and Methods, above).

Both linear and nonlinear types of dependencies were present
in ECoG channels in all analyzed sleep segments. Significant lin-
ear correlation and MI values were summed over time for each

Figure 2. Nonlinear associations during SWA propagation. A, Left, Correlation profile and input– output curves of linear cross-

correlation analysis from a representative subject. Each colored field corresponds to a pair of recording channels ( y-axis, source channel;

x-axis, destination channel). Colors indicate the total strength of (significant) directional correlation between the source and

destination channels (i.e., significant cross-correlation with a positive time lag when calculated with reference to the source

channel; warm colors are high correlation values) (for significance testing of linear and nonlinear correlations, see Materials and

Methods). A significant cross-correlation between two channels at � milliseconds means that the ECoG segment of the source

channel is correlated with that of the destination channel shifted by � milliseconds. We collected these correlated pairs of data

segments for each pair of channels and plotted the ECoG values of the destination channel against corresponding values of the

source channel (binned and averaged). These input– output functions are plotted in the colored fields for all channel pairs (yellow,

mean; gray, SD). Right, A typical input– output function (source, channel 8; destination, channel 9) is enlarged. Error bars indicate

SD. ECoG segments were standardized (i.e., transformed to zero mean and unitary SD); thus, tick labels on both axes show

standardized voltage values. Note the line-like shape of these input– output curves. B, Left, Nonlinear correlation profiles and

input– output curves for the same sleep segment calculated by the MI method. Arrangement follows that of A. Right, An example

input– output function (source, channel 2; destination, channel 11) is enlarged. Note the higher abundance of significant nonlinear

associations, the moderate similarities of linear and nonlinear correlation profiles (e.g., low rate/absence of correlations for channels 14 and

15, strong correlation between channels 8 and 12), and the more complex and variable shape of nonlinear input– output curves. Higher

SD values and noisier appearance of the nonlinear input– output functions show that the nonlinear correlation functions between

pairs of channels exhibit temporal changes.
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pair of recording channels for each re-
cording segment, resulting in linear and
nonlinear correlation profiles. Although
some similarities between the two types of
profiles were discoverable (Fig. 2), signif-
icant nonlinear correlations were more
abundant [5687 of 7266 channel pairs in
all recordings (78.3%) compared with
1292 of 7266 (17.8%)], showing addi-
tional associations compared with the lin-
ear analysis. It should be noted however,
that linear correlations were detected in a
very few cases where nonlinear correla-
tions were not (36 of 7266 channel pair
comparisons, 0.5%), showing that in cases
of pure linear associations, cross-
correlation analysis can be more sensitive
than MI.

To visualize the associations between
channel pairs, we calculated the input–out-
put functions related to significant linear
and nonlinear correlations. If all such input-
output curves are line-shaped even for the
MI calculations, then nonlinear analysis is
unnecessary and the cross-correlation tech-
nique is sufficient to detect all associations.
As expected, cross-correlations mainly cap-
tured linear relationships (Fig. 2A). How-
ever, we found that input–output curves
were highly complex and often nonlinear in
a number of cases for MI analysis (Fig. 2B).
Thus, as nonlinear associations were present
during human SWS, the MI analysis was
more appropriate in characterizing slow os-
cillation propagation.

Characteristics of SWA propagation
The significant correlation of time-shifted waveforms recorded
from pairs of electrodes was established by the MI technique. The
resulting associations at each time point (Fig. 1B,C) served as
unitary events for the subsequent calculations.

First, we investigated what characteristic patterns in the ECoG
traces gave rise to significant waveform correlations. Raw ECoG seg-
ments showing significant nonlinear correlation with data segments
recorded from other electrodes were averaged for each recording site
(see Correlation triggered average, above). Significant waveform
correlations usually corresponded to the rising phase of cortical
SWA (Fig. 3A), which further supports the view that waveform cor-
relations detected by the MI method reflect slow-wave propaga-
tion between different cortical areas. Moreover, it implies that the
most conservative segment of the slow-wave cycle is its ascending
phase, showing more pronounced correlation across areas com-
pared with other phases of the oscillation.

Next, we calculated general characteristics of SWA propaga-
tion. The distribution of propagation distance (Fig. 1C, length
distribution of the arrows) showed that SWA correlations were
most common among neighboring cortical areas, although asso-
ciations between distant sites were also observed (Fig. 3B). These
unexpected spatial noncontinuities, or jumps, of SWA do not fit
the general idea of traveling waves, i.e., propagation of slow waves
as single lines over large cortical areas (Massimini et al., 2004).
Propagation speed of cortical slow waves (calculated by divid-
ing electrode distances with propagation time values; see Materi-

als and Methods, above) showed large variability with an overall
mean � SEM of 3.33 � 0.96 m/s, which is approximately in
agreement with previous studies (Massimini et al., 2004; Hill
and Tononi, 2005; Murphy et al., 2009). The distribution
shape of correlation strength (MI) showed marked similarity
across recording segments and subjects (Fig. 3C).

These propagation statistics were not statistically indepen-
dent. Specifically, weak but significant negative correlations were
found between correlation strength and propagation time [sig-
nificant correlation (p � 0.01) in 24 of 26 sleep segments with a
mean � SEM correlation coefficient of �0.17 � 0.01] as well as
propagation distance [significant correlation (p � 0.01) in 22 of
26 sleep segments with a mean correlation coefficient of �0.16 �

0.01], whereas it was positively correlated with propagation speed
[significant correlation (p � 0.01) in 19 of 26 sleep segments with
a mean correlation coefficient of 0.10 � 0.01]. Thus, fast propa-
gation to short distances was accompanied by higher correlation
strength. Expectedly, propagation time was usually positively
correlated with propagation distance [positive correlation (p �

0.01) in 23 of 26 sleep segments with a mean correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.28 � 0.02; negative correlation in one and no signifi-
cant correlation in two cases].

Complex patterns of SWA propagation
Sleep slow waves detected using scalp EEG recordings were
shown to propagate along anteroposterior lines, sweeping across
large areas of the cortical mantle (Massimini et al., 2004). The
high signal quality of ECoG recordings (Buzsaki, 2006) allowed
us to investigate SWA propagation at a finer scale. We tested

Figure 3. SWApropagationcharacteristics. A,AveragewaveformsofdatasegmentswithsignificantnonlinearcorrelationsacrossECoG

channels. Left, Mean waveform from all ECoG channels separately (gray) and averaged (black) from a representative sleep segment of a

single subject. Only data segments that showed significant correlations with other recording channels were included in these calculations.

Middle, Mean waveform of significantly correlated data segments from the same subject including all analyzed sleep segments (black).

GraylinesshowSEM.Right,Grandaveragefromallpatients(black,mean;gray,SEMacrosspatients). ItshouldbenotedthatECoGsegments

were standardized before the calculation of waveform averages; thus, tick labels of the y-axis show standardized voltage values. Average

waveforms of data segments with significant waveform correlations across channels showed characteristic down-to-up state transitions,

including the rising phase of SWA. B, Propagation distance distributions of unitary propagation events (Fig. 1C, length distribution of single

arrows). Propagation distance distributions from the five analyzed sleep segments of a representative subject. Inset, Average distribution

from all subjects. Error bars indicate SEM. SWA propagation to adjacent locations were significantly more frequent than spread to more

distant loci (p � 7.12 ! 10 �21, Mann–Whitney U test); however, spatial noncontinuities of SWA propagation between areas located 5

cm away (largest distance covered) could also be detected. C, Distribution of association strength (Fig. 1C, maximal MI values of unitary

propagation events indicated by the colors of the arrows). MI distribution from a representative sleep segment is shown. Inset, Connection

strength distributions overlaid for all analyzed recording segments of all subjects. Because the range of connection strength values could

vary, MI values were normalized between 0 and 1 for this plot. The shape of the distribution was similar across sleep segments and subjects.
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Figure 4. Convergence and divergence of SWA. A, Rate of SWA convergence on different electrodes. Warm colors indicate high number of convergent inputs (color bar). The 4 ! 4 or 4 ! 5

arrangements correspond to the configuration of the electrode grids (Fig. 1 A). Left, Representative sleep segments from all subjects; right, corresponding control maps of randomized data (unitary

propagation events were randomly shuffled among electrode pairs within each time frame, see Materials and Methods). Bottom, Distribution of the mean number of convergent inputs for all

channels of all subjects. Inset, Distribution of the same values but normalized with individual control distributions (see Materials and Methods). Red bars fall out of the range of control distributions.

B, Contribution maps for recording sites with the highest convergence rate (black dot in white field). Warm colors indicate high proportion of contribution to the SWA (Figure legend continues.)
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whether more localized propagation patterns merely reflect line-
like spreading found at larger scales, or whether a more complex
propagation pattern characterizes smaller cortical regions.

First we analyzed convergence and divergence patterns. Con-
vergence was assessed when an area received cortical activity from
at least two distinct sites within a 100 ms time window, a temporal
frame that allows different types of synaptic plasticity (Caporale
and Dan, 2008). Locations with a high occurrence of convergent
activity were observed in all subjects (see convergence maps in
Fig. 4A,E). Sites of high convergence were preserved over differ-
ent periods of SWS during the same night (n � 6 subjects) and
also, albeit to a lesser extent, different nights (significant correla-
tion of convergence maps were found in all subjects in 13 of 16
within-night and 13 of 30 between-night comparisons; correla-
tion coefficient for significant within- and between-night com-
parisons of 0.70 � 0.05 and 0.65 � 0.04, respectively) (Fig. 5A).
Recorded cortical areas contributed differentially to all conver-
gent inputs to these sites (see contribution maps in Fig. 4B).
These contribution maps were also statistically similar within
subjects for sleep segments recorded during the same or different
nights (significant correlations of contribution maps for the cor-
tical site with the highest rate of convergence were found in all
subjects in 12 of 16 within-night and 16 of 30 between-night
comparisons; correlation coefficient for significant within- and
between-night comparisons of 0.67 � 0.05 and 0.70 � 0.04, re-
spectively) (Fig. 5A). Areas with high rate of convergence re-
ceived activity mostly, but not exclusively, from neighboring
cortical locations (Fig. 4 B).

Divergence of SWA was defined as propagation to different
cortical areas from a single recording site within a 100 ms time
window. Divergence maps showed hot spots with high diver-
gence rates in all subjects (Fig. 4C,E) and were similar across
different sleep segments of the same night as well as across differ-
ent nights within subjects (significant correlation of divergence
maps were found in all subjects in 11 of 16 within-night and 12 of
30 between-night comparisons; correlation coefficient for signif-
icant within- and between-night comparisons of 0.75 � 0.05 and
0.66 � 0.04, respectively) (Fig. 5B). Moreover, these maps were
markedly similar to the corresponding convergence maps of the
same segment (significant correlation in all cases, n � 26; corre-
lation coefficient of 0.93 � 0.01) (compare Fig. 4, A and C; see

also Fig. 4F). Thus, convergence and divergence maps changed in
a correlated fashion across different nights (Fig. 5). Maps show-
ing relative distribution of divergent outputs from these hot spots
of SWA propagation (Fig. 4D) were preserved among recording
segments (significant correlations were found in all subjects in 12
of 16 within-night and 18 of 30 between-night comparisons; cor-
relation coefficient for significant within- and between-night
comparisons of 0.71 � 0.05 and 0.69 � 0.03, respectively) (Fig.
5B) and were similar to corresponding convergence contribution
maps (significant correlation in 25 of 26 cases; correlation coef-
ficient of 0.87 � 0.02) (compare Fig. 4, B and D).

The placement of the grids was determined by clinical de-
mands resulting in only a partial overlap among patients (Fig.
1A). Although this arrangement prevented detailed anatomical
localization of convergence and divergence centers and the con-
struction of topographic maps for convergence and divergence
rates, we nevertheless analyzed the spatial organization of these
activities according to Brodmann areas (BA). BA8, BA9, and
BA46 (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex); BA10 (frontopolar cor-
tex); and BA44 and BA45 (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; Broca
area in Pts. 5 and 6, where the grid was above the left hemisphere)
were partially covered by the grid in at least two patients. We
found that both convergence (Fig. 4G) and divergence (Fig. 4H)
rates were high in parts of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(BA46 and particularly in BA8) and in the ventrolateral prefron-
tal cortex (BA44 and BA45), whereas it was low in the frontopolar
cortex and adjacent areas (BA9 and BA10). The grids in Pts. 4 and
6 covered primary sensory and motor areas, respectively (BA2 in
Pt. 4 and BA4 in Pt. 6), where the occurrence of convergent and
divergent activity was the lowest. In Pt. 4, variable rates of con-
vergence and divergence were found in the middle-superior tem-
poral area and adjacent parietal regions (BA21, BA22, BA39,
BA40, BA41, BA42).

The high correlation between input and output patterns of
convergence– divergence centers found in this report suggests the
presence of reciprocal and short-range circular propagation of
SWA. We tested these possibilities as follows. For each unitary
propagation event of SWA between two cortical recording sites,
we investigated whether reciprocal propagation between those
areas appears within 100 ms. The number of reciprocal associa-
tions was highly above chance in all analyzed sleep episodes of all
subjects (p � 0 in comparison with control distributions) (Fig.
6A). Finally, three-point circles (i.e., directed three-point trajec-
tories of which the end points are the same as the starting points)
of SWA propagation were detected. Three-point circles were
abundant in all analyzed epochs (Fig. 6B), showing that propa-
gating SWA often reenters previously visited cortical areas within
a short time interval.

Discussion
Here we analyzed the ECoG patterns of sleep slow waves in hu-
mans using a nonlinear correlation technique based on mutual
information calculations supplemented by linear correlation
measures. While high-density scalp EEG provides nearly com-
plete spatial coverage over both hemispheres with a spatial reso-
lution of �2 cm at the level of the scalp, its localizing capacity is
hampered by the spatial smoothing effects of the scalp, skull, pia,
and CSF. In contrast, while ECoG recordings provide lower spa-
tial coverage, with a higher spatial resolution of �1 cm at the level
of the cortical surface, it is not burdened by the spatial smoothing
effects of the interleaving tissue (Buzsaki, 2006).

Correlations among SWA cycles recorded from different ECoG
channels were highest during the first part of the up states where

4

(Figure legend continued.) convergence. Maps in the same row correspond to the same sleep

segment. Bottom, Group results showing relative contribution to the convergence on the most

prominent convergence center in the function of propagation distance (mean � SEM; only

distance values with at least four sample elements are shown to allow reliable statistical esti-

mates). Adjacent cortical areas showed significantly larger relative contribution (p � 1.07 !

10 �15, Mann–Whitney U test), although distant sites could also contribute substantially (see

Pts. 1 and 4). C, Rate of SWA divergence for all electrodes. Warm colors indicate high number of

divergent outputs. Arrangement follows that of A. Right, Control maps. Note the similarity with

corresponding convergence maps (A). D, Relative distribution of divergent outputs from sites

with highest divergence rates. Arrangement follows that of B. Diverging SWA propagated

dominantly to adjacent loci (p � 2.07 ! 10 �20, Mann–Whitney U test), but distant areas also

received substantial diverging SWA (see Pts. 1, 4, and 6). E, The four maps of Pt. 2 shown in A–D

are projected onto the brain surface (left, convergence and divergence map; right, correspond-

ing contribution maps). F, Left, Convergence and divergence rates are plotted against each

other for all recording sites and sleep segments in all patients. Right, The same rates were

normalized to individual controls. Convergence and divergence rates were strongly correlated

(r � 0.988 and r � 0.921 in the raw and normalized cases, respectively; p � 0 in both cases).

G, H, Distribution of convergence (conv., G) and divergence (div., H) rates [normalized (norm.)

to controls] over different Brodmann areas. Mean � SEM values are displayed for each Brod-

mann area (numbers). Black, Regions covered in at least two patients; gray, areas covered in

only one patient. dlPFC, Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.
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most of the neuronal spiking interactions
take place, confirming that this phase of the
oscillation provides an optimal window for
neuronal interactions (Luczak et al., 2009).
It is also in line with previous findings show-
ing that sleep spindles and hippocampal rip-
ples are phase locked to this segment of the
slow-wave cycle, indicating that the flow of
information both among cortical regions
and between the thalamocortical and hip-
pocampal circuits would be connected to
the down-to-up state transition period
(Mölle et al., 2006; Clemens et al., 2007).

SWA, recorded by ECoG, showed
complex propagation patterns such as
convergence, divergence, reciprocal prop-
agation, and short circles. Correlations
were strongest between neighboring re-
cording sites, although unexpected spatial
noncontinuities of slow-wave propaga-
tion were also observed. Cortical areas
were shown to receive convergent activity
from other regions as well as to dissemi-
nate SWA. Centers (or hot spots) of SWA
propagation with high convergence and
divergence rates were identified in all sub-
jects. Hot spots were stable during and,
although to a lesser extent, across nights.
These complex patterns of SWA propaga-
tion might reflect the differential aspects
of local and global mechanisms of neural
interactions revealed by cortical electrical
activity during SWS.

Our choice of the nonlinear correla-
tion measure was based on our observa-
tion and other reports that, in addition to
linear associations, nonlinear dependen-
cies are frequently detected among differ-
ent brain regions during various brain

states (Freiwald et al., 1999; Darvas et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010).
Although linear methods (e.g., cross-correlation, partial directed
coherence, directed transfer function) may in certain situations
perform better than nonlinear ones (e.g., MI, transfer entropy,
nonlinear Granger causality), they has common drawbacks, such
as bias toward the detection of linear associations and a lack of
scaling independence (for review, see Pereda et al., 2005). The
well established information theory-based MI analysis (Na et al.,
2002; Kajikawa and Hackett, 2005; Pereda et al., 2005; Paz et al.,
2010) was capable of detecting a larger number of significant
associations when compared with linear cross-correlations.
These nonlinear associations were often characterized by com-
plex and variable input– output functions. Our choices of cross-
correlation and MI were in concert with the recommendations of
Pereda et al. (2005) for EEG-type data. Functional connections
are inferred from linear or nonlinear correlation or coherence
measures, such as significant short-latency peaks in cross-
correlation functions when established between single neurons
(Csicsvari et al., 1998; Barthó et al., 2004; Hangya et al., 2010) or
significant waveform and phase correlations in cases of neural
networks or brain areas (Buzsaki, 2006; Womelsdorf et al., 2007;
Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Singer and Uhlhaas et al., 2009).
Thus, we speculate that nonlinear correlation of SWA activity
might reflect functional connections among brain areas.

Figure 5. Convergence and divergence maps were similar within patients across sleep segments. A, Top, Convergence

maps of Pt. 3 (see color bar). First and second segments were recorded during the second postoperative night; third and

fourth segments are from the fourth postoperative night; fifth segment was recorded during the fifth postoperative night.

Middle, Relative contribution to convergent inputs to the area with highest convergence rate. Bottom, Relative contribu-

tion to convergent inputs of the site receiving the most convergent activity during the first segment. B, Divergence maps

and relative distribution of diverging activities arranged similarly as convergence maps in A. Note that maps for SWS

segments recorded during a single night (first and second; third and fourth) were markedly similar in all cases. Maps in the

fifth column are clearly similar to those of the third and fourth segments, despite being recorded during two different (but

consecutive) nights.

Figure 6. Reciprocal connections and short circles in the course of SWA propagation. A,

Normalized number of reciprocal connections calculated for all analyzed sleep segments

in all subjects. Normalization was performed using control distributions (see Materials

and Methods). Normalized control distributions are superimposed in black (left y-axis

shows probabilities). Normalized numbers of reciprocal propagations are indicated as

vertical bars (different lengths correspond to different patients; right y-axis). The number

of reciprocal connections was found to be highly above control values in all cases (p � 0).

Arrows point to overlapping values. B, Normalized number of three-point circles displayed

in a similar way as reciprocal connections. The number of circles was significantly above

control values (p � 0).
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Associations reported in this study may be mediated by both
corticocortical and corticothalamocortical routes of information
transmission (Crunelli and Hughes, 2010). Although it is theo-
retically possible that the two types of communication operate
with different temporal delays, consistent bimodality of propaga-
tion time distributions could not be revealed. Also, influences of
common information sources cannot completely be ruled out
(Hangya et al., 2009), although a recent study suggested that such
sources do not necessarily cause detectable correlations (Renart
et al., 2010).

Based on the concept of traveling waves, a propagating slow
wave rarely if ever reenters previously visited cortical sites. How-
ever, anatomical studies of cortical structural connectivity show
an especially rich repertoire of reciprocal connections and loops
within and across brain areas (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). In
concert with the complex patterns of cortical connectivity, we
also found a rich source of reciprocal and short circle propagation
patterns, which may suggest that electrical activity underlying
neuronal processing was often bidirectional, or reentered previ-
ously visited areas.

We propose that cortical centers with high convergence and
divergence rates might serve as hot spots for neuronal interaction
in sleep. This view is supported by the relative stability of these
hot spots and their tendency to have a larger correlation with
neighboring cortical areas. Spatial distances between correlated
channels were found to be short on average, which further em-
phasizes the importance of the finely structured, local neuronal
circuitry in electrical activity pattern generation. Longer range
correlations arose occasionally, presumably as a consequence of
the communication between high connectivity centers. These as-
sociations could appear as noncontinuous propagation between
relatively distant areas. It should be noted, however, that rapid
step-by-step spread along a continuous array of recording sites
could be masked sometimes by higher noise levels on some of the
electrodes or reduced signal quality over sulci. Between-night
correlations appeared less frequently compared with within-
night correlations, which may be a result of slow temporal
changes in cortical activity. This hypothesis is in agreement with
previous results showing that local changes in cortical SWA are
largely related to daytime experiences (Huber et al., 2004). We
did not observe a systematic change of correlation stability with
increasing time after the surgery. However, an effect of gradual
recovery after the surgical intervention on the stability of conver-
gence and divergence centers cannot be completely ruled out.

Although different placements of the electrode grid on the six
patients limited the possibilities of mapping hot spots onto ana-
tomical structures, averaging normalized convergence and diver-
gence rates in different Brodmann areas showed an elevated
activity in the ventrolateral and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
These observations are in accordance with previous studies
showing the strong involvement of human prefrontal areas in
memory consolidation and related delta band oscillatory activity
during deep stages of sleep (Diekelmann and Born, 2010). Our
findings are also in agreement with the prominent participation
of the middle and inferior frontal gyri in SWS propagation (Mur-
phy et al., 2009).

The long-standing observation that sleep is beneficial to re-
membering (Jenkins and Dallenbach, 1924) has recently been
linked to cortical sleep slow waves (Fowler et al., 1973; Marshall et
al., 2006). Although large brain areas can engage in synchronous
low-frequency oscillations (Sirota and Buzsáki, 2005; Volgushev
et al., 2006), a number of studies showed localized increase of
SWA after learning correlated with memory performance after

sleep (Huber et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2006; Huber et al., 2007;
Massimini et al., 2009 and references therein). Thus, a growing
body of evidence suggests that memory consolidation during
sleep involves localized cortical processes, which are accompa-
nied by regional changes in SWA. In addition to reports of SWA
propagation over wide cortical areas (Massimini et al., 2004; Hill
and Tononi, 2005; Murphy et al., 2009), propagation dynamics
should be examined at a finer spatial scale to detect phenomena
possibly underlying local cortical processing (Luczak et al., 2007;
Mohajerani et al., 2010). The use of subdural electrode grids,
which lack the major drawbacks of scalp recordings, such as spa-
tial smoothing and attenuation exerted by the intermediate tis-
sues (Buzsaki, 2006; Bangera et al., 2010), allowed us to unravel
an unexpected complexity of localized SWA propagation pat-
terns, e.g., short circles and convergence– divergence centers.
Thus, our results provide the first step in filling the gap between
global SWA traveling (Massimini et al., 2004) and local opera-
tions of cortical networks (Huber et al., 2004; Mohajerani et al.,
2010).

Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at http://www.koki.hu/
supp_materials/Hangya_et_al_Supplemental_Material_JN2011.html. The
supplemental material includes three movies showing slow oscillation prop-
agation (two for real and one for simulated data); additional analysis show-
ing robustness of our results, including an analysis of signal-to-noise ratios
with three figures; and three tables showing individual propagation speed
and convergence/divergence map correlation results, as well as coverage of
Brodmann areas by the electrode grids for each patient. This material has not
been peer reviewed.
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Abstract

Laminar multiple microelectrodes have been developed to sample cortical and hippocampal activity in animals. If these measurements are

adequately co-registered with the anatomy of the region, they can yield important information about its function and structure. In vivo

laminar electrophysiological recordings from the human epileptic hippocampus are rare. However, histological and immunohistochemical

analyses are widely used to determine the structural changes associated with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). Here we present data obtained by

a combined approach: intraoperative recording of laminar field potentials, single and multiple unit activity under anesthesia, accompanied by

histology and immunohistochemistry from the same hippocampal region of epileptic patients undergoing temporal lobectomy for drug-

resistant TLE. The stability of the electrophysiology and the accuracy of its co-registration with histology were tested successfully. We have

found large field potential spikes associated with bursting single units in CA1. Intracortical and subdural strip recordings from the lateral

temporal cortex showed similar field potential activation patterns. A prominent oscillatory activity was present in the dentate gyrus with

highly localized field potential gradient and multiple unit activity. This pattern could be used as a landmark defining the position of the

electrode in the hippocampus. Our findings indicate that some aspects of the local and network epileptiform activity in the hippocampal

formation are likely preserved under anesthesia. Electrophysiological identification of the functional state of the hippocampus together with

its local structural correlates could further enhance our understanding of this disease.

D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Temporal lobe epilepsy; Hippocampus; Human; Laminar electrophysiology; Histology; CA1; DG; Interictal spike; Bursting unit

Introduction

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a devastating disease,

causing cognitive impairment and decreased quality of life.

The hippocampus plays a central role in the generation and

maintenance of the paroxysmal activity in TLE. Numerous

morphological and in vivo electrophysiological studies have

assessed the structural and functional disturbances in the

human hippocampus caused by TLE; however, these studies

lack accurate co-registration of histology and electrophysi-

ology. We believe that co-registration of the in vivo func-

tional and morphological findings is a very important issue

to elucidate the anatomical sources and network bases of
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paroxysmal events, and define the functional connections

between the closely spaced structures of the human hippo-

campus.

In the last two decades, powerful electrophysiological

techniques have been developed to reveal the network

interactions of the rodent hippocampus in vivo (Csicsvari

et al., 2003). Silicone probes were implanted chronically

mostly into rats, and a significant amount of information has

been collected during several tasks, various stages of

vigilance, and induced seizures (Bragin et al., 1997,

2002a). Laminar field potentials recorded from the hippo-

campus yield information about its synaptic and cellular

properties (Buzsaki et al., 1986). Multiple, single unit

activity (MUA, SUA) and current source density (CSD)

analysis (Freeman and Nicholson, 1975; Nicholson and

Freeman, 1975) have been developed and utilized to inves-

tigate hippocampal circuitry. Together with histological

co-registration, CSD and MUA can identify the micro-

anatomical sources of postsynaptic currents and spiking

activity (Bragin et al., 1997, 2000). However, the mor-

phology and the connections of the human hippocampus

are more complex than in rodents (Lim et al., 1997a,b),

consequently their electrophysiological properties may

also seem different. As an example, it is still debated

whether the classically defined theta oscillation—a fun-

damental electrographic element of the rodent hippocam-

pal activity—exists at all in the human hippocampus

(Bodizs et al., 2001; Caplan et al., 2003; Halgren,

1991; Kahana et al., 2001; O’Keefe and Burgess, 1999).

In epileptic humans, together with the clinical depth

electrodes, microwires (Babb et al., 1973; Halgren et al.,

1978; Staba et al., 2002a,b; Wyler et al., 1982) were

implanted to record neuronal activity from the hippocam-

pus. These devices were not designed to resolve the laminar

potential profile to produce CSD traces and spatially dense

laminar information about action potential spiking activity

(MUA, SUA). To record laminar field potentials and MUA,

SUA, multicontact linear array electrodes with 500 Am

spacing were implemented (Bragin et al., 2002b), but these

devices are still not optimal for the CSD analysis. Another

shortcoming of the above methods is the uncertainty of

electrode tip localization. MR scans were used to define the

electrode coordinates, but MR has a limited resolution and

often considerable spatial distortion. Moreover, the hippo-

campus could not be recovered after resection to verify the

location of the electrode track and to investigate the degree

of structural reorganization in the vicinity of the electro-

physiological recordings.

Here we present a combined approach that allows record-

ing of laminar field potentials and spiking activity together

with identification of the microanatomy at the recording sites

in the hippocampus of epileptic patients undergoing tempo-

ral lobectomy. In addition, the methodology yields very

important information about the reorganization of the hip-

pocampus surrounding the electrode track via immunohisto-

chemical techniques. Examples of laminar field potential and

MUA, SUA traces from various depths of the hippocampus

will be presented, together with the histological/immunohis-

tochemical analysis. With the aid of this technique, we can

have a better insight into the functional and structural

properties of the hippocampal involvement in TLE.

Methods

A crucial aspect of this investigation is the coordination

among neurosurgery, electrophysiology, and histology.

Patients who participated in this research all underwent

temporal lobectomy (hippocampectomy) as treatment for

long-standing medically intractable TLE. Each subject was

fully informed and consented under the auspices of the

Hungarian Medical Research Council, in accordance with

the Declaration of Helsinki. Intraoperative recordings were

only done in the hippocampus and in the middle temporal

gyrus (T2) to be resected, thus no additional risks that may

stem from the invasive nature of our investigation were

anticipated.

Electrophysiology and surgery

Laminar multicontact microelectrodes (multielectrodes,

ME) were designed for animals with a long shaft to reach

deep structures in the brain (Barna et al., 1981; Mehta et al.,

2000a,b). In a previous paper (Ulbert et al., 2001a), thumb-

tack MEs (tME) were introduced to sample cortical struc-

tures (Ulbert et al., 2001b) from humans. These MEs were

not adequate for quick intraoperative hippocampal insertion,

so they were redesigned to minimize the additional time

needed to mount the device and record during the surgery.

The depth ME (dME) is manufactured the same way as

the tME (Ulbert et al., 2001a). The recent design is a 10-cm-

long, 350-Am-diameter, stainless steel shaft, sharp tip

device, with 24 contacts, formed by the cut end of 25-Am-

diameter Pt/Ir wires, center-to-center distance is 100 Am

(Fig. 1A). To mount the dME, it was glued on a precision

small sledge with epoxy, which was then attached to a

micromanipulator with a screw lock system, so it could be

roughly positioned before the insertion. The micromanipu-

lator was equipped with a precision dial advancing mecha-

nism and a measure, so the depth of the penetration could be

controlled with 100 Am accuracy after securing the rough

positioning screw. All the equipment, preamplifiers and

cables going into the surgical field were sterilized in ethylene

oxide. The micromanipulator was mounted on a medical

instrument holder during surgery, which could be fixed in

position and allowed the surgeon to aim toward the hippo-

campus. Under visual control using an operating micro-

scope, the electrode tip was advanced into the

hippocampus after temporal pole resection. The pole resec-

tion was done under general anesthesia (Fentanyl, Diprivan

and N2O or Isofluran or Sevofluran and N2O) from a small

craniotomy (3–5 cm) to reveal the head and the initial part of
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the body of the hippocampus, which is a routine approach

for hippocampectomy. After positioning onto the hippocam-

pal surface, the electrode was advanced into the hippocam-

pus with 2-mm increments. At each 2-mm step, we recorded

for 2–5 min continuously. One or two penetrations were

made, usually crossing the CA1, dentate gyrus (DG), hilus,

and CA3c. Spatial field potential gradient (PG, first spatial

derivative of the laminar field potentials) was collected in the

low-frequency band (EEG; 0.1–500 Hz, sampled at 2 kHz/

channel, 16 bit) and high-frequency band (MUA; 150–5000

Hz, sampled at 20 kHz/channel, 12 bit) simultaneously. In

two patients, intraoperative electrocorticography (ECoG),

and in one patient intracortical tME observations were

performed. Details about the amplifier and acquisition sys-

tem were published previously (Ulbert et al., 2001a).

After the recordings were done, the dME was pulled out,

and the hippocampus was resected en bloc. The neurosur-

geon and the histologist confirmed and recorded the region

and angle of the electrode insertion based on the surface

vascularization of the hippocampus, because the entrance

point of the dME was sometimes not apparent. Digital

photograph was taken of the removed hippocampal part,

and then the block was cut into 4- to 5-mm-thick slabs in the

operating room, parallel with the electrode trajectory. An-

other photograph was taken of the cut slab containing the

electrode track, it was measured to allow subsequent esti-

mation of shrinkage, and finally all of the slabs were put

into fixative separately.

Histology, immunohistochemistry

The fixative contained 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.05%

glutaraldehyde, and 0.2% picric acid in 0.1 M phosphate

buffer (PB, pH = 7.4), it was hourly changed to a fresh

solution during constant agitation for 6 h, and then the

blocks were postfixed in the same solution overnight.

Vibratome sections (60 Am thick) were cut from the blocks,

and following washing in PB, they were immersed in 30%

sucrose for 1–2 days, and then frozen three times over

liquid nitrogen.

Sections were processed for immunostaining as follows:

They were transferred to TRIS-buffered saline (TBS, pH =

7.4), and then endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked

by 1% H2O2 in TBS for 10 min. TBS was used for all the

washes (3� 10 min between each antiserum) and for dilution

of the antisera. Nonspecific immunostaining was blocked by

Fig. 1. (A) Reconstruction of pt.1 electrode track with the dME superimposed. Calibration bar: 1 mm, 60-Am-thick Nissl-stained section. The

photomicrograph of the dME was inserted in the slide to illustrate its position in the hippocampus. DG: dentate gyrus, a.: alveus, so.: stratum oriens, sp.:

stratum pyramidale, sr.: stratum radiatum, slm.: stratum lacunosum-moleculare, f.: fissura hippocampi, sm.: stratum moleculare of the DG, sg.: stratum

granulosum, h.: hilus. White grating (100 Am apart) on the side of the dME indicates the depth of the recording sites, distance between arrows: 2 mm. Solid

white bracket refers to the location of the field potential gradient shown in B (solid black bracket), dashed white bracket refers to the location of the field

potential gradient shown in C and D (dashed black brackets). Double black asterisks denote the sg. in the first electrode position, while single black asterisk

denotes sg. in the second electrode position, when the dME was lowered by 1 mm. A shows the approximate location of the dME in the tissue, in the

second (lowered 1 mm) electrode position. (B) Injury potentials from the CA1 subfield. Representative single sweep PG traces show oscillatory activity

after the dME entered the hippocampus for the first time. The oscillation lasted only for about 60 s, and then diminished. No single unit spikes were

detected. Note that PG is positive in so. and inverts rapidly in sp., the same profile is apparent in Fig. 2B (CA1) with nearly identical inversion depth.

Calibration: 100 ms, +100 AV, positive potentials are depicted upwards in all of the figures. (C and D) Oscillatory activity in DG while the manipulator was

moved down with f1 mm, representative traces. C was recorded before the movement, the PG inversion is at channel 20 (marked with **), after the

movement PG inversion slides to channel 11 (marked with *), accounting for f1 mm displacement of the dME in the tissue. (E) The depth profile of the

ongoing MUA averaged during a 1-min period before and after repositioning the dME. X-axis: channel numbers, Y-axis intensity, arbitrary units. Note that

the MUA peak moved from channel 19–20 to channel 11, as the zero zone on C and D.
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5%milk powder and 2% bovine serum albumin. A polyclonal

rabbit antiserum against glutamate receptor 2 and 3 subunit

(GluR2/3, 1:100, Chemicon, Temecula) was used to label the

principal cells for 2 days at 4jC. For the visualization of

immunopositive elements, biotinylated anti-rabbit IgG

(1:250, Vector) was applied as secondary serum followed

by avidin–biotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex

(ABC, 1:250, Vector). The immunoperoxidase reaction was

developed by 3,3V-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride

(DAB, Sigma) as a chromogene dissolved in TRIS buffer

(TB, pH = 7.6). Sections were then treated with 1% OsO4 in

PB for 40 min, dehydrated in ethanol (1% uranyl acetate was

added at the 70% ethanol stage for 40 min) and mounted in

Durcupan (ACM, Fluka). The specificity of the antiserum has

been thoroughly tested by the laboratory of origin.

Controls of the method included the incubation of

sections in the same way, but primary antisera were replaced

by the respective normal sera. No specific immunostaining

could be detected under these conditions. Alternate sections

(every sixth) were mounted from gelatin, and processed for

cresyl violet (Nissl) staining, air-dried, dehydrated in xy-

lene, and covered with Depex neutral medium for identifi-

cation of the electrode track. Control hippocampal tissue

was obtained from two patients, who died by accident, with

no neurological disorder (Magloczky et al., 2000).

Results

Eleven patients were implanted with the dME. We

recovered the full electrode track in six patients, while

parts of the track were found in five patients. From all of

the patients, we were able to obtain electrophysiology data.

Complete co-registration of the electrophysiology with the

histology was done in four patients. In three out of the four

co-registered patients, the electrode track was found in the

CA1/DG/CA3 axis, in the remaining co-registered patient,

the electrode track was from CA1/CA1i (internal digita-

tions). Two out of the four patients with fully reconstructed

electrode track had a well-preserved CA1 region with

numerous pyramidal cells, while the other subjects showed

hippocampal sclerosis with moderate to massive CA1

pyramidal cell loss and gliosis. Here we present histolog-

ical and electrophysiological data from the CA1 and DG of

the two nonsclerotic hippocampi (left side). Both patients

were anesthetized with N2O, Diprivan (propofol), and

Fentanyl.

Patient 1 (pt.1, male, age 14, right handed) had complex

partial seizures (CPS) since age of 4, seizure frequency of

6–20 per week, localized left temporal EEG seizure onset,

severe bilateral temporal mental status, left temporal medio-

basal dysgenesis on the MR. After the surgery, this patient

remained seizure-free with highly recovered cognitive status

(improved memory and social skills) at 9 months follow up.

The electrode was placed in the posterior part of the

hippocampal head with CA1, DG, hilus, CA3c trajectory

(Fig. 1A), where it crossed the principal cell layers close to

perpendicular in the coronal plane.

Patient 2 (pt.2, male, age 46, right handed) had 8 years

history of CPS, seizure frequency was 1 per week, EEG

showed left fronto-temporal seizure onset, no significant

MR findings. After the surgery, one seizure was detected at

6 months follow up. The electrode was placed in the

hippocampal digitations, with CA1, CA1i (internal digita-

tions) trajectory (Fig. 2A), in addition, intracortical record-

ings in T2 were also made before removing the temporal

pole (Figs. 2C, E).

GluR2/3 is known to be present predominantly in prin-

cipal cells of the human hippocampus (de Lanerolle et al.,

1998). GluR2/3 immunocytochemistry and cresyl violet

staining were used to identify the exact hippocampal regions

containing the electrode track and the pattern of principal

cell loss. Hippocampal regions were identified in coronal

sections according to Duvernoy (1998) and Amaral and

Insausti (1990).

Co-registration and verification

Co-registration of the electrophysiological data with the

anatomical structures was done on the 60-Am-thick Nissl-

stained sections showing the longest electrode track to

minimize distortion stemming from the deviation of the

trajectory and the cutting angle (Fig. 1A). Here we show the

detailed procedure in pt.1 with CA1, DG, hilus trajectory.

The measured tissue shrinkage was about 30%. The best

section was digitized at high resolution with distance

calibration and transferred into CorelDraw (Corel Inc.,

Dallas, TX), an accurate vector graphics software, to recon-

struct the electrode tract and potential profile corresponding

to the individual recording sites and epochs. Using the 30%

shrinkage value, the readings from the micromanipulator

and additional information from the height of the first

penetration (tracked by the operating microscope), all the

spatial positions of the recording epochs were marked on the

digitized slide (Fig. 1A). We acquired separate files for each

movement of the dME. Figs. 1B and 2B show the PG profile

after the first 2-mm penetration into the hippocampus. The

profiles are quite similar, which—together with the similar

positions of the two CA1s derived from histology—suggests

uniform initial insertion. The acquisition started before the

movement, so we could compare the electrical activity

before and after advancing the electrode. The result of the

graphical co-registration procedure was then combined with

the electrophysiology. Samples of single sweep electrical

activity were displayed on the side of the graphical co-

registration depicting all the channels in the corresponding

depth of each recording site (as illustrated in Fig. 1).

On the basis of the graphical co-registration, in all of the

patients, where the dME penetrated the DG (n = 6), a typical

sharply contoured oscillatory activity was observed on the

electrode sites falling in the region of the DG. Depending on

the penetrating angle and thickness of the granule cell layer
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(stratum granulosum: sg.), an abrupt potential inversion

(Figs. 1C, D) and a highly localized spatial MUA profile

(Fig. 1E) was apparent. This way, sg. served as a natural

landmark allowing us to verify the graphical co-registration.

Granule cells are known to generate oscillatory synaptic and

spiking activity in the rat under epileptogenic conditions

(Cohen et al., 2003; Kobayashi and Buckmaster, 2003;

Towers et al., 2002). Earlier data indicated that the human

DG can also produce this type of population discharge

pattern (Williamson et al., 1995a,b). Because MUA is

generated by the discharge of neurons surrounding the

electrode contacts, it is most pronounced around the cell

body layer, and decays rapidly with distance. Thus, com-

paring the depth of the maximal spiking activity with the

location of the sg. would give us a good measure to verify

the graphical co-registration procedure, because (i) the sg. of

the human DG is easily identified in the Nissl-stained

sections (Fig. 1A), (ii) it is quite thin (about 200 Am) in

contrast to the CA1 pyramidal layer (stratum pyramidale:

sp.), and (iii) no other dense cell layer is located around it.

To test the relative movement of the dME in the tissue, we

constructed the spatial amplitude profile of the spiking

activity via averaging the ongoing MUA (Ulbert et al.,

2001a,b) in a 1-min interval in two consecutive epochs,

recorded 1 mm apart from each other (Fig. 1E) as indexed

by the reading on the microdrive. As the dME moved 1 mm

downward, the MUA maximum shifted about 1 mm too. The

PG inversion (compare Figs. 1C and D) showed a similar

shift, providing additional evidence that the relative move-

ment is accurate. The same measures were used to define

absolute error of the co-registration process. While moving

the dME by 6mm, themaximalMUA fell within the sg. of the

DG (Figs. 1A, E), indicating that our graphical co-registration

procedure had less than 200 Am error during total electrode

movement, which is consistent with a f4% gross localiza-

tion error. The position of the potential inversion (zero zone)

was concordant with the above findings (Figs. 1C, D),

strengthening the accuracy of our localization procedure.

Stability of the recordings

Displacement of the ME against the tissue could stem

from two sources. The first is the instability of the

microdrive: it can slowly drift down because of the

weight of the ME, preamplifier, and cabling. The second

is the movement of the tissue: rebound from the initial

deformation of the insertion. Because this kind of move-

ment could be very small, it would be extremely hard to

detect in an intraoperative setting, based only on physical

distance measurements. Good physiological localization

information can be drawn from the spatial pattern of the

SUA. In vivo hippocampal recordings in rats with 25 Am

Fig. 2. (A) Reconstructive montage of pt.2. CA1 and CA1i in the hippocampal digitations. Nissl-stained, 60-Am-thick section, calibration bar: 1 mm. Slightly

oblique section, the track is only visible in CA1. Dashed line indicates the continuation of the penetration that crosses CA1i nearly parallel with the axis of the

pyramidal cells. Solid bracket refers to the CA1, dashed bracket refers to the CA1i recording. (B) Injury potentials from CA1. Identical to Fig. 1B. Note that the

inversion is nearly at the same channel as in Fig. 1B, the shape and frequency of the activity is quite similar too. Calibration: 100 ms, +100 AV. (C) Interictal

spikes collected before temporal pole resection from the middle temporal gyrus (T2). Recordings from layers II to III, three representative single sweeps are

superimposed. The tMEs were implanted for 10 min to record temporal cortex spikes, to test if hippocampal activity after pole resection has common patterns

with T2. Calibration: 100 ms, +25 AV. (D) Interictal spikes from CA1i. Representative traces recorded close to the sp. Three sweeps superimposed. The spike

latency is shorter than in T2, and the morphology of the separate spikes has much less variation, than in T2. Every second channel is shown. Calibration: 100

ms, +100 AV. (E) Long time scale plots of T2 (upper trace) and CA1i (lower trace) activity. Similar timing of single spikes and polyspike trains in T2 and CA1i

suggesting common generator mechanisms; however, the intracortical activity is slower and shows larger variation, suggesting cortical network modulation of

epileptic discharges. Calibration: 100 ms, +50 AV for the CA1i; 100 ms, +12.5 AV for the cortex.
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intercontact spacing laminar electrodes (Henze et al.,

2000) showed a rapidly changing spatial action potential

profile of CA1 pyramidal cells. A 50-Am displacement

parallel with the axis of the pyramidal cell could reduce

the action potential peak measured at a given site by as

much as 40%. Here we measured the changes of the peak

action potential amplitude of a CA1 (Figs. 2A and 3)

presumably pyramidal cell during a 4-min recording

session in pt.2. As seen in Fig. 3B, the peak decrement

was less than 20%, which translates to an electrode shift

smaller than 50 Am.

Injury-related potentials and effects of anesthesia

In patients where CA1 pyramids were preserved in the

vicinity of the electrode track (n = 2), a characteristic fast

and sharp oscillation occurred after the first penetration

(compare Figs. 1A, B and 2A, B), which faded usually in

1 min. The frequency started at about 30–40 Hz and

gradually decreased together with the peak amplitude, until

it vanished. The DG (n = 6) showed similar sharp oscillation

(40–50 Hz), which was faster and larger during the first 1

min of recording immediately after penetrating the granule

cell layer. The spatial PG and MUA distribution of this

oscillation was the same before and after the frequency

stabilized to 8–18 Hz (Figs. 1C, D), and this ongoing spatial

distribution did not change for the rest of the recordings

(more than 5 min), suggesting intrinsic rather than injury-

related activity.

In two patients, subdural strip recordings were performed

before the depth observations and in pt.2 we implanted a

tME in the medial temporal gyrus (Fig. 2E upper trace, long

time scale) before temporal pole resection, and before the

hippocampal recordings (Fig. 2E lower trace, long time

scale). In all of these cases, frequent interictal spiking was

apparent both in the cortex and the hippocampus, suggesting

the preservation of active epileptic processes in these

patients under anesthesia.

In pt.2, where both tME and dME were implanted (albeit

not simultaneously), we measured the mean recurrence

frequency of single interictal spikes for the hippocampus

(hc.): 1.3 F 0.4 Hz and cortex (cx.): 1 F 0.3 Hz, n = 25, the

mean latency between individual spikes in polyspike trains

in hc.: 89.2 F 25.5 ms and cx.: 116.8 F 48.1 ms, n = 50,

and mean onset to peak spike latency of hc.: 9.73 F 1.7 ms

and cx.: 19.6 F 3.9 ms, n = 25, to characterize cortical (T2)

and hippocampal activity. Interictal spikes were selected by

the neurologist with a custom Matlab (The MathWorks Inc.,

Natick, MA) code, based on peak detection. Polyspike trains

were defined based on interspike interval criteria. If an

initial spike was followed by at least one spike in less than

300 ms, it was regarded as a polyspike train. Onset to peak

latency was defined as the time needed for the spike to reach

from 10% to maximum peak amplitude, baseline was

calculated from the 75- to 50-ms interval before the spike

peak. Individual short time scale traces from cortex (supra-

granular layers) and hippocampus (CA1i) are presented in

Figs. 2C and D. The similarity of their shape and temporal

recurrence pattern (see also Fig. 2E) suggests, that these

large field potential spikes reflect epileptic network activity,

rather than injury-related potentials. It is also notable, that

the single unit bursting activity showed close relationship

with the field potential spikes in CA1i (Fig. 3D), 85% of the

bursts happened on the descending part of the spikes,

suggesting synaptic and cellular coupling in certain parts

of the hippocampus.

Fig. 3. (A) GluR2/3 stain of pt.2 CA1i region. Calibration bar: 500 Am, white bracket shows the approximate location of the bursting putative pyramidal cell.

Dashed white line indicates the electrode track, which was located approximately 250–300 Am from this section. Note the dense cell body layer which is nearly

perpendicular to the electrode trajectory. (B) Peak amplitude change of a bursting unit. Normalized peak amplitude of the first firing of a burst is plotted against

recording time. The figure indicates less than 20% change during the 4-min interval. (C) Unit recordings from CA1i. This figure shows the stability of the unit

recordings with very good signal-to-noise ratio. (D) Burst discharges. One putative pyramidal neuron (corresponds to the location marked with the white

bracket in A) exhibits prolonged bursting (5–10 spikes at f150–100 Hz) at the descending part of the large field potential spike. Raw waveform, note that

positivity is up, since we used differential recording (PG). Long arrow points on the preceding interictal spike peak. Small arrows point to the interdigitating

firing of another neuron. This pattern was observed very frequently during the recording. Calibration: 10 ms, +20 AV.
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Discussion

A depth laminar multielectrode system and surgical

positioning device have been developed, optimized for

intraoperative electrophysiological observations, and com-

bined with histology/reconstruction techniques for co-regis-

tration with the hippocampal micro-anatomy. The spatial

stability, accuracy of the recording apparatus, and co-regis-

tration of functional and morphological data were tested and

verified successfully.

Despite of the ongoing debate on acute monitoring

during epilepsy surgery (Tran et al., 1995), intraoperative

ECoG and/or direct hippocampal recordings are used, to

localize epileptic network activity, and to tailor focus

resection (Alarcon et al., 1997; McKhann et al., 2000;

Polkey et al., 1989). These studies were conducted under

general anesthesia, in an acute setting, similar to our

observations, and their results confirmed that intraoperative

ECoG and/or hippocampal recordings can be useful diag-

nostic tools in certain cases. In our opinion, outcome and

long-term follow up could serve, at least as a partial

substitute for the direct electrophysiological control, though

we do not have direct evidences that some effect of injury

can be ruled out. Nitrous oxide does not modify interictal

spiking during intraoperative ECoG (Hosain et al., 1997),

fentanyl (and its derivates) is rather a specific agent to assist

focus localization during surgery (Manninen et al., 1999;

McGuire et al., 2003), while propofol showed no sign of

intrinsic epileptogenicity in a sleep study (Leijten et al.,

2001), its effect on intraoperative spiking was significant,

but did not interfere with the ECoG interpretation (Herrick

et al., 1997). Though it was not explicitly tested in here, it is

feasible, that the anesthesia used, had no major nonspecific

epileptogenic effect. Also the outcomes of the surgeries

were favorable, suggesting that the structures examined (and

then resected) might have been involved in the network,

generating paroxysmal events.

During the experiments we experienced no bleeding or

other complications, and no post-surgery neurological def-

icits of any kind occurred due to the electrode implantations.

We have found several different patterns of hippocampal

activation, such as pyramidal cell bursting, large field

potential spikes originating in CA1, and rhythmic activity

both in the DG and CA1.

Cellular bursting in the epileptic hippocampus was

observed in vivo during waking, slow wave, and paradox-

ical sleep (Colder et al., 1996; Ravagnati et al., 1979;

Staba et al., 2002b). Here we demonstrated that CA1i

pyramidal bursting activity can be detected under anesthe-

sia (Fig. 3).

We could identify hippocampal locations with about

F100 Am error, which exceeds the MRI localization accu-

racy. This allowed us to determine the anatomical structure,

where the bursting cell was located (CA1i in this case).

Because immunohistochemistry reveals the fine structure of

the surrounding tissue, including the degree of cell loss and

reorganization, this technique puts the electrophysiological

information into a structural context.

Large field potential spikes occur in the subiculum

(Cohen et al., 2002), and other regions of the limbic system

(Babb et al., 1987; Wyler et al., 1982). Here we demon-

strated, for the first time, similar activity in the histologically

identified human CA1i under anesthesia. The CA1i spike

waveforms (Figs. 2D, E) from our experiments are quite

similar to the in vitro subicular ones suggesting similar

mechanisms underlying the epileptic discharges. Intracort-

ical recordings from T2 before temporal pole resection

revealed similar temporal spiking patterns and spike mor-

phology as recorded from the CA1i after temporal pole

resection in pt.2 (Fig. 2E). This result is in accordance with

the findings of Cohen et al. (2002), implicating functional

connections between the CA1-subicular region and lateral

temporal structures.

In addition, the nonsclerotic CA1 produced transient

injury-related potentials, which were remarkably similar

among patients, suggesting homologous generator mecha-

nisms and elevated CA1 excitability. Though this rhythmic

pattern faded rapidly, its underlying mechanisms could

participate in the epileptic network activity.

In TLE, the main mass of the DG is preserved (Mar-

gerison and Corsellis, 1966). DG cells contribute to

epileptic reorganization via mossy fiber sprouting (Sutula

et al., 1989). Various findings indicate that the DG is

heavily involved in the generation and maintenance of

paroxysmal activity in TLE, because of the reorganization/

imbalance of its inhibitory and/or excitatory circuits (Iso-

kawa-Akesson et al., 1989; Magloczky et al., 2000; Prince

and Jacobs, 1998; Williamson et al., 1995b, 1999; Wittner

et al., 2001). Until now, no in vivo electrophysiological

recordings were obtained from anatomically identified

laminae of the human DG. We have found sharp, rhythmic

field potential oscillations and elevated cellular spiking

activity originating in the DG under anesthesia. The spatial

extent of the PG activity was confined to a 500- to 600-

Am-wide region coinciding with the DG, while the MUA

fell even more rapidly in space, allowing us to define the

granule cell layer as an electrophysiological landmark in

most of the patients implanted (Fig. 1). Whether this

oscillatory DG activity in humans reflects its normal gating

mechanism, or it is a consequence of build-up of recurrent

excitation caused by mossy fiber sprouting (Buckmaster et

al., 2002), cannot be answered solely from these observa-

tions, mostly because the dimensions of the electrode did

not allow us to record from other structures simultaneously

to test their interactions. Given the large size of the human

hippocampus, if we want to record—for example—from

CA1 and DG simultaneously, either we have to increase

the intercontact spacing or use two or more dMEs. To

further examine the effect of anesthesia and injury, the

authors are planning to design new electrodes, which are

suitable to record chronically from the implanted, awake

patients.
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These observations indicate that there is a high degree of

preserved hippocampal and temporal cortex activity in

anesthetized humans with TLE. Large-scale network con-

nections might also be in operation under these conditions,

allowing the experimenter to investigate the medial and

lateral temporal lobe interactions. Similarity of local elec-

trophysiological patterns across patients in CA1 and also in

DG further strengthens our conclusion that intraoperative

observations of electrical activity patterns, together with

appropriate post hoc identification of the precise anatomical

sites of their origin, could further enhance our knowledge

about the differential and specific involvement of hippo-

campal subfields in TLE.
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A large proportion of hippocampal afferents and efferents are relayed through the subiculum. It is also thought

to be a key structure in the generation andmaintenance of epileptic activity; rhythmic interictal-like discharges

were recorded in previous studies of subicular slices excised from temporal lobe epilepsy patients. In order to

investigate if and how the subiculum is involved in the generation of epileptic discharges in vivo, subicular and

lateral temporal lobe electrical activity were recorded under anesthesia in 11 drug-resistant epilepsy patients

undergoing temporal lobectomy. Based on laminar field potential gradient, current source density, multiple

unit activity (MUA) and spectral analyses, two types of interictal spikes were distinguished in the subiculum.

The more frequently occurring spike started with an initial excitatory current (current source density sink)

in the pyramidal cell layer associated with increased MUA in the same location, followed by later inhibitory

currents (current source density source) and decreased MUA. In the other spike type, the initial excitation

was confined to the apical dendritic region and it was associated with a less-prominent increase in MUA.

Interictal spikes were highly synchronized at spatially distinct locations of the subiculum. Laminar data showed

that the peak of the initial excitation occurred within 0^4ms at subicular sites separated by 6mm at the

anterior^posterior axis. In addition, initial spike peak amplitudes were highly correlated in most recordings.

A subset of subicular and temporal lobe spikes were also highly synchronous, in one case the subicular spikes

reliably preceded the temporal lobe discharges.Our results indicate that multiple spike generator mechanisms

exist in the human epileptic subiculum suggesting a complex network interplay betweenmedial and lateral tem-

poral structures during interictal epileptic activity. The observed widespread intra-subicular synchrony may

reflect both of its intrinsic and extrinsically triggered activity supporting the hypothesis that subiculum may

also play an active role in the distribution of epileptiform activity to other brain regions. Limited data suggest

that subiculummight even play a pacemaker role in the generation of paroxysmal discharges.

Keywords: epilepsy; hippocampus; current source density; multiple unit activity; laminar recording

Abbreviations: CSD=current source density; EC=entorhinal cortex; FPG= field potential gradient; MUA=multiple unit

activity
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Introduction

Recently accumulating knowledge about the function and

structure of the subiculum suggest its essential role in a

number of normal and pathological processes. Besides its

task in the formation and retrieval of short-term memory

(Gabrieli et al., 1997; Hampson and Deadwyler, 2003) and
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in the creation of cognitive maps (Sharp and Green, 1994),

the subiculum is involved in Alzheimer’s disease (Davies

et al., 1988), schizophrenia (Roberts and Greene, 2003) and

temporal lobe epilepsy (Cohen et al., 2002; Arellano et al.,

2004; Wozny et al., 2005; Huberfeld et al., 2007).

Animal studies show that the subiculum controls the

input and output of the hippocampal formation by virtue

of its position between the CA1 region and entorhinal

cortex (EC) (Van Hoesen et al., 1979; Witter and

Groenewegen, 1990; Witter et al., 1990; Naber and Witter,

1998; Naber et al., 2001; Menendez de la Prida, 2006). The

local connections of subicular pyramidal cells form a

characteristic pattern, hypothesized to facilitate the appear-

ance of internal recurrent network activity (Harris and

Stewart, 2001; Harris et al., 2001; Witter, 2006) that is

under the control of local GABA-ergic inhibition (Seress

et al., 1993; Arellano et al., 2004; Menendez de la Prida,

2006). The organization of both its extrinsic and intrinsic

connections promotes multiple reentrant pathway forma-

tion, which might lead to synchronized reverberating

circuits and under pathological conditions to epileptogenic

plasticity (Kloosterman et al., 2004; Knopp et al., 2005).

Anatomical examination of human tissue derived from

temporal lobe epilepsy patients has revealed varying levels

of hippocampal size reduction and signs of tissue damage

termed as hippocampal (or Ammon’s horn) sclerosis

(Corsellis, 1957). This damage features pathological altera-

tion and reorganization of both excitatory and inhibitory

circuits of the Ammon’s horn (Cornu Ammonis) and the

dentate gyrus manifesting in cell loss, axonal sprouting and

gliosis (Sutula et al., 1989; Babb, 1999; Wittner et al., 2002,

2005; Magloczky and Freund, 2005). In contrast with

the damaged Cornu Ammonis and dentate gyrus, the

subiculum is relatively well preserved (Fisher et al., 1998;

Cavazos et al., 2004). In vitro slice studies on excised

human hippocampal tissue showed that spontaneous

rhythmic synchronized network activity similar to interictal

discharges is present in the subiculum, sometimes even

in the absence of hippocampal sclerosis (Cohen et al.,

2002; Wozny et al., 2003, 2005; Huberfeld et al., 2007).

Recurrence rate and certain morphological analogies

between in vitro subicular events and in vivo interictal

spikes suggested that they may represent similar epileptic

processes (Cohen et al., 2002; Wozny et al., 2003).

Subicular discharges can result from intrinsic (local sub-

icular origin), extrinsic (extra-subicular input) or mixed

network mechanisms. In non-epileptic animals, intrinsic

generation of spontaneous, rhythmic, spatially synchronized

subicular (Wu et al., 2005a, b, 2006) and hippocampal

(Papatheodoropoulos and Kostopoulos, 2002; Kubota et al.,

2003; Maier et al., 2003; Colgin et al., 2004) in vitro activity

resembling interictal spikes share a number of similarities

with that of the epileptic human (Cohen et al., 2002;

Wozny et al., 2003, 2005; Huberfeld et al., 2007) in vitro

studies, all using physiological incubation medium.

Subicular responses to hippocampal or cortical electrical

stimulation also reproduce some basic features of subicular

interictal spikes (Naber et al., 1999; Gigg et al., 2000; Naber

et al., 2001; Cappaert et al., 2007). These spikes show

differential laminar and cellular patterns (Behr et al., 1998;

Naber et al., 1999; Gigg et al., 2000; Naber et al., 2001;

Cappaert et al., 2007) corresponding to known anatomical

connections (Finch and Babb, 1981; Amaral et al., 1991;

Witter et al., 2000; O’Mara, 2006; Witter, 2006).

While in vitro preparations have yielded valuable data

on the epileptiform activity of the subiculum, there is a lack

of microphysiological information concerning its in vivo

behaviour in epileptic humans. In the present paper we

investigate the electrophysiological events associated with

interictal activity of the anatomically identified human

subiculum and temporal lobe in vivo under general

anaesthesia using laminar multielectrodes in patients with

drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy. High spatial resolu-

tion laminar field potential gradient (FPG), multiple unit

activity (MUA), current source density (CSD) from the

subiculum and concurrently recorded temporal lobe

electrocorticogram (ECoG) were analysed to elucidate the

neuronal network mechanisms underlying interictal activity.

The results suggest that multiple forms of interictal spike

activity are generated in the subiculum, some of which may

be projected to lateral temporal areas.

Methods
Surgery and recording
Eleven temporal lobe epilepsy patients undergoing standard

anterior temporal lobectomy were included in this study.

Intraoperative recordings were made under general anaesthesia

(Propofol and N2O or Isofluran and N2O). All of the patients

underwent MR imaging and video-EEG monitoring before the

operation for localizing their seizure onset zone and diagnosed as

having unilateral mesial temporal lobe seizure onset. Informed

consent was obtained from the patients under the auspices of the

local ethical committee according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

For intrahippocampal recordings, one or two laminar multi-

electrodes were used. Each 10 cm long, 350mm shaft diameter

multielectrode had twenty-four 25mm diameter Pt/Ir recording

contacts separated by 100 mm (two cases) or 200 mm (nine cases).

The multielectrode was mounted on a hydraulic micromanipu-

lator together with the attached high impedance preamplifiers.

In the case of dual laminar recordings, the electrodes were

mounted in parallel, about 6mm apart. All the equipment going

into the surgical field was sterilized in ethylene-oxide. The

manipulator with the mounted multielectrodes and preamplifiers

was attached to a medical instrument holder, which allowed the

surgeon to aim towards the hippocampus under visual control

using an operating microscope. In order to conserve medial-lateral

temporal pathways, the lateral ventricle was opened from a small

incision involving the deep aspect of the superior temporal sulcus

to reveal the head and body of the hippocampus. Under visual

control, the multielectrode tip was positioned onto the ependymal

surface of the hippocampus through the incision. After the

initial positioning, the electrodes were advanced into the tissue
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with 2–4mm increments using the hydraulic manipulator. At each

step, the signal was recorded for 3–8min continuously. One or

two penetrations were made reaching the proximal and distal

(with respect to CA1) or anterior and posterior part of the

subiculum. Spatial FPG, the first spatial derivative of the local field

potentials was digitized and stored (24 or 48 channels of data,

depending on single or dual multielectrode recording) both in the

low-frequency band (pass band: 0.1–300Hz, each channel sampled

at 2 kHz with 16-bit resolution) and in high-frequency band

(150–5000Hz, each channel sampled at 20 kHz with 12-bit

resolution) simultaneously for off-line analysis. Details about the

multielectrode, amplifier and recording system were published

previously (Ulbert et al., 2001, 2004a, b). In addition to laminar

multielectrode implantation, in two cases an 8-contact clinical

strip electrode (Ad-Tech Medical Instrument Corporation, Racine,

USA) was positioned over the temporo-basal cortical areas going

around the pole of the temporal lobe. Based on the angle and

visual inspection of the strip, it reached the temporo-polar

(Brodmann, Br. 38), perirhinal (Br. 35–36) and inferotemporal

(Br. 20) areas, but not the entorhinal (Br. 28) area. ECoG was

filtered (0.1–1000Hz), digitized at 5 kHz with 16-bit resolution

and stored for off-line analysis (Brainvision Recorder, Brain

Products GmbH., Gilching, Germany). Laminar and strip record-

ings were co-registered using a common trigger channel.

Histology
At the end of the session, the multielectrodes were pulled out, and

the hippocampus was resected en bloc. The neurosurgeon and the

histologist confirmed and registered the region and angle of

the electrode insertion based on the surface vascularization of the

hippocampus. Digital photographs were taken of the removed

tissue, and then it was cut into smaller, 4–5mm thick blocks in

the operating room, parallel with the suspected electrode

trajectory. Additional photographs were taken of the blocks, they

were measured to allow subsequent estimation of shrinkage, and

then immersed separately into fixative containing 4% paraformal-

dehyde, 0.05% glutaraldehyde and 0.2% picric acid in 0.1M

phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4), as described earlier (Magloczky

et al., 1997). The fixative was changed every hour to a fresh

solution during constant agitation for 6 h, and then the blocks

were post-fixed in the same fixative overnight. Vibratome sections

(60mm thick) were cut from the blocks, and photographs were

taken from the electrode tracks (Fig. 1B). Following washing in

PB, sections were immersed in 30% saccharose for 1–2 days then

frozen three times over liquid nitrogen. Sections containing the

electrode track were either stained with cresyl violet, or processed

for immunostaining against glutamate receptor subunit 2 and 3

(GluR2/3), as follows. Sections were transferred to Tris-buffered

saline (TBS, pH 7.4), then endogenous peroxidase was blocked by

1% H2O2 in TBS for 10min. TBS was used for all the washes

(3� 3–10min between each step) and dilution of the antisera.

Non-specific immunostaining was blocked by 5% milk powder

and 2% bovine serum albumin. A polyclonal rabbit antibody

against GluR2/3 (1 : 100, Chemicon, Temecula) was used for

2 days at 4!C. The specificity of the antibody has been thoroughly

tested by the manufacturer. For visualization of immunopositive

elements, biotinylated anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (1 : 300,

Vector) was applied as secondary antiserum followed by

avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex (ABC;

1 : 300, Vector). The immunoperoxidase reaction was developed

by 3,30-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB; Sigma) dis-

solved in Tris buffer (TB, pH 7.6) as a chromogen. Sections were

then osmicated (1% OsO4 in PB, 40min) and dehydrated in

ethanol (1% uranyl acetate was added at the 70% ethanol stage for

40min) and mounted in Durcupan (ACM, Fluka).

The location of the electrode tracks were defined based on light

microscopic examination. Only cases were included in this study,

where the electrode passed through the subicular complex

(including the subiculum, pre- and prosubiculum). In the cases

without hippocampal sclerosis, the border between the CA1 region

and the subiculum was determined by the increased extension of

the pyramidal cell layer, with two sublaminae (Amaral and

Insausti, 1990). In the sclerotic cases, the CA1-subiculum border

Fig. 1 (A) Schematic drawings showing the location of the
electrodes for the six patients included in the detailed analysis
(P3, P10, P21, P22, P25 and P33). In two of these cases we inserted
two electrodes, 6mm apart from each other. The anterior traces
are marked with a, while the posterior traces are marked with p.
The subiculum is indicated with pink colour, modified from
Duvernoy (Duvernoy, 1998) (B) Photographs showing the
electrode track in patient 22 (arrow), taken during sectioning of
the resected block.The exact location of the electrode was
determined after light microscopic examination. Ec.: entorhinal
cortex. Schematic neuron illustrates principal cell orientation and
approximate location of the pyramidal and apical dendritic layer.
(C) Light micrograph of a GluR2/3-immunostained section
containing the posterior electrode track (arrow) in patient 33.
A bleeding (black patches in the proximal subiculum) occurred
after the removal of the electrode. Scale bars: 1mm.
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was determined by the absence or presence of pyramidal cells,

respectively. The entorhinal cortex was distinguished based on the

presence of six cortical layers (including lamina dissecans) and

islands of modified pyramidal cells in layer II (Amaral and

Insausti, 1990). More details about the anatomy-electrophysiology

co-registration were published earlier (Ulbert et al., 2004b).

Data analysis
The second spatial derivative of the field potentials approximates

the depth distribution of the extracellular sources and sinks of

currents in laminated structures expressed in current source

density units. Since we recorded the spatial gradient of the field

potential, the CSD calculation involved only one spatial derivation

of the FPG. Inhomogeneous conductivity and electrode distance

were not taken into account. Hamming-window spatial smooth-

ing, additional 0.1–100Hz band pass filtering (zero phase shift,

12 dB/oct) and baseline correction ("500 to "100ms) were

applied if needed on the low-frequency band data. As shown

on Fig. 1B and C, the directions of the penetrations were usually

equal to or less than 30! compared to the perpendicular axis.

Assuming a penetration angle of 30!, a pyramidal layer thickness

of 2mm, and an intra-subicular conduction velocity of 1.5m/s

(the lowest estimated value, see results), then linear estimation

yields an expected timing error compared to the perpendicular

insertion of about 0.75ms between two contacts separated by

2mm, and 0.075ms between adjacent contacts. This would result

in the steepest part of the CSD (initial sink) changing by an about

5–10% compared to its entire swing during the estimated timing

error. Based on the above assumptions we expect an approxi-

mately 0.75ms timing error and about 5–10% amplitude

inaccuracy in our oblique recordings between sites separated by

2mm and negligible errors at adjacent contacts.

A continuous estimate of the multiple unit activity was derived

by additional band pass filtering (zero phase shift, 500–5000Hz,

48 dB/oct), full wave rectifying and finally low pass filtering (zero

phase shift, 100Hz, 12 dB/oct) of the high-frequency band data.

NeuroScan (Compumedics, El Paso, TX, USA) and home written

MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) tools were used for data

analysis. Details about CSD and MUA calculations were published

earlier (Ulbert et al., 2001, 2004a).

Subicular spikes were detected using amplitude criteria based on

the polarity of FPG and CSD traces and their relationship to the

local anatomy. An event was detected if the amplitude of the FPG

exceeded the 2 standard deviation (SD) threshold calculated from

a spike-free period. The earliest sharp CSD peak in the pyramidal

layer was designated as time zero for further event triggered

averaging. FPG is presented on line plots with positive deflections

upwards, CSD data is presented on line plots and depth versus

time maps, with colour-coded sink (red, negative values) and

source (blue, positive values) amplitudes. MUA averages are

presented on colour-coded depth versus time maps. Warm colours

(red) depict MUA increase, cold colours (blue) depict MUA

decrease compared to the pre-spike baseline period ("500 to

"100ms). T-test was used for CSD and MUA to reveal significant

(P50.01) alterations compared to baseline activity and between

event comparison (P50.01). For ECoG spike detection the 2 SD

threshold criterion was used, time zero was defined by the earliest

peak after threshold crossing. Expert neurologists classified ECoG

events as interictal spikes when they had a short (550ms) initial

peak width with a following slow wave (Gotman, 1980).

We also assessed the temporal synchrony and amplitude

relationship of spikes recorded from two spatially distinct parts

of the subiculum (n= 3) either on the same or on different

electrodes. Temporal synchrony was expressed in percent; the

number of coinciding FPG spikes within a� 10ms window was

divided by the total number of spikes. The correlation of peak

FPG amplitudes between two spatially distinct subicular spikes

and its significance was calculated using linear regression model.

Spectro-temporal analysis was performed using wavelet-based

methods modified from EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004).

Spectral content of the spikes was calculated from single sweeps

(FPG) followed by averaging of the individual time–frequency

measures. Dividing the resultant values with the baseline ("500 to

"100ms) activation in each frequency band gives the relative

change of spectral activity in time termed as the individual trial

event-related spectral perturbation (iERSP) expressed in dB.

Statistical significance (bootstrap, P50.01) of the iERSP against

baseline was assessed using bootstrap analysis (Delorme and

Makeig, 2004). Significant spectral activity increase and decrease is

marked with warm (red) and cold (blue) colours, respectively,

while non-significant values are shaded green. A non-parametric

statistical test (Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA) was used to compare

iERSP of different spike types with a P50.05 significance level.

Results

We recorded subicular laminar electrical activity from 11

patients in 13 multielectrode penetrations under general

anaesthesia. Hippocampus was removed en bloc after the

implantation, containing the electrode track. In seven cases

we found direct histological evidence that the electrodes

reached the target and recorded subicular activity. In four

cases the subiculum was damaged and lost during the

removal. In the remaining four cases, reconstructions by

expert morphologist based on the remnant tissue and the

general anatomy revealed that it is highly likely that the

electrodes also reached the target and recorded subicular

activity. All available tissue was analysed with respect to cell

loss and reorganization in the CA1 and subiculum with

immunohistochemical methods (Wittner et al., 2005). In

seven patients we observed severe cell loss in the CA1

region (severe hippocampal sclerosis, sHS); in four patients

relatively mild cell loss was detected (mild hippocampal

sclerosis, mHS, see Table 1). Subicular structure was well

preserved and it appeared to be control-like in all but two

cases. P4 showed patchy cell loss close to the electrode

track, while in P25, one discrete patch of cell loss was

detected at the border of the subiculum and CA1, remote

from the electrode location (Table 1).

Nine out of the eleven patients (n= 6 with sHS, n= 3

with mHS) showed at least one spike exceeding the �2 SD

threshold for spike detection in the subiculum during

the entire recording session (10–25min). Overall spike

frequency in six (P3, P10, P21, P22, P25 and P33) patients

(n= 4 with sHS, n= 2 with mHS) exceeded the 1 spike/min

value and yielded enough events to permit detailed analysis

of their FPG, CSD, MUA and spectra. In five of the six

patients the complete histology of the electrode track was
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available. In two of the six patients, ECoG was obtained

concurrently from strip electrodes placed on the pial

surface of the temporal lobe in addition to the subicular

recordings. All of the six patients were anaesthetized by

the combination of Propofol and N2O. Table 1 summarizes

the patient data and Fig. 1 shows the reconstructed

trajectories, block photos and typical histology of the

electrode penetrations.

Spike classification

In general, the detected subicular events closely resembled

the well-known interictal discharges frequently recorded

from the temporal lobe of epileptic patients: the early sharp

spike component was followed by a late slow wave

component (Gotman, 1980; Altafullah et al., 1986;

de Curtis and Avanzini, 2001). Detection, assignment of

discharges into different subtypes and time zero definition

for event triggered averages was established in all cases

selected for detailed signal analysis. Subicular discharge

morphology was differentiated based on single-sweep FPG

and CSD waveforms and their spatial relationship to the

anatomy of the region, as described later.
Overall, 347 spikes were analysed from the six patients,

and two clusters were distinguished. Type 1 spike (marked

by triangle on Figs 2 and 3) was characterized by a positive,

while Type 2 (marked by diamond) was characterized by

a negative initial sharp FPG peak located in the pyramidal

layer. In a fraction of the cases, visual inspection revealed

biphasic activation; these were manually assigned to the

second type. Type 1 (n= 255, 73.5%) spike was detected in

all six, while Type 2 (n= 92, 26.5%) was detected in

four subjects. Patients with sHS showed a significantly

(Fisher exact test, P50.05) greater number of Type 2 spikes

than patients with mHS. Average spike frequency in sHS

was 9.59 spike/min (Type 1: 7.71 spike/min, Type 2: 1.88
spike/min), in mHS it was 9.14 spike/min (Type 1: 8.93

spike/min, Type 1: 0.43 spike/min). Occasional epochs of

rhythmic Type 1 spiking activity (0.3–1Hz) were observed

in four patients. As an illustration, Fig. 7C depicts the

instantaneous recurrence frequency fluctuation of P33

Type 1 events, indicating non-stationary spiking activity.

Autocorrelograms (Fig. 7D, left column, P33 and P25 Type

1 spike) peaking around 1600ms further confirm the
occasional occurrence of rhythmic spikes. To define time

zero in each spike cluster for accurate analysis, single-sweep

CSD traces were further investigated. As a result, time zero

was arbitrarily assigned to the peak of the initial CSD

activation after threshold crossing.

Recordings from a single electrode that penetrated both

the proximal (to CA1) and distal segments of the subiculum

in one track (P22, P33) are illustrated on Fig. 2. In the
majority of the spikes, the proximal part of the subiculum

showed an initial sharp negative FPG peak around the

somatic layer while the distal segment of the subiculum

produced a positive FPG peak (Fig. 2A). A minority of the

spikes were characterized by inverted polarity FPG peaks

with more complex morphology (Fig. 2B). Note that FPG is

a directional measurement, and thus will be inverted

depending upon whether the electrode tip is pointed
toward the soma versus apical dendrites. This orientation

in each recording was deduced from careful co-registration

of electrophysiology and anatomy, permitting consistent

interpretation of FPG recordings.

Dual electrode recording experiments were made in two

patients (P25, P33). Activity was simultaneously recorded

Table 1 Summary of patient characteristics

Patient Included in
detailed
analysis

Age
(years)

Impl.
side

Gender Duration
of epilepsy
(years)

MRI
finding

Hippocampal
damage

Subiculum
damage

Elec. 1
loc.

Elec. 2
loc.

Anesthesia

P3 Yes 47 Left F 36 Bilateral HS sHS c-l. Body NA Propofol
P4 No 35 Left F 30 Left HS sHS Patchy Head NA Isoflurane
P10 Yes 24 Left F 20 Left HS sHS c-l. Body Body Propofol
P17 No 31 Right M 22 Right HS sHS c-l. Body Head Isoflurane
P20 No 56 Left F 7 Tumour (left

temporo-polar)
mHS c-l. Body Digit. Propofol

P21 Yes 26 Right F 7 Right HS mHS c-l. Body Body Propofol
P22 Yes 46 Left F 10 Bilateral HS sHS c-l. Head Digit. Propofol
P25 Yes 36 Left F 6 Left HS sHS One patch Body� Head� Propofol
P26 No 40 Right F 26 Bilateral HS sHS c-l. Body Body Isoflurane
P30 No 40 Right F 15 Tumour (right

temporo-lateral)
mHS c-l. Head Head Propofol

P33 Yes 51 Left F 32 Tumour
(left amygdala)

mHS c-l. Head� Head� Propofol

Impl. Side= implantation and resection side; F= female; M=male; HS=hippocampal sclerosis; sHS=severe cell loss and reorganization
of hippocampus (severe hippocampal sclerosis); mHS=mild cell loss and reorganization of hippocampus (mild hippocampal sclerosis);
c-l.= control-like; Elec. loc.=electrode location; digit. =hippocampal digitations; according to (Duvernoy, 1998). NA=not applicable.
Dual electrode experiments, where both electrodes were implanted to and recorded successfully from the subiculum are marked
by an asterisk.
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from the anterior and posterior parts of the subiculum

separated by 6mm. Typical single-sweep FPG and the

corresponding CSD traces are shown from a dual electrode

experiment in Fig. 3. For simplicity, only 12 channels are

shown.

Complex CSD, MUA and spectral

characterization

Event triggered CSD, MUA and spectral averages for

separate discharge classes were constructed for all the

selected patients. Type 1 discharges revealed a brief initial

CSD sink (25� 7ms half amplitude duration) in the

pyramidal layer (Fig. 4), while the late wave component

was associated with a longer lasting (range: 50–300ms)

source current in the same location (Fig. 5). Both the early

somatic sinks and late sources were complemented by early

sources and late sinks, respectively in the apical dendritic

region (Fig. 5). MUA showed a significant (t-test, P50.01)

increase during the peak of the initial spike component,

while it decreased below baseline during the late wave

component in the somatic region (P50.01). iERSP analysis

revealed significantly increased (P50.01) broad-band

spectral activity (10–200Hz) during the spike, and a later

decrease (P50.01) mostly in the 15–100Hz range during

the wave in the somatic region (Fig. 5).

Type 2 discharges showed greater inter- and intra-subject

variability (Fig. 4). In essence, the initial spike component

(40� 22ms half-amplitude width) was accompanied by

sources in the somatic region and sinks in the apical den-

dritic region followed by another fast, but lower amplitude

sink–source pair concluding with a slow source–sink pair

contributing to the wave component (range: 50–500ms) of

the discharge. MUA related to the Type 2 initial spike

component in the somatic layer was significantly smaller

than in Type 1 discharge (Fig. 4, t-test, P50.01), but still

significantly greater than the baseline activity (Fig. 5,

P50.01). The MUA decrease during the late wave com-

ponent was detectable, but highly variable. In different

subjects, this decrease could either be unchanged compared

to Type 1 MUA or significantly smaller or larger. Type 1

event iERSP compared to Type 2 showed a significantly

larger (Fig. 5, Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA, P50.05) initial

spectral activation increase mostly in the higher frequency

range (100–200Hz). A decrease in spectral activity during

the wave component of Type 2 events was also present,

mostly in the higher frequencies (80–200Hz) (Fig. 5).

Intra-subicular and temporal lobe

interactions

In order to further characterize intra-subicular (n= 3) and

subiculum-temporal lobe (n= 2) discharge relationships,

FPG, CSD and ECoG were analysed. Spike time delay,

synchrony index and spike amplitude correlations were

computed using data obtained from spatially distinct

subicular locations. In addition, spike onset and peak

time delays and perievent time histograms (PETH) were

Fig. 2 Simultaneous FPG recordings of different types of interictal spikes from the proximal and distal subiculum of patient 22.
Continuous, non-averaged data.The multielectrode crossed both the proximal and the distal part of the subiculum in one
penetration.Upper traces (channel 2) are close to the base of the multielectrode; lower traces (channel 18) are close to the tip. Spatial
separation between traces is 200mm. Schematic neuron illustrates principal cell orientation and approximate location of the pyramidal and
apical dendritic layers.Calibration: +40mV,100ms, positivity upwards.The spikes appeared in a close temporal relationship to each other at
both subicular locations. (A) Type 1 spikes (marked by triangles) with the major FPG deflection being positive in the distal and negative in
the proximal subiculum. (B) Type 2 spike (marked by a diamond) with the major negative deflection in the distal subiculum. In the proximal
subiculum, the corresponding component is positive.Of note, a smaller positive peak (preceding the major negative deflection) was
observed in the distal recordings, which was much less pronounced in the proximal traces, indicating the variability of Type 2 spikes.
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Fig. 4 Averaged CSD and MUA traces recorded from the pyramidal layer. Representative data from four patients indicatingType1 (P10, P21,
P25, P33: left two columns) and Type 2 (P10, P25: right column) spikes. In order to compare the time course of Type 1 spikes between
patients, CSD and MUA averages (P10, P21, P25, P33: left two columns) were scaled to 1 using the peak values of the initial activation. In
the right column, indicatingType 2 spike, only the CSD peak was scaled to1, while MUAwas scaled with the value derived from theType 1
peak.This permits comparison of the MUA amplitude ratio betweenType 1 and Type 2 spikes recorded from two patients (P10 and P25).
ForType 1 spikes, the CSD and MUA time courses show remarkable similarities between patients. The shape and timing of the initial sink
and MUA increase nearly overlap, while the late source and MUA decrease are also similar in appearance.The CSD and MUA time courses
of Type 2 spikes show less correspondence between patients, but the main characteristics are similar: the initial source is followed by a
developing sink and concludes with a slow source. MUA recordings revealed an initial small firing rate increase followed by a variable firing
rate decrease during the late part of Type 2 spike. Comparison of Type 1 (middle column) and Type 2 (right column) spikes in the same
patient (P10, P25) revealed inverted initial CSD activation pattern, while the late wave component appeared to be quite similar. MUA
during the initial part of Type1spikes was significantly larger (indicated by the thick line above the plot) than inType 2 spikes (t-test, P50.01)
in both cases.

Fig. 3 Dual multielectrode, simultaneous FPG and CSD recordings from the anterior and posterior part of the subiculum indicating
successively appearingType 1 (triangle) and Type 2 (diamond) spikes in a somatically oriented penetration. Continuous, non-averaged data.
As in the previous figure, the spikes appeared in a close temporal relationship to each other at both subicular locations. (A) FPG traces,
12 channels are shown from the anterior (channels1^12) and from the posterior (channels 25^36) multielectrodes, recorded simultaneously.
Spatial separation between traces on a given multielectrode is 200mm. Schematic neuron illustrates principal cell orientation and
approximate location of the pyramidal and apical dendritic layers. Calibration: +40mV, 100ms, positivity upwards. (B) Continuous
non-averaged CSD traces from the anterior and posterior multielectrodes computed from the corresponding FPG.Calibration: +10mV,
100ms. Positive deflections indicate sources (outward currents), negative deflections indicate sink (inward currents). Since the tissue
conductivity and electrode spacing were not taken into account, the CSD measurement unit is expressed in mV.Type 1 spike initial com-
ponent is associated with brief somatic sink, inward, presumably depolarizing current complemented by sources from the dendritic region.
Type 2 spike initial component shows an inverted sink^ source pattern indicating a possible initial apical dendritic depolarizing mechanism.
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calculated using data obtained from simultaneous subicular

and temporal lobe ECoG recordings.

In both single (Fig. 2) and dual (Figs 3 and 6) multi-

electrode experiments reaching distinct subicular locations,

a high degree of spike synchrony was observed. Detailed

analysis revealed that synchronous subicular discharges

(within a �10ms window) were almost exclusively of the

same type. Figure 7D (right column) PETH illustrates that

P25 and P33 Type 1 discharges were not preceded or

followed by a Type 2 spike within a �100ms time window.

Intra-subicular spike time delays in dual multielectrode

experiments were estimated from the event triggered CSD

to eliminate volume conduction effects. The peaks of the

largest amplitude sink (in the case of Type 1 event) and

source (in the case of Type 2 event) at a given multi-

electrode were chosen as triggering base for the averages.

We found that a certain discharge type emerged at anterior

and posterior subicular locations separated by 6mm with a

short, but variable sink or source peak time delay (Fig. 7A,

values: "4, 0 and 2ms) corresponding to a lowest estimate

conduction velocity of 1.5–2m/s. In cases when a single

multielectrode covered both the proximal and distal parts

of the subiculum in one track (Fig. 2), the initial sink and/

or source were not concurrently available due to position-

ing problems, thus discharge timing was estimated from

FPG threshold crossing. Absolute time delays between the

proximal and distal subicular locations were in the range of

0–10ms. Assuming an axonal path length of 15mm

between proximal and distal locations, the corresponding

lowest estimate of conduction velocity would be around

1.5m/s. Given the short distances (6–15mm) between

subiculum sites and the 0.5ms sampling (corresponding to

2000Hz digitization rate) accuracy in the low-frequency

band, an upper conduction velocity estimate of 12–30m/s

can be reasonably measured between the subiculum

sites investigated in here. Next we examined how often

the spikes emerged in such a close temporal relation-

ship at distinct subicular locations. We found that a

large proportion (89–100%) of similar type spikes

occurred concurrently (within a �10ms window) between

Fig. 5 CSD, MUA and iERSP maps of Type 1 and Type 2 spikes in different patients (P10, P25 and P33). X-axis indicates time: from "50 to
150ms,Y-axis indicates depth: covering 2mm of the subiculum. Approximate locations of somatic and apical dendritic layers are abbreviated
on the figure. Small schematic pyramidal cell shows the orientation of the recording. Cold (blue) colours indicate activity decrease (dec.)
compared to baseline, while warm (red) colours indicate activity increase (inc.) compared to baseline for MUA and iERSP. CSD sink is
depicted in red, source in blue. Colour range was adjusted so that both increases and decreases were visible. iERSP is shown from one
channel located in the pyramidal layer. Statistical comparison to baseline was performed using a t-test for CSD and MUA, and bootstrap
analysis for iERSP. Significance level (bootstrap: P50.01, t-test: P50.01) is indicated on the side colour bar by arrows. Statistically non-sig-
nificant activity in iERSP is shaded green.Type 1 spike is initiated by an inward current and firing rate increase in the pyramidal layer,
accompanied by a presumably passive source in the dendritic region. iERSP during this period revealed a significant wide band oscillatory
power increase up to 200Hz.The wave component was accompanied by a source and firing rate decrease in the pyramidal layer, accom-
panied by a presumably passive current sink in the apical dendritic region. iERSP during the wave component showed a significant oscilla-
tory power decrease.Type 2 spikes showed an inverted initial CSD pattern with an MUA increase in the pyramidal layer and accompanying
spectral activity increase up to 100Hz.The wave component was associated with later CSD inversion, as well as firing rate and spectral
activity decreases. Significant differences (Kruskal^Wallis ANOVA, P50.05) betweenType1and Type 2 spikes are indicated by the inclusion
area of white (Type1activity is significantly higher thanType 2 activity) and black (Type 2 activity is significantly smaller thanType1activity)
lines in the iERSP color map for the initial spike component.
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anterior–posterior and proximal–distal sites, expressed by

the synchrony index (Fig. 7B), suggesting strong functional

coupling within the subiculum. Correlation between spike

peak FPG amplitudes measured at different locations was

moderate to high, and it was significant in all except one

case (Fig. 7B), indicating a strong linear relationship

between activities at distinct subicular locations.

In addition to intra-subicular discharge synchronization,

we found that temporal lobe spiking was clearly associated

in time with the subicular events (Figs 6 and 8). Long time

scale PETH revealed temporal spike coupling between the

subiculum and temporal lobe in P25 and P33 (Figs 6 and

8A and B). This association was strong for Type 1 events in

P33, weaker and broader in P25 for the same type, and

virtually absent in P25 for Type 2 discharges (Fig. 8C). We

found significantly more spikes (two-tailed Fisher exact test,

significance level of P50.01) in the range of �200ms

around the zero point of the PETHs than expected from

a random (uncorrelated) spike distribution both in P33

Type 1 (P50.00001) and P25 Type 1 (P50.00001) events,

while P25 Type 2 (P= 0.7432) subiculum and cortical spikes

appeared to be uncorrelated. We also quantified the

statistical properties of lead or lag between subiculum and

temporal cortex spikes occurring within �200ms of each

other. Two-tailed Fisher exact test (significance level of

P50.01) revealed that P33 Type 1 subicular events were

significantly (P50.00001) more likely to occur before the

cortical spikes than after them, indicating a highly reliable

subicular lead over the cortex. Such preference was not seen

in either P25 Type 1 events (P= 0.3771) or in P33 Type 2

events (P= 0.6843).

To investigate temporal directionality between subiculum

and temporal lobe in P33, spike onset and peak timing were

further analysed for Type 1 events. The timing of the initial

sink peak and the earliest initial ECoG positive peak were

correlated. Short time scale PETH showed that the earliest

ECoG positivity follows the subicular sink peak with a

5.5� 1ms delay (Fig. 8D). The delay was further confirmed

by event triggered averaging based on the sink peak.

Assuming a distance of about 30–60mm between sub-

iculum and temporal lobe recording sites, the estimated

conduction velocity is in the range of 4.5–10m/s. In

Fig. 8B, t-scores (compared to baseline period) of CSD

(multiplied by "1 for better visualization) from the

anterior and posterior subiculum and the t-score of

temporal lobe ECoG are shown. It is evident that both

the onset and peak of activity are earlier in the subiculum

than in the temporal lobe, suggesting a possible subicular

driving role.

Discussion

Detailed FPG, CSD, MUA and spectral analysis of

anatomically identified subicular electrical activity was

performed on six mesial temporal lobe epilepsy patients

during anterior temporal lobectomy under general anaes-

thesia. In two of the six cases, ECoG spikes were

simultaneously obtained from the temporal lobe and were

correlated with the subicular events. We found multiple

and complex spike generation mechanisms. The general

Fig. 6 Relationship of subicular and temporal lobe spiking.
(A) Simultaneous dual laminar and ECoG strip electrode record-
ings from the anterior and posterior subiculum, and temporal lobe
in patient 25 in a somatically oriented penetration. Continuous,
non-averaged data.Temporal lobe strip electrode contacts
were localized at the base of the temporal lobe, lateral to the
inferotemporal sulcus. Four representative subicular traces
separated by 400mm are shown from both anterior and posterior
regions, while two representative ECoG traces are shown from
the strip recordings.Type1 (triangles) and Type 2 (diamonds) spikes
arise synchronously at both subicular locations. Temporal lobe
interictal spikes with a sharp initial component show a close timing
relationship withType 1 subicular discharges, while much less
activity was seen in the temporal lobe duringType 2 (diamonds)
spikes. (B) Similar recordings from patient 33. In this case the
penetration was oriented dendritically as depicted by the inverted
pyramidal cell. Each detected Type 1 (triangle) subicular spike was
accompanied by a temporal lobe interictal spike. Local generation
of temporal lobe spikes is highly possible, since in most cases the
initial component of the ECoG spike inverted between strip
contacts 5 and 6.Of note, smaller (not detected) subicular spikes
were not clearly associated with temporal lobe spikes, in addition,
several temporal lobe spikes lack corresponding subicular spikes.
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appearance of the subicular spikes closely resembled that

previously described for spike-wave discharges (Gotman,

1980; Altafullah et al., 1986; de Curtis and Avanzini, 2001).

Based on waveform morphology, two distinct discharge

types were classified.

In Type 1 events (comprising 73.5% of all discharges),

the initial component started with a brief inward current
(sink) accompanied by increased cell firing and broad-band

spectral activity in the pyramidal layer, and a simultaneous

outward current (source) in the apical dendrites. These

characteristics strongly suggest active depolarizing periso-

matic excitatory mechanisms with passive, electrotonic

return currents drawn from the apical dendrites. Based on

previous studies, the time course and localization of the

early depolarizing current is at least partially compatible

with the presence of fast glutamatergic excitation

(Menendez de la Prida and Gal, 2004) in the pyramidal

cell layer delivered through the local recurrent excitatory

network (Harris et al., 2001; Witter, 2006). The wave

component was characterized by longer lasting outward
currents together with decreases in firing rate and spectral

activity in the somatic layer, and simultaneous inward

currents in the dendritic region. These characteristics

strongly suggest active hyperpolarizing, inhibitory mechan-

isms at the soma of principal cells with passive, electrotonic

return currents drawn from the dendrites. Membrane

Fig. 7 (A) Examples of event-triggered CSD averages at different subicular locations. Upper superimposed traces showType 2 spike CSD
derived from the pyramidal layer. Event triggering was based on the anterior subiculum electrode (dark trace). The resulting CSD peak at
the posterior subiculum (light grey trace) preceded the anterior subiculum CSD peak by 4ms. Middle superimposed traces showType 1
spike CSD derived from the pyramidal layer of the same patient (P25). In this case event triggered CSD peaks were concurrent, with no
delay. Lower superimposed traces depict spikeType 1 event (anterior subiculum peak) triggered CSD from patient 33. In this case, the
posterior subiculum (light grey trace) follows the anterior (black trace) subiculum CSD peak by 2ms delay. (B) FPG synchrony index and
amplitude correlation. Correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r2) and its significance is shown with light grey bars between the peak FPG ampli-
tude at distinct subicular locations in three patients (P22, P25, P33) with proximal^ distal and/or anterior^posterior penetrations for
separate spike types (1 and 2). Synchrony index is shown with dark grey bars. (C) Instantaneous spike frequency of P33 Type 1 events
calculated from the average time differences of three consecutively occurring spikes, expressed in Hz. (D) Left column shows the auto-
correlograms (in 400ms bins) of P33 (upper) and P25 (lower) Type 1 events indicating rhythmicity in spike occurrence. Right column shows
PETHs of Type 1 and Type 2 events based onType 1 events (in 200ms bins) indicating sparse interaction between them.
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conductances underlying the late hyperpolarizing current

cannot be clearly identified from extracellular measure-

ments. The rapid decay of the initial excitation is com-

patible with local circuit GABAergic inhibition (Cohen

et al., 2002), while the later hyperpolarizing component is

most likely to be a mixture of other synaptic (Cohen et al.,

2006) and intrinsic (Alger and Nicoll, 1980) membrane

currents, such as different kinds of potassium currents

(Fernandez de Sevilla et al., 2006) or even disfacilitation

(Gigg et al., 2000). Similar to the Type 1 spike in humans

described here, electrical stimulation of CA1 in animals

resulted in broad subicular excitation including the

pyramidal layer (Cappaert et al., 2007) with initially

increased pyramidal cell firing, followed by decreased

firing (Gigg et al., 2000) and hyperpolarizing currents

(Behr et al., 1998). A similar activation sequence was

observed in human in vitro subicular slice preparations

spontaneously or in response to electrical stimulation

(Cohen et al., 2002; Huberfeld et al., 2007), suggesting

that intrinsic activity can also be triggered.
Type 2 events (comprising 26.5% of all discharges)

showed considerably more spatio-temporal variability than

Type 1 events, suggesting more complex and/or less-stable

generator mechanisms. The initial component of Type 2

events started as a brief outward current in the somatic

layer and an inward current in the apical dendritic layer,

with a relatively small increase in firing rate and spectral

power. One plausible interpretation of this pattern is that

the flow of active excitatory, depolarizing currents located

in the apical dendritic region cause a passive return source

linked by electrotonic conduction with the active dendritic

sink (Uva and de Curtis, 2003; Wu and Leung, 2003). The

following wave component emerged variably from the

fading somatic source as a longer lasting outward current,

accompanied by variable decreases in firing rate and

spectral power. The most probable generator mechanism

of this wave component is, as in the case of Type 1 events,

a mixture of synaptic and intrinsic hyperpolarizing currents

confined to the somatic layer. Similar to the Type 2 in vivo

human spike activation sequence described here, cortical

electrical stimulation in animals revealed an initial super-

ficial molecular layer excitation in the subiculum (Cappaert

et al., 2007) with increased pyramidal firing, and then a

later action potential decrease (Gigg et al., 2000) accom-

panied by hyperpolarizing currents (Behr et al., 1998).

Opposing polarity spikes were observed in different

phases of kindling in rats, dogs (Lopes da Silva et al., 1982;

Wadman et al., 1983) and rabbits (Kogure, 1997).

Fig. 8 (A) Timing relationship betweenType 1 subicular spikes and temporal lobe ECoG spikes (P33); peri-event time histogram, "1000 to
1000ms, 50ms bins. (B) Onsets and peaks of averaged, event triggered (based on the anterior spike peak) subicular CSD and temporal
lobe ECoG spike, t-score plots (P33). The CSD of Type 1 spikes derived from the pyramidal layer was inverted in order to illustrate onset
and peak differences compared to the ECoG. Anterior subiculum CSD: dark line; posterior subiculum CSD: light grey line; temporal lobe
ECoG: dashed line. Long arrows indicate the onset (t-test: P50.05) of activity.The onset of subicular activation is followed by the onset of
the temporal cortex spike by 4ms. Short arrows indicate the peak of the activity. Both subiculum CSD peaks are earlier than the ECoG
spike peak by 3^5ms. (C) Timing relationship betweenType 1 (dark grey) and Type 2 (light grey) subicular spikes, and temporal lobe ECoG
spikes (P25); peri-event time histogram, "1000 to 1000ms, 50ms bins. (D) Short time peri-event histogram (bin size: 0.5ms) of subiculum
CSD peak (time zero) and temporal lobe ECoG spike initial peak. All of the detected subiculum spikes preceded temporal lobe spikes
with a median latency of 5.5ms.
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In humans, opposing polarity spikes were shown in the

entorhinal cortex (Bragin et al., 2002). Also in humans,
interictal discharges in the neocortex were found to have

different laminar characteristics depending upon whether

they were de novo generated or propagated (Ulbert et al.,

2004a). The seizure protective or promoting nature of

interictal spikes is under debate (de Curtis and Avanzini,

2001), however it seems to be clear that some spikes are

strongly linked to seizures. Recent data demonstrate that

provoked spikes are good indicators of the epileptogenic
area in the frontal and temporal lobes, including the

hippocampus (Valentin et al., 2002, 2005a, b). Furthermore,

high-frequency oscillations during spikes were associated

with epileptogenesis in animal models of epilepsy (Bragin

et al., 2004) and in humans (Staba et al., 2004, 2007).

We have shown that a greater amount of high-frequency

(100–200Hz) activity and cellular firing was associated with

Type 1 than with Type 2 spikes (Fig. 5), further suggesting
that different spike types take different roles in

epileptogenesis.

Measured over a relatively long time period, spike

frequency was in the range of 9 and 1 spike/min for Type

1 and Type 2 events, respectively. Type 1 discharges showed

occasional episodes of rhythmicity in four patients at

0.3–1Hz. Interictal spike rate computed from long epochs

in the human mesial temporal lobe under in vivo condi-
tions show a large variability (Clemens et al., 2003). In

general, however, spike frequencies in vivo, in human

epilepsy are closer to our findings than has been observed

in vitro (Cohen et al., 2002; Wozny et al., 2003, 2005),

nonetheless bouts of rhythmic discharges at higher

frequencies are not uncommon in vivo.

The effect of propofol anaesthesia on paroxysmal activity

has been investigated by several authors. While there is an
ongoing debate of its pro- or antiepileptic influence, a

blood level controlled study demonstrated that interictal

spiking was not significantly influenced by the infusion of

the drug in a dose-dependent manner (Samra et al., 1995).

The anaesthetized state is characterized by large fluctua-

tions in synaptic and action potential activity (Steriade,

2006). The slow oscillation (�1Hz) detected in various

species including humans (Massimini et al., 2004) during
anaesthesia and natural slow wave sleep is composed of

alternating phases of active (up-state) and inactive states

(down-state). Human studies have revealed significant

cortical excitability changes between up- and down-states

(Massimini et al., 2003). In addition, the slow oscillation is

modulated by the infraslow oscillation (�0.02Hz), which

was also shown to group interictal spikes in humans

(Vanhatalo et al., 2004). Recent work of Clemens and co-
workers (Clemens et al., 2007) pointed out the relationship

of cortical slow oscillation, parahippocampal spiking and

sharp wave-ripples in humans. The occasional rhythmicity

(0.3–1Hz) of subicular spiking observed by us, may be

consistent with the coordinative role of the cortical slow

oscillation (�1Hz) in the cortico-hippocampal dialogue,

not only in relatively mild (Clemens et al., 2007) but even

in cases of more severe mesial temporal damage. The long-
term subicular spiking frequency fluctuation may reflect the

modulating role of the infraslow oscillation impinging on

the cortical slow oscillation.

In addition to fluctuations in interictal spike frequency,

variations in spike amplitude may also be related to the

varying level of excitability stemming from the slow and

infraslow oscillations. Furthermore, cortical excitability

cycles may also differentially modulate spike thresholds
in different temporal structures, and thus the transfer of

interictal discharges between the subiculum and temporal

neocortex. Further investigations are needed to test these

speculations.

Locally generated interictal events were found to be

synchronous within �10ms with high reliability at different

locations of the subiculum. This was true for both Type 1

and Type 2 events. Presumably, in addition to de novo local
generation or projected activity from the lateral temporal

lobe, other limbic structures such as entorhinal cortex may

also initiate widespread subicular and lateral temporal lobe

synchrony. Subicular spike frequency did not correlate with

the level of HS, but significantly more Type 2 discharges

were detected in sHS than in mHS patients. Although the

number of subjects is too small to formulate far-reaching

conclusions, the reorganized input patterns of the sub-
iculum due to the significant cell loss in the CA1 region

might be related to this phenomenon. Besides the

remarkable degree of intra-subicular synchrony, subicular

spikes were also closely associated with temporal lobe

spiking. We have shown that Type 1 discharges reliably

preceded temporal lobe spikes with a short but accurate

(5.5� 1ms) delay.

One limitation of our acute intraoperative study stems
from the unexplored effects of anaesthesia on the micro-

physiology of temporal lobe interictal spikes and seizures.

Chronically implanted laminar multielectrodes would pro-

vide comparative data between different states of vigilance

and anaesthesia, in addition to revealing more completely

the relationship between spikes and seizures. Detailed

evaluation of the spread of subicular activity requires

implantation of more than one or two multielectrodes.
Recent advances in silicone probe design may allow brain

activity to be sampled in three-dimensions. The implanta-

tion of recording devices may itself have an unpredictable

influence on brain activity. However, the size of our devices

is a fraction of the conventionally used depth electrodes,

probably inducing less damage, and thus improving the

detection of pathological events.

Concerning for example the perisomatic inhibitory input
of hippocampal principal cells, controversial results have

been found in different rat models of epilepsy (Morin et al.,

1999; Cossart et al., 2001) and in human studies (Wittner

et al., 2005). These conflicting results require an extensive

comparison and correlation of human and animal data to

be able to extrapolate model predictions from animals to
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human. In addition to animal model validation, laminar

microphysiology yields accurate templates for source locali-

zation procedures, which may further advance non-invasive

diagnostic efforts. Elucidating the role of the subiculum in

the generation and spread of epileptic activity within the

temporal lobe may also result in a less invasive and more

selective treatment of temporal lobe epilepsy.

Analysis of the ECoG, CSD, MUA and spectral finger-

prints of subicular and temporal lobe events in our study

revealed multiple spike generator mechanisms suggesting a

complex network interplay between medial and lateral

temporal lobe during epileptic activity. We have shown that

spikes are generated locally and synchronously in the

subiculum, and that a subset of subicular discharges had

close timing association with temporal lobe spikes. These

results support the hypothesis that a subicular focus might

also take an active role in the distribution of epileptiform

activity to other brain regions (de la Prida et al., 2006).
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Summary: Multicontact microelectrodes were chronically im-
planted in epilepsy patients undergoing subdural grid implanta-
tion for seizure localization. Current source density and mul-
tiple unit activity of interictal spikes (IISs) were sampled
every ∼150 µm in a line traversing all layers of a cortical
column. Our data suggest that interictal epileptiform events in
humans are initiated by large postsynaptic depolarizations, con-
sistent with the hypothesis that human IISs correspond to animal

paroxysmal depolarization shifts. Furthermore, the cortical layer
where the initial depolarization occurs may differ according to
whether the IIS is locally generated or propagated from a dis-
tant location, and among the propagated IISs, whether the IIS
is in the direct path of propagation or on the periphery of that
path. Key Words: Current source density—Epilepsy—Human
neocortex—Interictal spikes—Multiple unit activity.

Although the defining feature of epileptic brain is its

ability to generate seizures, the ability to generate interic-

tal spikes (IISs) may be equally characteristic (1,2). Hu-

man IIS are thought to be homologous to the paroxysmal

depolarization shifts (PDSs) that have been studied in an-

imal models of epilepsy (3,4) and have been shown to

be giant excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) (5–

8). In addition to PSPs, other synchronizing mechanisms

may contribute to IISs, including voltage-sensitive ion

channels, gap junctions, electrical field effects, glial cur-

rents, and changes in the extracellular ionic milieu (9–

13). In many models of epilepsy, the spike is followed

by a slow wave (SW), which represents γ -aminobutyric

acid (GABA)-mediated recurrent inhibition, as well as in-

traneuronal processes such as afterhyperpolarization and

other K currents (14).

Numerous fundamental studies have allowed animal

IISs/SWs to be understood as a paroxysmal recruit-

ment of excitatory synapses, accompanied by feedforward

and then feedback inhibition, with the whole interacting

with intrinsic membrane properties and extraneuronal ele-

ments. This understanding is fundamental to current con-

cepts of the IIS as a final common neurophysiologic event

Address correspondence and reprint requests to Dr. E. Halgren at
MGH-NMR, Room 2301, Building 149, 13th Street, Charlestown, MA
02129, U.S.A. E-mail: halgren@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu

in human epileptogenesis. Although it is reasonable to

assume that human IISs share neural mechanisms with

animal PDSs, direct evidence for this assumption is not

strong. Bursting may occur in human epileptogenic tis-

sue removed in therapeutic surgery, but spontaneous PDSs

are seldom seen (15,16). In any case, these studies have

been performed in vitro. Because epilepsy is fundamen-

tally a property of neuronal networks, removal of tissue

from its physiologic milieu permits elementary processes

to be probed but may not provide a complete view of how

these processes contribute to epileptogenesis (17). In vivo

studies of human epileptic tissue have also failed to re-

veal properties that were expected, given animal models

of PDSs. In particular, the number of bursting cells and

the quantity of bursts were found actually to decrease in

epileptogenic areas in human limbic cortex recorded in

vivo (18).

Interictal spikes also are clinically important because

they are a widely used indicator for the location of the

epileptogenic zone. Although ultimately, the origin of the

seizure is at issue, IISs are much easier to analyze be-

cause usually thousands of IISs are found to each seizure,

and they can be obtained without accompanying move-

ment artifacts. However, the reliability of IISs in indicating

the seizure focus is limited because they may propagate

from their initial site of origin. Thus most epileptologists
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currently believe that surgical treatment requires local-

ization of the seizure discharge itself, but consider IIS to

provide crucial complementary information (19).

This study attempted to describe the laminar micro-

physiology of IISs in vivo in humans, first to understand

better their neural basis, and second, to determine whether

microphysiologic characteristics may potentially be used

to identify those IISs that are generated locally.

METHODS

Patients with medically intractable epilepsy underwent

subdural grid implantation for localization and removal

of their seizure focus. Grids usually consisted of 32–64

contacts, each ∼8 mm in diameter and spaced at 10-mm

centers. One or two multielectrodes (MEs) were placed

underneath the grid. The choice of patients for intracra-

nial studies, the location of the clinical electrodes, and

the duration of implantation were all determined entirely

by clinical considerations unrelated to the experimental

protocol. The patients consented to the experimental pro-

cedure after a complete explanation of the risks, under

procedures monitored and approved by the Institutional

Review Boards at Stanford University and Children’s Hos-

pital, Boston, according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Details of electrode construction, recordings, and analy-

sis techniques can be found in (20,21).

Patients

Patient A (age 49 years) had complex partial seizures

(CPSs) for 30 years. A right frontal osteoma with un-

derlying encephalomalacia/scarring was resected at age

31 years. Surface grids covered the right superior frontal

gyrus (SFG) and the temporal regions. ME1 was placed in

the SFG 3 cm from the right frontal pole, and ME2, close

to the scarring, 1.5 cm posterolaterally. Grid recordings

revealed that some spontaneous seizures arose from the

vicinity of ME2, but most began more posteriorly.

Patient B (age 29 years) had frontal lobe epilepsy with

seizures mostly arising from sleep. Multielectrodes were

implanted into the left SFG 1.5 cm from midline, 1.5

(ME1) and 2.5 cm (ME2) anterior to the premotor area

(grid contact: G14). Grid recordings showed consistent

seizure spread from the medial surface of the SFG (grid

IH15) toward the location of the MEs (G14).

Patient C (age 11 years) with CPSs was implanted with

two MEs ∼1 cm apart in the left superior parietal area,

close to the sensory strip and ∼3 cm superior to a cyst in

the vicinity of G31. Grid recordings showed frequent IISs

and seizure spread toward the MEs originating from the

region of G71.

Patient D (age 33 years) was implanted with one ME

near the left temporoparietooccipital junction (TPO). Grid

recordings showed a posterior parietooccipital seizure fo-

cus with frequent IIS propagation toward the TPO.

Laminar recordings

Multielectrodes were implanted underneath the clinical

grid electrodes (Fig. 1). Each ME (350-µm shaft diame-

ter) spanned a cortical column, with its base in layer I

and its tip in layer VI, with 24 individual recording sites

spaced evenly at 150 or 175 µm. Low-frequency band

spatial potential gradient (PG; 0.1–500 Hz, sampled at

2 kHz/channel, 16 bit) and high-frequency band multi-

ple (MUA) and occasionally single-unit activity (200–

5,000 Hz, sampled at 20 kHz/channel, 12 bit) associated

with IISs were recorded from the MEs simultaneously,

while the patients were watching TV or sleeping in the

epilepsy intensive care unit after electrode implantation.

Grid recordings (1–70 Hz, sampled at 200 Hz/channel on

the clinical video-EEG system) were coregistered with

ME recordings by using a common marker in patients. A,

B, and C during 1- to 3-h periods of the 5- to 10-day postop-

erative observation, before the second, resective surgery.

The MEs were placed within the planned cortical topec-

tomy by using the following protocol. At the time of sub-

dural electrode placement, intraoperative corticography

was used to find the region of maximal EEG abnormali-

ties. An intraoperative navigation system was used to place

the ME on the boundary of any structural abnormality that

was concordant with the maximal EEG pathology. Lack-

ing radiographic lesions, it was placed in the zone of max-

imal electrographic pathology. Care was taken to insert

the ME perpendicular to the cortical surface in the middle

of the selected gyrus. At the time of resection, the ME site

was removed en bloc, in patients A, B, and D, fixed, and

embedded in paraffin. Serial 15-µm sections were stained

with H&E and Luxol Fast Blue to localize the electrode

position to the respective cortical lamina. An illustration

of the implantation site, schematic picture of the ME, and

the penetration track is presented in Fig. 1. Patients B, C,

and D remained seizure free at 6- to 24-month follow-up,

whereas patient A had 70% seizure reduction at 2-year

follow-up.

CSD, unit, and MUA analysis

One-dimensional CSD data are presented on depth-

versus-time maps, with color-coded sink (red) and source

(blue) amplitudes. The second spatial derivative of the

field potentials approximates the depth distribution of

the current sources in laminated structures, such as the

cerebral neocortex. Inhomogeneous conductivity was not

taken into account. Hamming-window spatial smoothing

and additional 0.1- to 100-Hz bandpass filtering (zero

phase shift, 12 dB/oct) was applied on the continuous CSD

data derived from the low-frequency band recordings. The

stop band power did not exceed 0.01% of the pass band.

The CSD maps are representative (single sweep, not av-

eraged) samples of the ongoing activity, because the vari-

ance of the IISs was quite small. Comparing the single

sweeps with the average showed no significant differences

Epilepsia, Vol. 45, Suppl. 4, 2004
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FIG. 1. Implantation site and multielectrode schematic drawing with histology. Left: intraoperative photo of patient D implantation site. The
multielectrode was inserted into the TPO underneath the clinical grid. White arrow, the top of the multielectrode. Right: schematic drawing
of the multielectrode and the histology from the same patient. Grey bars (representing 300 µm) on the histology indicate approximately
the boundaries between layers I/II, III/IV, and IV/V. Luxol fast blue.

(z-score, ≤0.75; p ≥ 0.45). A continuous estimate of the

population cellular activity (MUA) was derived by addi-

tional bandpass filtering (zero phase shift, 500–5,000 Hz,

48 dB/oct), full-wave rectifying, and finally low-pass fil-

tering (zero phase, 100 Hz, 12 dB/oct) the high-frequency

band data. To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the

MUA, spike-triggered averaging was used based on the

CSD of the IISs.

Single units were sorted via traditional threshold de-

tection and clustering of the bandpass filtered (zero

phase shift, 500–5,000 Hz, 48 dB/oct), high-frequency

band data. Perispike histograms (PSPHs) constructed with

2-ms bin size from the sorted units based on the timestamp

of the PG spike. When no apparent single unit was present

on a given channel, the filtered high-frequency band data

were threshold detected without clustering, and the PSPH

was calculated the same way.

RESULTS

Classification of IISs

The large areas covered by the clinical grids allowed

the sequence of activation of different cortical areas by

the IISs to be examined. This sequence generally corre-

sponded to that observed for spontaneous clinical seizures

and IISs. The macro- and microrecordings were coregis-

tered to reveal the connection between surface potentials

and intracortical activity. The surface potentials and intra-

cortical patterns observed at six recording sites in four pa-

tients were quite stable during the 1- to 3-h time course of

the daily recording, suggesting a corresponding stability

in the corticocortical pathways and intracortical mecha-

nisms that give rise to epileptiform events. Based on the

timing and spatial distribution of the surface recordings,

we distinguished two types of IISs at a particular site.

If the spike at a particular site was consistently preceded

by an initial activation at another location, we called it a

“propagated” IIS at this particular site (Fig. 2C, D: G14,

G31). When a spike was recorded at a particular site with-

out any sign of consistently preceding activity at another

location, we called it a “de novo” IIS at this particular

site (Fig. 2B, C: G12, IH15). In Patient A, the G12 site

was able to generate both propagated and de novo IISs

(Fig. 2A, B), but in the rest of the cases, all of the ME

sites generated only one type of IIS.

Two distinct intracortical CSD/MUA patterns were

found to be related to the propagated IISs. The most com-

mon pattern—granular—was encountered in five implan-

tation sites. This pattern was characterized by an earliest

layer IV CSD sink and MUA onset, with delayed CSD sink

and MUA in layer III, and also delayed sources and MUA

in layers V–VI. The second pattern—supragranular—

which was observed in three recording sites, revealed a

major layer I–III CSD sink with enhanced MUA, and later

sinks and sources in the deep layers. In the case of the de

novo IIS, one site showed initial layer V CSD sink and

MUA enhancement, followed by layer IV and supragran-

ular activation.

Propagated spikes: Granular pattern

Both MEs in Pts. B (Fig. 3, left and middle panels) and

C (Fig. 3, right panel), and in some cases the focal ME of

Patient A showed initial activation during IISs in layer IV.

The sequence of CSD and MUA patterns in this granular

type of IISs was as follows.

Preceding the spike component, a strong sink in layers

I–II and a strong source in layers III–IV were present at

the four ME locations of patients B and C. MUA gener-

ally decreased during the layers III–IV source, suggesting

hyperpolarizing processes centered on these layers (see

Epilepsia, Vol. 45, Suppl. 4, 2004
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FIG. 2. Propagation of interictal spikes (IISs), surface grid recordings. A: Averaged EEG during IISs in patient A indicate a posterior
to anterior propagation in the SFG from G25 (small negative deflection in light grey trace) to G12 (dark grey trace) and then G6 (black
trace). During these IISs, ME2 (close to G12) showed an initial sink in supragranular layers. B: Other IISs (averaged traces) from the same
patient showed initial activity in G12, followed by G6 and G25. During these IISs, ME2 (close to G12) showed an initial sink in infragranular
layers, whereas ME1 (close to G6) showed an initial sink in supragranular layers. C: Single EEG sweeps in patient B indicate that the IISs
originate near IH15 (light grey ), followed after 20–30 ms by an IIS in G14 (black trace). During wakefulness, rhythmic 3-Hz IIS recurrence
was observed. The multielectrodes close to G14 showed an initial granular layer sink. D: IISs in patient C were averaged by triggering on
the positive peak recorded at G71 in the posterior parietal region. A continuous spread from G71→G47→G31 is clearly seen. Because
the amplitude of the earliest G71 peak was quite small compared with the other potentials, it was enlarged 3 times in amplitude and plotted
in light grey . The patient was awake during the recordings, and 3-Hz rhythmic IIS recurrence was present, similar to that observed in
patient B. IISs recorded by ME near G47 began with a granular sink.

PSPH during the preceding source in Fig. 3). Surface-grid

potentials during this period showed a small negative de-

flection consistent with a current sink in superficial layers

(Fig. 3, IH15 and G14).

Onset of the sharp component of the spike started in

layer IV with an excitatory component arising from pre-

ceding layers III–IV hyperpolarization. From layer IV, the

excitation spread to layer III. While the layer III excitation

propagated toward the surface, sequential inhibitory pro-

cesses or current returns took place in layers III–IV. By

this time, layers V–VI exhibited action-potential firing,

which was later than the initial firing of layer IV (see ar-

row with feather in Fig. 3). The spatiotemporal pattern of

the sink rising from layers IV to II–III gave the visual im-

pression of a continuous propagation in all of the sites with

propagated spikes. Calculating peak sink delay between

layers IV and upper III from individual IISs, propagation

velocity was in the range of 0.033–0.15 m/s. In Patient A,

the mean velocity (mv) of IISs was 0.054 m/s; SD, 0.008

m/s; n = 50; Patient B, mv, 0.058 m/s; SD, 0.01 m/s; n =

50; Patient C, mv, 0.075 m/s; SD, 0.023 m/s; n = 50. Sur-

face grid potentials resembled the superficial sink-source

pattern rather than the layer IV activation, resulting in a

biphasic spike morphology at the surface.

The SW component of the IIS/SW complex appeared

to start with a long-lasting rebound excitation of layers

III–IV; finally, this excitation then inverted into a strong

hyperpolarization, completing the IIS/SW cycle, and usu-

ally giving rise to another IIS.

Propagated spikes: supragranular pattern

This pattern was observed in patient A (CSD maps are

not presented) and patient D (for details, see Fig. 4). In

contrast with the granular pattern, the most prominent

early activation arose from layers I–II and upper layer III

(Fig. 4). Preceding the spike component, CSD revealed

a layer I–II and upper layer III source, and lower-layer

small sinks (Fig. 4). In Patient D, a strong layer V MUA

decrement was observed (Fig. 4; red MUA trace). At the

onset of the spike, sinks started in layers I–II, followed by

layer III (mv, 0.02 m/s; SD, 0.004 m/s; n = 50), together

with MUA increment. A characteristic source extending

from layer III to layers V–VI accompanied these changes.

Layers V–VI neurons fired by that time. The most promi-

nent MUA peaks were detected in layers III and V–VI.

Prolonged sinks in layer III coincided with a prolonged

increase of MUA. About 100 ms after spike onset, layers

I–II and III sinks inverted into sources, while MUA de-

creased to baseline or below. This decrement was strong

in layer V and weaker in layer III.

De novo generation

The ME2 close to the scar (secondary seizure focus)

showed both propagated and de novo spike generation in

Patient A. Comparing Fig. 5 left and right panels, propa-

gated versus de novo generation; it is clear that only the

initial part of the IIS/SW complex is different. The de

novo spike started deeper, in layer V, and from there it

propagated to layer IV. It consisted of an initial large sink
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FIG. 3. Relation of the surface grid recordings to the current source density (CSD) during granular IIS. Left: CSD line plots of a
granular IIS (single sweep) in patient B coregistered with the surface recordings from a nearby subdural electrode (G14) and with the
intrahemispheric (medial surface of the SFG) focal surface electrode (IH15). Sinks downward, time tick 20 ms, arbitrary units. Middle:
The map was constructed from a representative single sweep corresponding to the left panel, plotting depth (Y-axis) versus time (X-axis).
CSD amplitude (arbitrary units) is color coded, sinks are yellow/red, and sources are blue/purple. Single unit activity (white asterisk ) and
multiunit analysis (MUA) histograms are superimposed on the color maps in black. Horizontal lines represent the recording sites, Roman
numerals on the side shows the laminarization of the cortex, time mark is 20 ms. Well-isolated action potentials were recorded from
multielectrode channel 10. The PSPH onset was later in layer V than in layer IV, by ∼10 ms (see downward-pointing arrow with feathers).
Black arrows pointing diagonally upward show intracortical spread of the layer IV origin sink toward the cortical surface. Right: Patient C
granular IIS. Note the similarity between the two patterns. Time tick: 10 ms.

and MUA increase in layer V. From this point, the CSD

and MUA patterns were highly similar to the granular pat-

tern; however de novo generation evoked larger-amplitude

sinks and sources in the superficial layers. The correspond-

ing initial surface positivity also was larger than in the

propagating spikes, but the rest of the sequence was quite

similar (compare Fig. 2A and B; G12 traces).

Relation of IIS patterns to seizure onset

and propagation zones

The epileptogenic network consists of a seizure-

generating focus, and an area where the seizure spreads.

Only one ME was located in a seizure focus (patient A,

ME2), and that was a satellite to the primary focus based

on the neurologic diagnosis. However, the fact that ME2

in patient A was also the only one to show layer V spike

initiation, and was the only one to generate IIS de novo,

suggested correlations that should be tested in further pa-

tients. Layer IV origin propagating spikes were observed

in five ME locations of three patients. All of these sites

were in the mainstream of seizure and spike propagation

(the focal site in patient A also acted as a spike and a satel-

lite seizure focus). All of the layer IV–origin spikes were

temporally preceded by activation of the surrounding area.

The layers I–III origin spike was observed in three record-

ing sites of three patients. In two patients, the implantation

site was located at the marginal area of the seizure prop-

agation (patient A focal site was able to initiate both IISs

and seizures). The same spatiotemporal causality was ob-

served as with the layer IV origin propagating IISs. As

patient A had apparently multifocal epilepsy and the rest

of the patients did not (as indicated by the follow-up), this

might have accounted for these exceptions.

DISCUSSION

We found that human IISs can originate with ini-

tial synaptic activity centered in either supragranular,

infragranular, or granular lamina. Similarly, CSD/MUA

recordings in a variety of animal models have found that

IISs originate in supragranular (22–29), infragranular (30–

34), or granular layers (35). The laminar origin of the IIS

was related to the role of the recorded area in IIS genera-

tion and propagation. Some studies in animal models also

found distinct pathways for IIS generation and propaga-

tion (36–38), whereas others revealed that both supra- and

infragranular layers can take part, even independently, in

the epileptic process (8,39–42). The only previous CSD

study of human IISs was in vitro; it suggested more fre-

quent supragranular origin (43).

Regardless of the laminar distribution of the initial

synaptic activity, the human IIS in the current study

was characterized by a large initial current sink together
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FIG. 4. Current source density (CSD) and multiunit analysis
(MUA) of supragranular spike in patient D. Single-sweep CSD map
color coded as in Fig. 3. Spike-triggered, averaged MUA from the
corresponding layers superimposed on the maps in white. Time
mark: 20 ms. Below the maps, the line plots of MUA from the dif-
ferent layers. Upper layer III, black lines; layer IV, blue lines; layer
V, red lines, arbitrary units.

with an extended increase in firing. The extended in-

crease in firing is generally consistent with that observed

during sustained polysynaptic EPSPs, which may oc-

cur with activation of local associative fibers (44). The

fibers have been shown in animal models to be impor-

tant in the generation of PDSs (29,33,45). Nonsynaptic

mechanisms also could contribute to the PDS and lo-

cal neuronal synchronization (9–13). Whether these ef-

fects are in operation during human spike generation and

propagation, and if so, to what extent, remains to be

determined.

The human IIS was always followed by a large source

and decreased firing. Cellular processes contributing to the

post-IIS source probably include GABA-mediated feed-

forward and recurrent inhibition (46,47), as well as in-

trinsic K currents (24). Overall, these data provide good

evidence for the validity of the PDS model for human

IISs.

Granular pattern

The described CSD/MUA timing and intracortical dis-

tribution (Fig. 3) highly resembles the feedforward pat-

terns recorded in animals in primary and secondary

sensory cortices elicited by natural stimuli or thalamic

electrical stimulation (26,48,49). A similar activation se-

quence was observed by Kandel and Buzsaki (35) in rats

during spontaneous high-voltage spikes and sleep spin-

dles. Thalamic disinhibition evoked layer IV-centered ear-

liest activity in rats, including the prespike source as de-

scribed here (40).

The propagation of the current sink from layer IV

through layer III to layer II has also been observed in

previous studies in the rat, evoked by thalamic stimula-

tion (49) and thalamic disinhibition (40). The mechanism

of this propagation is still unclear, but it appears unlikely

that it reflects somatodendritic backpropagation of the ac-

tion potential, which is about 5 times faster than the rate

of 0.033–0.15 m/s observed in the current study (50,51).

Our surface-recorded data strongly suggest corticocor-

tical IIS propagation with ≥1 m/s velocity. Similar values

of intrahemispheric corticocortical spread were found in

different animal models (52–55). Intracortical spread is

consistently several times slower than propagating action

potentials, implicating a polysynaptic accumulation of ex-

citation (regulated by inhibition) (33,56). The morphol-

ogy of the surface-recorded potentials—brief initial pos-

itivity, then larger fast negativity followed by the slower

positive–negative sequence of the wave component—also

is in agreement with previous findings.

Supragranular pattern

The initial supragranular sink in these IISs suggests acti-

vation of intrinsic collaterals, as their main inputs (44,57).

Supragranular layers also receive afferents from nonspe-

cific thalamic nuclei as well as from higher cortical areas

(58–60). Stimulation of the later feedback afferents evokes

a prolonged polysynaptic EPSP, with little subsequent in-

hibitory postsynaptic potential (61,62), consistent with the

current observations.

Direct cortical electrical stimulation (24,47) elicited

similar surface and CSD/MUA activation patterns as seen

in Fig. 4. Besides cortical stimulation, cortical disinhibi-

tion can produce similar superficial CSD sinks in animals.

Epicortical penicillin application in rabbit evoked promi-

nent negative surface potentials (63) with sinks in lay-

ers I–II and upper layer III, and deeper sources. Cortical

GABAA blockade in the rat also elicited layer III sinks

and enhanced MUA (8).

De novo generation

In agreement with our results (Fig. 5, right), layer V

was found to be the initiation area of paroxysmal events

in a number of slice studies involving disinhibition and

neocortical isolation (64–66), where burst generating cells

and axonal sprouting (67) were implicated. In vivo CSD
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FIG. 5. Current source density (CSD) and multiunit analysis (MUA) of granular versus de novo spike. Left: Single-sweep CSD and
spike-triggered, averaged MUA pattern of granular IIS from ME2 in patient A (close to G12). Color CSD codes are as in Fig. 3. Time mark:
10 ms. Below the maps: line plots of MUA, as in Fig. 4. Right: De novo spike from the same patient and location. Surface recordings
during these IISs are shown in Fig. 2A for the left panel and Fig. 2B for the right panel. For details, see text.

experiments with cortical disinhibition in rats and rabbits

(8,63) also showed that layer V plays an important role

in spike generation. In a human slice CSD study, Kohling

(43) demonstrated that layer V can be the initiation area of

spiking; however, they found that superficial layers gen-

erate spikes more frequently.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

PDSs are characteristic of animal epilepsy; IISs are

characteristic of human epilepsy; our findings confirm

that they are the same phenomenon. Beyond the defining

feature of a large prolonged population EPSP, the current

results confirm in humans the intracortical laminar pattern

of synaptic activity during PDSs that has been described

in animals.

In cortical regions on the main route of ictal spread, IISs

begin with powerful depolarizations in layer IV, which

spread to both supra- and infragranular laminae, resem-

bling the normal cortical response to strong feedforward

corticocortical or thalamic input. In the periphery of the

main route of spread, the depolarization begins and re-

mains supragranular. Limited data suggest that within the

spike-initiation zone itself, the IIS originates in layer V.

Within cortical columns, as well as between cortical ar-

eas, the spread of the IISs appears to involve the buildup

of polysynaptic excitation (31,44,62).
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Epileptic cortex is characterized by paroxysmal electrical discharges. Analysis of these interictal discharges typically manifests as

spike–wave complexes on electroencephalography, and plays a critical role in diagnosing and treating epilepsy. Despite their

fundamental importance, little is known about the neurophysiological mechanisms generating these events in human focal

epilepsy. Using three different systems of microelectrodes, we recorded local field potentials and single-unit action potentials

during interictal discharges in patients with medically intractable focal epilepsy undergoing diagnostic workup for localization of

seizure foci. We studied 336 single units in 20 patients. Ten different cortical areas and the hippocampus, including regions

both inside and outside the seizure focus, were sampled. In three of these patients, high density microelectrode arrays
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simultaneously recorded between 43 and 166 single units from a small (4mm� 4mm) patch of cortex. We examined how the

firing rates of individual neurons changed during interictal discharges by determining whether the firing rate during the event

was the same, above or below a median baseline firing rate estimated from interictal discharge-free periods (Kruskal–Wallis

one-way analysis, P_0.05). Only 48% of the recorded units showed such a modulation in firing rate within 500ms of the

discharge. Units modulated during the discharge exhibited significantly higher baseline firing and bursting rates than unmodu-

lated units. As expected, many units (27% of the modulated population) showed an increase in firing rate during the fast

segment of the discharge (�35ms from the peak of the discharge), while 50% showed a decrease during the slow wave.

Notably, in direct contrast to predictions based on models of a pure paroxysmal depolarizing shift, 7.7% of modulated units

recorded in or near the seizure focus showed a decrease in activity well ahead (0–300ms) of the discharge onset, while 12.2%

of units increased in activity in this period. No such pre-discharge changes were seen in regions well outside the seizure focus.

In many recordings there was also a decrease in broadband field potential activity during this same pre-discharge period. The

different patterns of interictal discharge-modulated firing were classified into more than 15 different categories. This hetero-

geneity in single unit activity was present within small cortical regions as well as inside and outside the seizure onset zone,

suggesting that interictal epileptiform activity in patients with epilepsy is not a simple paroxysm of hypersynchronous excitatory

activity, but rather represents an interplay of multiple distinct neuronal types within complex neuronal networks.

Keywords: microelectrodes; focal epilepsy; spike–wave; single unit; microphysiology

Abbreviations: EEG= electroencephalogram

Introduction

Importance of the interictal discharge

Epileptogenic cortex is characterized by paroxysmal bursts of ac-

tivity (Gibbs et al., 1935) that occur independently from the syn-

chronous neural activity that comprises a seizure. These interictal

discharges, referred to as a spike, spike and wave or sharp wave

on the electroencephalogram (EEG), are thought to represent

pathologic alterations in normal cellular excitability and synchron-

ization (Kooi, 1966; Chatrian et al., 1974; Gotman, 1980; Walczac

and Jayakar, 1997). Many authors, particularly those trained as

electroencephalographers, refer to interictal spikes. Instead, we

have chosen the term interictal discharge in order to encompass

all components of the event, including the slow wave, and to

avoid confusion with single-unit action potentials that are also

referred to as spikes, primarily by cellular physiologists

(Niedermeyer et al., 1982). While the relationship between inter-

ictal abnormalities in the EEG and ictal events remains somewhat

unclear, interictal discharges are important indicators of epilepto-

genicity, are routinely used in the diagnosis of epilepsy and play a

critical role in the localization of seizure foci (Penfield and Jasper,

1954; Pedley, 1984; Baumgartner et al., 1995; Holmes et al.,

2000; Blume et al., 2001a and b; de Curtis and Avanzini, 2001).

A deeper and more comprehensive understanding of the neuro-

physiological mechanisms underlying the interictal discharge is

crucial to developing more complete models of epileptic activity

and more principled and effective methods for controlling seizures.

Prior studies in animal models suggest that interictal discharges

reflect synchronous and excessive discharges from a large popu-

lation of neurons. In these models, the interictal discharge results

from a burst of action potentials at 200–500Hz superimposed on

a slow depolarizing potential, the paroxysmal depolarizing shift

(Goldensohn and Purpura, 1963; Matsumoto and Ajmone

Marsan, 1964). This has been observed in many models of focal

epilepsy (see de Curtis and Avanzini, 2001 for a review). Whether

this same mechanism underlies interictal events in human patients

with idiopathic focal epilepsy is uncertain. In particular, does the

interictal discharge arise from endogenous membrane instability

leading to a paroxysmal depolarizing shift or is it the consequence

of exogenous, perhaps network wide, activities? Examination of

the relationship between single unit activity and the interictal dis-

charge appears more complex than model systems would suggest.

For example, only a subset of neurons seem to increase firing

during the fast component of the interictal discharge (Wyler

et al., 1982; Altafullah et al., 1986; Isokawa et al., 1989; Ulbert

et al., 2004) and most human studies have not found a predict-

able correlation between neuronal firing or bursting of single units

and interictal spikes (Ward and Thomas, 1955; Rayport and

Waller, 1967; Babb, 1973; Wyler et al., 1982; Schwartzkroin

et al., 1983; Williamson and Spencer, 1994). There is more con-

sistency, however, with regard to the slow component of the dis-

charge. During the slow wave there is a diminished rate of

neuronal activity corresponding to a period of relative inhibition.

In patients with focal epilepsy, for example, a decrease in

multi-unit firing during the slow-wave (Altafullah et al., 1986) is

accompanied by large current sources in middle cortical layers

(Ulbert et al., 2004). Taken together, these studies point to

greater complexity in the generation of the interictal discharge

than the paroxysmal depolarizing shift model accounts for and

raise the possibility that neuronal interactions and network rela-

tionships drive the paroxysm.

To understand the physiological basis of the interictal discharge

in human epilepsy more completely, particularly the relationship

between single unit activity and interictal discharges, we simultan-

eously recorded single unit activity and local field potentials in

patients with intractable focal epilepsy. Consistent with prior stu-

dies, we found that many single units show an increase in
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neuronal firing at the discharge as well as a decrease during the

following slow-wave. In contrast with those studies, however, for

many units in or near the seizure focus there is either a decrease or

an increase in their firing preceding the interictal discharge. There

was also a wide variety of different unit firing patterns seen during

the fast component of the discharge and the following slow wave

that have not been described previously. This diversity in types of

modulation was observed even within small cortical regions and

was true in regions inside and outside the seizure focus. Together

these patterns suggest that the interictal discharge does not result

from a physiologic event limited to a single population of neurons

but, instead, reflects a dynamic and complex network phenom-

enon, emerging from a heterogeneous population.

Materials and methods

Subjects
Twenty patients (ages 10–58 years, nine females) with medically in-

tractable focal epilepsy who were already scheduled for

clinically-indicated intracranial cortical recordings for epilepsy monitor-

ing (Delgado-Escueta and Walsh, 1983; Engel et al., 1983) were en-

rolled in the study after informed consent was obtained. These

procedures were monitored by local Institutional Review Boards in

accordance with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Electrode targets and the duration of implantation were determined

solely on clinical grounds.

Clinical electrodes and recordings
Patients were implanted with intracranial subdural grids, strips and/or

depth electrodes (Adtech Medical Instrument Corporation, Racine, WI)

for 5–10 days. They were monitored in a specialized hospital setting

until sufficient data were collected to identify the seizure focus, at

which time the electrodes were removed and, if appropriate, the seiz-

ure focus was resected. Continuous intracranial EEG was recorded with

standard recording systems (XLTEK, Ontario Canada; BMSI, Viasys

NeuroCare, Conshohocken, PA; CEEGRAPH, Bio-logic Systems,

Mundelein, IL; and BIDMC/Apropos Medical, Boston, MA) with sam-

pling rates between 200 and 500Hz. All steps of the analysis of intra-

cranial EEG data were performed using Neuroscan Edit 4.3 software

(Compumedics, El Paso, TX) and custom designed MATLAB

(MathWorks, Natick, MA) software.

Microelectrodes
Three types of microelectrodes were implanted in addition to the clin-

ical macroelectrodes. The first type of electrode was the NeuroPort

array (n=3 patients, Cyberkinetics Inc/Blackrock Microsystems, Salt

Lake City, UT), which has been used in several previous studies

(Hochberg et al., 2006; Schevon et al., 2008; Truccolo et al., 2008;

Waziri et al., 2009). The 4mm�4mm microelectrode array is com-

posed of 100 platinum-tipped silicon probes that are inserted 1.0mm

into the cortex. Recordings were made from 96 active electrodes and

data were sampled at 30 kHz per electrode (0.3–7 kHz bandwidth).

The second type was a system of microelectrodes implanted per-

pendicularly to the cortical surface to sample the width of the cortex

(n=13 patients). This laminar microelectrode array has been described

previously (Ulbert et al., 2001a) and also used in a number of studies

(Ulbert et al., 2001b, 2004; Wang et al., 2005; Fabó et al., 2008;

Cash et al., 2009; Keller et al., 2009). Each array was comprised of 24

electrodes in a single row with diameters of 40mm spaced at 150 mm

centre-to-centre. The entire array had a length of 3.6mm. Differential

recordings were made from each pair of successive contacts to estab-

lish a potential gradient across the cortical lamina. After wideband

filtering (DC-10 kHz) and preamplification (gain 10�, CMRR 90db,

input impedance 1012 ohms), the signal was split into a low frequency

field potential band (filtered at 0.2–500Hz, gain 1000�, digitized at

2 kHz, 16 bit) and a high frequency multi- and single unit activity band

(zero-phase digital high pass filtering above 300Hz, 48 dB/oct, gain

1000�, digitized at 20 kHz, 12 bit) and stored continuously with

stimulus markers.

The third type of microelectrode used in this study (n=4 patients)

was a microwire bundle (Adtech Medical Instrument Corporation,

Racine, WI) that has, in similar form, also been used in several previ-

ous studies (Cameron et al., 2001; Staba et al., 2002; Ekstrom et al.,

2003; Worrell et al., 2008). Patients were implanted with hybrid depth

electrodes consisting of the microwire bundle located inside the clinical

depth electrodes. The microwires protruded �3mm beyond the

macroelectrode tip and were used to record from mesial temporal

structures (primarily hippocampus). Recordings were made from

seven active electrodes and data were acquired at 30 kHz (0.3–7 kHz

bandwidth) using the NeuroPort recording amplifiers.

Selection of interictal discharges
Interictal discharges were selected based on morphological character-

istics typical for sharp waves, spikes and spike–wave discharges, as

detected on subdural grids or strips in clinical practice. Events showing

a biphasic or triphasic morphology with an initial fast phase of 200ms

or less which may or may not have been followed by a prolonged,

slower phase were chosen through visual inspection. Time zero was

defined as the peak of the fast component of the discharge. Events

were selected from the microelectrode field potentials and verified by

the adjacent macroelectrode EEG record to minimize potential variabil-

ity due to the distance between the two types of electrodes.

Discharges were selected from epochs in which the patient was

awake as determined by inspection of the macroelectrode EEG record-

ings and video monitoring. Although interictal spikes may be present

during sleep, we did not include such recordings since the back-

ground rhythmicity of slow wave sleep would confound our analysis

regarding grouping and inter-relationships between single units (Staba

et al., 2002). Only discharges separated by more than one hour from

any ictal event were included in this analysis. The median firing rate of

interictal discharges across all subjects was 3.46 discharges/min

(minimum was 0.23, maximum 13.06). This high variability in rate

resulted in a high variability of total number of discharges being exam-

ined for each patient (31–608 discharges).

Localization of electrodes
To co-register the electrodes to anatomical structures, we used

Freesurfer software to compute the reconstruction of the cortical sur-

face (Dale et al., 1999). A combination of in-house MATLAB software

and Freesurfer was then used to co-register the preoperative MRI and

post-operative CT or MRI scan and later align the electrodes on the

cortical surface and to deeper structures. Such localization was

checked against intraoperative notes and photographs of the place-

ment of the microelectrode arrays. Determination of the seizure onset

zone was performed by clinical neurophysiologists. For the purposes of
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this study, the seizure onset region was demarcated by electrodes that

were involved in the initiation of the seizure as recorded with the

intracranial electrodes. This determination was made without any

knowledge of the research.

Data and statistical analysis
Time-frequency analysis of single trial interictal discharges was used to

determine peri-event spectral changes and compare these changes to

modulated unit firing rates. A sinusoidal wavelet method (short-time

DFT) that returns the mean event-related spectral perturbation was

employed using the EEGLAB toolbox for MATLAB (Delorme and

Makeig, 2004). We used 100 linear-spaced frequencies up to 50Hz

for this analysis. To compute statistical power, we used a bootstrap

method of 200 surrogate data trials.

Although single units were isolated slightly differently for each re-

cording system, they were sorted similarly. For the laminar microelec-

trode, continuous microphysiology data were high-pass filtered

(200Hz–20 kHz, zero-phase shift, 48 dB/oct) and amplitude thresh-

olded offline with Offline Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX). For the microwire

bundle and NeuroPort array, the full analogue signal was automatically

amplitude thresholded and reduced to waveform snapshots using

Cerebus Online Classification software (Blackrock, Inc. Salt Lake City,

UT) and then sorted with Plexon’s Offline Sorter.

Great care was taken to ensure that single, stable neurons were

used for this analysis. Units sorted with the method described above

were treated as single units based on criteria including waveform

morphology and autocorrelation functions (Lewicki, 1994; Gale

et al., 2009). Only neurons with an absence of spikes in a refractory

period (2ms) were considered single units; putative units with spikes

during the refractory period were considered to represent multi-unit

activity and were omitted.

To visualize the discharge-related activity of single neurons,

peri-stimulus raster plots and timing histograms were constructed for

a period 1 s before and after each event. After visual inspection of the

local field potential of the event for all patients, we defined five dis-

tinct time periods around an interictal discharge. These were a

pre-interictal discharge baseline period (!500 to !200ms), a

pre-interictal discharge period (!200 to !35ms), the interictal dis-

charge (!35 to 35ms), the slow-wave (35–200ms) and a post-

interictal discharge period (200–500ms).

Interictal discharges can be rhythmic and can occur at high frequen-

cies, therefore activity directly before the interictal discharge cannot be

taken as a distinct baseline. For this reason, baseline periods were

created by randomly selecting epochs during interictal discharge-free

interictal recording segments. A Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of

variance tested the equality (P50.05) of medians for the firing rate

of baseline periods and each period of interest around the interictal

discharge (Gibbons, 1985; Hollander and Wolfe, 1999). This test ac-

counts for the non-parametric distribution of spike trains. We used a

Bonferroni correction to account for the multiple number of time per-

iods being compared.

To study the effect of neuronal attributes on different populations,

we dually characterized each unit. The ‘average firing rate’ was calcu-

lated by dividing the total number of spikes by the recording length of

the segment. The ‘average bursting rate’ of a neuron was calculated

by the algorithm described in Staba et al. (2002), in which a burst is

defined by groups of three action potentials occurring within 20ms

such that none are observed 20ms on either side of the first and last

action potential in the cluster.

To study the effects of firing and bursting rate, a Kolmogorov–

Smirnov test was used to compare the data set with a normal

distribution (Massey, 1951; Marsaglia et al., 2003). In each case,

the data were determined to be non-parametric (P50.05) and the

Kruskal–Wallis test was utilized. Additionally, the peak:trough ratio

(the maximum peak amplitude divided by the minimum trough amp-

litude) and spike half width (a spike’s duration at half-spike amplitude)

were calculated in order to characterize action potential morphology

and attempt to discriminate between cortical pyramidal cells and inter-

neurons as described previously (Swadlow, 2003; Merchant et al.,

2008; Cardin et al., 2009). We observed low variability in these cal-

culations for a given recording system; however, we observed a high

variability between modalities. This was presumably due to filtering

differences in the different recording systems as well as distinct elec-

trode properties.

Results

Clinical characteristics of patients

We recorded interictal discharges from 20 patients (11 males,

9 females) with intractable epilepsy, from five collaborating insti-

tutions (Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Centre, Boston; Brigham

and Women’s Hospital, Boston; The Children’s Hospital,

Boston; Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston; and New York

University Medical Centre, New York City). The mean age was

30.0� 13.7 years (SD). Different aetiologies accounted for pa-

tient’s epilepsy including cortical dysplasias and hetereotopias,

perinatal ischaemia, mesial temporal sclerosis, tumours (oligoastro-

cytoma and ganglioglioma), arteriovenous malformation and

post-traumatic injury. In six patients the aetiology was not defini-

tively established. In three cases this was because a resection was

not performed, because the seizure onset zone involved eloquent

cortex (n=1) or was not fully defined (n=2). In the remaining

three cases, the pathology obtained was unremarkable. Similarly,

different brain regions were affected, although the temporal

lobe was most commonly involved. Microelectrodes were im-

planted into both the lateral neocortex (13 patients, 10 with

laminar microelectrodes, three with NeuroPort) and mesial cor-

tical structures (seven patients, three with laminar microelectrodes,

four with microwires). Microelectrode arrays were placed within

as well as outside the seizure focus (as determined by a team of

clinical encephalographers). These data are summarized in Table 1.

Some, but not all, neurons change their
firing rate during or near the interictal
discharge

For each patient, the microelectrode array and macroelectrode

contacts were localized with respect to cortical and subcortical

structures. A common trigger system was used to ensure alignment

of the corticography data and the microelectrode signals. An ex-

ample of electrode localization, macro and microelectrode record-

ings and single unit analysis is shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, an

example of the laminar recordings and unit bursting can be found

in the online supplementary material (Supplementary Fig. 1).

We examined 336 isolated single units across the 20 patients.

We defined a unit to be ‘modulated’ if the firing rate, in at least
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one of five defined time periods around the interictal discharge,

was significantly different from a baseline firing rate (Kruskal–

Wallis one-way analysis of variance with Bonferroni correction

for multiple comparison). Based on this categorization, we found

that 48% (158/336) of the units were modulated (P50.05)

during the interictal discharge.

To determine if all the modulated units were participating in

a given event or if only a subset contribute, we calculated the

firing probabilities on a per unit basis. On average, a given

modulated unit only had a 39.6% (�2.0% standard error)

probability of firing during the five time periods previously defined

during any single interictal discharge. Additionally, during any

given interictal discharge period only 28.2% (�5.95% standard

error) of the modulated units fired. Thus, for any given

event only a small, and changing, population of neurons

participated.

To determine if the modulated and non-modulated neurons had

distinct characteristics we compared the firing and bursting rate of

these populations. Median baseline frequencies in the modulated

and non-modulated groups were 2.55 and 0.66 spikes/s and 1.20

and 0.20 bursts/min, respectively (Kruskal–Wallis, n1=158,

n2=178, P50.01 for both measures, two-tailed). We recalculated

these parameters excluding the interictal discharge to ensure that

the difference was not solely due to the interictal discharge itself.

The modulated population still had significantly higher firing

and bursting rates than the non-modulated population

(Fig. 2; Medmodulated= 2.56 spikes/s and 0.65 bursts/min;

Mednon-modulated= 1.02 spikes/s and 0.20 bursts/min; for both

measures P50.01).

We additionally calculated each unit’s spike half-width (a spike’s

duration at half-spike amplitude) and peak:trough ratio (peak

amplitude divided by the trough amplitude) as a possible measure

of different neuronal types (Cardin et al., 2009). There were

no noticeable effects of modulation on neuronal properties

within a given recording modality (Supplementary Fig. 2). There

were, however, significant changes in these values between

modalities. Spike half-width values were significantly lower for

units recorded by the laminar system when compared to the

others (P50.01). Additionally, those units recorded by the

NeuroPort system had significantly lower peak:trough ratios

when compared to microwire-recorded units (Supplementary

Fig. 2, P50.05).

We also examined if there were differences in these charac-

teristics based on mesial temporal or cortical location. Overall,

Table 1 Patient characteristics

ID Age Gender Electrode
type

Anatomical
structure

Proximity to
seizure focus

Number
of units

Seizure
focus

Aetiology

S1 27 F Laminar Cingulate gyrus Far 8 Temporal Cryptogenic (1)

S2 31 M Microwire Hippocampus Near 3 Temporal Cryptogenic (2)

S3 58 F Microwire Hippocampus Far 2 Temporal Cryptogenic (1)

S4 45 F Microwire Hippocampus Near 10 Parietal-occipital Cryptogenic (3)

S5 28 M Microwire Hippocampus Within 4 Temporal Post-traumatic

S6 17 M Laminar Hippocampus Within 8 Temporal Cortical dysplasia

S7 47 M Laminar Hippocampus Far 7 Temporal Hippocamal
sclerosis

S8 19 M Laminar Superior temporal gyrus Within 3 Temporal Cortical gliosis/
hippocampal
sclerosis

S9 21 M NeuroPort Middle frontal gyrus Near 43 Temporal Cortical dysplasia

S10 52 F NeuroPort Middle temporal gyrus Near 166 Temporal Cortical dysplasia

S11 43 M Laminar Pre-central gyrus Within 2 Temporal Oligoastrocytoma

S12 29 F Laminar Lateral occipital cortex Near 3 Parietal Heterotopia

S13 24 M Laminar(s) Pre-central and middle tem-
poral gyri

Far 2 Frontal Cortical dysplasia

S14 12 M Laminar Pre-central gyrus Near 9 Parietal-occipital Perinatal ischaemic
injury

S15 10 F Laminar Inferior temporal gyrus Within 8 Temporal Ganglioglioma
with adjacent
dysplasia

S16 14 M Laminar(s) Inferior and middle temporal
gyri

Near 3 Temporal Hippocampal
sclerosis

S17 34 F Laminar Occipital lateral gyrus Within 2 Occipital AVM

S18 27 F Laminar Inferior frontal gyrus Far 1 Frontal Cryptogenic (2)

S19 40 M Laminar Middle temporal gyrus Far 2 Frontal Cryptogenic (2)

S20 22 F NeuroPort Middle temporal gyrus Within 50 Temporal Cortical dysplasia

Anatomical structure from which the microelectrode recording was made was determined by comparison of intra-operative notes and photographs and co-registration of

pre- and post-operative imaging (MRI and/or CT). Proximity to seizure focus was established by comparison to clinically determined seizure onset regions. If the electrode

was within the determined area it was considered within, near if within 3 cm and far if outside of 3 cm. Aetiology was determined based on pathology studies in the context

of the other clinical data. Aetiology notes: multifocal or site of onset not defined so no resection was performed (1), pathology was unremarkable (2), eloquent cortex

involved therefore no resection was performed (3). AVM=arteriovenous malformation.
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there was no statistically significant difference between

the bursting or firing rates in mesial temporal versus cortical neu-

rons. The spike half-width of mesial temporal neurons was slightly

faster than cortical neurons. There were no significant differences

in the peak:trough ratio (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Characterization of the modulated
neuronal population

To categorize these different patterns of modulation further, we

grouped the neurons based on changes in each of five time

Figure 1 Relationship between macroelectrodes, microelectrodes and single unit activity during an interictal discharge.

(A) Co-registration of pre-operative MRI and post-operative CT or MRI allows identification of the electrodes and anatomical structures.

(B) Single sweep of microelectrode local field potential (LFP; red) and corticography (ECoG; black) from an adjacent electrode. Hash marks

indicate discriminated action potentials. Selected interictal discharges (IID) are indicated with arrows. Note the increase in action potentials

from both units during the fast component of the interictal discharge. (C) Raster plot and peri-spike timing histogram from one of the

microelectrode channels shown above during the interictal discharge (n=60). The averaged local field potential is overlaid on the raster

plot in red. Histogram bin width is 5ms. (D) Unit attributes: action potentials (each in grey, average in red), neuronal inter-spike time

interval (ISI) histogram (1ms bin width) and autocorrelogram (!100 to 100ms; 1ms bin width) from the unit isolated in (C).
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periods. Of the possible permutations (five time periods, each

with either a significant increase, decrease or no change results

in 243 possible outcomes), 16 different firing patterns occurred in

more than one unit (Table 2). Five main groups constituted

about 75% of the modulated neurons and were observed both

inside and outside the seizure focus. In addition, modulated

units were observed in both cortical (154 of 304 units) and

mesial temporal locations (4 of 32). Figure 3 demonstrates a

representative neuron and population averages for the five

most common firing patterns. The average local field potential

of the same microelectrode channel is overlaid on the raster

plot with the peri-spike timing histogram of the representative

neuron.

Firing of Type 1 units significantly decreased during the

slow-wave but was unchanged during the interictal discharge.

They represented 36.1% of the modulated population and

occurred in 60% of patients. Type 2 units had an increase in

firing rate only during the fast component of the interictal

discharge (�35ms from the peak, 15.2% of the modulated

units) and were found in 50% of the patients. In contrast, for

Type 3, units firing increased during the interictal discharge but

decreased during the slow-wave. Type 4 neurons were not

modulated during the spike itself but increased in activity during

the slow-wave and were only found in one patient. Action poten-

tials of Type 5 units decreased during both the spike and

slow-wave.

Table 2 Classification of neuronal responses during interictal discharge

Class Number
of units

Modulated
neurons
(%)

Patients
represented
(%)

Pre-IID
(!500 to !200ms)

Pre-IID
(!200 to !35ms)

IID
(!35 to 35ms)

Slow wave
(35 to 200ms)

Post-slow wave
(200 to 500ms)

1 57 36.1 60 – – – # –

2 24 15.2 50 – – " – –

3 14 8.9 35 – – " # –

4 13 8.2 5 – – – " –

5 8 5.1 20 – – # # –

6 5 3.2 20 – # " # –

7 4 2.5 15 – " – # –

8 4 2.5 10 – # – # –

9 3 1.9 10 " – – – –

10 3 1.9 5 " – – # –

11 3 1.9 5 – – – # #

12 2 1.3 10 – " – " –

13 2 1.3 5 – – – – "

14 2 1.3 10 – – " # #

15 2 1.3 10 – # " # #

16 2 1.3 10 – – " " –

Arrows indicate a significant change in firing during the selected time period as defined in the ‘Materials and methods’ section. IID = interictal discharge.

Figure 2 Firing and bursting rate for neurons modulated or not during the interictal discharge. Boxplots show the median (Med, �5),

lower (Q1, �25) and upper quartile (Q3, �75) in the shaded regions and the largest non-outlier observations (whiskers shown with dotted

lines). The modulated population had significantly higher firing and bursting rates compared to the non-modulated population both

including and excluding the interictal event (Med modulated = 2.56 spikes/s and 0.65 bursts/min; Med non-modulated = 1.02 spikes/s and

0.20 bursts/min; **P50.01, Kruskal–Wallis test, n1=158, n2=178). IID= interictal discharge.
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In an attempt to understand which classes of neurons may con-

stitute any given type of firing pattern, we examined the baseline

firing and action potential characteristics of each of the 10 most

frequent types of patterns. Most patterns showed the same char-

acteristics in terms of firing rate and bursting rate with the excep-

tion of Type 5 units. These showed a significantly higher firing and

bursting rate than other types. This type is the only one of the

most common types to have a decrease in firing during the fast

component of the discharge. Types 3 and 4 appeared to have a

lower firing and bursting rate than other types. Spike half-width

and peak:trough values were not significantly different between

different firing patterns (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Changes in neuronal firing preceding
interictal discharges are found within
or near the seizure focus

In addition to the five main types of single unit activity described

above, many units showed a significant change in firing preceding

the interictal discharge. Twelve single units (7.6% of the modu-

lated population) significantly decreased their firing rate and

19 units (12.0%) significantly increased in one of the two time

periods preceding the interictal discharge. Two of the 12 units

(1.3% of the modulated population) decreased far before the

interictal discharge (!500 to !200ms) while 11 of the 19 units

(7.0%) increased far before. We also found three units that

increased long after the interictal discharge (200–500ms; Fig. 4).

These types of patterns were found only within or near the seizure

focus. In fact, 70% of identified units within the seizure focus

showed a pre-discharge change in activity. No such changes

were seen in units well outside the seizure onset zone.

Comparison of firing rates, bursting rates and action potential

characteristics amongst these different groups revealed few

differences. There were no statistically significant differences

between units which increased, decreased or had no change in

their firing rate in terms of baseline firing rate, bursting rate

or peak:trough ratio. Units with a decrease in firing before

the event had a significantly shorter time at half peak

(Supplementary Fig. 3).

Broadband (local field potential) and
neuronal firing decrement preceding
interictal discharge observed across
subjects

Given the plurality of neurons demonstrating a decrement in single

unit firing preceding the interictal discharge, we were interested in

increasing our understanding of the relationship between this dec-

rement and local field potentials during the pre-spike period. We

identified units across subjects that exhibited similar attributes—a

decrement before the interictal discharge (!200 to !35ms), an

increase during the interictal discharge (!35 to 35ms) and a dec-

rement after the fast component (!35 to 200ms or 200–500ms;

Fig. 5). In four subjects we observed this neuronal firing pattern.

In addition, we quantified the local field potential frequency com-

ponents by averaging the single trial event-related spectral power

around the interictal discharge. All of the subjects demonstrated a

significant (P50.01) broadband decrement in spectral power pre-

ceding the event, a significant increase in spectral power during

the fast component and a significant decrement again during the

slow wave. These changes in spectral power correlate closely with

the changes in neuronal firing and together suggest a cortical

inhibitory period preceding the fast component, followed by an

excitatory period during the fast component of the interictal

discharge and an inhibitory period during the slow wave.

Figure 3 Classification of neuronal responses during the interictal discharge (IID). Five defined interictal discharge periods are shown in

the schematic at top. The averaged local field potential, raster plot and peri-event time histogram of a sample neuron and the population

average peri-event time histogram of the top five modulated firing patterns around the interictal event are shown in each column.

FR=firing rate. Dashes indicate no significant change and arrows up or down denote an increase or decrease in significance in the middle

diagrams (P50.05, Kruskal–Wallis test, Bonferroni corrected).
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Firing patterns are heterogenous even
within a small cortical region and such
variation is present inside and outside
the seizure focus

In each subject we found that the several different firing patterns

of individual neuronal units could be observed even within a

small area of cortex. Units with entirely different firing character-

istics could be recorded from a single microelectrode or from

microelectrodes within a few 100 mm of each other. These re-

sults are demonstrated in Fig. 6, in which the variability in

firing patterns of a population of neurons in a restricted cortical

region from a single patient is displayed. In this example, the

recordings were made within a radius of �2.5mm in layers

III–IV of the neocortex, as determined from post-resection hist-

ology. Note that the local field potentials of all recordings are

extremely similar in morphology despite the large variation in

firing patterns of the single units. Unit attributes for this example

(action potentials, interictal spike histograms, and autocorrelo-

grams) can be found in the online supplementary material

(Supplementary Fig. 4). In addition, not only were many different

firing patterns found within a small region but many of the dif-

ferent patterns were observed in recordings made both inside and

outside of the seizure focus.

Discussion

A heterogeneous sub-population of
neurons are involved in interictal
discharge generation

We studied hundreds of neurons in ten different cortical and

sub-cortical structures, both inside and outside the seizure focus,

in 20 patients with intractable focal epilepsy. This is perhaps the

most extensive survey of single unit activity during human inter-

ictal activity reported. In contrast to previous studies, our datasets

included large numbers of simultaneously recorded single units—

up to 166 units from a small patch of cortex—and covered a

larger number of different regions and aetiologies. In this system-

atic characterization of cortical neuronal activities surrounding

interictal discharge events we found a remarkable variety of dis-

tinct firing patterns, which we classified into more than 15 cate-

gories. Only about half of the recorded units showed some change

in firing in or around the interictal discharge. This percentage of

modulated neurons agrees with that described by Wyler et al.

(1982), who found that 44% of recorded neurons showed primar-

ily an increase in firing rate near the interictal discharge peak.

Surprisingly, a considerable subset of units showed either an in-

crease or decrease in firing rates well ahead of the interictal

Figure 4 Neuronal units whose firing changes preceded the interictal discharge (IID). Examples of units that (A) increase long before,

(B) increase just before, (C) increase after, (D) decrease long before and (E) decrease just before the interictal discharge. (F) Histogram of

percent of modulated units which show an increase or decrease before the interictal discharge in regions which were within, near or far

from the seizure onset zone.
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discharge event, in direct contrast to simple models of a paroxys-

mal depolarizing shift. These results have several implications for

the mechanisms underlying epileptiform activity.

First, our results suggest that epileptiform activity, rather than

requiring a large mass of neurons, can occur with relatively sparse

single neuron participation. That is, for any given event, only a

fraction of available neurons participate or are necessary for the

generation of the epileptic discharge. In addition, it appears that a

different subset of modulated neurons participated in any given

event since any given interictal discharge only involved �30% of

the total pool of recorded modulated units. This finding suggests

that at the microphysiological level epileptiform activity can in-

volve multiple neuronal groups or pathways. Certainly, our record-

ing techniques are biased toward sampling the activities of

neurons with large cell bodies. Smaller cells and neurons with

low amplitude events may not be recorded and therefore their

behaviour during the interictal discharge may not be revealed.

As a result, it is possible that the total percentage of neurons

involved in any given discharge is larger. Nonetheless, it is clear

that (i) a substantial number of neurons are not necessary for, or

perhaps are not able to, participate in the epileptic activity; and (ii)

the same set of neurons are not always involved. Advances in

recording techniques and comparisons with intracellular studies

done in model systems should help to complete this picture in

more detail.

Second, neurons that were modulated during the interictal dis-

charge had significantly higher bursting and firing rates than those

that did not. It is possible that the increase in bursting and firing

rates found during the interictal state may be due solely to the

interictal discharge itself. To exclude this possibility we analysed

recording periods without interictal discharge and found that the

modulated population still demonstrated higher firing and bursting

Figure 5 Transient decrease in both local field potential spectral power and neuronal firing rates precede interictal discharges. Upper

panels show the average LFP (red) overlaid on raster plots of neuronal firing. Below is the peri-event time histogram and then time-

frequency plots of the LFP (non-significant values are plotted in green. Red indicates a significant increase and blue indicates a decrease

(P50.01). The two columns are from two different patients.
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propensities. These data lead to two possible conclusions. On the

one hand, these findings support the notion, widely expressed in

the literature, that neurons crucial for epileptic activity have dis-

tinct, if not abnormal, intrinsic activities. On the other hand, it is

possible that these increased burst and firing rates reflect purely

network phenomena; they are an essential reflection of the net-

work properties in which the neuron is embedded. In either case,

the distinct characteristics of these neurons do not explain how an

interictal discharge is generated. Examination of the diversity of

firing patterns seen before and during the interictal discharge sug-

gests that a particular cascade of neuronal interactions is crucial

for formation of the paroxysmal event.

Modulated firing patterns include
changes preceding the interictal
discharge

Of the subset of units whose activity was modulated during the

interictal discharge, we observed multiple firing patterns both

within and across patients. Some of these patterns are ex-

pected—an increase in firing during the fast component, a de-

crease during the slow wave, or both an increase during and a

decrease after have all been reported previously (Wyler et al.,

1982; Altafullah et al., 1986; Ulbert et al., 2004) and together

constitute 60% of the units in our study. These patterns are con-

sistent with the paroxysmal depolarizing shift mechanism—a burst

of action potentials followed by a period of relative inhibition.

The other activity patterns observed, however, depart from

predictions of the simple paroxysmal depolarizing shift model.

Most significantly, almost 20% of the units significantly increased

or decreased their firing well before the interictal discharge. Such

changes were only seen in or near the seizure onset zone. This is

consistent with the common notion that autonomously generated

epileptiform activity would have a different origin than similar ac-

tivity which is propagated and may point toward methods for

further delineation of the seizure onset-zone.

These pre-discharge changes were not an artefact of the record-

ing process. While the morphology of the interictal discharge was

highly variable across patients, we selected events such that

time zero would be aligned to the peak of the fast component

of the interictal discharge. Additionally, these local field poten-

tials were derived from the local microelectrode channel; there-

fore, this temporal shift in different neuronal firing patterns could

not result from a shift between the macroelectrode intracranial

EEG recording and the microelectrode local field potential

recording.

Concomitant with the decrease in firing rate for certain neurons,

at least in some patients and locations, is a decrease in broadband

local field potential activity. In addition, a different population of

neurons displays an increase in firing rates during this same period.

These results support the hypothesis that neuronal inhibition may

be responsible, in part, for synchronizing cortical activity and gen-

erating the interictal discharge. Unfortunately, our analysis of the

action potential characteristics associated with units which chan-

ged before the discharge showed only modest differentiation be-

tween classes. Thus, it is difficult to point conclusively to one type

as excitatory and the other as inhibitory. This is, in part, due to our

Figure 6 Neuronal responses are variable in a small cortical region. All 12 units in this analysis were found within 2.5mm at the same

depth in cortex and therefore, the same cortical layer. In each plot, the top panel shows the raster plot (60 events) overlaid with the

average local field potential. The lower panel shows the peri-event time histogram. Each column shows examples of similar firing patterns

in two different units. Neuronal responses to the interictal discharge were seen that (A) did not change, (B) increased during the fast

component, (C) increased during the fast component and decreased during the slow wave, (D) did not change during the fast component

but decreased during the wave, (E) increased after the IID peak and wave, and (F) increased before the fast component of the interictal

discharge.
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use of different recording systems but may also reflect the hetero-

geneity of aetiologies, brain regions and many other factors.

Nevertheless, such pre-event changes have also been seen in ad-

vance of seizures in an animal model of temporal lobe epilepsy

(Bower and Buckmaster, 2008) and around seizure onset in human

temporal lobe epilepsy (Verzeano et al., 1971; Babb and Crandall,

1976; Babb et al., 1987). In addition, this period prior to the fast

component of the interictal discharge appears similar to the cor-

tical downstate in animal models of sleep (Amzica and Steriade,

1998; Steriade and Amzica, 1998) and in humans during slow

wave sleep and evoked during K-complexes of sleep (Cash

et al., 2009).

Previous evidence for this type of mechanism was confined

mainly to animal studies of generalized epilepsy. Decreased neur-

onal firing in reticular thalamic cells during a depth positive EEG

wave preceding the interictal discharge was recorded from cat

cortex during generalized epilepsy (Steriade et al., 1995).

Additionally, a correlation in firing was found between inter-

neurons and high frequency oscillations preceded the interictal

discharge in rat hippocampus (Ylinen et al., 1995). Based on

these studies, it has been proposed that synchronously firing cor-

tical interneurons that decrease firing directly before the interictal

discharge permit the bursting of excitatory neurons that make up

the fast component of the interictal discharge (de Curtis and

Avanzini, 2001). This mechanism may certainly account for our

data in which we observed some neurons with decreased firing

immediately preceding the interictal discharge. The timescale of

this event, however, may be fairly prolonged as there were clear

changes for certain neurons hundreds of milliseconds before the

event.

In this data set, there was remarkably little that distinguished

units of one pattern from another. The action potential or firing

characteristics of the neurons at baseline were not very different

between different classes of units (with the exception of the Type

5 unit). It is possible that other measures of classification might

distinguish these different neuronal types. It is also possible that

both the numbers of units recorded here and the recording tech-

nologies themselves, being variants on extracellular systems, are

not powerful or consistent enough to allow us to reliably distin-

guish between the neuron types. Further work with larger num-

bers of examples may eventually allow us to separate more

precisely the physiological features corresponding to each neuronal

firing pattern and within different brain regions.

An overall model of the interictal
discharge

While the results presented here do not establish causal links be-

tween observed neuronal firing patterns and the recorded parox-

ysm, the existence of these different patterns suggests that activity

in multiple different neuronal types, linked in a local but remark-

able heterogeneous network, gives rise to the interictal event. One

possible sequence of events is that chronic excitation in and

around the seizure focus leads to a compensatory, chronic

up-regulation of both excitatory and inhibitory activity. As a

result, the bursting and firing rates of the neurons are generally

increased. A subset of inhibitory neurons firing together may ini-

tially decrease the activity of other neurons in the network.

Subsequently, these inhibitory interneurons cease to fire resulting

in a hyper-synchronous, excitatory rebound. The post-synaptic ef-

fects of this rebound are manifest in the EEG recording of the

interictal discharge. During the slow wave there is primarily a de-

crease in firing—though a small number of neurons increase

during this period—suggesting, like the pre-ictal period, that this

is an active event representative of network interactions and not

just intrinsic currents. Of course, this sequence of events begs the

question of what initiates the inhibitory wave of activity to start

with. In some situations, sleep for example, ongoing slow oscilla-

tions may provide the underlying drive. In other states it may be a

purely stochastic process. Further study will be necessary to pro-

vide further details of this sequence but the overall scheme high-

lights the possible importance of inhibition in sculpting epileptic

events which have largely been considered purely excitatory in

nature.

Conclusion
In this study we have used microelectrode recordings to quantify

and characterize cortical neuronal firing patterns during interictal

discharges in patients with focal seizures, finding a tremendous

diversity of response including changes in firing that precede the

defining interictal discharge itself. Such a variety of neuronal

activities supports the hypothesis that interictal discharges are an

emergent manifestation of a complex set of network interactions

and highlights the potential importance of inhibitory activity in

seemingly excitatory paroxysmal events.
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